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Chapter 9

DESCRIPTION OF CRITICAL ASSEMBLIES

THE DANGER COEFFICIENT TEST FACILITY

by J. R. Brown

9. 1 INTRODUCTION

The reactor use8 U (enriehment greater than 90 per cent) in the form

0£ uranyl-nitrate In water. The reactor has al80 been used to obtain experimental data on

23

9. Z DESCRIPTION OF REACTOR AND SOLUTION SYSTEM
(a) Reactor Tank Assembl A two-level Bteel platform (Fig. 9. 1) 8upport8 the

reactor. The platform's lower level supports the reactor tank assembly while the top level

8upports the control rod drives, the neutron source housing and drive. the liquid level mea8ur-

ing device. and other equipment. Reflector water Is stored in the tank in the foreground whlle

wa8h water is 8tored in the two tanks shown in the background to the left.

A cross section of the reactor tank (118-inch-thlck 8tainle88 Steel) and the concentric

reflector tank 18 shown in Fig. 9. 2. The bottom reflector is a solid Lucite cylinder (34-inch

diameter. 10-inch height). The reactor 801ution enters the core by flowing around the bottom

reflector (no reflector provided above reactor core).

In temperature coefficient experiment8. the reactor is Indirectly heated by the reflector

water (electrical immersion heaters, capacity 45-kilowatts, are pro�ded in the reflector).

(b) Solution Storage and Handling System. The hydrogen to U235 atomlc ratios needed

for the desired range of critlcal heights vary from approximately 1600 to 1800. The 250 gallons

of solution needed for the core are stored in 22 stainle88 Steel tanks (5-inch diameter. ll-foot

height). The tanks are placed in a line (on 16-ineh centers) along the wall of a 8torage vault

(Fig. 9. 3). separated by piers of magnesium oxychloride cement, and wrapped in a 0. 020_inch-

thlck cadmium Sheet to provide safe storage for any concentrated solution. Drip pan8 and

leak alarms guard against 1088 of Solution. A platform. several feet above the vault floor,

permits easy access to the valves. A separate system of five storage tanks is prowided for

solution awaiting reconcentration.
423

critlcality.
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UPPER BASE PLATE HOLES IN PLATE
FOR CONTROL RODS.
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Fig. 9. 2 - Reactor Tank Assembly.

The solution is handled by an air System, Shown schematically in Fig. 9. 4. Solution 18

transferred to the reactor by applying 10 p81 air pressure to the 8torage tanks. The 801ution

18 returned to storage by applying a vacuum of I S-inches mercury to the vent Ilne. The

solution level in each tank 18 observed by mean8 of an indicator of the alr-purge differentlal-

pressure type: 801ution level can be read to O. l inch. The air pre88ure for the 8y8tem 18

obtained from a l 00 psi air compressor. A pres8ure-re8ulating valve reduce8 the pre88ure

to 10 psi. The air from the compre880r 18 filtered throuth a ceramlc Screen and activated

eharcoal. All lines after the £ilters are 8tainless steel pipe or tubthg.

The solution 8ystem 18 shown schematically in Fig. 9. 5. Type 347 stainle88 Steel pipe

Is u8ed throughout, poll8hed where feasible on the inside to a No. 4 fin18h, plckled and

pa88ivated to ensure rnaximum resistance to corroslon. Most of the joint8 are flanged, with

nuorothene gaskets, to facilitate assembly and cleaning. All the valves in the solution lines

are a diaphragm type. wlth fluorothene diaphragms and type 347 stainle88 Steel bodie8. The

mixing tank 18 used to make up solution, to change concentration, and (as a transfer tank)

to force solution by pressure to various part8 of the system. This tank is safe for any

solution concentration.

(c) Control and Safe stem. The DCTF has three control rod8. with the drive8

located on the top base plate. Two act as Safety rods. the third, as a 83£ety and regulating

rod. Each rod consists of a hollow cadmium cylinder. 3 inche8 in dlameter. clad with two

concentric pieces of stainless steel tubing. The rod drive consists of a rack and pinion unit

connected through a magnetic clutch to a variable speed motor. An automoblle-type shock

711N. 481N.

361N.
521N. )LID PLASTIC
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Note that the alr 8upply line. after pa881ng through the filter.
Splits: The right line supplie8 pre88ure for moving 801ution'
the left line 8upplies pressure for the liquid level indicator8.
The loop at the right, which includes the sediment collector,
pump> and scrubbing tower, circulates Na2CO solution to
collect any �r-borne uranium salt particles or solution

Fig. "9. 4 - DCTF Air System for Solution Handling.

absorber is prO�ded to Cu8hlon a rod drop. Control rod p081tion is Indicated by tWO 8e18yns

geared to the pinion Shaft. The maximum rod 8peed is 24 inches per. minute. the control rods

are fully inserted about 0: 7 second after a Scram.

An additional 8alety niea8ure 18 prO�ded by dumping l O per cent of the reactor 801ution.

The dump valve is an air-operated (air to close. 8pring open) 4-inch diaphragm valve. The

dump tank Is made up of two 5-Inch-diameter pipes, 1 O feet longi 30 inches between center8,

and connected at the valve by a Y-8ection of 3-inch pipe. The tank 18 sloped to facilitate

draining and 18 vented back through the 8plash shield into the reactor tank.

The polorrium-beryllium neutron source is lowered into the solution on a nylon string

wound on a motor-driven drum. In its upperm08t P081tion. the neutron 80urce 18 enclosed by

a cadmium-covered paraffin cylinder. An Interlock prevents Solution from belng introduced

into the reactor, or control rod8 from being r�sed. unle88 the source 18 in8erted in the reactor.

This interlock is automatically overridden when a significant neutron flux 18 belng measured

on the instruments.

(d) Solution Hei ht Indicatlon. The height of the reactor 801ution 18 determined by a

pointed 8tainle88-8teel bob on a stainless-steel wire attached to a motor-driven drum.

electroMc circuit reverses the motor each time the bob makes or break8 contact with the

surface of the Ilquid. The drum 18 accurately machined 80 that the selsyn indicate8 directly

In inches. The Indicator can be read to O. 01 inch and oscillate8 in a range of 0. 04 inch.

SEDIMENT tJ

droplet8.
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(e) Tem erature Measurements. Six therml8tor8, four in the Solution and two in the

renector, are lowered into the reactor to measure temperature coefficients. They are po6i-

tloned to glve a good repre8entation of the temperature di8tribution both a]ually and radially.

I)urlng mea8urement8. the therml8tor reading8 are chart-recorded in sequence by a motor-

driven. cycling 8elector Swltch. From calibration data. the error in a glven therr�stQr

reading wa8 e8till�ted to be *0. 020 C.. In any given experiment. the temperature variation

throughout the core wa8 found to be le88 than *O. I C..

9. 3 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
The procedures used with critlcal experiments have been describéd in Chap. 8. For the

mo8t part, these techniques were used wlth the DCTF. The few differenee8 are a880clated

wlth the fact that the DCTF is not a solld fuel reactor.

(a) Determlnatlon of Solution Concentration. The Initlal concentration of the DCTF

REFLECT(¥I

ISTEAM

TAM<

500

DiSfiLLATE

é PIM>

500

Flg. 9. 5 - DCTF Solution Plping System.

8olutlon wa8 e8tabll8hed by separate gravlmetric chemlcal analy8e8 of 8ix indlvldual 8amples.
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Thelr average wa8 taken as the Initial concentration. At each aubsequent 8tage of exper1~

mentation. that 18, after each dilution. the concentration wa8 calculated from a knowledge of

the quantity of distilled water (or fuel) added and the pre�Ou3 concentration. In additlon,

gravimetric analyses were performed in conjunctlon wlth the inventory accounting8.

general. the calculated and measured concentration8 dlffered by le88 than 0. 5 per cent.

The concentration of impuritie8 in the solutlon was determlned by periodic spectrographle

analy8es. The Impurltie8 contrlbuted le88 than 0. 5 per cent to the thermal neutron capture

rate.

(b) Determination of Critical Solution Hei ht. The exact height of the reactor for crltl-

cality was determined by taking a Series of measurements of the reactor at Slightly

3upercriLical heights. The perlod of the reactor wa8 measured at the Several helght8 and the

critical height determined by extrapolating a curve of reactivlty ver8us helght back to zero

From the method of measurement of the crltlcal helght. another quantity of intere8t

could be inferred dlrectly. Thi8 was the rate of change of reactivity with reactor height

(c) Determlnlng the Temperature Coefficlent of Reactivit A8lde from technical Interest,

the temperature coefficient of reactivity wa8 required in order to correct data for temperature

drift8 during a given day• a8 well a8 for changlng temperature conditions from day to day.

To measure the temperature coefficient for the reflected reactor, the Solutlon and

reflector height8 were adjusted untll the reactor wa8 81ightly 8upercrltical. The reactor wa8

then allowed to stabilize in temperature. The Stability was monltored periodically by the

thermistor reading8 and by the con8tancy of the reactor period.

Next the temperature of the reflector water was raised approximately 15 C. by the use of

immer8ion heater8. The heating of the core 801ution by conduction through the tank wall8 wa8

observed with the thermistors and plotted as a function of time. After the heating power wa8

turned off. the reflector and the core temperatures gradually equillbrated at a temperature

approximately 8 C. above the initial temperature. Thereafter, the reflector and reactor

cooled at a rate of approximately O. I C. per hour. During the warming proce88 the reactor

became subcritlcal because of the magnitude of the negative temperature coefficient. To com-
pensate for this, 80me solution was added to the reactor.

At the higher temperatures, after equilibrium wa8 reached. perlod mea8urement8 were

repeated as the reactor and reflector temperature 81owly fell. For each of the8e period

measurements, the a88ociated reactivity and temperature T were used together wlth the Inltlal

temperature and re aetivity to compute separate values of the temperature coefficient of

reactivity. The average of these was then taken a8 the experimental coefflclent. The reacti-

vity gain due to the additlon of solution was. of course, taken Into account In the computatlon.

(d) Analysi8 of Errors in Data. As already noted, the temperature coefficient of

reactivity wa8 used to correct for daily temperature drift8. The data taken were related to a

single temperature by observing the solution temperature a8 a function of time during a day,

operation. By application of the measured temperature coefficient of reaet£vity• the reactlvlty

could be referred to a given temperature base, u8ually 20'C.

The least count of the system Insofar as reactivlty measurement8 are concerned 18 e8tl-

mated to be 0. 05 x 10- Because of temperature gradient8. a given critical reactor 18 not

reactI�tY.

ap/8h.
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determlned to thi8 precision. On typical curve8 of reactivity ver8U8 reactor height. the

8tandard deviation of the experimental point8 from the curve 18 about I x 10-

The Standard deviatlon of the 81ope eurve. i. e. 8p/8h. 18 estimated to be about 4 per cent.

The error in any given erltical helght deternilnatlon 18 believed to be *0. 02 inch.

9. 4 CRITICALITY RESULTS
A number of determlnation8 of the erltlcality of the DCTF were made wlth no control rods

present in the reactor. Some experiment8 were performed with both the bottom axlal

reflector and radlal water reflector. Others were performed without the radial reflector but

with the bottom ajdal reflector. All mea8urement8 quoted for axial height were mea8ured

from the top of the Bolid axial reflector.

Flgure 9. 6 give8 the crltieal 801ution height a8 a funetlon of the hydrogen to uranium-235

atomic ratio. The data wlth and without a radial reflector are pre8ented on this curve.

Figure 9. 7 8how8 8p/ah a8 a function of the critical height of the reactor. The value8 obtained

are IndepenApnt of the radlal reflector.

53

41

NO REFLECTOR

WITH REFLECTOR
29

23

Flg. 9. 6 - Crltlcal Solution Height ver8U8 Hydrogen to Uranium-235 Atomic Ratio.

The critical mass of uranlum-235 ha8 been calculated for each crltical condition from

the critlcal 8olution height and the hydrogen to uranium-235 ratio. The tabulated re8ult8 for

the rellected and the unrefLected core8 are shown in Table 9. 1. For these calculatlon8, the

although it Is

81ightly dependent on concentration.

in reacti�ty.

1600 1650 1700
H:U-235 ATOMIC RATIO

1750 1800

801utlon den8ity wa8 a88igned the con8tant value of l. 015 gram8 per cm
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48
44
40
36
32

x 24
20
16

22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48
CRITICAL SOLUTION HEIGHT ( INCHES )

Legend: O With reflector
E] No reflector

Fig. 9. 7 6p/6h versus Critical Solution Height.

Table 9. 1 - SOLUTION HEIGHT AND CRITICAL MASS OF URANIUM-235

235 Critical Solution Height
cm (k U-235)

Rati Reflector
Without Radi

Reflector ReflectorReflector

1633*2
69.2
75.2

7.2474.2 6.75

81.5 7.24 7.85

79.1

86.6

86.1 7.57 8.24

1739 95.3

106.7

8.20 9.03
1757 95.5

106. 2

8.95

1773 120.9 9.87
1776 11.78

From the data in Figs. 9. 6 and 9. 7 the reactivity worth of the radial renector may be

ealeulated. Its value IB 46. 4 * 2. 7 x l O- in reactlvity and Is apparently independent of

9. 5 TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT OF REACTIVITY
The temperature coefficient of reactivity wa8 measured for several ca8e8. All except

one were measured for the clean reactor condition. The one exception was the ca8e with the

central control rod partially inserted. The results are given in Table 9. 2. The reaCtI�tIeS

were obtained from measured periods using the Hughes data in the inhour equation wlth no

correction for the effectivene88 of the delayed neutrons.

<a 12

Critical Ma88

Atomic Wlth Radial ou

IAA8

58.7*0.05 6.21 *0.04

1710

1721

10. 00

127.0 10.zi

11.24

110.0

801ution height.
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Table 9. 2 - TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT OF REACTIVITY

235 Temperature
Range ofCore

Condition Ratio

With Radial Reflector

With Radlal Reflector

With Radlal Rellector

Without Radial Reflector

Without Radial Reflector

with Radial Reneetor
and Central Rod

(10. 7 to 12.4 inches
from bottom of core)

1688 17.8 24.8 -1. 39

-1. 59

-1. 83

1757

1773

1773
21.5 28.1

1.53

1.57

-1. 83

9. 6 CONTROL ROD STUDIES
DCTF measurement8 were a180 made on core6 in which one or more control rod8 were

in8erted. On meaBurements made wlth partlally in8erted control rod8, a constant 8olution

hel�t of 47. 0 inche8 wa8 use� The rod wa3 adju8ted to make the reactor critical, and the

rod worth was then measured. The8e two quantltles, the critical rod height and the reactivity

worth per inch of rod travel 6p/6z. are plotted in Flgs. 9. 8 and 9. 9, respectively.

34

26 ROD NO. 3
REFLECTOR

222
ROD NO.2

NO REFLECTORROD NO.3
WITH

REFLECTOR
18

ROD NO. 2
WITH REFLECTOR

H: U 235 ATOMIC RATIO

Solution height at 47. 00 inches.
Rod No. 2 is 9 inche3 from the central axi8 of the core.
Rod No. 3 18 on the central a]as of the core.

Fig. 9. 8 - Crltlcal Rod Height ver8U8 Hydrogen to Uranium-235 Atomic Ratlo.

Measurement (°C)
Atomic

Txlo

Partially Inserted

1710

16.1 26.0

20.3-26.5
19.4-26.1

19.8-27.3
1710

9700 ITIO 1720 1730 1740 1750 1760 1770 1780
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12

ROD NO. 3

ROD NO. 2

15 20 25
CRITICALROD HEIGHT (INCHES)

40

Solution height at 47. 00 Inches.
Reflected core.
Unreflected eore.

Fig. 9. 9 6p/6z ver8us Crltical Rod Height.

It may be noted that the maxlma of the curve8 In Fig. 9. 9 do not occur at the mid-core

height. A qualitative explanation Is that the pre8ence of the bottom axlal reflector and the

absence of a top reflector cause a shift in the flux peak towards the lower portion of the curve.

Furthermore. the presence of a rod also cause8 a shift in the flux peak toward8 the bottom of

the eore. The fact that this 8hift 18 more apparent with the central rod indicate8 that the

presence of the rod ha8 an influence on the p081tlon of the flux peak.

Data were also taken for ca8e8 in which the Control rod8 were fully in8erted. The8e data

are plotted in Fig. 9. 10. Measurements were made for both the reflected and unrenected

cores for a rod at O inche8. 9 inches, and 14 inche8 from the axi8 of the core. One point wa8

taken with the two outer rods down.

The value of the worth per inch of solution a8 a function of crltic81 801utlon height IS shown

in Fig. 9. 11 for the case with a rod down. Thi8 curve may be compared with the 8imilar curve

of Fig. 9. 7 for the case with no control rod. The comparison 8hows that the value8 of 6p/6h

for eorresponding eritlcal helght are nearly Identlcal over the entire range of height8 plotted.

The Scatter in the data presented in Fig. 9. ll limit8 the accuracy of comparison.

The total reactivity worth of each control rod may be found by two method8: One, by

integrating the differential worth given in Fig. 9. 9. The other. by using the 801ution height

values for the rod in and the rod out, and the measured value8 of 8p/8h. The methods give

rod worths which are in reasonable agreement. The results are:

10

10
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44
ROD NO.2 DOWN

(NOREFLECTOR)ROD NO.3 DOWN
(WITH REFLECTOR)

ROD NO.2 DOWN
(WITH REFLECTOR)36

ROD NO. I DOWN
(WITH REFLECTOR)

20 50

Rod No. l 18 14 inches from the central axi8 of the core.
Rod No. 2 is 9 Inche8 from the central axis of the core.
Rod l¥l0. 3 is on the central ax18 of the core.

Fig. 9. 1 O - Crltical Solution Height wlth Variou8 Control Rod8 Fully
Inserted versus Hydrogen to Uranlum-235 Atomic Ratlo.

48

X 24

22 28 40
CRITICAL SOLUTION HEIGHT ( INCHES)

46

Legend: Rod No. I down, wlth reflector.
Rod No. 2 down, with reflector.
Rod No. Z down• no reflector.
Rod No. 3 down, with reflector.
Rod8 No. l and No. 2 down• with refleetor.

Fig. 9. 11 6p/6h ver8U8 Crltlcal Solution Height for Variou8 Control Rod

Rod No. l 18 Worth 0. 28 1* 0. 05) per cent:

Rod No. 2 18 worth 0. 87 (* 0. 10) per cent;

Rod No. 3 18 worth 2. 15 (* 0. 20) per cent.

The relatlve rod worth8 are given reasonably well by a J welghting fvnctlon.

1600 1700
H:U-235 ATOMIC RATIO

1750

Configuration8.
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THE TRX FACILITY

by J. R. Brown

9. 7 INTRODUCTION
The TRX 18 a facility for the experimental Study of the reactor physic8 of high uranium-

content water-moderated a8semblles. The alm of the program is to determine, through

me asurements on critical a88emblie8. the effect of fuel diameter, fuel enrichment, water-to-

metal ratio, and fuel material on reactor parameters 8uch as critical Size. buckling,

temperature coefficient, age to thermal. thermal utilizatlon, re80nance escape probablllty,

fast fission factor. and other speclal quantitles of interest.

The letter8 TRX are an abbreviation for Two-Re "on Experiment. Orlglnally. It had been

planned to provide an annular tank about the experlmentsl lattice which could be fllled with an

enriched uranyl-nitrate solution. The aim wa8 to make up any deficiencies in the lattice

reactivity. Because of operational problems. thi8 plan wa8 not adopted and e88enttally all of

the Studies on the TRX have been 8ingle-region lattice8.

9. 8 DESCRIPTION OF THE TRX ASSEMBLY
The TRX a88emblie8 use uranlum metal or ura�urn dioxlde fuel rods 48 inchea long, and

clad with aluminum. Exten8ions are provided at each end to a8818t In mounting the rod8 In a

lattice plate. A typical TRX core 18 made up of a hexagonal lattice of such rod8 8u8pended

from a lattice plate. The lattlce plate is drllled with hole8 located to glve the de81red water-

to-metal ratio. An alumlnum gulde plate is provlded at the bottom, and two 114-inch-thick

plastic guide plates are provided In the eore reglon. The upper plate may be alumlnum or

Steel depending upon the Strength requtred. Flgure 9. 12 8how8 a loaded lattice plate ready

to mount in the reactor tank. Figure 9. 13 ahow8 the lattice mounted in the reactor tank. The

cylindrical object8 above the lattlce are weights mounted on the control rod cable8.

Figure 9. 14 shows a typlcal uranium metal fuel rod. The metal fuel In the TRX ha8 been

U8ed in two diameter8. namely 0. 387 inch and 0. 600 inch. The oxide materlal ha8 been used

in the same dlameter8 but at two different den81tle8. The urarrium metal 18 In the form of

long rod8. the oxide fuel 18 In the form of sintered pellets approximately 0. 5 Inch hlgh.

Four Control rod8 are used In the TRX. Flgure 9. 15 8how8 a cr088 8ection of one of the

control rod arrangements. The shape is chosen to perrnlt the control rod to enter the lattice

without disturbing the lattice 8pacing. With the rod8 withdrawn the lattlce ts a uniform hexa-

gonal array. Thls permlt8 the propertie8 of the reactor to be analyzed with a minimum of

The other feature8 of the TRX assembly (the mechanical rnount�g, water system, elec-

tronic control system. and instrumentation system) are btsllt along the general line8 described

Chap. 8.

The TRX 18 mounted on a two-level elevated platform wlth the dump tank below the reactor

tank. Water is pumped into the bottom of the reactor tank. and a dump valve 18 provlded to

empty the reactor tank quickly.

The reactor tank 18 a slngle, large eylindrlcal vessel with provision to support the lattlce

plate inside. When filled, the radial reflector thlekne88 18 greater than 8 inches. The

bottom reflector consi8t8 of 8 inches of aluminum fuel rod end8 and water. The top reflector

geometrical complication8.
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Fig. 9. 12 - A TRX Core Before Insertion in the Reactor Tank.

IIIEll#llTi*k
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con818t8 of 6-1/2 inche8 of aluminum fuel rod

end8 and water. and 1-1/2 inches of 8teel or

alumlnum lattice plate.

A8 noted above there 18 no mecharrical

separation between the fuel reglon and the

reflector region. For temperature coef -

fielent 8tudie8 the water can be heated

electrically by immer8ion heater8 located

In the reflector region of the reactor tank.

Unlformlty of temperature 18 maintained by

thermostatic control of the heater8.

WELD

water temperature 18 not generally heated

above 50°C because of the high huznidity

vknich develop8 in the reactor room.

AL PLUG

URANIUM
9. 9 MEASUREMENT or cRI�CAL RADIUS 54 IN.

The eritical number of fuel rod8 for

given lattice arrangement IB determined by

building up an array of fuel rod8 in a hexa-

gonal pattern. maintalning nearly circular

cylindrlcal radial boundary until critleality

18 reached. The boundary cannot be an

exact elrcular cylinder because of the

hexagonal 8pacing• but the approximation 18

qulte reasonable for the radil involved in the

TRX lattice8. To approxLmate a circular

eyllnder, the peripheral fuel rod8 are

placed In the vacant lattice p081tion8 at the

shorte8t distance from the center. Any
other distrlbutlon of the8e rod8 (keeplng

the total the same) would place fuel farther

from the center and reduce the core reac-

ti�ty. The best approjrllnation to a circular

cyllnder thus gives the large8t reactivity for

a given number of fuel rod8. It ha8 been 8hown experlmentally that a hexagonal boundary

requlre8 a larger number of fuel rod8 for criticality than doe8 a circular boundary. For the

larger radil encountered Ln the UO lattices. the number of fuel rod8 requ�ed for critleality

18 quite in8en81tlve to the position of the fuel around the periphery.

The equivalent radlu8 of the critical assembly 18 obtained from the area of the unit cell

a880clated with each fuel rod (obtained from the known lattice spacing). multiplying thi8 by

the total number 0£ fuel rods. and determining the radiu8 of the circle knving the 8ame area.

AL
CLADDING

48 IN.

Diameter of fuel. 0. 600 * 0. 002 Ineh
ID of aluminum cladding• 0. 610 inch
OD of alumlnum eladding. 0. 666 * 0. 002 inch

Flg. 9. 14 - Fuel Rod.

9. 10 MEASUREMENT OF BUCKLING AND REFLECTOR SAVINGS
The geometrical buckllng (B ) of the critical core 18 determined from radial and axial

flux plots. The8e plot8 give the shape of the fundamental mode. which 18 J (B r) radially and

31N.

CC*tE

31N.

eO8(B z) aially.
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STAINLESS
STEEL

The control rod 18 cadmium. clad with Stainless 8teel.
The IAttiep 8paeing IA not dlgturbed.

Fig. 9. 15 Cro88 Section of TRX Control Rod8.

The flux is determined from the activation of uranium foi18 placed inslde fuel rod8. or

from the activation of the fuel rod itself. In either method. fi88ion product gamma~ray8 are

counted by using a scintillation counter biased to count gammas above about 400 kev. For fuel

rod countingi a l-inch-high collimator 18 Used. It ha8 been 8hown that the shape of the detector

window does not distort the axial co8ine distribution when a fuel rod 18 8canned for an axial

flux plot. Different materials may be u8ed for the foils placed within fuel rods, 80 that plots

of different neutron energy 8peetra can be obtained. By using foi18 of nearly pure uranium-238

(having about 5 ppm uranium-235) in two lattice8. a plot of the neutron 8pectrum above l Mev
ha8 been obtained.

The foil or fuel rod countlng rates. as a function of po8ltion, are fitted by lea8t 8quare8

to the appropriate function. The point, or point8. at whlch the function extrapolates to zero

glve8 the value of the effective radiu8 or height of the equivalent bare core. th general. point8

from the center of the lattice to about two-thirds of the distance to the lattice boundary are

used to make the least squares fit. Points nearer the boundary may be perturbed by the reflector.

The effective radius. R and the effective height. H of the equtvalent bare core when

combined the geometrical radius. R and the geometrical helght. H , give the radial

and axial reflector savings. XR and 41. respectively.

CADMIUM0000

00000000

eff. eff,
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eff

Data obtained on the TRX for critical size and crltlcal buckling are summarized in

Chap. 12.

9. 11 MEASUREMENT OF THE TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT OF REACTIVITY
The temperature coefficient of reactivity of the TRX has been measured over the range

20°C to 50°C by the technique8 described in Chap. 8. The re8uIt8 are shown in Fig8. 9. 16

through 9. 19. Becau8e of 8tatl8tlcal errors in the reactlvlty determlnation. the error on each

point 18 * 0. 05 x 10- The Standard inhour expression given in Chap. 8 wa8 used to convert

the mea8ured perlod to reactivlty. A delayed neutron fraction of 0. 00755 for fi88ion of U235

It will be recalled that the reactivity difference between two equilibrium temperatures

dI�ded by the temperature dlfference 18 the temperature coefficient asslgned to the average

of the two temperature8. This 18 the correct temperature to a681gn to the coefficlent if the

8econd derivative of the temperature coefficient 18 zero. Figure8 9. 16 through 9. 19 show that

thth the error8 assigned to the data the second derivative 18 zero.

.3 TO I W/U

1.5 TO I W/U

15 30 45 60

Fuel rod8 are 0. 600-inch diameter metal. contalning

Fig. 9. 16 TRX Temperature Coefficient.

It can be seen that the fir8t derlvative of the temperature coefficlent 18 negative In all

ea8es, as Is also the temperature coefficient itself, except for case8 involving two lattices. and

then only at room temperature.

A notational convention 18 Used on the8e figures. and e18ewhere, in connectlon wlth TRX
work which requires 8ome explanation. As an example, the nomlnal water-to-uranium volume

eff-

wa8 used.

2TOI W/U

TEMPERATURE.°C

1. 310 urarrium-235.
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30 45 60

Fuel rods are 0. 387-inch dlameter metal, containing

Fig. 9. 17 - TRX Temperature Coefflclent.

2 TOIW/U

15 30 45
TEMPERATURE °C

60

Fuel rods are 0. 600-inch diameter metal, Containing

Fig. 9. 18 TRX Temperature Coefficient.

3TOI W/U

2TOIW/U

TEMPERATURE.°C

1. 3Yo uranlum-235.

3TOI W/U

1. 1510 uranium-235.
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45 60

Fuel rods are 0. 600-Inch dlameter oxide: the
uranium is enriched to 1. 310 uranium-235.

Fig. 9. 19 - TRX Temperature Coefficlent.

ratio 18 re£erred to a8 3 to l (W/U). The actual ratio, which 18 c108e to the nominal, is

obtalned from the actual 8pacing of the fuel rod8. Th18 18 determined by the placement of the

hole8 in the lattlee support plate8. In referring to a water-to-urarrium volume ratio for UO
lattice8. the volume used for the uranlum 18 that which It would occupy if the urarrium content

of the UO were metal. Therefore. the ratio of hydrogen atom8 to uranium atom8 (N /N ) 18

the 8ame for any two lattlce8 that have the 8ame W/U volume ratio (N /N 1. 396 w/u).

4TO I W/U

3TOI W/U

TEMPERATURE,°C
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THE SUBMARINE FLEET REACTOR FLEXIBLE ASSEMBLY

by G. F. Mechlin

9. 18 DESCRIPTION OF FACILITY
The Submarine Fleet Reactor Flexible Assembly (SFR-FA) 18 an experimental zero power

reactor facility for critical experimentation on the comparatlvely small, light water moderated,

highly enriched reactors used for submarine propulsion Service. Flexlbility of core geometry

and loading and a high degree of 8afety were the paramount objective8 of the de8ign. It wa8
expected that, with only minor modifications. a Set of modular fuel bundles would allow the

constructlon of cores of varying height8. diameter8. loading8, metal-to-water ratlo8. and

numbers and size8 of control rods. which could follow the evolution of an actual reactor de81gn

In considerable detail.
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The de8ign of the SFR-FA draw8 heavily on the experience gained on the ZPR-I critical

assembly. Three year8 of operatlon (January• 1954. to January, 1957> have demonstrated that

the SFR-FA 18 able to provlde experimental Informatlon on a satl8faetory time schedule for a

reactor project.

Two identical reactor tank8 are provided to allow two greatly different a8semblie8 to

co-exist. Such an arrangement provide8 8ub8tantially more flexibllity than would be provided

by a 81ngle tank and at a cost well below that of two isolated and independent facilitie8. Two of

the a88emblie8 on which work ha8 been done are shown in Figs. 9. 42 and 9. 43. The first is a

Slab reactor experlment for ba81C studies" the second 18 a mock-up reactor experiment.

Flgure 9. 42 8how8 many of the phy8ical feature8 of the facility. A modular fuel bundle 18

shown being withdrawn from the core. Thi8 18 made up of metal 8trip8 and plastic fuel tape8

to give the metal-to-water ratlo of Interest. The strips are held In lace with book-blndin

Flgure 9. 42 a180 8how8 the grid 8tructure used for locating the upper end of the fuel bundle8.

Th18 upper grid Structure consi8t8 of extruded aluminum crosses clipped together to form a

grld wlth 2-inch 8pacings between grid member8. Each individual eros8 can be removed or

modlfled to provide room lor control rods or other 8pecial elements. The lower ends of the

fuel bundles are located by pin8 on the bundle8 fitting into holes in the base plate.

Figure 9. 44 18 a �eW of the upper two level8 of the assembly 8tand. Showing the reactor

tank whleh contain8 the Blab reactor experiment. The lower level whlch can be 8een in the

photograph Is a working level that provlde8 convenient acces8 to the reactor core. The upper

level eontain8 the control rod drive units. In thi8 case, only two drlve8 are connected to

safety rods. Each rod 18 driven independently by a rack and pinlon gear assembly. Th18 gear

assembly is clamped to bars extending acr088 the top opening which permits the locating of

the control rods in any reasonable pattern in the reactor.

In addition to the two level8 8een In Fig. 9. 44, a lower platform on the assembly Stand

8upport8 the reactor tanks and provide8 room for instrumentation. The plumbing auxiliaries

are at lloor level. They provide water-handling facilities to allow heating and circulation of

moderator in temperature coefficient experiment8. and for storage and transfer of fre8h and

mildly contaminated moderator.

8erew8 and plastlc 8pacers.
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Fig. 9. 42 - Slab Reactor A88embly.
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Fig. 9. 43 Mock-up Reactor Assembly.
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I I I Iirii11.

Fig. 9. 44 - A Portion of the SFR-FA Assembly Stand.
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All rod positions are read on dual selsyn receiver8, one for

coarse positioning and the other for fine po8ltioning. The control console contain8 Separate

control panels and control instrumentation for each reactor tank. The instrumentation and

safety interlocks are shared by the two assemblies.

The safety and operating in8trumentation includes two compensated boron-lined ionization

chambers and two photomultiplier-8clntillation ery8tal detectors. The data-taking instrumen-

tation 18 entirely independent of the operating instrumentation, and includes three fission

counter8 and a compensa+ed boron-lined ionization chamber. The radiation detectors are

placed in thimbles which penetrate the reactor tank walls. The instrument8 are kept at

sultable signal levels by the proper adjustment of these thimbles with respect to the core.

9. 19 SLAB REACTOR EXPERIMENTS
The experiments performed on the SFR-FA were of two classes: Simple slab reactor

experiments and mock-up experiment8. The 81ab reactor experiments were intended to

develop information on the baaic propertie8 0£ the reactor" the niuLk-up experiment8 were
intended primarily to verify the adequacy of the reactor deslgn.

The slab reactor experiment8 comprised studies of criticality. flux maps. and temperature

eoefficlent 8tudie8. The criticality studies are discussed in considerable detail in Chaps. 13

and 14. It 18 8ufflclent to note at this point that a number of studies were completed in which

the slab size. metal-to-water ratio, and fuel loading were varied. The construction of the

reactor permitted simple geometry reactors to be set up whieh had a high degree of homo-
geneity. Furthermore, the control rod8 were equipped with fueled extension8. so that when
the rods were withdrawn a highly uniform slab critical resulted.

Figures 9. 47 and 9. 48 show thermal and fast neutron flux plots, respectively. obtained

for this slab. They represent the neutron flux distributions across the 6-inch dimension of

the 81ab near the center oi the other dimensions and extending into the water reflector on each

side. Point8 on the graph8 were obtained by counting beta radiation8 from irradiated wires

(1132-inch diameter" 3/8-1�Ch long) which were an alloy of 14 per cent manganese. 2 per cent

molybdenum, and 84 per cent iron. These wires were mounted at suitable positions

plastic wands which were inserted between fuel bundles in the reactor. The fast flux was

obtained using the manganese alloy wires covered with about 0. 020-inch wall thickne8s of

cadmium tubing. The fast flux has been subtracted from the bare manganese wire curve8 to

give the thermal flux below cadmium cut-off. The small peaks in the thermal flux inside the

core occur at l-inch intervals. These are the moduli of the fuel elements which malce up the

curve. At each Intersection of four fuel elements. there is about a 0. 3-square-inch area of

zirc0�urn and water Conta�1ng no fuel. Thus, the flux-plotting methods show the Inhomo-

geneities introduced by the fuel elements themselve8.

Temperature coefficient studies were also carried out on the slab reactors. As an

example. the results of the study are given for the same 6-inch slab for which the flux data
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CORE

POSIT ION IINCHES)

Core size, 6 x 30 x 42 inches" U
zirconium-to-water ratio, l. O.

Two Symbols are used on the plot only as an aid to Separating
the experimental point8. all point8 Shown represent 8imilar
type data.

Fig. 9. 47 Flux Map: Slow Neutron Flux Across Small Dimension of Slab Reactor.

235
loading. 7. 95 kllograms:

13 15

POSITION (INCHES)

Core size, 6 x 30 x 42 inches; U
zirconium-to-water ratio, l. O.

235
loading, 7. 95 kilogram8'

Fig. 9. 48 - Flux Map: Fa8t Neutron Flux Across Small Dimension of Slab Reactor.

14 15

CORE
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were reported above. Figure 9. 49 Shows the re8ult8 of temperature coefficient measurement8.

Becau8e 0£ the low value of the coefflcient and the preaence of Some instabilities. the value8

have.a Considerable scatter. A least Square straight Ilne ha8 been fitted to the experimental

points. It 18 observed that the temperature coefficient start8 Out positive at room temper-

ature and appears to cross over to a negative value at approximately 95°F. Measurements

were made using a callbrated rod to maintain criticality as the reactor temperature wa8

raised over 8ucce88ive steps in terp.perature.

75 90
TEMPERATURE (l•FI

Core size. 6 x 30 x 42 inches. U loading, 7. 95
kilograms" zirconium-to-water ratio. l. O.

235

Fig. 9. 49 Temperature Coefficient of Reactivity of Slab Reactor.

9. 20 SFR-FA MOCK-UP EXPERIMENTS

(a) Core CritlLalit and Rod Worth.

105
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Fig. 9. 50 - U235 Loading versus Control Rod Bank Height for Critlcality.
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(b) Tem erature Coeffieient8 of Reactivit

(c) Flux Plots.
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Fig. 9. 52 Center Rod Worth versus Rod Position for Several Fuel Loading8.

Fig. 9. 53 Temperature Coefficient of Reactivity for SFR Mock-up Crltical
Assembly.
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(d) Source and Shieldin eriments. In addition to the experimental results which

directly concern the reactor core parameters and have been discussed above, the SFR-FA
mock-up ha8 been used to obtain experlmental information which is applicable to some design

problem8 external to the core. Two of these problem8 will be discussed: First, the location

of one or more neutron Sources near the reactor core to simplify engineering design8 and at

the same time give adequate sensitivity for the start-up control instrumentation: second. the

radiation shielding in the thermal 8hlelds and. particularly. In the vlcinlty of the core

barrel.
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Fig. 9. 54 Mock-up Reactor Cross Section Showing Flux Mapping Locations.
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Fig. 9. 55 - Axlal Flux Plots in the SFR-FA Mock-up Assembly.
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'rable 9. 10 - SOURCE EXPERIMENT COUNTING RATES

Source Position Count Rate

see Fi 9.57 er second

51

16

count8

203
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Fig. 9. 58 Gamma Inten8lty in SFR Skiield.

THE SUBMARINE ADVANCED REACTOR -
PRELIMINARY PILE ASSEMBLY

by J. S. King

9. 21 INTRODUCTION
The Submarine Advanced Reactor - Preliminary Pile Assembly (SAR-PPA) was the first

critical assembly for the Study of water-moderated reactors at KAPL. The program was a

brief (3-month) study of early S3G* design concepts.

9. 22 DESCRIPTION OF THE REACTOR

* S3G 18 the present designation of the reactor project formerly known as SAR (Submarine
Advanced Reactor).
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Fig. 9. 59 - SAR-PPA Mock-up Geometry.
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Table 9. 11 - REACTIVITY COEFFICIENTS OF POLYETHYLENE AND WATER

9. 23 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
(a) Reflector Control Range.

(b) Com ari8on of Rellector Mate rlals.

Table 9. 12 - REACTlVtTY CHANGES FOR CHANGES IN REFLECTOR COMP

4-INCH DIAMETER A�AL RODS
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Fig. 9. 60 - SAR-PPA Control Cylinder Callbration.

(c) Com arison of Stainless Steel with Zirconium a8 a Core Structural Metal.
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Fig. 9. 61 - SAR-PPA Radial Power Distributions for
Beryllium and Zirconium Reflectors.

(d) Tem rature Coefficient8.

Table 9. 13 - TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS AND TEMPERATURE DEFECTS
FOR THE SAR-PPA
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THE ADVANCED TEST REACTOR

by R. G. Luce

9. 24 DESCRIPTION OF THE FACILITY
The Advanced Test Reactor (ATR) was designed as the flexible critical experiment for

the S3G program. As such. the prlnclpal emphasls In the design was placed upon flexibllity.

Flexibility was desired in size, fuel loading. core material. metal-to-water ratio and

An over-all view of the ATR 18 Shown in Fig. 9. 62. A brief description of the component8

of the assembly is given below.

(a) Core and Dump Tank. Valves. and Heat Exchanger. The tank 18 partitloned at

floor level into a lower dump tank and an upper core tank. The latter is in 8everal rernovable

8ections so that various height core8 can be accommodated with operating ease. There are

ports in the side8 of the tank to recelve neutron current chamber8 and proportional counter8.

A slow pump and a fast pump raise the water from the lower into the upper tank. A 8tand

pipe is provided so that the latter pump 18 effective for only a partial filling of the core tank.

There are four fast-acting valves between the lower and upper tank, a8 well a8 four air vents

on the side8 of the lower tank. When the reactor 18 Scrammed, the vents allow the air to

escape. Approximately 10 second8 after a reactor scram all water has dropped Into the dump
tank.

A system to raise the core water temperature to ZOO°F 18 available. Water in the core

18 pumped through a water-to-water heat exchanger in which plant Steam heat8 the secondary

water.

(b) Control Safet Mechanisms. In general, cadmium poison safety and control rod8

have been used on the assembly. The functions of safety rods and control rod8 are 8eparated

to permit a greater nexibility in experimentation. Thu8 in a design moek-upi the actual rods

can be manually positioned and operation controlled by the control rods.

A polonium-beryllium source. which can be remotely removed from

the core into a 8hielded can, is also provided.

(c) Loadin Device. A loading device 18 available to move samples In and out of the

core while the reactor 18 critical. Its positionlng 18 accurate to 2 mi18 and can be read from

the control panel.

(d) Fuel Material.

reflector composltion.
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THE FLEXIBLE PLASTIC REACTOR

by S. W. Kitchen

9. 28 DESCRIPTION OF THE FACILITY
The objective in the design of the Flexible Plastic Reactor (FPR) was to provide a highly

flexible and accessible cr-tical a88embly adaptable to rapid change8 In geometry and com-
position. At the 8ame time it was nece88ary to retain reproducibility and reliability of

reactor measurement8. It appeared that this objective might be met be8t by the use of poly-

ethylene and void to 8imulate water. Slnce this avoided the need for a Container, a degree of

access was permitted which wa8 not feasible in a water-moderated a88embly.

The details of the FPR which was constructed at KAPL, are given below.

(a) Bed Mechani8ms. The two assembly halve8 are mounted on 5 x 5-foot boiler

plate tables. The tables are mounted on two heavy-duty tracks, one £lat and the other V-6haped,

with the statlonary table anchored in place at one end of the tracks. The movable table rides

on four wheels, and is driven by a constant Speed motor through a 8crew-jack linkage. This

linkage in8ure8 an automatic slow-down in rate of c108ure as the halve8 approach each other.

A photograph of the linkage 18 Bhown in Flg. 9. 78,

(b) Matrix Construction. The matrix construction for each half con8lsts of a

4. 5 x 4. 5-foot array of indlvldual aluminum tubes clamped within a Steel retaining frame. The

tubes are Z feet long, 0. 025 inch wall, 67S aluminum drawn to pro�de a l. O x l. O-inch square

outside cross section. Ir necessary• eertain layers can be brazpd together to form. in effect.

hollow beams. Such beams can support the matrix above local region8 where it may be experi-

mentally deslrable to creaie voids larger than the standard 0. 95 x 0. 95-ineh module.

photograph of the array is shown in Fig. 9. 79.

Except for the areas reserved for control rod and safety rod insertion. the core material

is loaded In the forrn of stacked strips cut to the approprlate length. The construction of a

core slug is 8hown in Fig. 9. 80.

(e) Control and Safet Mechanisms. Six steel-clad cadmium poi80n safety rods are u8ed

for fast safety shutdown of the reactor. An additional four rods are used to provide shim con-

trol. The drive mechani8ms are mounted horizontally on the movable bridge structure in the

rear of each core half. A view of the mechanisms attached to the fixed half of the core 18

shown In Fig. 9. 81. The motor6 and control rod position indicators are mounted on top of the
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Fig. 9. 78 FPR Table Drive.
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Thi8 vlew Shows the array of aluminum tubes clamped to the movable table. The
core slug8 and reflector material8 are 8tacked in the aluminum tube8.

Fig. 9. 79 - FPR Core A88embly.

,}I'
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Fig. 9. 81 - FPR Control and Safety Rod Mechanisms.

510



bridge. The mount is adjustable to permit easy relocation of any rod. The 8afety rods are

coclied against a compressed spring by a friction drive operating through a magnetic clutch.

When tripped. the rods are driven to the mid-plane in 175 milliseconds with an initial

(d) Core Materials and Fuel Elements. All core and reflector materlals are in Strip

form of a standard width in various thicknesses from 0. 020 to O. 100 inch. All side reflector

materials are cut to a 24-ineh length. All present core materia18 except fuel are cut to 14,

16, or 18-inch lengths to permit changing the core length from 28 to 36 inches over-all. but

still having only one length of material (other than fuel) per slug for any particular core size.

To minimize the fuel inventory on hand, the fuel strips are cut to 12, 4 and 2 inch lengths.

These strips are 0. 002-inch uranium metal, 93 per cent enriched. and coated wlth O. S-mil

fLuorine plastic as a protection against progressive oxidation. The use of strips rather than

disl£s permits both arbitrary location of longitudinal voids and a reduction in the number of

iiidividual core elements.

(e) Instrumentation. The instruments U8ed in the FPR are similar in number.

function, and charactei" to those used with the ATR critical assemblies. A useful innovation

is the addition of six channels of neutron pulse counting which are equipped for automatic

timing and print-out and which recycle automatically.

A view of the control console is shown in Fig. 9. 82.

THE PRESSURIZED WATER REACTOR FLEXIBLE ASSEMBLY

by R. T. Bayard and W. H. Hartley

The Pressurized Water Reactor Flexible Assembly (PWR-FA) is the flexible critical

facility for the PWR Project. It has been used to investigate the behavior of cores consisting

of Seeds of highly enriched uranium flanked by reflecting blankets of natural uranium. While

the PWR-FA was primarily intended as a mock-up type of critical facllity. a very considerable

i)ortion of the effort has been devoted to slab-type reactors built with the same seed and

blanket units constructed for the Inock-up experiments. The slab-type experiments have the

ijrincipal advantage of requiring less material. This permits experimental modifications to

proceed fa8ter. In some respects. the analysis 18 simpler than the mock-up analysis.

'rhe PWR-FA design is very 8imilar to the SFR-FA critical facility described previously

in this chapter. For this reason. the description will be limited to those features that differ.

9. 29 DESCRIPTION OF THE FACILITY
The reactor vessel is a cylindrical 8tainle88 Steel tank 9 feet in diameter and IO_feet high.

In8ide the tank. fuel elements are positioned at their top and bottom ends by removable grids.

The lower grid sits on a 3_inch steel base plate which supports the core.

Water is pilmped into the tank at a rate determined by an orifice diameter to insure a low

rate of reactivity insertion. The water is circulated through the tank by eight pumps and four

stirrers, and the temperature is controlled by the flow of cold water and steam in jackets

surrounding the tank.

The control rods are driven vertically through the core by a rack and pinion arrangement

connected to the drive motor through a magnetic clutch. The rods are raised from the core

against the action of gravity and are scrammed by releasing the magnetic clutch. Dual selsyn

indicators (coarse and fine) Indicate the height of the control rods to * O. OZ inch.

T14F. PRESSURIZED WATf.R RF.ACTOR FLEXIBLE A&SEMBLY
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acLeleration of 5g.
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Fig. 9. 82 . FPR Control Con801e.

*****
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The safety instrumentation to monitor the core behavior consi8t8 of two photomultiplier

circuits connected to relay contact level scram circuits, and two boron-lined compen8ated

ionization chamber8 connected to period scram and level seram circuit8. The output of one of

these ion chamber8 is di6played on a logarithmic recorder. In addttion to the four scram

circuits, there are four ionization chambers with logarithmic amplifier8. and two with linear

amplifiers in thimble8 piercing the wall of the reactor tank. A five curie polonium-beryllium

souree is used to provide a detectable flux level during start-up.

Eight fission counters placed about the core in variou8 Posltions are connected through

pulse amplifiers to scaling circuits. These eight circuits 8erve a8 the 80urce of experimental

data.

For the differential water height type of measurement. Special facilities are required to

measure the change in moderator level. Since the total moderator level change in the mea8ure-

ment at 80me heights is of the order of O. Z inch, It 18 nece88ary to measure the changes in

moderator level precisely. To do thi8. a remotely operated Selsyn-driven micrometer head

was mounted on the end of a control rod drive mechanism. Contact between the water surface

and a 0. 008_inch diameter tungsten wire mounted on the micrometer 18 indicated by an

ohrrimeter connected between the wire and the tank wall. Selsyn Indicator8 on the control rod

drive mechanism and on the micrometer drive give the water height. This method measure8

differential changes in water level which are con818tent to O. 001 inch. Absolute values of

height, a8 contra8ted with differentlal heightB, are known to 0. 02 Inch. i. e. , the precision of

the control rod indication.

9. 30 DESCRIPTION OF THE FUEL ELEMENTS AND REACTORS
(a) Seed Elements. The enriched fuel In the seed unlts of the core8 wa8 contained in

two £orm8: One was an alloy of uranium in zirc.anium' the other wa8 a mixture Of U O and

polyethylene extruded into tape form. The fuel tape was 1. 61 inche8 wide and approximately

0. 029 inch thick. When cemented to a bar 0£ Zircaloy with a rubber ba8e cement, the tape

formed a fuel bar. A seed sub-unit. called a bundle, wa8 constructed by joining several fuel

bars with aluminum pins and rivet8, and enc108ing them in a square box of Zircaloy plate8.

diagram of a typical 8eed bundle of tape fuel 18 Shown in Fig. 9. 83. In the cour8e of the

experimentation a number of different types of seed units were used. These are identifled by

letter (N. P. Q, etc. ).

The metal alloy seed unit (designated by the letter L) was made from fuel bar8 which were

an alloy of 6. 33 w/o uranium (highly enriched) in zlrconium. The bar8 were 2. 25-inche8 wide

and 0. 055-inch thick. A combination of ten of these bars and 8tx Zircaloy bar8, enclosed on

four sides by Zircaloy plates, constituted a seed bundle. A diagram of Buch a bundle 18 shown

in Fig. 9. 84. The black circles shown in the figure represent Zircaloy wires. The8e serve

as 8pacer8 between the bars.

Othcr sced bundles were constructed to obtain somewhat different metal_to-water rati08

or Slightly different fuel loadings ui the seed. Figure 9. 85 shows a diagram of a P_type 8eed

bundle and Fig. 9. 86 shows a diagram of a Q-type Seed bundle. Since the properties of the8e

seed bundles differed only slightly. critical experimentation to determine the reactivity effects

of various changes in the seed such as metal-to-water ratio. fuel loading, etc. wa8 possible.

Four seed bundles, arranged as Shown in Flg. 9. 87, constituted a unit called a cluster.

The cluster was arranged to prowide a rod channel for a cruciform-shaped control rod.
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11 CENTER 8ARS TO HAVE TAPE
I OF 11 CENTER 8ARS TO HAVE TAPE ON �}TH SIDES

NO TAPE ON OUTSIDE 8ARS

UO2 FLEX ASSEMBLY SEED BUNDLE -N

Fig. 9. 83 _ Diagram of an N-Type Seed Bundle.

10 ALLOY FUEL 8ARS

Fig. 9. 84 - Diagram of an L-Type Seed Bundle.

1.615°

O.Q71

0.034.

O,110-ya

o.lio"

SEED 8UNDLE -
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10 CENTER BARS TO PL4VE TAPE
3 OF 10 CENTER BARS TO HAVE TAPE ON BOTH SIDES

NO TAPE ON OUTSIDE BARS

UO FLEX ASSEMBLY SEED 8UNDLE

Fig. 9. 85 Diagram of P-Type Seed Bundle.

10 CENTER BARS TO HAVE TAPE
2 OF 10 CENTER BARS TO HAVE TJPE ON BOTH SIOES

NO TAPE ON OUTSIDE 8ARS

UO2 FLEX ASSEMBLY SEEO BUNDLE

Fig. 9. 86 Diagram of Q-Type Seed Bundle.

0.50-.
1.615.

0.095"_

0.034"__"

o.lio.

2.500"

-0.50
1.615"

0.034'•

o.lio.
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Fig. 9. 87 _ Diagram of a Seed Cluster (l).

(b) Blanket Element8. The fuel In the blanket region of the 8lab8 was natural uranium

dioxlde. The UO wa8 cornpacted, sintered, and ground into right circular cylinder8 of

0. 357 inch diameter by 0. 356 inch length. Twenty-slx of these pellets comprlsed a unit fuel

length (9. 284 inche8). Seven fuel urrit8, Separated by 1. 062-inch-long slugs of Zircaloy. com-
pri8ed a fuel tube. These unlts were placed in tubes of aluminum of 0. 398-inch outer diameter

and 0. 362-inch inner diameter, and the ends of the tube8 were capped and welded. A square

array of 121 of the8e tubes. 8paced by aluminum grids and confined by Zircaloy side plates,

wa8 referred to as a blanket bundle. The slx aluminum spacer grids were co-planar with the

8lug8 of Zircaloy which 8eparate the unit fuel lengths. The spacer grid6 and slugs of zirconium

were designed to represent the PWR deslgn blanket elernent which con818ted of short length6

(approximately 10 inche8) of o)ude tube bundles. A blanket bundle 18 shown In Fig. 9. 88

(c) Control Rod8. The reactivity of the cores was controlled by a 8et of cruclform

control rod8 made of an alloy of 30 w/o cadmium-70 w/o silver with a span of 3_3/8 inches.

One control rod was provided in eaeh 8eed elu8ter.

i-.
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CROSS SECTION OF A BLANKET BUNDLE

.033"

DIAMETER OF TUBE •0398'

Fig. 9. 88 Cros8 Section of a Blanket Bundle.

(d) Reactor Arran ements. As noted prevlously the critical experiment8 were generally

performed on slab array8 or full-8cale mock-up8. A 81ab array wa8 constructed by placing

8everal seed clusters in a row as shown in Fig. 9. 89. The fuel material in the seeds was

arranged so that all fuel bars were oriented parallel to the face of the slab. Blanket was

added to the slab reactor8 by plaeing blanket bundle8 in row8 next to the Seed side8. In the

slab reactor experiments a Shorthand notation was used to indicate the number of row8 of

blanket bundles. A slab whlch wa8 reflected by one row of blanket on each side of the seed

was designated I x I: one which contained two row8 on each side was de8ignated 2 x 2. etc.

For the full-scale mock-up Studies a seed cluster contained one each of the four types of

seed bundles (L, N. P. Q). This assured the greatest homogeneity of the mock-up with the

available material. Figure 9. 90 shows the arrangement of the 8eed units for a mock-up

Control rods were provided for each seed cluster in both the slab and mock-up type

experiments.

40.

critical.
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TOP VIEW OF CORE
WITH TWO ROWS OF BLANKET

BLANKET SEED I BLANKET I BLANKET

3.375

CONTROL
ROD

Fig. 9. 89 Top View of a Slab Assembly.

a25" NOMINAL

i.oo'

Q5.
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Squares containing crosses represent seed clusters
with control rods. All other 8quare8 are blanket
bundles. The circle at the core center shows the
location of the start-up source.

Fig. 9. 90 - Top View of the PWR Mock-up Core.

9. 31 TYPES OF MEASUREMENTS
The three principal measurements carried out on the PWR-FA were those leading to values

of the shutdown reactivity. the excess reactivity. and the neutron flux distribution. In addition,

conversion ratio measurement8 were made in the blanket. These are discussed In Chap. ll.

The excess reactlvlty measurements were prthelpally the

differential water height measurements described in Chap. 8, Sec. 19. In carrying out this

particular measurement several experunental det�18 were unportant.

First. the tips of the bank of control rods were held just above the moderator surface.

This was important in the case of the tape fuel seeds because the data were analyzed on the

assumption that the fuel region above the water 8urface contributed nothing to the reactivity.

Since the plastic in the tape did provlde Some moderation, thi8 region would contribute to the

reactlvity unless the control rods were present.

The second point was the manner of taking the data. The moderator level. together with

the Control rod bank. wa8 lowered in steps. At each posltion the reactor period was measured.

The reactlvlty wa8 computed from the measured period through the inhour equation. and a

8traight Line wa8 fitted to. the reactivlty versus height plot by a least 8quare8 analy818. The

slope of the line was the moderator worth and the intercept at zero reactivlty. the critical

height.

{a) Excess Reactivlt
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(b) Shutdown Reactivit Measurements. Most of the scheme8 discussed in Chap.

were tried for the 8hutdown reactivity measurement. The method on which the greatest

reliance was plaeed wa8 the negative buckling method described in Chap. 8. Sec. 20. This

procedure appeared to give the most consi8tent and reliable re8uIt8.

(c) Flux Ma Both local and general flux maps were taken on the PWR-FA. The

technique8 Used were generally the foil (wire) techniques di8CU83ed in Chap. 10.

9. 32 SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA
(a) Exces8 Reactivit Measurement. The results of the differential water worth

mea8urements on the various slabs and on the mock-up are tabulated below. Table 9. 25

8ummarize8 the results of the moderator worth mea8urement8 on the four slab experiments

with the seeds de81gnated as L. N. P, and Q. Table 9. 26 summarize8 the results of the

moderator worth measurements on the full~8cale mock-up in which each 8eed cluster con-

tained one each of L. N, P, and Q subassemblies. In the full-scale mock-up studies the

reactor wa8 made critical at variou8 heights by inserting various pattern8 of control rod8

completely into the core.

Table 9. 25 - MEASURED MODERATOR WORTH VALUES (6p/6z)

Seed L
6p/6z (in )

77. 68
41.33
30. 59

Seed N

61. 66 x 10-
52. 38
23. 17
11.64

h (inches) h (inches)

18.09
19. 69
25. 48
29. 27

20. 36
22. 97
32. 18
42. 26
42. 62

Seed P Seed

h (inches) inches) 6p/6z (in )

76. 26 x 10-
61. 28
32. 38
19. 17
17.46
9.78
6.13

18.04
25. 60
42. 61

84. 58 x 10-
39. 24 21. 10

28. 24
34. 75
35. 41
44. 80
51. 94

Table 9. 26 - MEASURED MODERATOR WORTH VALUES - MOCK-UP

Water Height
(inches) 8p/8z (x 10 in )

13.42
15.46
17. 19
24. 52

91.8*4.8

(b) Partial Water Hei ht Experiments. The results for the partial water helght

experiment8 are tabulated below in Table 9. 27. These are given for the four slab experiments

and for the full-8cale mock-up. The 81ab experiments are eight clusters in length. and are

symmetrically flanked by one or two rows of blanket clusters. The table al80 include8 the

experimental value of the excess reactivity. ThiB 18 tabulated in three columns. Unadjusted

520

87.40 x 10-

6p/6z {in )

11.75

11.14

19.05

154.0*1.6
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refers to the simple inhour equation without correction using Hughes, original data. The

inhour equation was adjusted as discussed in Chap. 8, Sec. 23, to take into account fast

fission in U238 and the reduced energy of delayed neutrons. These columns are marked

adjusted and the 8ubheading8, Hughes and Keepin. refer respectively to the delayed-neutron

data used in the two cases.

Table 9. 27 - MEASURED CRITICAL HEIGHTS AND EXPERIMENTAL REACTIVITY VALUES

Height
(inches)

Seed
Type

Blanket
Configuration

19. 60
17.95 11. I

22. 76
20. 18

17.91

18.89

Mock-up Mock-up 13.42 17.5 16.3

(c) Shutdown Measurement. The negatlve buckling In the rodded reglon of the mock-

up core was measured by the method given in Chap. 8. The value obtained for the negative

buckling factor was B Thi8 value yields a shutdown reactivity

of -8. 0 * O. I per cent.

(d) Anal sis of Excess Reactivity Data. In addition to the reactivity and criticality

data, the basic information needed to analyze the reactor experiment8 is the exact core

geometry and the invpntory of the core material. The inventory is obtained by weighing,

analyzing chemically and physically, and measuring the volume of the structural and fuel

materials in the core. The non-water volume in the seed region is determined by measuring

the volume of a total seed bundle.

The reactor experiment8 are analyzed by the same few-group diffu8ion model as is used

in the reactor design. The technlques for obtaining the group parameters. a8 they apply to

the PWR design, are discussed in Chap. 4. Fast constants are obtained from the MUFT
calculation (Appendix E). Thermal group constant8 are obtained by flux weightlng the cross

sections. where this technique is applicable and averaging over the SOFOCATE spectrum.

Two calculations are necessary to determine the exeess reactivlty: One, using the critical

buckling as input data. the other, using the full height buckling. The ratio of the two eigen-

value8 IS the k
eff

of the core no control rods. The results of the calculations for the

reactor experiments analyzed are given in Table 9. 28.

The third column of the table gives the buckling used in the calculation. This buckling 18

+ B ) in the slab caac8, B was obtained by a88umlng that

the length of an equivalent bare slab was given by the physical length of the slab (47. 5 inches)

plus 6 inches total reflector savings. (The value of 6 inches represents an average v.alue

obtained from several flux traverses. ) B for the critical case was obtained from the

measured critical height plu8 6. 5 inches total reflector savings. The same reflector Savings

was used to compute the vertical buckling for the full-size reactor.

Critical Exce88 Reacti�tY (l•)

Ad'usted
Hughe8Unadjusted eepin

10.3
11.92x2 10.3

2x2

ZXZ 11.5 10.7

10.6

15.1

-10.9*0.15xlO- cm

in thc mocl<-up ca8e.
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The exce88 reactivit). values given In the fifth column of Table 9. 28 were calculated from

the expression

where x arAd K are eigenvalues for the full height and critical reactorB. respectively. The

experimental values of Table 9. 27 are repeated in Table 9. 28 for comparison.

Table 9. 28 - CALCULATED AND EXPERIMENTAL REACTIVITY VALUES

Excess Reactivit Yo

Experimental
Values

(Ad'usted)
hes Kee

Seed
Type

Blanket Calculated
Values(10 cm ) in

27. 68
7.73

30. 74
7.73 1. 1338

9.27

10. 71 11. I

23. 09
7.73

26. 69
7.73

7.28

8.97

30. 84
7.73 10. 55

25. 73
7.73

28. 94
7.73

8.24

9.72

Mock-up 40. 56
2.51 1. 2117 17.5 16.3

Configuratlo&l

1.0142
1.1178
1.0123

10.3
2x2
2x2 11.9

1. 0200
i. 1001
1.0166
1.1168

2x2
2x2

1.0126
1.13212x2 11.5 10.7

1. 0181
1. 1095
1.0161
1.1255

2x2
2x2 10.6

Mock~up 1. 0060
17.0



Chapter 10

TECHNIQUES OF FLUX MAPPING

THE FLUX PLOTTING OF LOW POWE4 11 REACTORS

by K. E. Relf

10. I INTRODUCTION
Plots of relative flux in a reactor can be made with minlature fission counters,

bination activation and film techniques, and straight foil-aetivation methods. The

method applicable to a particular reactor depends upon the Information wanted. the spatial

resolution required, and the space available in the reactor for placing sen8ing device8.

Designs of miniature fission counters are described in the references cited. The con-

struction is straightforward. but facilities for assembling. evacuating. filling• and te8ting are

required. Miniature counters are most useful for obtaining data on gross features of a core

because of their limited spatial resolution.

The foil-activation techniques require counting facilities and an environment comparatively

free of bacA<ground sources and power line noise. Foi18 (or wires) are useful for mea8uring

flux distributions where great detail and fine Spatial resolution are of interest.

The film techniques require a well-equipped darl£room and one or more nllcroscope8.

Because this method is very slowl both the accuracy and the number of points that can be

obtained in a given length of time are limited.

The discussion in this chapter is devoted to flux plotting by foil activation. This appears

to be the most useful method for making flux distribution measurements Wlth water reactor8.

Recent advances in automatic counting equipment and data-handling apparatu6 have made it

possible to take and process large amounts 0£ data in a reasonably short time. Foil activation,

therefore. offers the reactor phvsicist a technique with both precision and speed.

10. 2 THEORY OF THE FOIL-ACTIVATION I'ECHNIQUE
The total flux at a point is measured by exposlng a suitable material to the neutron flux at

a point in the reactor for a length of time t The foil is removed and transferred to a suitable

counter, and the activity is counted for a time t After being corrected for background, the

count rate is reduced to the value it would have had at the end of exposure if the time of

exposure had been suffieient to carry the activation to saturation.

523

com-
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An expre88ion may be derived for the relationship between the flux at the po8ltion at which

the foil 18 irradiated and the total count obtained from the foil. Let (p(E) be the neutron flux at

the foil in the energy interval dE at E. For the particular nuclide being u8ed, let its cross

section for actlvation by neutron capture to the State being counted be � (E) at the energy E.

By definition. the total neutron flux Q in the energy range from E to E 18

Eq. (10. I)

and the average activation cros8 8ection U in the energy range from E to E 18

(E) (AE) dE Eq. (10.2)

Let M be the atomlc mass number of the nuclide and m the total mass of the nucllde in the

foil. Then If A is Avagadro's number. the total number of nuclides of this specie in the foil

and the total number of active nuclides R formed per unit time in the foil durlng the

If the decay con8tant of the activated nuclide is k, and if Q is the total number of active

nuclide8 present, the rate of decay of the active nuclide8 18 just XQ. During the irradiation

period the rate of change of Q 18 given by the equation

Eq. (10. 3)

If the initial concentration of active nuclides 18 zero and the time of irradiation exposure

18 t , the number of active nuclides in the foil at the end of the exposure is

Eq. (10.4)

The 8aturation activity 18 R /k.

If the foil is removed from the flux, the number of active nuclide8 decays exponentially.

The number pre8ent at a time t following the exp08ure 18

Eq. (10. 5)

The number of di8integration8 in the foil per urut time 18 KQ and the counting rate 18 propor-

tional to XQ. If C is the total number of count8 accumulated by a Counting System. dt
18 the

counting rate.

dt
exp (_xt ) } {exp (_Xt) } Eq. (10.6)

The factor E is the efficiency of the counting system and its value depend8 on the nature of the

radiation from the foil, the counting geometry, and the efficiency of the radiation detector.

If the time between the end of the exposure and the beginning of the count 18 designated as

and the total counting time as t . the total count C can be calculated. From this the total

flux Q in the energy range E to E may be calculated,

(p(E) dE

Irradiatlon 18

XQ

exp (-Xl )]

exp (.kt )}{exp (_Xt)}

dc

dc KQ=ER {1
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The separate values of the fluxes of thermal and of epithermal neutron8 are usually

required in reactor measurement8. for example, in the application of two group diffu8ion theory.

The most common experimental method of separating the two fluxes utllize8 foi18 exposed fir8t

bare and subsequently with cadmium covers. Th18 dlvides the flux into a component below and

one above the cadmium cutoff energy. Cutoff. denoted as E 18 defined a8 the energy at

which the activation of a cadmium-covered foil 18 identical to that which would be produced if

the foil were covered by a material completely black to neutron8 below the cutoff energy and

completely transparent to neutrons above the cutoff. Its precise value depends upon the

cadmium-eover thicliness and t]ie n(Iiiti'on eiiergy Spectruin in the reactor, a8 well as the

absorptioll Cl-Ol>S 8ectiozi and tiiicl£iic8a of tlic foil. It can be estimated by numerical evaluation

of certaiii integrals provided the flii.x speLtI"um is known. In lieu of a known energy d18tributlon,

the assuniption can be made thcTrt the thernial neutrons have a Maxwellian di8tribution and the

epithermal neutrons a i IE distribution. An experimental method for evaluating the cadmium
cutoff energy for a given foil thickne88 and neutron energy spectrum 18 described by

Kunstadter.
The cadmium ratio Df a foil 18 the ratio of its activity when exposed at a polnt in a reactor

without a cadmium cover to it8 activity when exp08ed with a cover. Let IrTH represent the

average activation cross section of the foil over the thermal flux spectrum and 4H be the

total thermal flux. Let 4p be the total epithermal flux (assumed to be I/E) and ffEP bethe

average activation cross section of the foil averaged over the epithermal flux. In terms of

the deflnitions. Eqs. (10. I ) and (10. 2). E CD for the thermal flux while E

rx• for the epithermal flux. Thus

Eq. (10.7)

CD

CD

CD

CD

By definition the cadmium ratio R 18 then:

Bare foil activit
Cadmium covered foil activity

and

Eq. (10. 11)

For precise work with certain types of foils, correction factors may be required. One

of these 18 a880ciated with the ab80rption of epithermal neutrons by the cadmium cover. This

MXC exp (-Kt )}- {1 exp (_kt.) l- {exp (Xt.) I

CD.

OandE
andE

rfEI dE Eq. (10.8a)

(E) qAE) I.IL Eq. (10. 8b)

Eq. (10. 9a)

Eq. (10.9b)

Eq. (10. 10)
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correction 18 partlcularly important with indium foi18. The correction may be determined

experimentally by measuring the epithermal activation as a function of cadmium cover thick-

ness and extrapolating to zero thickness. This is shown in Flg. 10. l. The ordinate is the

activity due to epltherm& neutrons; experimentally it 18 the activity of the cadmium covered

foils. The correction factor F is defined as follows:CD

RESONANCE-NEUTRON ACTIVITY
FOR ZERO CADMIUM THICKNESS

INDIUM FOILS

GOLD FOILS

NO THERMAL NEUTRONS
TRANSMITTED BEYOND HERE

CD~COVER THICKNESS (INCHES)

Fig. l O. l Relative Saturated Activity versus Cadmium Thickness.

Relative saturated activlt extra olated to zero cadmium thickness
Re ative saturate activity at cadmium thickness used

With very thin cadmium covers some of the thermal neutrons leak through the cover. This

18 shown in the Indium curve of Fig. 10. l. If these covers are used. a correction may be

made for this effect. For reactor flux measurements in pressurized ratio reactors this

effect is generally unimportant and the correction is no+ made.

Based on the precedirig discussion. the method of measuring the thermal and epicadmium

neutron flux at a point in a reactor is to expose a bare foil and determine its total activity

expose a cadmium~covered foil and determine it8 total activity A compute the epicad-

mium activity AEP By the definition of Eq. ( l 0. 12):

EP
Eq. (10. 13)

.020 .040 .060

CD-
bq. (IU. 12)

CD,
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Next. the thermal flux is computed:

Eq. (10. 14)

In these equations the lealiage of thermal neutrons through the cover is neglected.

10. 3 ACTIVATION MA'fERIALS
Foil materials most suitable for the detection of slow neutrons in low power reactors are

manganese, indium, dysprosium, uranium-235 and gold. The important factors to eonsider in

choosing a suitable activation material are its half life and decay 8cheme, thermal neutron

activation cross section, availability, and ease of handling. Table 10. I contains pertinent

'rable l O. I - ACTIVATION MATERIALS FOR MEASUKING I'HERMAL
I EUI'RON FLUX IN LOW POWER REACTOllb

(barns)
0. 025 ev) (d ram)

First
Resonance

ev)
Relative

55
2. 59 hrs

2. 66 days

54. 05 min

13.2

56. 000. 000

345

197 98 14. 35

145 12. 1 1.23 1.44
164 139.2 1.65

687

* The number of disinterfrations per second per gram of irradiated material immediately
after irradiation for I hour in a thermal neutron flux of 4 x i 07 n/cm

**. bee discussion in text.

ManrTanese has been used extensively for obtaining tliermal flux plots because it has a

very convenient half life (2. 6 hours), a cross section such that extremely thin or thick foils

need not be used, is readily available. and offers no problem in handlAng. i)ne convenient

way to use Mai�aneSe is in the form of i132-inch diameter wlre8 Cut to suitable Lengths. The

vire composition is r,4 per cent iron. 2 per cent molybdenum, and 14 per cent manganese.

Cadmium ratios are obtaiiied by using special cadmium tubing. A chemical analysis of tii'enty

l-iiich samples of thls wire indicated the manganese content to be uniform within a standard
error of 0. 3 per cent. The fact that the half life was 2. 6 hours indicates that no activities

from the iron, molybdenum, or contarninants were present.

In a light water moderated reactor. depending on the ratio of slowing down to thermal

cross section, manganese exhibits a cadmium ratio of about 10. This may be compared to a

value around 15 for U235 A cadmium ratio of 10 means that 90 per cent of the manganese

activation 18 caused by thermal neutrons. 'I'hu8 if rapid. approximate values of the thermul

flux distribution are needed. manganese may be used without tal£ing cadmium ratlos.

disadvantage of the high cadmium ratio is the low count rate encountered with the covered

A convenient way to use manganese wire is to mount pieces in plastic wands which are

inserted in the reactor. The wire. which is obtained in either 4- or 8-foot lengths. is cut

into 1/2- or l-inch pieces. weighed. and taped �th Mylar tape into slots milled in Plexiglass

ddlcl fuI- Inaterials mo8t often uoed.

°th °EP

°TH

.speeific
AL'tivityFoil

IJteriaL Activit

0.81 1. 300, 000

130, 000

16, 000, 000

1.00

115

< 1000 4.31
235**

-sec.

foils.
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wands. Two typical types of wands have been used: One has slots milled on O. l-inch center8

lengthwl6e along the wand so that 10 flux points per inch are obtained: the other has slots

parallel to the long dime.rysion of the wand. spaced 112 inch apart. The former have been u8ed

for horizontal plotting: the latter for vertical plotting.

Indium yields both the thermal and epithermal neutron distributions because it has an

appreciable thermal neutron activation cr088 section (145 barns at 0. 025 ev) as well as an

extremely high resonance cros8 8ection (26, 400 barn8 at 1. 44 ev). Con8equently• indium is

an excellent material to U8e in obtaining relative flux plots. The half life of 54 minutes is

within the range of convenient working values. Indium metal 18 available in a variety of thick-

ne88e8. all of which can be handled if reasonable caution 18 observed. A convenient way to

U8e indium Is In an alloy wlth alumlnum (90 per cent aluminum. 10 per cent indium).

The counting rate a6 a function of foil thicknes8 for an indium foil activated by thernial

neutron8 18 illu8trated in Fig. 10. 2. From this curve it can be seen that foi18 of 100 mg/em
thickness yield the highest count rate in water and that the eount rate 11> a slowly Varyl�g

function of foil thickne88. The counting rate produced by capture of indium resonance energy

neutrons show8 an even flatter maximum around 100 to 150 milligrams per square centimeter.

50 250
INDIUM FOIL THICKNESS (MG/CM)

Fig. 10. 2 - Variation of Counting Rate Due to Thermal Neutron
Capture with Thickness of Indium Foil (Foi18 Z. 5 cm
in Diameter). 8

Indium has one disadTrantage in that it possesses an isomer with a 4. 5-hour half life pro-

duced by fast neutron8 (as well a8 in other ways). The decay from this isomerie state produces

a 0. 38 Mev gamma ray. This can be discriminated against by a sufficiently hisTh discriminator

settlng or by using a O-sensitive Counter. A minimum irradiation time reduces still further the

relative proportion of the 4. 5-hour activity.
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Indium yields typical cadmium ratios of around three in a light water moderated reactor. so

high count rates are obtainable from cadmium-covered foils. On the other hand, because of

the low eadmium-ratio, it is necessary to obtain cadmium differences in order to obtain a

the rmal flux plot.

Uranium is a valuable foil material particularly for speclal appllcations. Uranium foi18

require somewhat more care with procedures than other types of foils but can be used to yield

accurate and reproducible results. In reactors fueled with U
235

foils of this material can be

used to obtain the fission distribution directly if the foils are distributed properly in the fueled

zone.

Foi18 of uranium have been prepared from punchings of UO dispersed in a plastic and

from uranlum-alum�uM alloys. b'requently the foils are prepared dlrectly from the fuel used

in the reactor. In certain cases the fuel rods themselves can be counted (see Chap. 9, Sec. 10}.

If fission distributions are taken with fueled folls, cadmium ratios are unnecessary unless

it is desired to separate thermal and epithermal fi8sions. Highly depleted foils of U
238 have

been used to obtain the distribution of neutrons above the U
238 fission threshold (See Chap. 9,

Sec. 10).

The use of uranium foils requires speLial measures for decay correction. Usually a

monitor channel is sufficient for this purpose. Experience with uranium folls indicated that a

decay curve for each individual count channel must be obtained if the fission-product gamma
radiation is counted. On the other hand, if O-counting can be used, this special procedure 18

not required.

The residual activity of uranium foi18 prohibit8 their re-use for a period of 4 to 10 days.

the cooling time depending upon the permissible background count rate. The task of making

Several sets of uniform (or calibrated) foils can be time consuming but once prepared they can

be used many times. Irradiation tests of several foils on a foil wheel have been used to demon-

strate the uniformity of the uranium concentration. In other cases weighing with a preci81on

balance, as with other foil materials, has been adequate.

Dysprosium 18 very convenient for thermal flux measurements because of its hlgh cro88

section and convenient half life (Table 10. I). Its specific activity is 4. 3 times that of mangan-
ese and 3. 5 times that of indium. Dysprosium should be especially useful for extending flux

measurements well beyond the core into the reflector. Dysprosium foils have been prepared

by rzu�ng the oxide with plastic and forming sheets. The foils are punched from the sheets.

Foi18 of this type have been used to make intracell flux plots (see Chap. 11. Sec. 4).

Gold is a possible activation material for thermal flux measurements. but it does not offer

the sensitivity that the other materials do since it8 specific activity is only O. I times that of

manganese. It Po8sesse8 a Simple decay scheme and, in pure form. has no extraneou8 activi-

ties. At flux levels of 10
12 a significant amount of gold-199 can be produced. but at low fluxes

only gold-198 activity 18 formed.
In summary• each foil material possesses one or more advantages over another 80 that

it is usually p08sible to choose the material best 8uited to a 8pecific need. Manganese 13

readily available. easy to work with. has a medium sensitivity to thermal neutrons. and can

be used without obtainilig cadmium ratios. Indium is easily obtained. moderately easy to

handle, has a higher sensitivity to thermal neutrons. and yield8 both thermal and epithermal

neutron distributions: cadmium ratios must be obtained. Uranium is the only material that
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can give the power diBtribution directly. While uranium of various enrlchment8 is not difficult

to obtain, foi18 must be made and special procedures used for decay-correction and normal-

ization.

10. 4 COUNTING EQUIPMENT AND TECHNIQUES
In th18 8ection a few remarks will be made concerning the selection of eq�Prnent for a

partlcular counting laboratory. In addition certain precautions taken to assure proper

operation of the equipment will be reviewed briefly. Later sections of thi8 chapter di8eU88

8pecial automatie flux counting and data processing systems used in other counting laboratories.

Geiger tube8 should not be considered for a counting laboratory because of the effects of

spurlous count8. long and Yariable dead~times, aging. and low efficiency for gamma counting.

The complex nature of spuriou8 count8 cau8es the ratio of 8purious-to-valid counts to depend

on count rate. length of discharge, immediate past counting history, tube age. and overvoltage.

Only proportional and scintillation counters have been considered 8atisfactory. Greatest

versatillty and maximum 8peed were offered by the use of scintillation equipment. Alpha.

beta, and ganuna crystalB are Interchangeable within l or 2 minutes, and crystal type8 and

8ize8 are available for very specific needs.

The difficulties with scintillation equipment are afterpulsing, fatigue, and pulBe-height

variation with count rate. The nature of these phenomena is 8uch that no correction 18 made
for them" instead. phototube8 that do not exhibit the8e features must be specially 8elected.

The RCA 6342 and the Dumont 6292 have been found satisfactory when used primarily for

integral counting at rate8 usually les8 than 100, 000 cpm. A new tube, the RCA 6655, is now

available with a cesium-an:imony cathode and special connections for the shield whlch may
eliminate the troubles exhibited by past phototubes.

In choosing electronlc eqwpment the principal aim was to eliminate corrections and mini-

mize error8. The re8olving times of both the amplifiers and scaler8 were chosen so that no

corrections were necessary for scaling 108ses and so that nU�rnUM pile-up occurred in the

ampllflers. A line-noi8e monitor was built to detect noise originating in the power lines, and

all equlpment was operated from line-voltage regulators.

In operating the countlig laboratory a routine preventive maintenance schedule was followed.

Before each run. a statistical purity check on the over-all operatlon of the equipment is

made. thi8 ha8 been a very reliable trouble-indicator. The check consists of recording 50

print-out8 (counts) of a cobalt-60 Source, computing the average value of these 50, and deter-

mining If more than two or three (actually 5 per cent of 50 is 2. 5) of the 50 lie outside two

standard deviations. The standard deviatlon is derived from the set of 50 counts. Should more
than two fall outside these limits, the channel 18 suspect until an explanation ha8 been found.

Proper operation of the equipment during the course of a run is indicated by the constancy

0£ the count of a long-lived standard and the constancy of the background. Every 20 to 30

minutes two counts 0£ the 8tandard are recorded and compared with the upper and lower limits

obtained during the Statistical purity check made at the beginning of the run. Only 5 out of

100 counts should exceed the upper and lower limits. Should a count exceed these limits.

judgment based on experience must be exercised by the individual in deciding whether the

departure is large enough to stop counting. The constancy of the background count serves as

check not only on channel operation but also on the counting environment. A total, for

instance. of l 000 background counts should be accumulated at the beginning of the run. and the

530
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background count rate and the 95 per cent confidenLe limits computed from these. Every 20 to

30 minutes two background count8 should be recorded and compared with the upper and lower

Serious deviations should be investigated. Careless placement of the samples to be

counted or the long-lived standard can introduce large and variable background count rates.

Certain automatic features are desirable in a modern counting facility: Scalers with an

automatic print-out of the count, automatic sample ehangers, and a precise. adjustable

interval timer. Further automation, such as the punching of IBM cards and date, time. and

sample number print~out, is useful.

10. 5 ANALYSIS OF ERRORS
One is usually interested only in determining experimentally the relative flux di8tribution8

in reactors. not the absolute value of the flux. If therefore, in a given the total count

from a foil located at a point is corrected for the duration of the count, for the waiting time

prior to the count, for the mass of the foil and for the counting efficiency (if different counting

arrays are used) of the apparatu8, one may derive by Eq. (10. 7) a value for the flux at this

point relative to the values for the nux at all other points at which foils were activatecL

The precision of relative flux values is also dependent upon the precision with which the

independent variable, i. e. the po8ltion of the foil in the reactor. is obtained. Steep flux

gradients exist in some region8 of water moderated reactors. These must be located by prior

knowledge or by exploratory measurements, and specific techniques for foil insertion and

location must be developed to meet the need.

Except for the problem of producing the large quantity of data required. the principal

problem in flux mapping is estimating the errors in the procedure and determining means for

controlling these errors. Equation (10. 7) gives the flux at a point in the lattice as a function

of a number of parameters. This equation may be written symbolically in the form

Eq. (10. 15)

There is an error associated with our knowledge of each of these parameters. The magnitude

of the error and the manner in which they affect the relative flux values determine the pre-

cision with which the flux map may be made.
Suppose that each of the errors considered is relatively small and that the error in each

parameter 18 independent of the error in every other parameter. Then the total error in the

flux may be written in terms of the partial errors as follows. *

Eq. (10. 16)

The letter s has been used to designate the standard deviations.

Before proceeding to apply Eq. (10. 16) to Eq. (10. 7) one further point should be noted.

Basie interest is centered upon the errors In the relatlve fluxes. Not all of the parameters in

Eq. (10. 7) are independent in evaluating the errors in the relative flux. For example. the

atomic ma88 of the isotope used for activation is the same number at each point and does not

affect the relative flux values; this is also true of the Cross seetion. In80far as the decay con-

stant of the activated isotope is eoncerned. thi8 is also true where it enter8 Eq. {10. 7) as a

* See Reference 14, p. 161.

limit8.

F(K, C, E, m, �,-

8F 8F
ac

8F
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factor since it affect8 all relative fluxe8 in the Same way. It 18 not true. however. in the

exponential terms where tAe times may be different for different foil8.
The fractional 8tandard de�atIOn of the flux may be written as

t [exp(xt ) l]- Eq. (10. 17)

Sinee the error8 at different points are now taken to be independent, the relative error in

the ratio of the flux at one point to the flux at any other point is given by tlie relation

4>2
Eq. (10. 18)

+1/+2 18 assumed to be the Same for all points In the reactor {thi8 is not necessarily so

because of different count rates from foi18 in different part8 of the reaetor), the relative error

of the flux ratlo 18

1/2

Eq. (10. 19)

The next step 18 to estimate the size of each of the term8 in Eq. (10. 17). The exactnes8

wlth which foi18 of the desired size, shape, and nuclide mass can be made determines the value

of (s The choice 0£ foil material determines 8 8ince no attempt 18 made to improve

the precision to which the half life 18 known. After exposure, each foil is removed from the

reactor and counted on a nuclear-particle detector for a time interval t at a tlliie t Inea8ured
from the time of reactor shutdown. The wait time t can be reckoned from an). ~

all foi18 in every run must be referred to the same zero time. The preci8eness i% i l.li Iirhieh t

and t are measured determine8 the valiies of the term8 8 ands The count obtainL (J from
eaeh foil yield8 a value for (s /C)

The uniformity with which foi18 can be placed under the counting head and the degree of

8tability of the amplifiers and powei. uupplles set the Iimltthg value attainable for (8 /£)

being the entire overall efficiency of the counting channel.

The standard deviation8 of each quantity 18 difficult to determine precisely. but the order

of magnitude of each one can be estlmated by performing simple experiment8 or by making

eertain a88umption8, U8ing available data, and calculatlng a value. The major assumption

made 18 that the distribution of mea8urement8 18 normal. Moderate departures from a normal

distribution do not appreciably alter value8 obtained from statistical table8. When several

measurements are available (but Still not many• e. g. , 10), tests can be made to find out if they

depart seriously from a normal distributlon. The theory of the statlstics of small sample8

indicates that the confidence limlts are different from those that apply to an infinite number of

Samples. For example. for 8n infinite number of observations. 95 per eent will lie within

(+)'_ (';)', P)',('.)',

ks exp(At )_ I i-'I',I, l.
[ exp(xt )

1/2

I,l+l'l

I"L, t.ime, but

/m)
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for only two observations, 95 per cent will lie within x * 12. 71

95 per cent will lie within x * 4. 30

The specific methods employed to estimate the pertinent relative errors will now be di8-

Cussed in greater detail. The estimate 18 based upon the use 0£ manganese wires.

The efficiency factor E 18 divided into two components: The change in efficlency caused by

power supply drift, amplifier-gain variations, and discriminator drift: the apparent change in

efficiency that occurs if a sample 18 Slightly misplaced in a holder or if the holder 18 not properly

Seated in its slot. The magnitude of either change is not determined expli�tlY. rather 8 8eries

of counts is taken (e. g. 20 to 50), and if the deviations from the mean are only those expected

from Statistical variations, it 18 Stated that the relative error s /£ is zero. The count rates

are such that the Statistical fluctuation8 expected are no more than I/z per cent (40. 000 count6).

When changes in efficiency caused by drifts in the characteristlc8 of the equipment are 80ught,

10 to 50 one-minute counts of a long-lived standard are accumulated before the beginning of the

counting period, and two l-minute counts are recorded every 20 to 25 minute8. In thls way

shifts in equlpment characteristics are quickly detected during the nm. The other factor.

sample misplacement. is not a function of time but a function of the physical characteristics of

the foil (or wire) and the holder. This is determined beforehand by counting and dumping the

same foil several times (20 or so) in succession. A statistical table of values may be consulted

to answer the question of whether any value recorded differs significantly from the mean value.

This factor can be made smaller than the counting statistics and. therefore. taken to be zero.

The relative error /m depends upon how uniformly the atom8 of the isotope being

activated are distributed throughout the wire or foil. A chemical analysi8 of 20 8amples of

manganese wire indicated a relative standard error of 0. 3 per cent. With the uniformlty of the

manganese distribution in the wire established. all other wire8 Can be weighed to a comparable

accuracy. Foils can be calibrated with the aid of a rotating foil wheel.

The relative error in the count rate can be estimated as follows assuming constant back-

ground.

Let

for three.

background counting rate

counting rate of the sample plus background

sample Counting rate

Define

Then if total number of background counts and

total number of sample plus background counts,

the standard deviation in the sample count rate is

Eq. (10. 20)

Thi8 relation is good (95 per cent confidence limit) for 2 < r < 20 if N IN > l (number of back-

ground counts equals number of samples plus background counts). The high-level approxi-

R./ f. Can be Used if r > 15 and N IN > 1. 4. Relative errors Of 0. 5 per Cent

are not difficult to attain except with foils at the edges of the core and beyond.

mation.
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The Standard error in t the elapsed time between reactor Shutdown and the counting of a

ven foll. Is difficult to determlne and 18 not Important {except when uranlum foi18 are used)

if normalizing wire8 or foi18 are used. It depends only upon how well the clocks In the counting

room are 8ynchrorrized to the clock in the reactor control room. Five second8 18 a reasonable

estimate for B

The standard error in the value of the half life 18 estimated by accepting the 8tated e�or

of one of the experimental mea8urements. On thi8 bas18. the 8tandard error s 18 2. 1 x 10-

for mangane8e-56.

The8e e8tlmate8 of the standard errors and relatlve error8, the average value of each

quantlty, and the contribution of each term to the total error appear In Table 10. 2. When these

are 8ub8tituted into Eqs. (io. 17) and (10. 19), the value of ¢12 18 0. 584 per cent. The
8tatl8tical error in the counting rate 18 the greate8t contributor to the final error. Thi8 pre-

8ume8 great care on the part of the operators to lin�t the error In £.

Table 10. 2 - NUMERICAL VALUES USED TO ESTIMATE THE
RELATIVE ERROR 8 1¢) FOR MANGANESE WIRES

0. 005

6 x 10 second8

50 second8

different for each 8ample counted,

The error in normalization among channels and different runs require8 8eparate con8ider-

ation. Normalization among channe18 of different 8en8ltiYity 18 accompllshed by counting the

Same 8ample8 (usually 30) on each channel and accumulating the order of 10 count8 per channel.

Normalization among run8 18 accomplished by placing the same W�eS (foi18) in the same place

In the reactor during each run. The ratio of the sums of the corrected counts (background,

decay, weight) between an), two run8 then corrects for both power level and irradiation time.

(It is the8e Same wires or foils that are counted on each channel and serve as channel normal-

Izatlon factors. ) It Is of no eonsequence that. in practice. the factors for channel normalization

and power level irradiation time normalization cannot be Separated by the method just outllned.

What 18 wanted 18 the over-all normalization factor. If 10 counts are accumulated.

and apprOxin�telY 0. 45 per cent error In the normallzation factor could be

expected. Comblning this error with the error (rf 0. 58 per cent yields the relative error of

relatlve flux value8 among runs.

second8

.4>11+2 /¢•i/

o. 000

8./m .0.003

5 8econd8

1/60 second

Normalizatlon make8 th18 error
negligible.

2.IxlO- 8eeonds

7.43 xlO- 8eeond8

10-
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0. 73 per cent.

The approximation8 and a88umption8 made may ra18e the question of how much confidence

can be placed in the value o the error finally eomputed. Thi8 can be determined experimentally

by placing two sets of folls the 8ame position8 in the reactor during each run and u8lng one

set for normallzation, the other for a check on reproducibllity of result8. If perfect repro-

duclbility were achieved. the point-by-point ratio of the fluxes (count rate8) would be unlty.

For a set of twelve runs utillzing three channels (glving 36 rat108) the average ratlo was

found to be 0. 9940 * 0. 00451. a relative error of 0. 42 per cent. In each run 30 folls were

Used for normalization and 30 foils were used to check on reproduclbllity.

Flgures 10. 3 through 10. 6 illustrate data obtalned by the technique8 di8CU8sed.
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AUTOMATIC NEUTRON FLUX PLOTTING

by Edlth B. Fehr

The preceding d18CU88ion analyze8 in detall the ba8lc problem8 of flux plotting by the use

of foi18. Th18 section de8eribe8 an automatic countlng 8y8tem which was designed to earry

out flux mea8urement8 efficlentlyj and to fur�Sh the re8ults in a form suitable for automatlc

data proce88ing.
18

The equipment and methods de8cribed here are the re8uIt of a cooperative

effort by many members of the Knoll8 Atomic Power Laboratory Physie8 Section8.

10. 6 EQUIPMENT
The equipment con8lst8 of four component8: (a) A 8ample changer. (b) a digltal converter

that records and converts the counting informatlon into a slgnal 8ultable for an IBM card punch

(Berkeley Type 5701 Counter Converter): (c) an IBM Summary Punch (Type 514 or 523) with

associated equlpment for coding the counting informatloN (d) a timer that control8 coiinting

cycle8 and scanner moveznent. These components. 8hown in a block dlagram (Fig. l 0. 7), are

DJUSTABLE
INPUT

ANO PULSE
AMPLIFIER

DIGITAL

CONVERTER
PUNCH IBM 519

SUMMARY
PUNCHRESET

START-
COUNT
PERIOD
TIMERPROPORTIONAL TIME CODE

REGISTER

SCANNER
MOTOR

CONTROL
START PROGRAM

TIMER
START

PRESET START
CLOCK

REACTOR SCRAM

Solld lines represent Information channel6.
Broken lines represent operational 8ignals.

Fig. 10. 7 - Automatic Counting System for Reactor Flux Plotting.

(a) Sam le Chan er. The Sample changer 18 de8igned to measure efficiently the

activity of material8 whleh have been activated by neutron fluxes in critical a88emblie8" The
changer con818t8 of a Scanner that move8 a 8pecially designed proportional counter aero88 the

In order to avoid exce88ive length of the

de8erlbed below.

H.V. SUPIIY
CCLINTER

-STOP

c�NTER

srop
EVOLUTIC
CCXJNTER CCLINTER

SIGNAL

8ample.
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8canner bed or bendin the sample is held stationary and the counting head moved.

The principle of construction of the scanner bed and

drlve mechanism can be seen in Fig. 10. 8. The counter assembly is mounted on a carriage

which rides on two V-groove ball bearings. The bed and carriage are machined to close

tolerances in order to maintain accurate distance between the counter window and the sample.

Fig. l 0. 8 - Scanner Bed. Drive Mechani8m• and Proportional Counter.

The carriage is moved by a driving screw. The revolution8 of thi8 screw are counted by

a digital transducer. an Oscillator keyed by a toothed disk on the driving shaft. A detailed

description of this system will be found in Reference 15.

The square-wave oscillator 8ignal envelope 18 differentiated, and a count pulse is derived

for both the rise and the fall of the oscillator 8iRnal. The countin% pulses are fed to a preset

counter which, in turn. controls the motor drive. When the preset number of count8 is reached,

the motor 18 Stopped. Each count corresponds to a travel of O. 010 inch. The counter can be

moved in any multiple of this minimum motion. In operation, the motor drive 18 Started by a

signal at the end of the counting time. The carriage then moves until the signal from the

preset counter Stops it at the ch08en distance. It remains stationary during the subsequent

counting period and moves again at the end of count Signal.
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Since po8ltioning error8 are cumulative. overshoot of the motor drive must be strictly

avoided. In our model, no error could be detected after several hundred Consecutive steps.

For completely automatlc operation, there are two limit switche8 which can be 8et at any

polnt along the bed to provide continuou8 back and forth 8canning by reversing the motor drive.

or to 8top the 8y8tem at the end of one Scan.

The proportional counter ha8 to be well shielded and collimated to ensure that the count8

at any polnt of an actlvated strip or w�e represent a true measure of the relatlve radloactivlty

at that P061tion. It must not 8ee other portion8 of the strip. For this reason. F-counting wa8

ch08en. Other requirements for the counter are good Btability over long tune periods and low

counting 1088e8, 80 that good èounting stat18tics are quickly obtained without need for cor-

rectlon8. Finally. 8ince movement of the counter rather than the 8ample was de8lred (for

reason8 of Space 8aving and flexlbillty In the scanner). there wa8 a premium on small size

and low weight of the counter-8hleld assembly.

By uslng the lead 8hield as both body and ground electrode of the counter, the amount of

lead and the 8ize of the counter assembly was redueed to a minimum. Pl�]r9 l 0. 9 shows a

flow-type proportional counter developed on thi8 principle. A hemispherical shell of 7/8-Inch

radlu8 wa8 pre88ed into a cylindrical lead block 0£ 6-inch diameter and 3-inch height. Opening8

for ga8 Inlet and outlet and for the high voltage electrode were then drilled. The high voltage

electrode consi8t8 of a 112-inch-diameter loop of O. 001-inch-diameter tungsten wire whlch 18

mounted through a pre88-fit Teflon insulator.

F'g. 10. 9 Flow Type Proportional Counter.

$40
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An aluminum window of 0. 0005-inch thickness is mounted over the shell opening. Since

the counting gas (methane) is introduced under 81ight pressure. vacuum tightness of the variou8

seals is not necessary. This counter had a plateau length of 400 volts with a 81ope of I per cent

per 100 volts.

The counter is mounted over a lead collimating block having a 6-inch diameter and a 2-inch

height. A central hole in the collimating block permits the insertion of interchangeable lead

blocks with aperture8 of varying 8ize8 and shape6.

(b) IBM Summa Punch Associated E ment. A8 an addition to the plugboard of

the IBM Summary Punch, there 18 an adjustable input board con81sting of five 10-position

switches. It is used to put identifying numbers on each IBM card. The switches can be con-

nected to any de8ired column of the IBM card on the plugboard of the 8ummary punch. AL

present, they occupy the first five columns.

The first decade on the index board 18 used for a sample identificatlon code. It is left at

zero for all cycle8 which are not to be processed in the IBM-650, 8uch as standard counts.

monitor foil counts, or count8 occurring during 8ample changing. An appropriate number

(e. g. . l) is selected during the first valid count on the first sample and left until the last valid

count for a scan. A new number is Selected for the return Scan or for the first valid count on

the second sample. This code IB u8ed. for example, for numerical integration of all ordinate8

with the same code. The IBM-650 program �11 also number consecutively all cards having

the same code in column l. This Information ts used as the abscissa for automatic curve

plotting. The remaining four decades are presently used for consecutive numbering of all

counting runs.

Another addition to the plugboard is a time code register. Thi8 Is a three-decade sequence

counter consisting of three 10-po8ltion stepping switches (C. P. Clare Co. Model 318ll). The

output is connected on the IBM Summary Punch plugboard to any de8ired column of the card.

At present. it occupie8 columns 7. 8. and 9. The time code register 18 8tarted from the

reactor scram 8ignal through the cam timer (see Fig. 10. 7). It then advance8 by one unit for

each counting cycle. This information 18 used in the IBM-650 for decay correction of data.

(c) Timer. The timing system consists of a Microflex Clock Timer with auxiliary

relays and a 6-Position Cam Timer (Industrial Timer Co. Model MC-4). Figure 10. 10 8how8

an outline diagram of the circuits involved.

The timer controls the following functions. The start of counting period 18 given by the

first cam of the multiple cam timer (the length of the total cycle can be varied between 40

seconds and 10 minutes by using interchangeable cam6). The length of counting time is set on

the Microflex Clock Timer. For the start of scanner carriage movement. the signal is gen-

erated by an auxiliary relay at the end of the cow]ting period from the Mieroflex Timer. The

end point of the carriage movement 18 controlled by the preset counter described in (a) above,

and this preset counter is reset by a signal from the auxiliary relay of the Microflex Timer
at the beginning of the count period. The second cam, which 18 offset from the first cam, gives

a signal to the digital counter converter to print out. Thi8 signal 18 given about 18econd before

the beginning of the next cycle. Thus the display of the digital counter can be observed visually

during the time the carriage moves to the next Posltion. In cases where a printing digital

system is used in parallel with the counter converters, a third cam, analogous to the second

cam. is used.
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(9) Fl (10) SWI

POWER

REMOTE
START CAM TIMER

MOTOR
MANUAL
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Co�AND TO PRINT
FOR 8£RK£LEY

COUNT CIRCUITS OF MICROFLEX TIMER
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LIGHT CLOCK
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MAR-I
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M(yfoR CONTROLLER
MAR.

PRESET
COUNTER

Fig. 10. 10 _ SChernat� Diagram of Program Controller for Automatic Scanner.

Since the decay correction for uranium strip8 18 made from an empirical table, It is

nece8sary to standardize on a counting cycle. Forty Seconds was chosen, because this cycle

ves adequate counting 8tati8tic8 at reasonable reactor power levels. The counting Interval

must be 8horter than the counting cycle to permit movement of the carriage. For instance,

at a drive speed of 5 8econd8 per inch of travel and a distance of 2 inche8 between points to be

counted. one mu8t allow 10 seconds for travel and I second for plckup of the relay. an allow-

anee giving a count interval of 40 - ll = 29 Ap.eond8 to be Set on the Microflex Timer.

The tirn�g cycle 18 sknarted at reactor Scram time directly from the reactor control room.

Th18 8tarts the time code regi6ter.

10. 7 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Samples in the forni of long 8trips or wires, indivldual foi18, or dL8C8 can be handled by

the scanner. The preferred type of activation foil is enriched uranium in the form of thin

8trip8 Identical with the reactor fuel. A Special set of such strip8 Wlth low background 18

reserved for activation experiments.

The u8e of uranium 8trips has the following advantages: There is no di8turbance of flux

8ince the activation sample simply replaces reactor fuel. re8uIt8 are obtained directly In terms

of fi88ion8 occurring �thout correction8 such a8 those for differences in cr088 sections or
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self-shielding effects in reactor fuel: the high cr088 section permits the obtaining of good

counting statistics with short activation and counting times at a very low reactor power level

during activation. This condition, in turn, minimizes personnel exposure during removal of

8amples from the reactor and makes the use of remote handllng equipment unnecessary.

A disadvantage of using uranium foll for actlvation experiments 18 the complex deeay

scheme of the fission product8, which require8 the use of an empirical decay correction factor.

The large number of different beta and gamma activities of the mixed fission products puts

special requirements on the counting equipment. and a rigid standardization of exposure time

18 required to obtain reproducible results. The standard irradiation time chosen is 30 minutes.

and decay corrections are made to a zero time corresponding to ZO minutes after the end of

irradiation. Under these conditlon8. the dec£ly has been found to be very reprodueible. The

correction curve obtained for aluminum-clad enriched uranium on the equipment de8cribed

The strips are checked by irradiatlon on a wheel, and correction factors are applied

when required.
Manganese strips are used mainly for flux measurement8 in locations not normally

occupied by fuel. such as water gaps. In this case the low cross section of manganese permits

use of reasonably thick foi18 Wlthout creating a flux disturbance. An alloy of 80 per cent man-
ganese and 20 per cent copper can be obtained in the form of uniform 8heets of 2-mil thickness

with good mechanical properties and adequate corrosion resistance. With 30 minutes irradia-

tion time. the 5-minute copper-66 activity becomes negligible after 20 minutes decay, and the

low energy radiation from the 12. 8-hour copper-64 activity can be reduced to a negligible

amount by covering the foil during counting an aluminum absorber 50 milligrams per

square centimeter thick. Thin foils of approximately 314-Inch wldth are preferred to wire8

because they give much better counting statistics for equal resolution.

10. 8 DATA REDUCTION
The first field of ten columns of the IBM card is reserved for coding information. such a8

run and sample number and time and position code information. The remaining seven fields of

ten columns each are available for use with up to Seven counting channels. Where necessary,

corrections for background, sample weight, counting geometry, reactor power level, and

activation time are put on program master cards• which precede the input deck. The cor-

rections for decay of uranium are made from the empirical decay curve. This is loaded in

the form of a table into the IBM-650 memory drum as part of the program deck. Exponential

decay corrections are made from the formula [ see Eq. (10. 6) ]

Eq. (10. 21)

where
eount rate at the end of saturation activation

count rate (counts/minute minus background)

constant of exponential decay

activation time
elapsed tlme from the end of activation to the middle of counting time.

10. 11.

exp(_Kt.) ]- {exp[-X(t + t,/Z)] }-
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Fig. 10. I I Correction Factor for Enriched Uranium Fission Product Decay.
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Counter geometry and foil area or weight correction are added to this formula when ab801ute

re8uIt8 are required.

The output information from the IBM-650 can be li8ted on the Tabulator for manual

plotting or analysi8 of data. plotted automatically by using one of the Standard available curve

plotter8. or used as Input for further calculations.
17 A frequently used program involves

numerical integration of the area under a curve, required for calculation of average reactor

power and also for calculation of fuel or coolant temperatures. Other calculation8 involve

polnt or area normalization of sets of curves and many reactor calculations based on flux

distributions. such as fission product accumulation or fuel burnout. Standard de�atIOn of a

8et of Source count8 can be ealeulated directly from the count8 recorded on IBM card8: thi8 18

used regularly to check Counter performance. The great Simplification of these calculation8

and the con8equent rapid availability of experimental data for analysis constitute perhaps the

major advantage of the automatlc counting sy8tem.

10. 9 PERFORMANCE
(a) Reproducibilit The counters are quite stable, and count8 of permanent sourcea

remain within the limits of error8 of counting statistics over many weeks. Repeat counts of

the 8ame activated strips are generally reproduced within counting statistics. The reproduci-

billty of activations involving different strips in different reactor runs depends on the uniformity

of the strips. the steepnes8 of the flux gradients, and the accuracy of placing the strips in the

reactor and maintaining the geometry of the reactor (widths of water gaps).

(b) Resolution. The 8canner wa8 8pecially designed to represent accurately the

change8 in neutron flux occurring over short distances with Steep gradients. A detailed di8-

Cu8sion of the factor8 governing scanner resolution is given in Reference 16. The resolution

obtainable in the present seanner is shown in Fig. 10. 12. A rectangular aperture of 0. 075_ine.h

wldth wa8 moved in 0. 050-inch Step8 across manganese foil of 0. 275-inch width which had been

activated in a uniform flux. The width at half maximum is O. 282 inch instead of the theoretical

value of 0. 275 inch.

Figure 10. 13 present6 typical results obtained by using a thin uranium strip as aetivation

foil and 8eanning with a 118-inch aperture.

When uranium is counted. the use of a 40-second counting cycle permits

taking 90 point8 per hour on each counting channel. The relatively short half-life of fission

product8 limit8 the counting perlod to about 3 to 4 hours from the end of irradiation. when the

actlvlty has fallen to les8 than one-tenth of its original value. With tlme allowed for 8ample

changing, the three-channel 8canner enables one operator to obtain 600 to 800 points per

reactor run. or about 1500 point8 per day. The results can be corrected and plotted within

l or 2 hour8 after the completion of measurements.

( c) Capaci
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A SYSTEM OF OBTAINING AND REDUCING NEUTRON
FLUX DATA FROM A CRITICAL ASSEMBLY

by H. A. Moi'ewitz and R. F. Valentine

The preceding discussions described methods of obtaining the relative neutron flux distri-

bution from experimental data which required approximations to correct for sample decay,

or a medium-scale digital computer to calculate the correction. The method described below

provides the decay correction without the use of auxiliary computation and presents the data

in usable form a8 It is taken. This is accomplished by varying the time interval over which

the individual foils are counted in such a manner as to correct for decay. The time interval

is established b countin a monitor foil.

It is used in conjunction Ivith automatic sample changers in order to count
a large number of samples at frequent intervals. With this scheme approximately 1500

precl8ion-cut wire8 may be activated and counted in one day. Tlie over-all system appears to

be more stable and accurate than many that have a small sample capacity.

10. 10 COUNTING EQUIPMENT
The unique feature of the system is the method of count timing which provides automatic

correction for radioactive decay of the sample. A block diagram of the counting system

employed is shown in Fig. 10. 14.

BLOCK DIAGRAM OF COUNTING EQUIPMENT

NON-OVERLOAD
CFfYSTAL AND

LINEAR PRINTER
SCALER

NON-OVERLOAD
CRYSTrL AND

LINEAR
PHOTOWLTIPLIER TUBE

AMPLIFIER
HIGH

PFE-SET
UNT

SCALER
INPUT

AMPLIFIER 8 DISCRIMINATOR
SCALERS
PRESET COUNT SCALER- BERKELEY MODEL 5446
OSCILLATOR 8EFO<ELEY MODEL 5632
PRINTERS BERKELEY MODEL 1450
SAMPLE CHANGERS - TRACERLAB MODEL SC60

OSCILLATOR
ELECTROMC

SWITCH

Fig. 10. 14 Block Diagram of Automatic Data Reduction System.
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The activity of the 8ample 18 measured by countlng beta particLes wlth a one-half milllmetc

thick 8tilbene crystal mounted on a photomultipller tube. Th18 8lgnal 18 amplified by a non-

overload Ilnear amplifier which feed8 a decimal scaler. the accumulated count8 of which are

printed on a paper tape. The duration of the counting interval In thls signal channel 18 con-

trolled by a gate from a preset count 8caler.
The preset count scaler receive8 Its pulses alternately from tWO 80urce8. The pulses

which determine the counting interval are derived from a timing channel consi8ting of a

detector and amplifier Identical to those of the Signal channel. The dead time which 18 required

for changing samples. etc. . 18 Set by feeding the tllning Scaler from a l-kc crystal-controlled

08eillator. At the end of each 8ignal period, the timing 8caler 18 eleetrorrically Bwitched to

thi8 08cillator. The counting interval 18 determined by u8ing a 8tandard Sample of foil mater-

ial, activated Simultaneously with the foils of intere8t. It 18 placed In front of the tlming

channel detector. and left undisturbed during the counting run. As the standard decays, the

time necessary to achieve the pre8et count (100, 000 counts is a typieal value) will increa8e

exponentially at the rate determined by the half-life of the activated material. Therefore. the

counting interval of the signal channel increases in the proper manner to compensate for the

decay of the signal foil. One timer circuit can control more than one signal channel.

This method of timtrig provides several advantage8: (1) The data, having been dlrectly

correeted. Can be. presented immediately without any processing time: (Z) for a �Ven wire the

statlstlcs of counting are independent of the time when the wire is counted during the counting

run (in the more conventional type of countlng, in which a fuced counting tllne is employed. a

given wire will have poorer statistics a8 eounting progresses): (3) the decay of mixed exponen-

tials such as exists in fission products 18 compensated as readily a8 Single exponential decay.

10. I I FEATTIRES OF SYSTFM WHICH MINIM17F ERRORS
The non-overload amplifier8 are u8ed as stretcher-limiter8. For this mode of operation

the amplifiers are set so that e88entially all beta pulses received from the photomultiplier

are expanded to uniform pulse height. The limiting action is provided by overdriving the latter

stages of the amplifier. which. because of their non-overload characteri8tic8. provide essen-

tially constant-width pulses. This re8ults in long plateau8 of Counting rate ver8U8 discriminator

setting. amplifier gain. and photomultiplier voltage. Typical plateau curves are shown in

Figs. l 0. 15 and 10. 16. Operation of the amplifiers In this manner has resulted in long-term

stability (greater than six month6).

and urarrium-zirconium have been drawn to 30-mi18 diameter. The variation In length of the

half-ineh wire 8egment8 ha8 been reduced to les8 than one part in a thousand by the simultan-

eou8 surface grinding of approximately 3000 wires clamped in a magnetic chuck. This re8ult8

in a high yield of wires that are within * 0. 5 per cent of a mean value by weight. Wire8 may
be 8tacked end to end in polyethylene apaghetti tubing for inaertion In small diamcter 81ots or

in through tube8 provided in the critical a88emblie8. Because there 18 essentially no length

variation in the individual wire8. the relative position of each wire 18 known to a high degree

of accuracy.

A commercially avaiLable sample changer ha8 been modified to obtain highly reproducible

positionlng of the �re Samples. The induced activity obtained by irradlation of the wlre8 in

this critical facility 18 8ufficiently high to make background count in8ignificant in the

To u8e this 8y8tem, alloy wires of mangane8e~Iron. Indlum-aluminum, gold-aluminum,
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experimental count. In the event that background Counting rates are high, they may be auto-

matically subtracted. Further modification8 to the Sample changer permit a large number of

samples to be Stacked on the changer. Injection molded plastic Sample holders have been

manufactured so that no 8ignificant difference between 8ample holders exist8 to contribute

errors in counts when a large number of these holders 18 Used.

10. 12 ERROR ANALYSIS
The inherent counting errors due to the statistical nature of the decay process and the back_

ground counts may be determined by standard procedures. Experimental error8 due to

differences in wire weithts. in wire composition. wire holder8. wire po8ltioning and electronle

change8 are equally important but they are more difficult to establish. These errors have been

experimentally determined by counting. in the normal fashion, several hundred wire8 which

have been exposed to the same integrated neutron flux. The total error represented by the

standard de�atIOn of thi8 large number of counts has been divided into three group8:

The error resultiig from the statistical nature of the decay processes (standard devia-

tion due to this cause is denntp.d 8 )"

The error due to Statistic� nature of the background count8 (standard deviation due to

this cause 18 denoted s ):

All other errors which are proportional to the magnitude of the count (standard devia-

tion due to the lumped experimental errors 18 denoted Ex
Since these errors are independent the total error 18 equal to the veetorlal 8um of the8e three

types of errors. Thus,

total
The error due to statlstieal decay is given by

Eq. (10. 22)

where the total experimental Count mlnus the background count. and

the preset count in the timing channel.

The added contribution to the uncertainty over Eq. (10. 20) 18 due to the fact that the time of

count 18 uncertain due to the statistics in M. The 8tandard dewiation of the background count

18 given by a similar expression in which N is replaced by N the background count. Sub-

traction of the 8tat18tical and background error from the total observed 8tandard deviation

yields the experimental error Introduced by the Counting procedure8. Thi8 ha8 been estimated

to be approximately 0. 8 per cent. The absolute magnitude of thi8 error 18 dependent on the

type of wires being counted. For convenience the experimental error has been combined with

statl8tlcal and background errors into the family of curves shown in Fig. l 0. 17. The experi-

mental error used in preparing thi8 curve was sEx 0. 0077 N where N 18 the Sample count

(total count minu8 backgrwnd)- The effect of variou8 background counting rates are shown
parametrically.
10. 13 APPLICATION OF ERROR ANALYSIS

The counting error8 which have been deternllned experimentally may be used to improve

the results obtained from analysi8 of the flux plot data. An example of Such use occurs in the

fitting of a cosine function to an experimental axial flux distribution such as that shown in the
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BACKGROUND

> 0.05

SAMPLE COUNT (TOTAL EXPERIMENTAL COUNT MINUS BACKGROUND COUNT )

Fig. 10. 17 Fractional Standard Deviation of Count versus Count.

upper curve of Fig. 10. 18. A computer code has been developed for fitting a cosine function to

experimental data.
19 This code can be used either to minimize the quantity Z(Yi - y) in

whlch all points have equal weight8. or to minimize the quantity

In which thy represents the countlng error for each point as determined above. When used in

the latter fashion, the weighting provided by the a8signed error of the indiwidual points reduce8

the influence of the absolute residual8 (which are highest near the peak of the cosine distribution).

If the proper parameters have been obtained by the least squares analysis, divi8ion of the

individual y. values by the determined function evaluated at these respective points will yield

a quantity which 18 a horizontal line when plotted a8 a function 0£ x. In thiB type of represen-

tation, if the value of B in the expression y = co8 B(c-x) has been determined incorrectly, the

line will be concave upward or downward. dependlng upon whether B 18 too large or too small.

If the value of c Is determined incorrectly, the line will not be horizontal. The second curve

in Flg. 10. 18 is a plot of this function using the parameter8 determined without benefit of

point weighting. The lower curve is a plot in which the parameters have been determined in

a weighted least square8 analysis. It can be seen that the two cases differ. The weighted

least squares analysis provides a better fit to the data as shown by the fact that the lower

curve is a better horizontal line.
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Chapter 11

TECHNIQUES OF PARAMETER MEASUREMENT
IN HIGH URANIUM CONTENT REACTORS

I I. I INTRODUCTION
This chapter gives the methods used in the measurement of Some of the more important

parameters associated with high uranium content reactors. These tnelude thermal utilization.

resonance escape probability, fast fission factor, conversion ratio and the radial distribution

of plutonium formation In fuel rod8. The experimental technlque8 were developed a6 part of

the TRX lattice program. The TRX reactor itself 18 de8crlbed In Chap. 9. It wa8 noted there

that the program on the properties of Slightly enriched uranium-water lattlce8 wa8 a cooperative

program with Brookhaven National Laboratory. Many of the techniques developed in the pro-

gram were the result of joint discussions between laboratories and, as a re8uIt. the techniqueB

In use at the variou8 laboratories are quite 8imilar. Those de8cribed in thls chapter are the

technique8 which have been in use at Bett18' they dlffer only in Sli�t detail. however, from

those used by Brookhaven.

MEASUREMENTS OF THERMAL UTILIZATION, RESONANCE
ESCAPE PROBABILITY AND FAST FISSION FACTOR

by D. Klein and G. G. Smith

11. 2 THERMAL UTILIZATION - THEORY OF THE MEASUREMENT
The thermal utllization is defined a8 the number of thermal neutron8 absorbed In the fuel

per thermal neutron absorbed in the reactor. Referring to the description of the TRX in

Chap. 9, the lattice consists of rods of uranium metal or uranium oxide, clad in alumlnum

tubing and arranged in a triangular lattice pattern. Of the nuclei present in the lattice. the

thermal capture of the oxygen may be neglected. The expre88ion for f. the thermal utilization.

is then:

Al Al °Al Al
28 .28

Eq. (11. l)
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In th18 equation V refers to the volume of a particular material and N to its number den8lty.

The 8ub8cript8 H. 25, 28. and Al refer to hydrogen, U235 238
and aluminum. respectively.

The cr088 8ection8 indicated in Eq. ( I l. l) are to be averaged over the neutron 8pectrum

pre8ent, i. e. .

Cd

Eq. (11. 2)

Cd

where *u(E) Is the neutron flux in the urarrium in the energy interval dE at energy E. The

average neutron flux 18 given by the equation

Cd
Eq. (11. 3)

where the 8patial mtegration 18 carried over the fueled volume of a unit lattice cell. Similar

definitlon8 apply to the other fluxes and cross Sections. There are two features to be noted in

the8e definitions. First, it 18 presumed that within each of the media present. the spatial

dependence of the neutron flux is separable from the energy dependence, i. e. . there 18 a

ingle neutron energy distribution for the fuel and another for the moderator. Second. the

upper limit of the thermal 8pectrum is taken to be the cadmium cut-off energy. This separates

the re80nanee region from the thermal region (about 0. 5 ev for O. OZO-inch cadmium>.

Two techniques were developed for the thermal utilization measurement. These are

referred to a8 the differentlal and integral methods. In the differential technique a 8eries of

8mall foi18 are used to make a thermal flux plot along the radius of the rod extending out

into the water. The thermal utillzation 18 calculated from appropriate fit8 to these data.

the Integral method tWO sector foi18 containing U235
are exposed. one within the fuel and the

other In the moderating water. The thermal utilization is deduced from the relative activitie8

of the8e two foils.

Figure ll. l illu8trates the two methods. Cross sections of four fuel rods arranged in a

trlangular lattice array are shown on this figure. In the upper portion of this figure the cros8-

hatched area 8how8 the location of the U235 sector foils which are activated to make the

Integral measurement. In the lower portion of the fi8ure the small circles show a typical

arrangement of foi18 for taking the flux plots in the fuel and moderator during differential

measurement. The detai18 of the8e techniques will be discussed in the following two sections.

The Integral technique has largely di8placed the differential mea8urement for obtalning

values for thermal utillzation becau8e of the slmplicity of the method. The differential

measurement 18 valuable, however. since it doe8 provide some detailed data. Results obtained

by the two technique8 agree well wlthin the uncertainty of the mea8urement8.

11. 3 THERMAL UTILIZATION - INTEGRAL MEASUREMENT
(a) Princi le of Measurement. Speaking qualitatively. the principle of the integral

measurement is as follows: Referring to the upper half of Fig. I l. l. half a unit lattice cell is

represented by the area of an equilateral triangle with vertices at the centers of three adjacent

fuel rods. The one-half unit lattice cell can be divided into the six congruent triangular areas

S56

°25(E) + (E) dE
.25

(E>dE

dv

shown.
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A88umlng that the over-all thermal neutron flux 18 constant in thi8 region. identical neutron

nuxe8 pa88 through each of these 81x triangular areas. The fi88ion product activity of a foil

placed in one of these trlangular area8 is proportionaL to the average neutron flux passing

through the area, and therefore proportional to the average neutron flux passing through the

unit lattice eell. Further, if the foil 18 Cut into two parts, one In the fuel rod. and one in the

water moderator. each part will have a fission product activity proportional to the spatial

average of the neutron flux passing through it. Therefore. the ratio of the activity of the foil

in the water to the actlvit). of the foil in the fuel is equal to (fj /fj ).

To di8CU88 the mea8urement quantitatively• the aluminum cladding must fir8t be taken
into aceount. Th18 18 treated m08t 8lmply by assuming the flux in the aluminum to be propor-

tlonal to the flux In the water and that It Ile8 between that in the water and that in the uranium.

Thus

Eq. (11.4)

where K 18 A constant of proportionality

Eq. (11. 5)

Now the neutron 8pectrum in the water moderator 18, In general. different from that in the

fuel. Defining the average cro88 section for activation of the U235 according to Eq8. (11. 2)

and (11. 3) wlll re8uIt in two average value8 (r and IT The fir8t of these is the cr088
235

Section of U averaged over the spectrum in the water, the second is that averaged over the

8pectrum in the fuel.

The experimental measurement In the integral method results in a ratio A. the relative

activation of the foil in the water to the foll In the fuel.

Eq. (11.6)

In term8 of thi8 measured quantity. Eq. (I l. l) for f can be put in the form

U 25 25W
Eq. (11.7)

Thus a measurement which samples the spatial average of the thermal nux in the water and

the spatial average of the thermal flux in the fuel can be used to infer a value for the thermal

utilization If the appropriate average cross sections for hydrogen, U235 238
and aluminum

are known. In the application of this method, the cross Sections are taken as the average

value8 for a Maxwellian neutron distribution at 0. 025 ev.

The expresslon for thermal utilizatlon in Eq. {11. 7) consists of cross section ratlos in

the Same medium, with the exception of the aluminum term, which is small compared to

the preceding term in the bracket. Consequently. the proper thermal neutron spectrum

for averaging the cr088 sections is of secondary importance. In fact. if U235 behaved as a

Al-

<K<I

25W 25U'

.25

I+A
28°28U
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i /v absorber. the measurement of thermal utilization would be independent of the thermal

spectrum. The error in the measurement due to neutron distributions other than that

assumed is discussed later in this 8ection.

AS the thermal flux in the aluminum is not measured directly, it8 contribution to the

thermal utilization must be estimated. This is done by a88uming the eon8tant K has the value

-(1 + I/A). Intracell flux plots obtained from the differential technique support th18 a88umption.

Measurements of the activation ratio A in a wide serie8 of mea8urement8 gave value8 les8 than

1. 30. Thus the maxlmum po881ble error in K 18 le88 than 15 per cent. In the 8ame 8erie8 of

measurements the aluminum term contributed le88 than 3 per cent to £. Therefore, the maxi-

mum possible error in f due to a maximum possible error in K is le88 than 0. 4 per cent.

(b) Method of Measurement. The foi18 used are uranium-aluminum alloy 0. 005 inch

thick. The uranium 18 enriched to over 90 per cent U235 and alloyed at 10 weight per cent with

2S aluminum. These choices make the U
235 atomlc den81ty In the foil approximately the Same

as that in the fuel rods. The shape and location of the foi18 th the rod 18 shown in the upper

part of Fig. 11. I by the cross-hatched area. Thi8 area represent8 a repeating 8ection of a

unit cell of the lattice. Thus, the ratio of the activity of the foil in the moderator to the aCtI�ty

of the foil in the fuel does represent the ratio of the thermal fluxes in the two region8.

The uranium-aluminum foi18 are Irradiated In the center of the TRX where the radial fluA

gradient 18 essentially zero. The foils in the fuel are p081tloned between two fuel plece8 In a

spllt fuel rod. The foi18 In the water are held In a I116-ineh Luclte foll holder taped to the fuel
rod directly opposlte the foil in the fuel. The location8 of these are Shown In Flg. l 1. 2 by the

sketch on the right. The ratio of foil A activation to foil B activation yields the activation

ratio required to apply Eq. (ll. 7).

Generally speaking, correction for the epieadmium fission in the foll8 18 not important.

desired, thi8 correction to the activation ratio can be obtalned from foi18 C, D, and E of Flg.

ll. 2. The ratio of the activity of foil D to foil C give8 the cadmium ratlo for the fuel foll B.

The ratio of the activity of foil A to that of foil E glves the cadmium ratio for foil A. The cad-

mium thickness used to obtain the cadmium ratlos 18 0. 020 inch. corresponding to a cut-off

energy of 0. 5 ev.

3rd I*X OF LATTICE CENTER OF LATTICE

FUEL
METAL OR OXIDE

FOIL C
Cd WRAPPER

FOIL 8

FOIL A

FOIL

FOIL O FOIL E

Cd COVER
AL CLACK)NG

AIR GAP

Fig. ll. 2 _ Thermal Utilization Foil Arrangement (Integral Method).

0 GI� OR O 587 W. tXA.

002QYMcK
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The activation of the foils 18 determlned by ULea8urement of the fi88ion product y-radiation

using 8cintillation counter technlque8. The equipment consists 0£ the followlng component8:

A 8odium-iodide crystal 1-314 inche8 In diameter by Z-inche8 thick mounted on an RCA 5819

photomultiplier tube. a regulated high voltage power 8upply, a pre-amplifier. a linear
amplifier. and a scaler. The foils are calibrated initlally by counting the y-radiation of the

natural U235
activity above 90 kev. The relative natural activities of the foils are proportional

to the relative amount8 of uranium-235 in the foi18 (the attentuation of the 90 kev y-radiation

through 0. 005 inch of aluminum is negligible). After the irradiation. fission product 7-rays

with energies greater than 400 kev are counted. The 400 kev cut-off is chosen becau8e there

is little y-ray activity of higher energy that does not orlginate from fi88ion product decay.

Since the activitie8 decay as a function of time. the foi18 are counted alternately, every other

"minute, for about an hour. The decay curves are plotted to obtain the ratio of activitie8 at any

time after irradiation. Air and natural background corrections are made when nece8sary.

(c) Experimental Investi ation of Errors. Several possible 80urce8 of error in thi8

measurement were investigated experimentally. In one case a check was made to investigate

the 8hadowlng effeet of the moderator foil on the foil in the fuel. To make this test two fuel

foils were irradiated in symmetric positions. One of the two foi18 was shadowed by a modera-
tor foil. the other wa8 not. The ratio of the aCtI�ty of the two fuel foils was found to be

I. 00 * O. 01. This re8uIt indlcates that there was no shadowing effect.

In another check a series of measurements wa8 a180 made with foi18 0. 0025 inch thick to

inve8tlgate the effects of foil perturbation on the mea8ured flux ratios. The results obtained

with this series of foils were consistent with those obtained with 0. 005 inch thick foils within

the statistical uncertainties of the mea8urement.

In the course of the development of these techniques, one source of error wa8 discovered

which could result In an error of the order of one per cent in the thermal utilization. Thls

error can arise from the piece used to support the foil in the water. In early experiment8

both aluminum and Lucite foil holder8 were used. To determine whether this resulted in a

difference � the thermal utilization it was decided to measure (l /¢> ) in a lattice using three

different thicknesses of LLClte and three different thicknesses of aluminum. In each case. the

foil holder cover was Identical in dimen8ion8 with the foil holder, except for the 0. 008 inch

deep foil slot which wa8 Cut in the foil holder. Both Luclte and aluminum a88emblle8 were
suspended by Lucite rods.

The results are shown in Fig. 11. 3. The measured flux ratios are plotted as a function of

foll holder thlckne68. Each polnt represents the average of at least three nuis; the spreads

are the standard deviation8. The straight lines are least squares fits to the experimental

points, Ignoring the differences in standard deviation from point to point. Withln the error

limits of the measurement, the two lines extrapolate to a common value at zero thickness.

The data show that. fl_-st, (l /+ ) has a 6mall positive slope for Luclte holder8, and

second. (4> /41 ) ha8 a relatively large negative slope for aluminum holders. Thu8, the use

of thick aluminum holders, and the consequent displacement of moderator by aluminum. can

lead to slgniflcant errors.

(d) Error8 A880cLated with Neutron Ener Distrlbution. There are two possibilitie8

of errors associated with the thermal neutron energy distribution. First. there is the possi-

bllity that some of the foil activation is due to fissioning by neutron8 above the cadmium cut-off.

This error can be corrected experimentally by taking the cadmium ratio mea8urement8 men-
tioned previously.
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MEASURED FLUX RATIOS
FQR AL AND LUCITE FOIL 4QLDERS

INTEGRAL METHOD

LUCITE

THICKNESS OF FOIL HCLDER (In¢hesl

Fig. ll. 3 - Errors Associated with Lucite and

The other source of error 18 associated with the assumption that the energy distribution in

both the fuel and the water is Maxwellian at a temperature of 0. 025 ev. Thi8 assumption 18•

of course, not correct. It wa8 noted pre�ously? however. that Such an a88umption re8uIts In

an error only because the cross section of U235 is not i/v In it8 behavlor. In the following

discussion the magnitude of the error associated with the assumption will be estimated.

If Eq. (ll. 7) 18 written in the form

q. (11.8)

and for purposes of estimating errors the aluminum capture 18 neglected,

Eq. (11. 9)

The changes in G will be examined under various assumptions. From Eq. (11. 8). If tsf 18 an

error in f resulting from an error &G in G.

so that for the values of f greater than 0. 8. the fractional error in f 18 less than one-fifth

the fractional error in G.

The value of G was computed for two sets of conditions assuming the neutron di8tributlon

in both the water and fuel to be Maxwellian. In the first, the temperature of the neutron8 In

the water was aB6umed to be fixed at 293°K while the tempcraturc 0£ the neutron8 in the fuel

was assumed to range from room temperature (293°K) up to 700°K. The value of G. normal~

ized to its value with the temperature in both water and fuel at 29 3°K. was Calculate� The8e

are given in the center column of Table ll. l. In the second calculation the value of G wa8

determined with the temperature of the neutrons in the water and in the fuel equal and ranglng

from 293°K to 700°K. The values, normalized to that at 293°K. are tabulated in the third

column of Table 11. l.

140

ALUMINUM

020 030 040

Aluminum Foil Holders.

{i+AG

28°28U

U 25"25W

AG Eq. (11. 10)
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Table 11. I - EFFECT OF NEUTRON TEMPERATURE ON VALUE OF G

Temperature
of Neutrons
in Fuel (°K)

Ratlo of G Values
Neutron8 in Water Neutrons in both Water and

at Room TemperatLu•e Fuel at Elevated Temperatures

293

0. 996

0.993

0. 993

0. 993

1. 022

1.024

NOTE: Calculated for 1. 310 enrlched rods.

The results in Table 11. 1 8how that the change in G in either case 18 small. Since the

neutron temperature In the rod8 wlll undoubtedly be hlgher than the neutron temperature in the

water, the change In G WIU be of the magnitude glven In the center columns of Table I l. l and

11. 4 THERMAL UTILIZATION - DIFFERENTIAL MEASUREMENT
(a) Method of Measurement. The detector u8ed for th18 method 18 dysprosium.

Dy8pro8lum has a cro88 section whlch 18 approximately i/v in the thermal range with a value

of over 1000 barns in the thermal range and about 100 barn8 at l ev. Cadmium ratio measure-

ment8 on dyspr08ium were taken In the TRX moderator and a value of 35 * I was obtained.

The dysproslum foi18 were made as follows: Dyspr08ium oxlde powder was mixed at

50 weight per cent wlth polyethylene powder and the mlxture formed into a 0. 015_inch di8c in

a metallurgleal hot pre88. The folls. 0. 065 Inch In diameter. were punched from the large

foll. They averaged 800 mlcrogram8 per foil. The £oll8 were callbrated by exposure to a

unlform flu� They were placed on a milled hole on the outer edge 0£ an alumlnum plate,

three Inche8 In diameter. The plate holding 48 foi18 wa8 placed in the reflector of the TRK
Uniform activating flux wa8 obtained by rotatuxg the plate u8ing a long shaft and a l-rpm motor.

The foi18 were p08itioned in the fuel by machinlng a thin di8e of the fuel rod to a thickness

0£ 1/8 Inch. Thi8 di8c had depre88ion8 mllled into It8 face to hold the foils. The locations of

the foll8 are shown in Flg. ll. l. The fuel disc holdlng the foi18 was located at the center of a

specially constructed fuel rod in order to carry out the irradiatlon. The foils in the water

were held in a piece of 114-inch-thick Luclte with depression8 milled in the surface. The

locatlon8 of the foils in the water are a180 8hown in Fig. ll. l. It Should be noted that the foi18

are arranged along two radll. one along the line joining the centers of adjacent rods, the other

at 30 degree8 to th18 lthe. The Luclte foll holder wa8 8uspended adjacent to the in-the-rod

foi18 by mean8 of a Lucite rod.
165

After irradiation. the Dy @-ray8 were counted in end-window Geiger counter8. Each
foll wa8 counted In each of four counters to minlmize errors due to geometry and to take

account of counter efficiency. The data from the counters were corrected for decay• counter

dead-tlme 108se8. and foil calibratlon. The resulting nornialized averages were plotted as a

functlon 0£ radial di8tance from the center of the fuel rod. Figure ll. 4 18 a plot Showing

typlcal data for a metal fuel rod 0. 600 Inch In dlameter.

400

1.000 1.000

1.016

500

600

700 1.020

18 negllglble.
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NORMALIZED INTRACELL FLUX TRAVERSE

FUEL ENRICHMENT
FUEL ROD DIA.
w/u VOL. RATIO

RADIUS OF EQUIVALENT CYLINOER

FUEL

EXPERIMENTAL POINTS:
MEOIAN LINE
ROD TO ROD LINE

SMOOTH CURVE
LEAST SQUARE: FIT

INCHES FROM CENTER OF FUEL ROD

Fig. i 1. 4 Flux Plot for Differential Thermal Utlllzation Measurement.
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(b) Method of Fitting Data. The first step in treatment of the data is the conversion

of the hexagonal ulut cell of the lattlce to & cylindrical cell having the 8ame relative water and

uranium volumes. If R is the radiu8 of the equivalent cylindrical cell, r the radius of the

fuel in the rod. and (a) the radius of the outside of the aluminum cladding. R is given by the

Eq. (11.11)

where W/U 18 the water-to-uranium volume ratio 0£ the actual lattice.

Within the fuel rod the experimental flux data are fitted by least-squares technique to a

diffu81on type equatlon

AI (kr)

where I is a modified Be88el functlon of the first kind. In Eq. (11. 12). A is a normalizing

eonstant and k is the rec:procal of the diffusion length. * is the flux corresponding to the

radius r..

In the water reglon the data are also fitted to a diffusion type expression by least squares.

The expre88ion 16

Eq. (11.13)

In thls expression the 118 and Kls are modified Bessel functions of the first and second kind,

respectively. R 18 the cell radlus as defined by Eq. (I l. I l). +. is the flux value at the radiu8

andk 18 the reciprocal of the diffusion length in the water (taken to be 0. 41 cm ). S is

the source term and B is an arbitrary constant to be determined. In fitting the experimental

data the fit is made to the average of the rod-to-rod and the median line data. The solid

curve plotted in Fig. l 1. 4 is a fit of the data carried out as described.

The average fluxes in the uranium fuel and in the water are obtained by integration of

Eqs. (11. 12) and (11. 13). Thus for the fuel rod

Eq. (11. 14)

where r is the radius of the fuel in the rod. For the water

Eq. (11. 15)

and for the aluminum, the average of the fluxes on the tWO Sides of the cladding 18 taken

Eq. (11.16)

Equations (11. 14), (11. 15). and (I l. L6) give the flux averages to be used in Eq. (11. l).

The average cross sections are. as before, taken to be Maxwellian averages at room temper-

ature. Thus all the quantities necessary to calculate the thermal utilizatlon are known.

(c) Summa. As noted previously, in those lattices in which both the differential

and integral method8 were used +4e re8ult8 for the flux ratios in the water to fuel agreed well.

Thus either method could be used to obtain satisfactory data. The integral method, however.

ha8 largely displaced the differential method for the following reasons:

equatlon

Eq. (11. IZ)

Za

+.(r ) + 41.(a)
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The integral method can be used for lattices Wlth Small water-to-uranium volume

ratios and for lattices of small diameter rods. where a point-by-point flux plot

with dysprosium foils would be impractical.

2. The foil activities obtained in the integral technique are directly related to the

average thermal fluxes in the fuel and moderator. Therefore, the data reduction

in the integral method is simpler than that in the differential technique.

3. The dysprosium foils used in the differential method are small and relatively

fragile. They may chip at any time. changing their Dy O content and therefore

must be Calibrated each time they are used. In contrast to this, the integral

method utilizes relatively large metal alloy foils which are not fragile. They

need to be calibrated only once* while Btill virgin. to obtain the relative number

of uranium atoms in a pair of foils.

In assigning errors to thermal utilization mea8urement8 the uncertainties are determined

by combining the following standard dewiations:

i. A 2 per cent uncertainty in the cross Section values.

2. An estimated 2 per cent uncertainty in the measured flux ratio (* 14> ). including

the uncertainty in the foil calibration. In the most recent measurements the

unCert�nty in f 18 estimated to be about * 0. 005 for a value of f around 0. 8.

11. 5 RESONANCE ESCAPE PROBABILITY - THEORY OF MEASUREMENT
The resonance escape probability in U

238 will be defined in the following way:

28 (q),

28
Eq. (11.17)

where p
28 IG the reBonance escape prob2hility in U (q) 18 the density of neutrons slowing

28
down past the cadmium cut-off energy Ecd per Second, and Z + is the epicadmium radiative

capture in U238

238

28 28Z (E)¢•(E)dE
Eq. (11.18)

Now the density of neutrons slowing down past the cadmium cut-off energy is equal to the

den81ty of neutrons captiired in the thermal group• if thermal leakage 18 neglected. Of the

density of neutrons captured in the thermal group the fraction f(q>
is the rate of capture in

fuel. If R is defined to be the ratio of radiative capture in U
238 in the thermal region to the

total thermal capture in fuel. by definition

where the �, s represent avcrages of the absorption cross section over the thermal flux spectrum

in the fuel rod and the N, s represent number density.

The rate of thermal capture in U
238

is then f R(q)

Now. p is defined to be the ratio of radiative capture in U above the cadmium cut-off

energy to the radiative capture in U
238 below the cadmium eut-off energy. Thi8 ratio

is equal to the ratio of rates of capture, i. e.

Eq. (11.19)

238

'Cd

28"a28

25°a25
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28

Eq. (11.20)

Substitution of Eq. (11. 20> into Eq. (11. 17) gives the result

28
Eq. (11.21)

To determine p the quantity P 18 measured. The thermal utilization is measured by the

techniques discussed previously. The quantity R is determined by taking Maxwellian averages

of the cr088 8ection8 at room temperature.

The ehoiee nf de.finition for p28 was made for the following rea3on: The conventional

definition requires the determination of the number of neutron8 e8caping radiative capture in
238

in slowing down to the thermal group per neutron entering the resonance region. Such a

definition requires a knowledge of the competitiort between U238

tions, such as in U235
absorption and other ab80rp-

as well as a correction for the leakage of resonance energy neutrons.

It should also be noted that this definition for p28 includes the eapture by U238 in the energy
region between U238 resonances a8 well as that in the resonances themselve8. In other words.

the so-called smooth l/v epieadmium radiative capture in U 238
is lumped into the resonance

capture.

11. 6 RESONANCE ESCAPE PROBABILITY - MEASUREMENT TECFINIQUE
The determination of the resonan� escape probability reduces to a measurement of p. the

ratio of epicadmium to 8ubcadmium radiative captures in U238 Two methods have been used
to measure this quantity.

(a) De leted Fo"1 Method. Radiative capture in U

238

28

238
leads to the following reaction:

239
23 min. 56. 3 hr.

In the de-excitation of the excited state8 of Pu to the ground state by internal conversion, a

103 kev X-ray is produced. The intensity of this X-ray 18 proportional to the U238 radiative

capture.

The determination of p 18 made in the following manner. Two highly depleted uranium
foi18 (5 ppm U235 one cadmium covered and the other bare. are exposed in flux-symmetric

positions in a fuel rod. The 103 kev aCtI�tieS are measured with a NaI scintillation spectro-

meter and compared at the same time after shutdown. A typical loading scheme is illustrated

in Fig. ll. 5.

The spectrometer consists of a NaI(Tl) Cryst� 1/2 inch thick and 1-3/4 inches in diameter,

mounted on an RCA 5819 photomultiplier: a linear amplifier, and a twenty-channel pulse height

analyzer. The activities of the two irradiated foi18 and one unirradiated foil (used for natural

background corrections) are scanned for at least one half-life (56. 3 hours). By subtracting

the activity of the background foil from the activities of the two irradiated foils. p is deter-

mined from the following relation8hip:

239
activit of cadmium-covered foil

actiyity of bare foil) (Np239 activity of cadmium-covered foil)

A plot of typical experimental data is shown in Fig. ll. 6.

239

(Np

R(q).

pfR

(n>7)U
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FOIL ARRANGEMENT FOR RESONANCE ESCAPE
PROBABILITY MEASUREMENT

21 IN.

Cd. WRAPPER
O.OIS IN. THICK

FUEL 0.0 15 IN. Cd.
O. 100 IN. FUEL
0.002 IN. AI. FOIL
0.005 IN. NAT. OR DEP. U FOIL
0.002 IN. AI. FOIL
O. 100 IN. FUEL
0.015 IN. Cd.

0.5 IN.

FUEL

al. TUBE. 0.028 WALL THICKNESS

0.005 IN. AIR GAP

OR

FUEL 0.002 IN. AI FOIL
0.005 IN. NAT. OR DEP. U FOIL
0.002 IN. AI. FOIL

FUEL

21 IN.

Fig. 11. 5 Irradiation Package for Resonance Escape Probability Measurement.

31N.

0.6001N.

0.3871N,
31N,
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103 KEV X-RAY ACTIVITY vs. TIME

LATTICE
FUEL
DIAMETER

VOLUME
0.387 INCH

BARE DEPLETED FOIL
57+1 HOURS

Cd - COVERED DEPLETED FOIL
56+1 HOURS

12

HOURS FROM REACTOR SHUTDOWN

Fig. ll. 6 - Depleted Foil Decay Curves.

(b) Radiochemical Se aration Technique. The quantity p can also be measured by

using a radiochemical separation technique. In thi8 technique natural uranium foils are used

since depleted foils are not required. After irradiation in the arrangement shown in Fig. ll. 5.

each of the foils is dissolled in hydrochloric acid. Equal amounts of Np237 tracer are added

to each of the tWO Solutions and the neptunium is separated from the uranium and fission product

contamination by radiochemical techniques.

The Np239 decay rates of the tWO Solutions are detern]ined by B counting the decay of Np
239

with an end-window Geiger counter. To eliminate counts due to o particles, a

O. 001-inch aluminum foil is placed over the window of the counter.

To obtain the de8ired ratio of Np239 activity in the bare foil (N ) to that in the cadmium-
covered foil (N ) correction8 are necessary for the original foil weight, the yield of Np fromCd
the separation and the amounts of tracer Np237 added to the solutions.

If the observed P counting rates of the separated material from the two solutions is desig-

nated as Nl and NlCd for the bare and cadmium foils. respectively, the corrected ratio is given

239

by Eq. {11. 22).

20.000
1.3Y• ENRICHED

10.000

1000
100 200 300

toPu
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Cd Eq. (11.22)

Cd

Cd
and W are the weights of the orlginal two foils. The ratio of the yield8 of neptunium

from the chemical 801ution is given by

Cd Cd

Thi8 ratio is determined by tt counting the Np
239 is proportional to the yield of Np

237

237 tracer activity {it is assumed that the yleld

Thi8 o-activity must be corrected for the ratio

Cd

which is the ratto of the amounts of Np added to the original solutions unle8s speclal care

is used to make this ratio unity. By careful pipetting. a ratio of l. 000 * 0. 0005 has been

achieved.
The weights W of the original foils are determined by weighing with a mlcrobalance.

assure a uniform deposit with unrform o absorption. the separated neptunium 13 electroplated

onto a platinum foil one inch in diameter and 0. 005 inch thick. This foil is used for both the

a and 0 counting. The Ly-activity is determined by using a proportional flow counter with a con-

tinuous flow of gas with compo8ltion 90 per cent argon + 10 per cent methane. The O-counting

is performed as described previously. The Tl s are determined by standard volumetric chem-

ical techniques.
To assure that each separation and its associated counting are properly performed. two

bare and two cadIIiiuIIi-covere d foils are irradiatcd 8imultaneou8ly. After normal izatinn by

Eq. (ll. ZZ). the ratio of the activities of the two bare foils a8 well as the ratio 0£ the actI�tIeS

of the two cadmium-covered activities should be unity.

In comparing measurements which have been made. the re8ults of the radiochemical

separation technique and the foil technique have agreed well within their experimental errors.

Generally speaking, the foil technique 18 preferred where applicable and if the nece88ary

electronic equipment is available. The radiochemical technique has 8erved to e8tabli8h the

foil technique, however, and has been useful in maklng a number of auxiliary experiment8.

(c) Experimental Investi ation of Errors. In the experimental technique for foil

irradiation shown in Fig. 11. 5, several auxiliary material8 are included in the foll packages.

These have been found necessary by experimental studies. The O. OOZ-inch aluminum foll on

each side of the foil undergoing irradiation is necessary to prevent contamination of the foll

by fission products from the adjacent fuel material.

In the cadmium-covered package. a fuel wafer O. 100 inch thick Is included in the package.

It thi8 were not done, the relatlvely thiLk Ccidinium would permlt atrcaming 0£ resonanee energy

neutrons from the moderator on to the surface of the foil. The magnitude of this effect ha8

been measured. The results are presented in Table ll. 2. The la8t row of data on thi8 table

corresponds to the O. 100-inch fuel spacers normally used in the measurement. The data

indicate that only a very small spacer thickne88 18 required to stop the streamlng of resonance

neutrons. It should be noted that the spacers must be of the Same composition a8 the fuel, so

that the absorption and scattering characteristics of the fuel are matched.

237

°Cd

°Cd

ofNp
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Table 11. Z - p VERSUS FUEL SPACER THICKNESS

238
Cadmium Ratio (Relative Value)

30.5

122. 0

In the foil technlque. the use of depleted material was found to be necessary because of

the error8 introduced by radiation accompanying the decay of U235 fi88ion product8. After

considerable effort to eorrect for thiA eontaminotion. it waa found necessary to re80rt Lu

depleted foi18. The chemical separation tecTr�1qUe. of course, permit8 the use of natural

The effect on the magnltude of p of 8uppres8ion of fis8lon8 by ttiermal neutron8 Wlthln the

cadmium box ha8 a180 been deterrnined. The resonance activltles of two foils, one surrounded

by a eadmium Sleeve 0. 6 inch hlgh and the other foll 8urrounded by a cadmium sleeve O. l inch

high, were compared. The ratio of the foil activitie8 was 1. 015 * 0. 02. The effect, if it

exi8t8, 18 wlthin the uncertainty of the experiment.

Experiments have been performed to estimate the effect of the cadmium thickne88 on the

measurement of p. If U238 exhibited only resonance structure. which was well above the

cadmium cut-off energy, 'there would be no cadmium thiekness effect. There is, however.
238

As the thickness of the cadmium increases. it becomes more opaque

to higher energy neutrons. A 8eries of measurements has been made at several cadmium
thickne8se8 to determine the extent of this effect. The results from these experiments

yielded a change in p
28

of 0. 7 * 0. 4 per cent for a change in the cut-off energy from 0. 38 ev

to 0. 50 ev (O. 010 inch of cadmium to 0. 020 inch 0£ cadmium).

A check has a180 been made on the use of depleted metal foils in the determination of p in

oxide lattices. Two low density oxide pellets O. 100 inch thick, one bare and the other cadmium
covered, were chemically separated after irradiation. The value of p obtained by u8ing oxide

pellet8 wa8 consistent, �thin the experimental uncertainty. with the value obtained using metal

foi18. This experiment confirms the belief that the thin metal foils sample the resonance flux

without perturbing it.

The estimates of the uncertainty in p are the result of a combination of a 3 per cent

uncertainty in P• a 0. 5 per cent uncertainty in the thermal utilization and a 2 per cent uncer-

tainty In the cro88-section values coniprising R. In the most recent measureinents the

uncertainty in p28 is approximately * 0. 005 for a value of p
28

around 0. 8.

11. 7 FAST FISSION IN URANIUM-238 - THEORY OF THE MEASUREMENT
The energy threshold for fi88ion by neutron8 in U238 is approximately 700 kev. Since a

sub8tantial fraction of the neutron8 emitted in fission of U 238
have energies above

thi8 thre8hold. such neutrons can cau8e fission in U238 before they become degraded in

energy. Several quantities can be defined whlch are measures of this effect. One of the least
28

ambiguous 18 the quantity 6 defined as the ratio of fission8 in U238
to th08e in U235 By

definition

Thicknes8 (U atom8/cm x 10-zo

1.00*0.04

61.0 1.20*0.02
I.ZO*O.OZ

uranium foil8.

i/v absorption in U

Z35 andu

Z8
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28 28

28 Eq. {11. 23)

25 25
(E) +(E)dE

28
this equation NF is the number density of U atoms in the fuel, N is the number den81ty

235 atoms, .28(E) is the £ission cross 8ection of U
238

a8 a function of energy,
25

(E) is

the fission cross section of U235 as a function of energy and 4>(E) is the neutron llux in the

Interval dE at energy E.

To determine 6
28 experimentally, two foi18 are exposed to the neutron flux in the reactor.

25
One is a partially depleted foil having number densities of U

238 235 28

re8pectively. Another foil is slightly enriched and ha8 the number den8ltie8 N
28 25and N for

238 235 respectively. The two foi18 are exposed and the fission product activity

measured a8 a function of time after exposure. The fi88ion product activity of U
238

will decay
28 25

at a different rate in general from that of U
235 fi88ion product8. Let � (t) and � (t) be

proportional to the measured acti�tY of U
238 235 fi88ion product8 at a time (t) after

fi88ion. Define P(t) as the ratio of these functions.

25

238 25

Eq. (11. 24)

The experimental quantity which 18 measured 18 y(t), the ratio of the activity of one foil.

say the depleted foil, to the other, i. e. . the enrlched foil, a8 a function of time after exposure.

For equal weights of the two foils

28 28 28 25 25 25

Eq. (11. 25)

28 28 28 25
(E) 4>(E)dE + � (t) N

25 25
(E) 4>(E)dE

Equations (11. 23), (11. 24), and (11. 25) can be combined to give for 6

25 25 25 28

28

28 Eq. (11. 26)
28

If the enriched foil has the same enrichment as the fuel, the last factor8 in Eq. (11. 26) cancel.

Equation (11. 26) states that 6
28 can be mea8ured by determining the relative f188ion product

activities in two foils of different U235 content. however. the quantity P(t), the relative

activity of the U235 238 fission products being measured, must be Imown a8 a function of

time after shutdown.
It may be of interest to note that the fast fission factor E may be determined from 6

28

28

25
Eq. (11. 27)

238 235
where v andv are the number of neutrons emitted per fi88ion of U
tively. This definition of E differs from a more cu8tomary one in which the numerator of

28 25

(E) +(E)dE

ofu

andu andN

theu

andu

P(t)

(E) ¢>(E)dF. + � (t) N (E) *(E)dE

y(t)

y(t)_N IN
P{t)

y(t)

andu

Thu8

andu re8pec-
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Eq. (11. 27) 18 (v is the ratio of capture to fission cr068 section for
238

averaged over the energy interval of intprest. The defI�tIOn of Eq. (11. 27) is given
28

here because when u8ed with the definition of p given previously, Eq. ( l 1. 17) the correct

four-factor value for k 18 obtained.

28 28 where 28

11. 8 FAST FI&SION IN URANIUM-238 - METHOD OF MEASUREMENT
(a) Foil Measurements. The quantity y(t) i8"measured by placing a 0. 005-inch

uranlum foil. depleted in U235 and a similar foil. enriched in U 235
together in a fuel rod

in the center of the lattice. The arrangement of the foils 18 shown in Fig. l 1. 7. The foils

are protected ag�nSt fission product contamination from the fuel rod by O. 001-inch aluminum

After irradiation the foils are removed and the resultant fission product activity 18 counted

on a NaI B�ntillatiOn counter bia8ed to reject pulses below 1. 2 Mev. Thls bias is chosen to

eliminate those 7-rays cau8ed by brem88trahlung of the U239
-rays, which have a maximum

energy of 1. 2 Mev. The reason for thi8 will be discussed later in connection with experi-

mental problem8.

(b) Measurement of P(t). Before describing the method of determining P(t) it would

be well to recall what 18 needed. What 18 required is a constant of proportionality as a function

0£ tlme between the mea8ured gamma activity of the foil and the total number of fi88ion8

which had taken place in the foil orI�nallY. The constant of proportionality 18 required for

both the depleted and enriched foil. The constant of proportionality may be wrong by a factor

provided the con8tant8 for both foils have the Same error since it is only the ratio that is

required.

The determination of P(t) provided some formidable experimental difficultie8. Their

resolutlon was in the form of a fairly complicated double-chamber fission counter. The design

of th18 chamber 18 8hown in Flg. l 1. 8. The two chambers were separated by an alumlnum
center piece. Thi8 piece wa8 split so that foils could be placed within the center piece and

irradiated in the Same flux as the active parts of the counter. On each of the two faces of the

center plece two nickel disc8 were mounted in depressions machined into the center piece.

The outward face of each nickel di8c, i. e. . the face toward the chamber. was coated with

urarrium electrolytically deposlted to a thickness of O. I mg/cm One face was Coated with

depleted uranium. the other vrith the 811ghtly enriched uranium. each having the 8ame isotopic

content as the foi18 used for the measurement. Through the electrolytic deposition tech�que.

the quantity of uranium deposited on each disc was accurately known to within * 3%.

The two foils, shown in the lower part of Fig. 11. 8. were mounted in8ide.the center piece

of the chamber during the measurement. The total number of fissions in the depleted foil is

proportional to the total cO�t of the fission counter with the depleted deposit, while the total

number of fi88ion8 in the 81ightly enriched foil is proportional to the total Count of the Chamber

with the enriched dep081t. Furthermore. the relative efficiencies of the chambers were
determined by interchanging deposits. Thus the ratio of the fi88ion8 in the two foils is known.

To make the determination of P(t) the fission counter was irradiated in the reflector of

the TRX critical facility. The length of irradiation was made equal to that used for a fast

fission measurement. The total count of each chamber during the measurement was recorded.

After the irradiation, the foils in the center piece of the counter were removed and the result-

ant fi8sion product activity counted on a 8cintillation counter uslng the same bias as 18 used for

a fast fission mea8uremenL

foil8.
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FOIL ARRANGEMENT FOR FAST
FISSION FACTOR MEASUREMENT

FUEL

24 IN.

OR
0.387 IN.

0.002 IN. AI. FOIL
0.005 IN. DEPLETED FOIL (5 PPM U
0.002 IN. AI. FOIL
0.005 IN. ENRICHED FOIL (1.30/0 OR 1.15%)
0.002 IN. AI. FOIL

235

AI. TUBE, 0.026 ;N. WALL THICKNESS

24 IN. FUEL
0.005 IN. AIR GAP

Fig. ll. 7 - Arrangement for Fast Fission Measurement.

0.600 IN.
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DOUBLE CHAMBERED
FISSION COUNTER

MIGH VOLTAGE

CONNECTION

3 IN.

INPUT-.Ih_

TEFLON
INSULATION ANODE

FOIL ARRANGEMENT

DEPLETEO FOIL

0.002 IN. AL. 0.005 IN. THICK AL. 4NNULUS CENTEREO

ENRICHED FOIL

Fig. 11. 8 Counter for Determination of P(t).

URANIUIA
OEPOSITS FOILS ( S•• 8alow)

31N.

ALUMINUM

. nilillllo
ANO SIGNAL

ARGOPI

a80UT 0.005 IN. THICK URANIUM FOIL
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The data taken from such an irradiation experiment are reduced by the following analysi8.

The ratio of the fis8ions per uranium atom recorded from the deposits in the double-chambered

counter can be written a8

28 28
(E) 4>(E)dE + N25 25

Eq. (11.28)
28 28

(E) 4>(E)dE + N25 25
(E) 4>(E)dE

As before, the ratio of the fission product activltie8 from the foi18 normalized to equal weights,

can be written

28 28 28 25
(E) ty(E)dE + y (t) N25 25

(E) 4>(E)dE

Eq. (11.29)

28 28 28 25 25 25

Using the definitions given Pre�oUslY by Eq. (11. 24) and eliminating the integral8 between

Eqs. ( l 1. 28) and (11. 29). the equation for P(t) reduces to

25 Eq. (11. 30)

The value of P(t) glven by Eq. (11. 30) is then used in Eq. (11. 26) with y(t) to obtain 6

The double-chambered eounter used in thi8 experiment 18 a continuous flow type using

argon gas. A typical characteri8tie curve of the counter, s neutron" response 18 shown in

Fig. l 1. 9. In the operating range. from d�CrImInat0r 8etting8 of 15 to 40 volts, the plateau

has a slope of 2 per Cent. Experiments with deposits interchanged have Shown that the two

chambers have characteristic curves and counting efficiencies that agree within 2 per cent.

A curve of P(t) is plotted in Fig. I I. 10. Thi8 curve is dependent to some extent upon the

time of irradiation and the efficiency and bias of the scintillation counter. It is, however.

independent of the lattice in which It IB measured. The slope of thi8 curve 18 uncertain to

2 per cent, although the uncertainty in the magnitude of the curve 18 5 per cent. due to thefollowing uncertainties:

A 3 per cent uncertainty in the relative amount8 of uranium in the enriched and

depleted deposits of the fission counter.

2. A 2 per cent uncertainty in the relative efficiency of the two chamber8 in the fission

counter:

3. A 2 per cent uncertainty in the background counting rate observed from the fi88ion

counter when it wa8 irradiated without any fission element in it.

(c) Ex erimental Problems. One of the difficulties originally encountered in the fast

fission measurement was an apparent variation of 6
28 with the time after Shutdown at which

the activity ratios were measured. This was traced finally to the bremsstrahlung in the

uranium foils from the l. Z Mev F-ray emitted by U239 9 This is sufficiently energetic to

(rreater than the originally used 393-kev counting bias. Figure I l. I Iproduce pulses of energy .

shows the value of 6
28 obtained using a 393-kev bias and the 1. 22 Mev bia8 as a function of time

after the irradiation. The U239 decay has a 23. 5 minute half-life which would make it8 effect8

28

57S

(E) +(E)dE

7,(t)

(E) 41(E)dE + � {t) N (E) 41(E)dE
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FISSION COUNTER PLATEAU

25

20

20 30 40 50 60

PULSE HEIGHT SELECTOR SETTING { ARBITRARY UNITS)

Fig. l 1. 9 Fission Counter Operating Characteristics.

10
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1.26

1.22

36 48 72

TIME FFK)M REACTOR SHUTDOWN ( MINUTES )

Fig. I I. 10 Correction Factor P(t) for Fast Fi8slon Measurement.

28
vs. TIME

0.066

0.062

28

1.22 MEV BIAS

50

MINUTES FROM REACTOR SHUTDOWN

Fig. l L. 11 The Variation of 6
28 wlth Time due to Brem88trahlung.
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most noticeable during the first hour or 80 alter shutdown. It Should be noted that the effect

came about because of the difference In neutron spectrum between the lattice where the foi18

were irradiated and the reflector where P(t) was determined.

(d) Effect of Nei borin Rods. One of the interesting questions in fast fission effect8

in water lattices 18 the effect of neighboring rod8 compared to the neutron8 born in the parti~

cular rod.

It has been noted from the data that there appears to be no dependence of the fast fission

on rod 8ize, fuel comp081tion. or enrichment. Mean free path arguments indicate that a con-

8iderable fraction of the fast flux 18 due to neighboring rod8. The strong coupling of rod8 in

typical TRX lattices cau8es the fast fi88ion factor to behave as if these lattices were homo-
geneous. i. e. . to depend only on the water-to-uranium ratio.

In one of the high den8ity oxide lattice3 the traction of fast neutron8 which cause a f18sion
238

in the 8ame rod in whlch they are born was mea8ured. Thi8 wa8 done by comparing

the fi88ion product activity of a highly depleted (5 ppm) uranlum foil in a split fuel rod with

that of a highly depleted foil in a rod in which the fuel had been replaced by lead. It wa8 found

that about 10 per cent of the U238 fissions in a rod are eaused by neutrons born in that rod.

The experiment 8upport8 the argument that the fast fission effect 18 mainly dependent on the

water-to-uranium atom ratio for low enrlchment lattices.

(e) Estimate of Errors. The over-all uncertaintie8 in the most recent fast fission

measurements are e8timated to be about * 0. 003 to * 0. 004 in a value of 6 28 of about 0. 05 to

0. 08. This uncertainty 18 a combination of the uneertaintie8 in counting statistlc8 in measuring

7 and the counting 6tatl8tlc8 and other uncertainties listed above in the determination of P(t).

11. 9 EPITHERMAL FISSION IN URANIUM-235

A quantity whlch is often of interest in both highly enriched and high uranium content

reactor8 is the fraction of the total U235 fisslon8 which are epithermal. By defining the upper

energy Ilmit of the thermal group to be the cadn�urn cut-off energy. for a glven cadmium
thickness, the measurement become8 extremely 8�lple. Basically two foi18 containing U
in a known ratio are required. The foi18 are exposed to a given flux in the reactor, one foil

being bare and the other cadmium Covered. After exposure. the fission activity in the foi18 18

counted and the cadmium ratio R determined.

235

Activit of Bare Foil
Activity Eq. (11.31)

The ratio of epicadmium fis8ions to the total number of fi88ion8 is defined as 5

tlon then
25

25
Eq. (11.32)

In making the measurement. foi18 made of U alloyed in aluminum, 8uch as were used
for the thermal utilization mea8urement, are convenient to use. The method of exposing the

foi18 to determine the eadmium ratio either in the fuel or in the moderator 18 8hown in

Fig. 11. Z.

Foi18 can be Intercompared by using them alternately for the bare foil and the cadmlum-
covered foil. Care must be exercised in keeping the cadmium-covered foil some distance from
the bare foil 8ince the cadni.um depresses the therm� llux locally. The Separation shown in

235

ium-Covere

By de£l�-
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Fig. l 1. 2 18 satisfactory. Another precaution to be observed 18 to make Certa� that no water

or other hydrogenou8 material get8 illBide the cadmium cover.

THE SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF RESONANCE NEUTRON CAPTURE
IN URANIUM-238

by D. Klein. W. Baer, and G. G. Smith

The radial distribution of resonance neutron capture in a rod of uranium metal ha8 been

determined by two methods. One is called the foil method. the other. the Sp�&1 method. The

measurements have been performed on a 1. 3 per cent enriched rod of 0. 387-inch diameter.

I I. 10 THE FOIL METHOD FOR DETERMINATION OF THE SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF
RESONANCE CAPTURE

The detector8 used for this measurement were U
0. 119 inch in diameter, depleted to 5 ppm of U235 The foi18 are Stacked in a O. 125-inch

diameter hole drilled across the diameter of a 0. 387-inch uranium metal fuel rod. The

arrangement is shown in Fig. I l. 12.

238

FOILS

118

FOIL LOADING ASSEMBLY

Fig. l 1. 12 - Foil Arrangement Used to Determlne
Distribution of Resonance Capture.

metal foi18, 0. 004-inch thiek by

1/4.
V8"

112.
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At each end of the hole, the metal fuel rod is milled flat to a distance of 1/8 inch above

and below the hole. 80 that the surface of the end foil will be coplanar with a flat surface.

Foil p081tions within the rod are determined relative to this foil Surface.

The method of loadir.g the fuel rod Section containing the foi18 IS shown in the lower part

of Fig. ll. 13. This sketch also shows the cadmium cover arrangement which is used. After

loading the foi13 in the fuel rod. it 18 irradiated at the center of the TRX lattice.

SPIRAL WOUND STRIP

0.38

FOIL ASSEMBLY

0.028 ALUMINUM TUBE

FOIL LOADING IN FUEL ROD

Fig. 11. 13 Location of Foils and Spiral in Fuel Rod.

O.IOO" URANllJM SPACER

li 11111 '

li

0.020 CADMIUM

1/2"
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The method of determining the U captures is Identical to that described in Sec. l 1. 6

on the resonance escape probability. As described there, the 103 kev X-ray produced in the

decay of Pu239 to the ground State is measured. Background corrections were checked and

found to be less than 0. 5 per cent of the total count at the lowest counting rate. and so were

neglected.
It might be considered that the location of the foils relative to the surface of the rod 18

extremely important and must be carefully measured if this method is to be applied. On the

inner foils, in addition, the various points on the foll are at somewhat different dl8tance8 from

the surface. These difficulties are minimized by the nature of the absorption. As will be

seen later in results of the experiment. the spatial absorption curve drops very rapidly in the

first few thousandths of an inch and then becomes relatlvely flat. For this reason the precise

positlon of the inner foils 18 only of minor importance. The fourth foil, whose position 18

nominally O. 016 inch from the nat surface, does not vary in distance from the surface by more

than O. 001 inch on the average. This variation can be neglected for this foil.

The problem8 associated with the location of the Surface foils were also examined. Since

it was not always possible to be sure that the surface of the end foil wa8 coplanar with the rod

Surface to within less than 0. 0005 inch, these end effects were also investigated. Experiment8

were performed with a foil taped to the flat surface of the fuel rod but above the hole. The

activation of this foil agreed to within 2 per cent with the activation of a foil coplanar with the

Surface.

An experiment was also performed in which the first foil wa8 replaced with a 0. 004-inch

foll of aluminum. The activation of the second foil was then compared with the activation of a

foil coplanar with the surface. These activations agreed within the experimental errors.

These checks indicate that the activation measured is due. almost entirely• to the normally

incident flux on the surface of the foil and that end effects are unimportant.

I I. I I THE SPIRAL METHOD FOR DETERMINATION OF THE SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF
RESONANCE CAPTURE

The second method for measuring radial resonance capture in U use6 a Spiral of

natural uranium metal foil. The arrangement of this foil on the slightly enriched metal fuel 18

shown in Fig. l 1. 14. The spiral, which is i /8 inch wide. 30 inche8 long, and O. 002 inch

thick. is wound onto an extension of the 0. 387-inch fuel piece. This extension has been reduced

in diameter to 1/4 ineh. as shown on the figure. After wrapping the spiral on thi8 extension..

it is held in place by O. 001-inch thick Mylar tape. Measurements of the thickness of the spiral

strip and the diameter of the finished assembly indicate that no more than 0. 0005 inch of air

is present in the winding.

The spiral assembly 18 mounted in the fuel rod as shown in the upper part of Fig. 11. 13.

A cadmium cover is provided as with the foil method. The assembly 18 irradiated at the center

of the TRX lattice.

After irradiation, O. Z-inch long pieces are cut from each succe881ve turn of the spiral.

These pieces are cut from that section of the 8piral which is 180 degrees from the point where

the innermost turn of the spiral starts. Identification of this position is made by notching the

Spiral after it is wound onto the uranium metal. The determination of the resonance capture

18 made by the radiochemical separation technique de8cribed previously in Sec. ll-6 on

resonance escape probability. Each of the foils 18 dissolved separately, neptunium tracer is

238

238
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SPIRAL WOUND
STRIP1/4

URANIUM
METAL

SPIRAL ASSEMBLY
Fig. l 1. 14 Splral Method for Determination of

Distribution of Resonance Capture.

added and a neptunium 8eparation Carried out. Following this the solution is electroplated

onto platinum foi18 and o- and F-countlng is performed.

11. 12 DATA TREATMENT - SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF RESONANCE NEUTRON CAPTURE
A composite curve Tr.ade up of three foil and three spiral runs is plotted in Fig. 11. 15.

where foil activation is shown as a function of the distance from the rod Surface. The runs

were normalized together utilizing the points from 0. 040 inch through the eenter of the rods.

Polnt8 where the gradient of the curve varied rapidly were omitted from the normalization.

Thi8 method of plotting was chosen, as compared to a histogram method, because all the foi18

were not of the same thickness. Since over 100 foi18 were used (different foi18 were used for

each run), the normalization of runs would have been more difficult.

The positions of the foils were plotted at their mid-points. The position of the foil from
the Surface of the rod was determined by measuring the thicknes8 of each foil. Since the

surfaces of the detectors were not flat to better than 0. 0004 inch due to 0�datIOn and mach-
ining• the uncertainty in the position Increases with depth. As discu88ed above, however. the

effect of increasing foil ��spoSItiOn1ng at large depth8 is not severe. The uncertainty in the

position of the first foil is 0. 0003 inch and the uncertainty in the posltion of the fifth foil 18

O. 001 inch.
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240

X-FOIL METHOD (AVERAG£ OF THREE RUNSI

O-SPIFIAL METHOD (AVERAGE OF THREE Rui4S)220

15 25 35 40 45

Fig. l 1. 15 Spatial Distribution of Resonance Neutron Capture.

The position of the foil should also be corrected for the attenuation of the 103 kev activity

aryd for the non~linearity of the 8patial absorption through a foil. Only the latter effect need

be considered for the spiral method. The position at which a point should be plotted 18 deter-

mined from the following expre88ion:

(x) Eq. (11. 33)

where
+(x) is the assumed spatial variation of the resonance flux.

a8sumed for the small distances considered. )

x is the attenuation factor in uranium for the 103 kev X-ray (0. 016 Inchj

d is the depth of the foil measured from the surface

b is the thickness of the foil

(Slab geometry can be
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Sinee the position of the fir8t foil would vary the greatest, the calculation was made first for

thi8 foil. The attenuation effect would shift the position.at which the first foil is plotted by

0. 00014 inch. The correction would decrease for the other foils. Slnee other larger uncer-

tainties exist, this correction has not been applied. The 8urface of the foil nearest the outer

surface of the rod wa8 alway8 placed nearest the seintillation counter. For the first foil.

where the gradient of the spatial absorption curve is greatest. the front-back counting rate

difference is 4 per cent. Thi8 difference 18 consistent with the spatial shift calculated above.

THE MEASUREMENT OF CONVERSION RATIO

by W. Baer

11. 13 THEORY OF THE CONVERSION RATIO MEASUREMENT

The conversion ratio for U235 238

of a reactor a8 follow8:

system8 will be defined for a point, or small region.

Ratio
Rate of Formatlon of Piutonlum-239 at the Point
Rate o Destruction o at e Point

Rate of E ithermal Ca ture in U238
+ Rate of Thermal Ca

+ Rate of Thermal Absorption in U
Eq. (I l. 34)

ture in U238

Rate of Epithermal Absorption in U235 235

235
absorption include8 both fission and radiative capture.

The over-all conversion ratio of a reactor 18 obtained by Integrating the numerator and

denominator of Eq. (11. 34) over the volume of the reactor and forming their ratio. Thi8

section will be concerned with the technique for measuring the conversion ratio in a Small

reglon, i. e. a single fuel element. in a reactor.
Brief con8ideration 8hould al80 be glven to determining if the conver8ion ratio can be

calculated from the mea8urement8 di8CU88ed previously. In connection with the re80nance

escape probabillty a quanLity p was defined [Eq. (11. 20) ] which was the ratio of epithermal to

thermal capture rate8 in U238 This quantity was measured experimentally by a bare and

cadmium-covered foil measurement. Another parameter which is required is the quantity R
defined as the ratio of thermal capture rate in U238 to the 8urn of the thermal capture rate in
235 238

[ Eq. (l 1. 19) ]. The parameter R 18 determined by Integrating cross 8ections.

Finally• the ratio of the epicadmlum fls8lon rate in U235 to the total fission rate was defined
25

L Eq. (11. 31) ]. Thi8 parameter is related to the cadmium ratio R of U235

From the8e quantitle8 an expre88ion can be deduced for the conversion ratio

(p + l) Eq. (11.35)

The only assumption necessary is that the ratio of epithermal absorption rate in U
total ab80rption rate is the same as the ratio of the respective fission rates. i. e.

thermal value of a25 foru 18 the same as the thermal value.

Since in general the epithermal-to-thermal flux ratio will vary from point to point in a

complex reactor. it is necessary to measure p at the point in the lattice at which the conversion

ratio is desired. Similarly• R will vary from point to point.

In developing a technique for measurement of the conversion ratio in the blanket lattice of

the PWR reactor. a 80meM'hat more direct approach was finally adopted. This method

235
to the

the epi-

Converslon
ranium-

Theu

andu

as6
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eliminated the nece88lty for exposing both bare and cadmium-covered foils in each fuel rod of

the lattice. The method in e88ence 18 as follows: Exposing a high U
238 content foil permits a

measurement to be made which is proportional to the plutonium formed in the foil. This use8

the measurement technique developed for the resonance escape probability measurement.

Exposing a highly enriched foil permits a measurement to be made which 18 proportional to

235 fissions which have occurred. This is the measurement technlque developed for the

thermal utilization measurement. The factors of proportionality corre8ponding to the ab801ute

events in these two foils need not be obtained independently. Only the ratio of the proportion-

ality factors 18 required. By exposing the foils In a highly thermal flux and measuring the

counting rate ratios, the factors can be determined 8ince the expected ratio8 of activation can

be calculated from cross-sectlon data. The equations for this will be developed to clarify the

discussion.

Suppose that a foil having a high U content is irradlated and the decay of Pu
239 tothe

ground State is measured as a function of time after shutdown by either of the method8 described

in connection with the resonance escape probability mea8urement. Let P (t) be the counting

rate of the foil as a function of time after shutdown. The total number of U
238 capture8 in the

foil during irradiation is related to P (t) by a factor whlch 18 a function of time. Let K (t) be

thi8 factor defined 80 that it gives the capture per U
238 atom present in the foil.

238
No. ofu

238 absorptions per U nucleus present K (t) P (t)

Similarly, suppose that a foil containing enriched uranium 18 exposed. The gamma
activity of thi8 foil will be due mainly to fission products. Thi8 actlvity as mea8ured will be

denoted F (t). A8 before. a factor K (t) is defined which gives the number of fi88lon8 of U
235

in the foil per U235 nucleus present.

235
No. ofu

235

238

Eq. (11. 36)

fi88ions per U nucleus present - K (t) F (t)

235 nuclei destroyed is determined by multiplying the number fissioned

Eq. (11. 37}

The number of U
25

) where

25

25 Eq. (11. 38)

25

In this definition 4)(E) is the neutron flux in the interval dE at E. The cross sectlons

25 are the U235 cross 8ection8 for capture and fission, respectively. as a function of energy.

25

Thus:
25

nucleus present K (t) F (t) (L + o )

Eq. (11. 39)
No. ofu

235 nuclei destroyed per U

If Eq. (11. 36) multiplied by the number density N
25 the number density of U235

the conversion ratio in the fuel.

28 nuclei in the actual reactor

nuclei in the fuel. thelr quotient 18

238

28N K(t) P (t)
Conversion Ratio

Eq. (11.40)
25 25

theu

by(l+o

(E) p(EldE

(E) *(E)dE

Z35

fueland Eq. (11.39) byN

ofu
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It 18 now nece88ary to determine the function8 4(t) and K (t) to obtain a value for the con-

Supp08e a set of £0118. one natural and one containlng enrlched uranium. are

irradiated in a neutron llux with a large ratio of thermal to epithermal neutrons. 80 that the

epicadmium activatlon of the foi18 may be rteglected. In particular, a neutron spectrum

simllar to that found in a thermal Column 18 desirable. since it 18 then po88ible to describe the

neutron energy di8trlbution qulte precisely.

The activatlon per atom of the natural uranium foil due to U
thermal Column may be written a8

238
radiatlve capture8 in the

K(t) P (t)
tc Eq. (11.41)

and the neutron absorptlon in the foil containing enrlched uranium 18

25 25
tctc

where the subscript (te) Indicate8 that the vaLue8 of P (t), F (t) and o refer to the thermal

column measurement. In Eq8. (11. 41) and (11. 42) * 18 the thermal neutron flux at the irrad-

lation posltlon. and the cro88 8eetion8 Ir and are the ab80rption eross section8 of U235
238

averaged over the Maxwelllan dl8tributlon of neutron8 in the thermal column.

SolV�g Eq8. (11. 41) and (11. 42) for K (t) and K (t), respectively* and substituting in

Eq. (11.40)

25

t)
25

28 tc

25 25
Eq. (11. 43)25

th

It 18 evident that the irradlatlon8 In the blanket and the thermal column must have the 8ame
duration in order to obtaln meanlngful values of K (t) and K (t). In additlon, P (t) and P (t)

tc
must be measured at the same time after the end of the irradiation. A 8lmllar requirement

is made on the experimental values of F (t) and F (t), but the quantities F(t) and P(t) need not
tc

be measured at the same time. In Eq. (11. 43) the only quantity which is not readily obtalned

18 the value of
25

Howe%'er. Since the epithermal neutron flux rnagnitude 18 much lower than
25

the thermal flux. the weighted value of ct

25
18 not very much different that o25

25
For practical

purp08e8, the ratio (1+0 /l+o ) 18 8et equal to unlty. The conversion ratio may then betc
written

28
tc

25 Eq. (11.44)

tc

In Eq. (11.44) Z 18 the product N
25

and Simllarly Z 18 equal to N The number
density applies to the fuel; the cr088 section 18 averaged over a Maxwelllan spectrum In the

thermal column.

28 25

ver8ion ratio.

Eq. (11.4Z)

andu

Conversion Ratlo
1+0

te.

Conver8ion Ratio
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11. 14 CONVERSION RATIO MEASUREMENT - EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
As developed in the preceding 8ection, a determination of the conversion ratio by thi8

technique involves measurement of two relative quantitie8. The Pu
239 production and U235

fi88ion rates in the reactor are compared with the 8ame quantitie8 81ter irradiation of a

Similar set of foils in a thermal column. Knowledge of the neutron spectrum in the thermal

column makes possible an absolute normalization to obtain a value of the reactor conversion

ratio.

The experimental arrangem'ent of the foils for critical a88embly Irradiation8 is shown In

Fig. l 1. 16. The aluminum foil separator8 are u8ed to insure that the foi18 do not contaminate

each other. The foils are all 0. 005 inch thick. Natural foi18 1 and 4 are u8ed to measure

P{t). Natural foi18 Z and 3 are used to buffer foils l and 4 from nux depre88ion effect8 of the

enrlched foi18. If a foll loading 18 made in the 8equence natural No. I, enriched No. l.

natural No. 2. enriched No. Z. then it is consi8tently ob8erved that the ratio

which indicates some shielding of the natural foil surrounded by the enriched foilB. For thi8

reason, the scheme Shown In Flg. 11. 16 wa8 adopted.

OXIDE
FUEL

0.002 IN. AL
O.(X)5 IN. NATURAL FOIL #I
Q005 IN. NATURAL FOIL #2
0.002 IN. AL
0.005 IN. U-AL FOIL #I
0.002 IN. AL
0.005 IN. U-AL FOIL *2
0.002 IN. AL
0.005 IN. NATURAL FOIL *3
0.005 IN. NATURAL FOIL *4
0.002 IN AL

OXIDE
FUEL

GONVERSION RATIO FOIL LOADING

Fig. 11. 16 - Exploded View of Foil Arrangement in Fuel Rod.

The foll8 are sandwlched between two uranium oxide pellet8 and held together by O. 001-

nch-thick Mylar tape. The foil package is then Inserted into an aluminum fuel rod. An
O-ring gasket 8eal and end cap are used to seal the open end of the fuel rod.
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The chemical separation technique described in Sec. l 1. 6 18 Used to measure the Pu

production. The foils are disoolved, Np237 tracer is added and a radiochemical separation of

the neptunium performed. The separated material is electroplated on a platinum foil for the

necessary o and F counting.

In practice. quantlties proportional to Pu production in the reactor and thermal column

are obtained at different times. The thermal column irradiation8, assuming continued Stabillty

of electronic equipment. need only be done once and can be applied to all 8ub8equent reactor

irradiations. Thermal column irradiations were performed at the BNL thermal column, where

the cadmium ratio for gold detectors is N4000. Six irradiations of one hour duration were

made. To en8ure that each irradiation and subsequent chemical separation form a consistent

8eL, two natural uranlum foll8 were irradiated together. If sub8cript8 (1) and (2) designate

these foi18. the ratios

239

239

of normalized Np count rates should be urrity at any time (t) after the end of each irradiation.

The foils were irradiated in the center of the 8-inch square thermal column, and the four foils

used (two natural and two enriched) were placed in an aluminum holder in a cloverleaf pattern

with i/ 2 inch between foil centers. Other investigator8 have shown the thermal column flux to

be essentially nat across the span of the holder.

In the reactor irradiations. two natural uranium folls are also irradiated simultaneously

for one hour a8 in the resonance e8cape probability measurement. After data reduction it 18

reqwred that the normalized ratio Pbi/pb for a given position be l. 00 * O. OZ to be acceptable.

If the ratio is not within the8e limits, then neither value of P is u8ed, since the technique

usually does not permit identification of the incorrect chemical separation. Sometimes It is

possible to confirm which separatlon Is poor by examlning the y-ray spectrum from each

neptunium deposit. It has been observed several times that Zr95 ha8 pa88ed through the

separation process. Although a step of the chemieal process is designed to remove zirconium,

it appears that this particular technique is not alway8 Successful. The cause and remedy for

thi8 occasional failure is not known at thi8 time.

239

A normalization 8imilar to that described for the Pu production measurements 18 made
to determine the number of U235 fissions. The foils used to deteet the U235 fissions are

0. 005 inch thick. 10 w/o enriched U235

is no large flux depressioi caused by the foil when it 18 placed in the reactor. Calculations

employing Bothe, s expres8ions for flux depression indicate a flux depression of T�1. S per cent

with the 10 w/o uranium in aluminum foils in an isotropic thermal neutron flux. The fission

product y-ray8 are detected uS�g a 1-3/4-inch-diameter by 2-inch-thick NaI(Tl) crystal and

electronic counting equipment of the type discussed for the thermal utilization Measurement
by the integral method (cf. Sec. 11. 3).

An estimate of the ertr•ors associated with this technique has been made by combining the

uncertainties of the various procedure8. The over-all uncertainty 18 estimated to be between

*0. 02 and *0. 03 in a value of the conversion ratio of approximately one.

239

in aluminum. These foils are used to ensure that there
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Part IV

ANALYSIS OF SELECTED REACTOR
EXPERIMENT DATA

Reactor experiments are performed to increase the confidence of the nuclear designer in

hi8 methods. Unavoidably, a slngle measured reactor parameter, for example the critical

buckling. is the result of the Interplay of many factors. The experiment 18 an Integral result

which does not indicate to the nuclear designer whether good agreement with experiment is

coincidental or which of the many constituent factors is re8ponsible for a serious disagreement.

A slngle reactor experiment result. or even several. is frequently inconclusive and can only

serve to indicate to the nuclear designer that he is in difficulty. It cannot generally assure

him that there is no serious uncertalnty.

To provide the necessary degree of confidence, an entire field of experimental results is

required. Futhermore. it is well to provide redundant data so that the discrepancles can be

isolated. This portion of the handbook reports on the results of reactor experiments Intended

to provide such a field of data both for high U238 content reactors and for highly enrlched re-

actors.

The various complexities which enter into reactor experiments must be considered in

terms of the model used to analyze the experiment8. In the few-group diffusion theory model.

which forms the basis for the design of pressurized water reactors discussed in this volume.

the various factor8 whlch enter the model are as follows:

l. The nuclear eross section data

2. The group-averaged diffusion constants and macroscopic cross sections

3. The small scale heterogenelty on the scale of the fuel elements

4. The large scale heterogeneity on the 8cale of 8ubassemblie8 and clusters

5. The over-all geometry

6. The control 8urface8 and loealized absorbers

The program of experiments described in this 8ectlon was planned to minimize the number of

these factors entering the analysis. The experiments were. In fact. deslgned basically to

limit the factor8 to the first three. Large Scale heterogeneity effects. item 4. and localized

absorber8, item 6. were Introduced only under controlled conditions. In all cases the geome-
try was such as to permit one-dimensional analysis. These experiments are frequently re-

ferred to as clean critical experiments.

591
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In thls portion of the handbook the emphasis is primarily placed on the compari80n of

calculatlon with the experimental results. The facilities, techniques and procedures Used to

obtain the data are discussed in the preceding chapter8 which make up Part III.

Three chapters are included In thls part. Chapter 12 deals with the high-uranium~content

reactors. Chapter 13 treats the highly enrlched reactors, with and without water channel

heterogeneity present. Chapter 14 covers localized absorber ar_d control Surface experiment8
in highly enriched reactors.



Chapter 12

238THE ANALYSIS OF HIGH U CONTENT
REACTOR EXPERIMENTS

12. 1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter deals with the results of reactor experiment8 and parameter mea8urement8

aimed primarily at understanding the problems a8sociated with high U
238 Content reactors.

For convenlence In making the &I8semblies critical at a convenient size, the uranium used was

81ightly enrlched. The principal aim. however, was to measure those propertle8 associated

with the high U238 content In the reactor. The experlments were conducted In simple lattices

of fuel rods and moderatlng water wlth a M1�MuM of structural material and fuel element

The bulk of the experimental measurements were performed with metallic uranlum fuel

in a joint Brookhaven-Betti8 program. In 1952. prior to the establishment of the joint pro-

gram. measurements had been undertaken at Brookhaven on water-uranium lattlces using

uranium metal rod8 about 0. 75 inch in diameter and enriched to l. O per cent. These meas-

urement8 were conducted in an exponential assembly using the Brookhaven reactor as the

The joint Brookhaven-Bett18 program was started in 1953 and used three lots of Slightly

enriched uranium metal rods. The enrichments were nominally l. O per cent. 1. 15 per cent.

and 1. 3 per cent. The rod8 were Initially 0. 600 inch in diameter and. as the program pro-

gressed. each lot wa8 reduced in diameter to 0. 387 inch and finally to 0. 250 inch. The over-

all joint program with metal rods thus involved nine lots of material. Due to mechanical

dlfficultie8 In fabriL'ating the 0. 250-inch-diameter rods, however, the dimensional and

8tralghtne88 tolerances could not be met. The result8 obtained with this group of rods are

consldered inferior to the remainder of the data and the program wa8 terminated without

complete measurements on this group.

The program con8Lsted Inltlally of buckling measurements as a function of water-to-

uranium ratio. The measurement8 were conducted in an exponential facility at Brookhaven

and in a erltical facility (TRX) at Bettls. As techniques were developed, other measurements
were made on the lattice. The8e Iiicluded fast fission factor. thermal utilization, re80nance

235 temperature coefflclent

593

claddlng.

80urce.

e8cape probablllty. rellector 6avlng8, epithermal fi88ion in U
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of reactivity. and differential water height measurements for migration area. The Brookhaven

faclllties were modifled later to Include critical experlmentation. The joint program was

completed In 1957.

Starting in 1955 and continuing through 1957. an additional program of measurement8 on

uranlum-oxlde lattlce8 wa8 undertaken at Bett18. Thi8 wa8 8timulated primarlly by the Inter-

est in UO fuel elements for the PWR. In thls program. the Same measurements were made
as wlth the metal fuel. While only one enrichment was used. namely 1. 3 per cent. two oxlde

dens£tle8 (69 and 96 per cent of theoretical den8lty) and two fuel rod dlameters (0. 600 Inch

and 0. 388 Ineh) were included in the program.

The material in thi8 chapter 18 ba8ed on the re8uIt8 of the8e program8. Whlle Bett18

results are reported completely. Brookhaven data are also reported, where Significant, as a

ba818 for compari80n or to extend the range of informatlon. The de8criptlon of the lattice8

used 18 given in Chap. 9. Sec8. 9. 7 through 9. 11. The parameter measurement technlques

are described in Chap. I l.

RESULTS OBTAINED WITH REACTOR EXPERIMENTS

by J.R. Brown

12. 2 LATTICE GEOMETRY
The fuel rod used in the experlment8 di8CU88ed in thi8 portion of the chapter 18 Shown In

Fig. 9. 14 of Chap. 9. The cylindrlcal-rod fuel element. 48 Inche8 long. 18 clad In an alumi~

num tube 0. 028-inch thick with a 0. 005-Inch radial gap between the fuel and the aluminum

cladding. The fuel rods are arranged In a hexagonal lattice a8 Shown in the photograph of

Fig. 9. 13. The baslc unit of thi8 lattlce Is an eq�lateral triangle; th18 18 shown in Fig. 12. 1.

The equlvalent cell radlus. r 18 al80 Shown in Fig. 12. 1. Thi8 18 the ra(Uu8 of a cy-

lindrlcal cell whose volume 18 the 8ame a8 two of the triangular ce118 of the lattice. The ex-

pre8slon for r is glven In Flg. 12. 1 in terms of the dlstance. x. between adjacent rod cen-

ters. The volume assigned to the over-all reactor Is taken a8 the number of .rod8 time8 the

volume of the unit cell. In analy818 of the reactor. thi8 total volume 18 considered to be a

right clrcular cyllnder because of the good approxlmation of the perlphery to 8uch a cylinder.

In de8eriblng the lattice parameters the most trequently used varlable 18 the water-to-

uranlum volume ratio, WI'U. For the metal lattice8 this is slmply the voluzne of moderator

in a unlt cell to the volume occupied by uranium fuel in a unit cell. For the 0�de lattices

the uranlum volume 18 taken to be the volume of uranium metal correspondlng to the weight of

uranlum In the Ura�urn oxide fuel rod. Thus. for either the metal or o¥lde lattlces. a glven

The geometries and nuclear densities of all of the lattices which were made crltical at

Bett18 are given in Table 12. 1. In the oxide4ueled lattice8. a sllght hydrocarbon contamina-

tion. about 0. 5 per cent. a8 well as a 81ight admixture of UO about 2. 5 per cent, have been

taken into account in computing the number densities. The number den81tie8 given take Into

account the actual enrichment8 and volume ratios.

W/U ratlo Implle8 a speclfic hydrogen-to-uranium atomic ratio.
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FUEL

AIR

WATER

EQUIVALENT
CELL RADIUS

DISTANCE BETWEEN
ADJACENT ROD CENTERS

Fig. 12. 1 - Cr088 Section of U�t Lattice Cell.

12. 3 CRITICAL BUCKLING AND REFLECTOR SAVINGS
The dimen8ion8 of the equivalent bare reactor were obtained. in the Bettis procedure,

from flux traver8e8. The a88embly was made critical by adjustment of the total nLunber of

fuel rod8. N. with no control rods In the reactor and with water completely covering the re-

aetor. The periphery of the reactor was made a8 nearly cylindrical as P08sible. Figure 12. 2

shows the loading pattern of a typical lattice. The solid circles are the fuel rod location8

Used. the open circle8 are the adjacent empty positions in the matrlx plate.

The critical reactor wa8 operated at a low power level sufficlent to PrO�de a measurable

fisslon product actlvlty In the fuel rods. after which radial and ajdal 8can8 of the gamma
activity of 8eleeted fuel rod8 were taken. The resulting di8tribation of activlty wa8 fltted by

a least 8quares procedure to obtaln the radial and wal buckling8.

In the central region of a lattice whose dimenslons are large compared with the charac-

teristic neutron lengths, the neutron flux is separable into radial and axial functions independ-

ent of neutron energy. For a cyllndrlcal reactor the flux. 0. Iii Ilie asympLoLIL I"eglun may be

written as

AJ (B r)cos(B z) Eq. (12. 1)

where A is a constant. The radial buckling. B and the axial buckling. B are given as

ALUMINUM

'/2

follows:
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ONE SEXTANT OF A LATTICE LOADING OF 1811 FUEL RODS

Fig. 12. 2 Critical Loading Pattern for an Oxide Rod Lattice.

UO ,10.53 gm/cm3 1,3 0/.,0.383"DIAM., 3.6 W/
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2. 405
Eq. (12. 2a)

where R and H /2 are the values of r and z. re8pectlvely. at whlch the radial and axial

asymptotlc fluxes extrapolate to zero. If R and H are the physical dlmen81ons of the reactor,

Eq. (12. 3a)

where A is the radial refleetor savlngs and X 18 the total axial renector saving8. The total

geometrical buckling is given by

Eq. (12. 4)

A typlcal least squares fit of a radial distribution to obtaln the radial buckling 18 Shown

in Fig. 12. 3. The corresponding axial flt 18 8hown in Fig. 12. 4. The technique of point

selection near the core boundary and the method of making the flt are discussed in Reference

l. From these fits. the values of R and H are obt�ned directly.

With R and H known. the radial and axial buckllng B and B may be ealeulated using

Eq8. (12. 2a) and (12. 2b): wlth B and B known. the total buckling B may be calculated by

Eq. (12. 4). The rellector sa�ng8 A and X are obtained by Eqs. (12. 3a) and (12. 3b). H 18

taken equal to the height of the fuel. The quantity R Is determlned from the effectlve cell

and the total number of fuel rods. N. by the equation

Eq. (12. 5)

which results from equating the total active radlal area of the core to N time8 the cell area.

The results for the lattices measured at Bettis are given in Table 12. 2. At the tlme of

the mea8urement8 on 80me of the earller metal lattice8. the reflector Sav�g8 measurements

technique described above had not been developed. For these ca8es the Brookhaven value3 of

the refleetor 8aving8 are -a8ed. These were determined from a serie8 of exponential experl-

In general. the Bettis and Brookhaven result8 for buckling agreed well a8 did the reflect-

or savings result8. Figure 12. 5 8how8 a plot of some of the data on critical bucklings. For

comparison, the Bro0kha�-en data for the 1. 3 per cent. 0. 387-inch-diameter metal rods are

also showu. Because the Brookhaven results were obtained from exponential experiment8. a

much wlder range of lattice8 could be Studied with the limited amount of material.

The results of Brookhaven buckling measurement8 on the 0. 387-inch-diameter and 0. 600-

inch-diameter metal rod8 are presented graphically In Figs. 12. 6 and 12. 7. The Bettis re-

sult8 on Metal fuel are 8hown for comparison. The terms BNL-I and BNL-II refer to an

early and a later set of mea8urement8, rF8pectively.

The Brookhaven values for the radial reflector savings for the metal lattice8 are glven in

Flg. 12. 8. Smooth curves have been drawn to give a reasonable fit to the experllnental data.

Wlthln the preclsion of the experimental data there Seems to be no dependenee of the reflector

Eq. (12. 2b)

R+A

H+X Eq. (12. 3b)

ra(llus,

ment8 uslng succe88ively larger core radii.
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RADIAL ACTIVITY DISTRIBUTION ( ROD TECHNIQUE )

UO. . 7.53 gm/cm3 1.3°/. , 0.601- N. DIAM 4 vuu

PERCENTAGE RESIDUAL8 (MEASURED VALUES MINUS BEST FIT OVER BEST FIT )
FOR POINTS USED IN FINAL ANALYSIS

AVERAGE
CORE

RADIUS

AVÉRAGE
CORE

RADIUS
0.8

0.7

FINAL FIT
0.996 J (0.0497 r)

50 40 30 20 20
RADIUS OF ACTIVATED ROD CENTER IN CORE (cm)

30 40 50

Flg. 12. 3 Least Squares Fit of Activlty to Obt�n Radial Buckllng.

i•/.
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savings on enrichment. The principal pararneter is the water-to-uranium ratio and. to some
extent. the rod size.

12. 4 TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT OF REACTIVITY
The temperature coefficient of reactivity of all the TRX lattice8 wa8 determined by

measuring the reactivity change associated with a given temperature rise Ifrom 20°C to about

50°C). The reactivity is measured by a period change associated with a given temperature

change. In the results reported here, Keepin. 8 data for delayed neutron period8 and yields

have been used in the Inhour equation to calculate reactivity from perlod mea8urements.

Reference I, Appendix B, gives the explicit form of the inhour equation used to calculate the

From the experlmental data a plot of temperature coefficient ver8US temperature is de-

veloped. An example is shown in Fig. 12. 9. The data are fitted by least 8quares to a

straight line with each point weighted Inversely by the square of the estimated error at that

point.
The data for all of the TRX lattice8 when treated in this way are tabulated In Table 12. 3.

The results of the fit are given in terms of the value of the coefficient at 20°C and 40°C. The

quoted error is determined from the standard deviation of the residuals in the least squares

procedure. The numbers in parenthese8 indicate the number of points Used in the least

squares fit.

In all but two case8 the temperature coefficient 18 negatlve at 20°C. In every ca8e the

temperature coefficient is more negatlve at 40"C than at 20°C.

Table 12. 3--TRX TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT DATA

Fuel

U Metal
1. 310. 0. 600 in.

U Metal
1. 1510. 0. 600 in.

U Metal
1. 310. 0. 387 in.
UO . 7. 53 gm/cm

-0. 36(2)* * 0. 02
+0. 10(6) * 0. 02 -0. 19 * 0. 02

-0. 40(12) * 0. 02 -0. 74 * 0. 02
+0. 11(4) * 0. 02

-0. 46(8) * 0. 04 -0. 82 * 0. 04
-0. 47(6) * 0. 02 -0. 78 * 0. 02

-0. 71(10) * 0. 02 -0. 93 * 0. 02
-0. 66(6) * 0. 02 -0. 87 * 0. 02
-0. 55(6) * 0. 02 -0. 83 * 0. 02

UO . 7. 52 gm/cm

1. 310. 0. 388 In.

UO . 10. 53 gm/cm

1. 310. 0. 383 in.

-0.85(5) * 0.02 -1.02 * 0.02

-0. 90(4) * 0. 03 -1. 01 * 0. 03

-0. 57(27) * 0. 07 -0. 89 * 0. 07
-0. 69(38) * 0. 05 -0. 87 * 0. 05
-0. 72(10) * 0. 02 -0. 87 * 0. 02

Number of points for making least squares fit

reactlvity.

Lattiee Designation

w/u 20°C 40°C

1. 310. 0. 601 ii.
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LATTICE:

LEAST SQUARES FIT

20 25 30 35 40 45 50

TEMPERATURE I•F )

Fig. 12. 9 - Temperature Coefficient of Reactivity as a Function
of Temperature for an Oxide Lattice.

UO ,10.53 gm/cm ,0.383"DIAM.,3 W/u
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LATTICE CELL PARAMETER DATA

by D. Kleln and G. G. Smith

12. 5 INTRODUCTION
The teehnlques by whlch the lattice cell parameters. thermal utlllzatlon. re80nance

escape probabllity. and fast fi88ion factor are measured have been di8CU88ed in detall In

Chap. I l. The result8 obtained are compiled in this Section. Both Bett18 and Brookhaven

mea8urement8 are reported. In the reactor mea8urement8 the techniques used at the two

laboratories were, in some cases, 8ub8tantlally different. In the cell measurement3. how-

ever. very similar techniques were used. Because of the Similarity of techni4ues and the

frequent Intercompari8on of results, the reported results from the two laboratories for a

parameter in a given lattice generally agree within the experimental uncertainty of the meas-
urement.

The value8 obtained £or the thermal Util�atIOn for all the Bettis Ineu¥LLred lattlces are

glven in Table 12. 4. The uncertaintle8 quoted in the table for the thermal utilization combine

the following separate uncertaintle8 .

A 2 per cent uncertainty in the mea8ured flux ratios (water-to-fuel) including the

uncertainty in the foil calibration

A 2 per cent uncertainty in the cr08s section values

The flux ratlo8 for all the metal lattices measured are Shown in Fig. 12. 10. The value8

of thermal utillzatlon calculated from these flux rat108 are presented in Figs. 12. 11 and 12. 12.

12. 7 RESONANCE ESCAPE PROBABILITY

The results obtained at Bett18 for the resonance escape probability measurements are

glven In Table 12. 5. As di8cussed In Chap. 11. such measurement8 are dependent upon a

prlmary experimental quantlty p . defined as follows:

Radiative Ca ture In U238
above the Cadmium Cutoff Ener

Radiative Captwe in U below the Cadmium Cutoff Energy

The uncert�ntY indicated for p in Table 12. 5 is the result of the following separate uncertain-
ties:

238

l. A 3 per cent uncer¥alnty in the value of p

2. A 2 per cent uncertainty in cr088 8ection data required to calculate p £romp
An uncertainty of 0. 5 per cent in f. the thermal utilization, which enters the calcula-

tion of p from p

12. 6 THER� UTILIZATION
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Table 12. 4--THERMAL UTILIZATION

Rod
Diameter

(in. )

Volume Volume Flux Ratio
Ratio Ratio

1. 39*0. 04 0. 918*0.004
1. 45*0. 04 0. 890*0.004
1. 49*0. 04 0. 843*0. 003

1. 45*0. 04 0. 835*0. 005

1. 21*0.04 0. 904*0. 003

1. 23 *0. 01 0. 890*0. 003

1. 31 *0.04 0. 857*0. 004

1. 07 1. 09*0. 03 0. 873*0. 004

1. 14*0. 03 0. 837*0. 003

I. 10*0. 01 0. 836*0. 004

I. 10*0. 01 0. 807*0. 004

I. 10*0. 01 0. 874*0. 004

1. 13*0. 01 0. 848*0. 004

Thermal

(f)

Enrlchment
Fuel

0. 600

0. 600

Metal

Metal

0. 600 Metal

0. 600 Metal

0. 600 Metal

0. 387 Metal

0. 387 Metal

0. 387 Metal
Oxide (7. 53 gm/cm )

Oxide (7. 53 gm/cm' )

Oxide (7. 53 gm/cm )

Oxide (7. 53 gm/cm )

Oxlde (7. 53 gm/cm )

0. 383 Oxide <10. 53 gm/cm )

0. 383 Oxide 110. 53 gm/cm )

0. 383 Oxide (10. 53 gm/cm )

0. 600

0. 600

0. 600

0. 388

1.76
1.39

0. 388 1.73
1.42
1.78
2.40

LArricE CFLL PARAhlETER DATA

(w/u) (w/uo ) (Ow/¢ )

1. 45*0.04 0.881*0. 004

1.40

1. 16*0.03 0. 805*0.005

1. 13*0.01 0.809*0. 004

Utllization
(lo u235)

1.15

1.15
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Table 12. 5-~MEASURED VALUES OF RESONANCE ESCAPE PROBABILITY

Ratio Resonance
Epithermal to Escape
Thermal Capture Probability

Rod

(in. )

Volume Volume
Enrichment Ratlo Ratio

Fuel (p)
28

0. 600 U Metal 0. 720*0.014

0. 600 U Metal 0. 794*D. 016

0. 600

0. 600

U Metal 0. 850*0.017

0. 785*0. 005U Metal 1. 15

0. 600

0. 387
U Metal

U Metal

1. 15 0. 833 *0. 007

0. 747 *0. 005

0. 387 U Metal 0. 772 *0. 008

0. 387 U Metal

0. 383 UO (10. 53 gm /cm )

0. 383 UO (10. 53 gm /cm )

0. 383 UO (10. 53 grn /cm )

0. 808 *0. 005

0. 805 * 0.006
0. 994*0. 013

0. 807 *0. 014

1. 04 *0. 05

0. 838 *0. 003

1.76 0. 869 *0. 003

0. 832 *0. 0071.39

1.73 0. 901*0. 02

1. 43 *0. 01

0. 934*0. 010

0. 853 *0. 004
1.42 0. 775 *0. 004
1.78
2.40

0. 815*0. 004
0. 850 *0. 004

12. 8 FAST FISSION EFFECT
The fast fission effect can be described in terms of the fast fission factor E or in terms

of the related quantity O
28 The quantity 6

28 is simply the ratio of the fission rate in U238 to

the fission rate in U235 It is related to É by the expression

28 28
25

Eq. (12. 6)

where v is the number of neutrons emitted per fission.

The experlmental results are compiled in Table 12. 6. The indicated uncertainties in

arlse from uncertainties in the experimental procedure.

In the lattices studied the fast fission effect arises in large part from neighboring rod

effects. i. e. the fission in U238 In a given rod arises largely from U235 fissions in adjacent

rods. Such a conclusion is supported by mean free path arguments and by direct experimental

measurernents. One of the lattices measured showed that only 10 per cent of the U
238

in a rod arise from neutron8 produced in that rod. Thu8. the fast fission factor should behave

a8 If the lattices were homogeneous. i. e. . it should depend only upon the water-to-uranium

ratio and not on rod size. fuel composition or enrichment. Figure 12. 13 shows the measured
28values of O plotted as a function of water-to-uranlum volume ratio. To correlate the results .

a 801id curve deduced from a multigroup calculation is shown on the figure. The results shown

on Fig. 12. 13 indlcate tha( within experimental error. the fast effect on these lattices is a

homogeneous effect.

28

Dlameter
(Yo u235) (w/u) (w/uo )

0.89*0.09
1.20*0.03
0.93*0.04

0.600 UO (7.53gm /cm )
0.600 UO (7.53gm /cm )
0.600 UO (7.53grn /cm )
0.388 UO ( 7.53gm /em )

0.388 UO (7.53grn /cm )

1.07
1.40

1. 15 *0. 01

fissions
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Table 12. 6--FAST EFFECT DATA

238

235 Fission
(028)

Rod Fuel Volume Volume
Diam. Enrichment Fuel Density Ratio Ratio
(in. )

Fast Flssion

0. 600 Metal 0. 104 * 0. 010 1. 062 * 0. 006

0. 081 * 0. 008 1. 048 * 0. 004

0. 099 * 0. 010 1. 059 * 0. 005
0. 078 * 0. 008
0. 071 * 0. 007

0. 600 Metal
0. 387 Metal
0. 387 Metal 1. 046 * 0. 004

1. 042 * 0. 004

1. 035 * 0. 003

1. 76 0.051 * 0. 004 1. 030 * 0. 002

1. 39 0. 063 * 0. 003 1. 037 * 0. 002

1. 032 * 0. 002

1. 42 0. 078 * 0. 004 1. 046 * 0. 002

1. 78 0. 070 * 0. 004 1. 042 * 0. 002

2. 40 0. 057 * 0. 003 1. 034 * 0. 002

0. 099 * 0. 005 1. 059 * 0. 003

0. 600 7.53
0. 600 7.53 1. 40 0. 059 * 0. 006

0. 600 7.53
0. 388
0. 388

7.53
7.53 1.73 0. 054 * 0. 003

0. 383 10. 53
0. 383
0. 383

10. 53
10. 53

0. 387 Metal

Fi8sion
pér

(lo U235) Composition (gM/c�) (w/u ) (w/uo )
Faetor
( £28)

1.15

1.15

uo 1.07
uo
uo
uo
uo
uo
uo
uo
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EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF THE MIGRATION AREA

by D. R. Harri8 and J. R. Brown

12. 9 THEORETICAL BASIS OF MEASUREMENT
The relatlvely large 8ize of the TRX lattices permit8 them to be analyzed as equlvalent

bare reactors. A bare reactor may be treated by the method of slowing down kernels and. if

it 18 large. the leakage of neutrons may be represented by a term I l + B M ) where M is

the migration area and B is the geometric buckling of the equivalent bare reactor. Thus.

eff
Eq. {12. 7)

and the reaetlvity. p. Is given by the expression

eff
Eq. (12. 8)

eff

If the derivative of p witk respect to B is formed from Eq. (12. 8), then an expression for

M In terms of this derivative is

Eq. (12. 9)

The fact that k
eff
s unity at criticalLty is used in order to obtain thi8 expression. Thu8, the

is to be measured at criticality.

12. 10 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The required derivative can be obtained by measuring the period associated with a small

change in the geometric buckling. The period is converted to a reactiwity by use of the inhour

rp.lat.ion. In deterMi�ng the reactivlty value8 In thi8 experiment. Kecpin. s values for the

delayed neutron yields and periods were used.

The geometric buckliog wa8 changed experimentally by either modifying the radiu8 at

constant reactor height or changing the reactor height at constant radius. The latter experi-

ment 18 the dlfferential water height experiment di8cu8sed in Chap. 8. To change the effective

radius. a few peripheral fuel rods were removed from the reaetor by a remotely controlled

mechanlcal system. To calculate the change in buckling associated with these changes in the

-3p/3B

l +B ap/3B

derivative ap/aB2
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reactor. it is necessary to assume the reflector savings do not change significantly with the

small change in Size. This assurnptlon seem8 well confirmed by the experimental data. Be-

cause of the small reactivity changes associated with the measurement. some care mu8t be

exercised to ellmlnate temperature effects and reactivity drifts.

12. 11 ANISOTROPY OF THE MIGRATION AREA
Before the results of the measurements are presented. one further polnt must be devel-

oped. In analyzing the experimental data. it has been found that the results obt�ned from
axial and radial buckling measurements could not be completly reconciled. Further Study

i ndlcated that this was the result of a small but significant anisotropy of the migration area.

The modification to Eq. (12. 9) to treat this point required that the migratlon area be Specified

as either that In the axial or the radial direction. Davison has treated this topic wlth respect

to thermal diffuslon lengths.

Let M deslgnate the migration area radially and M represent the axial mlgration area.

The notation indleates that the direction is either parallel to the fuel rods or perpendicular to

them. The expression for k
eff

is now written

eff
Eq. (12. 10)

Define the ratio of the two migration areas as A. i. e.

This in effect permits either migration area to be used if the buckling is suitably modified.

For example, Eq. (12. 8) can be wrltten with M for M provided

Eq. (12. 12)

If the derivation given for Eq. (12. 9) is now reproduced. the following expressions are

obtained:

Eq. {12. 13)

and

A +B ap/aB
Eq. (12. 14)

wlth B given by Eq. (12. 12).

The existence of lattice ani80troyy can be demonstrated and the value of A calculated from

a series of partial water height measurements on a given lattice. In the statlc partial water

height experiment8.the radius of the lattice is adjusted to give criticality at a given water

height. From a pair of such experiments on a given lattice. the change in axial buckling.

required to compensate a glven change in radial buckling, A B gives the value of A.

//

// Eq. (12. 11)

-3p/aB

l+B 3p/aB

p/aB

tsB
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Eq. (12. 15)
ASB

The re8uIt8 obtalned in this way are summarized in Table 12. 7. The errors quoted In the

table are e8timated from error8 in the reflector Savings only. Other uncertaintie8 in the

experiment. for example random reactivity shifts. will contrlbute 8ignificant errors but the8e

have not been e8timated. For three lattices. however, the disper8ions of the individual vali&e8

of A were too large to be accounted for by the error8 in the reflector savings. The individual

values of A were averaged for each lattice to give a composite. Within experimental error.

the anisotropy appears to be the same for all lattiee8 measured. A reasonable average

anisotropy for all lattlces is 1. 05 * 0. 03.

12. 12 MIGRATION AREA RESULTS
The value8 determined for the r�gratIOn area of the lattice8. taking a�SotrOpY into ac-

count. are summarized In Table 12. 8. The value8 tabulated are the perpendicular migraticn

area. The total data available which are Considered to be adequate in quality to permit In-

elusion in the table are limited. In particular. some of the axial derlvative8 have been ex-

cluded slnce It has been found recently that if the dry lattice above the water level 18 le88

than about 30 cm, the change in axial reflector Savings contribute8 a 8igniflcant error.

error in the tabulated values Is hard to assign because of the Involved con8ideration8' an

estlmate of thi8 error 18 * 4 per cent. It 18 gratifying to note that the agreement between

axial and radial data 18 qulte good where both have been properly measured.

The
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Table 12. 7--ANISOTROPY OF MIGRATION AREA

Pair of Water
Heights Used In
Determination

(weighted
Average)

Fuel

U Metal
1. 310. 0. 387 in.

Full. 100. 2 cm

7. 53 gm/cm
1. 310. 0. 601 in.

Full. 106. 7 cm
Full, 87. 1 cm
106. 7 em, 87. 1 cm

Full. 100. O cm
Full, 73. 3 cm
100. O cm. 73. 3 cm
Full. 97. 3 cm

7. 52 gm/cm
1. 310. 0. 388 in.

Full. 99. 3 cm

Full. 92. 4 cm

1. 310. 0. 383 in.

Full. 103. 2 cm
Full. 94. 5 cm
Full. 84. 3 cm
103. 2 cm, 94. 5 cm
103. 2 cm. 84. 3 cm
94. 5 cm, 84. 3 cm

Full. 105. 3 cm
Full. 67. 3 cm
105. 3 cm. 67. 3 cm
Full. 103. 1 cm
Full, 68. 6 cm
103. 1 cm. 68. 6 cm

Errors calculated from errors of measured reflector Savings only

Table 12. 8 MIGRATION AREA (PERPENDICULAR TO FUEL)

Lattice Designation
Fuel

U Metal
1. 310. 0. 600 in.

U Metal
1. 1510, 0. 600 in.
U Metal
1. 3%. 0. 387 In.

1. 310. 0. 600 in.

28.2 34.1

26.9 30.9

29.0
29.9
46.1
44.9

34.2
36.2

46.6
45.7

53.4
52.5
46.7

1. 3%. 0. 388 in.

1. 31.. 0. 383 in.

47.3
48.2

53.7
54.9

39.1
38.6
35.4

40.5
37.9
35.8

45.8
44.3
40.6

La+.tice Designation

w/u

1.07*0.05* 1.07*0.05

uo 0.99*0.02
1.09*0.01
1.15*0.02

1.08*0.05

1.02*0.02
1.04*0.01
1.05*0.01

1.04*0.01

I.OO*O.01 1.00*0.03
uo 1.04*0.02 1.04*0.03

1.06*0.01 1.06*0.03

UO 10. 53 gm/cm 1.01*0.04
1.01*0.02
1.06*0.01
1.00*0.07
1.09*0.03
1.16*0.04

1.06*0.03

0.97*0.04
1.04*0.02
1.05*0.02
1.05*0.02
1.04*0.01
1.04*0.01

1.04*0.03

1.04*0.01

8p/8B
(cm2)

(I/A) ap/aB
(cm2) (cm2)

U02, 7. 53 gm/cm

41.1
U02. 7. 52 gm/cm

U02. 10. 53 gm/cm
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ANALYSIS OF URANIUM-WATER LATTICE DATA

by èi. bteln and S. J. Lukasik

12. 13 METHOD OF ANALYSIS
So far a8 the experimental data are concerned, they fall into two classes. namely. cell_

parameters and over-all reactor mea8urement8. From the theoretical point of view there is

a Somewhat different division. This 18 best discussed in term8 of the calculational procedures.

The steps in the theoretical analysis are as follows:

Calculatlon of the cell parameters. thermal utilization and re80nance escape prob-

ability. The fast fi88lon factor is calculated on a homogeneous ba818

2. Calculation of the neutron energy spectrum and approprlate group constants

Calculation of the over-all reactor propertles by group diffusion theory

The cell parameters are determined from speciflc calculation8 for this purpose. The over-

all reactor properties are calculated by treating the reaetor as a homogeneous mixture. at

least in each reaetor reglon. The eell propertica £kre introduced in this treatment through

self-shielding factors. The group constants are calculated by fir8t calculating the neutron

speetrum. The neutron 8pectrum In the Slowing-down energy reglon is calculated by the

MUFT code (see Appendix E). Thi8 eode computes the neutron 8pectrum from fission energy

to thermal energy, taklng neutron leakage Into account through introduction of a single buck-

Ilng. B Th18 buekllng value 18 used to characterize a leakage corresponding to a funda-

mental mode. Wlth thi8 leakage. the spectrum 18 calculated by a transform method in P
approxlmation dividing the energy interval into 54 groups of approximately equal lethargy

Interval8. Micro8coplc cross sectlon data and speclfied number denslties are used In the

spectrum calculation. From the calculated 8pectrum. the code proceeds to edit group con-

8tant8 for 8pecified energy group8. The effect of finlte fuel rod size 18 accounted £or by in-

troducing Self-shielding factor8 which limlt the resonance eapture. The 8elf-shielding factors

are introduced in each Calculation frozn prior knowledge of the resonance escape probability.

The thermal neutron energy spectrum is calculated by means of the SOFOCATE code 18ee

Appendix D). Thi8 1£ a Wigner-wilkins. free proton acattering calculation assu�1�¥ Lkie

medium is homogeneou8. Thermal-group constants are obtained through averaging of the

nuclear cross Sections over the calculated spectrum. The fine structure due to fuel rod8 IS

introduced by weighting the number densities of fuel and moderator according to a cell cal-

culation of the thermal utilization.

Since the experlmental data were taken in a number of different way8. It 18 P08sible to

compare calculation and experiment in each of these categories. These are listed below:
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Cell Parameters Values of thermal utilization and resonance escape probability

may be compared.
2. Spectrum Average Parameters - The fast fission factors in both U

the migration area may be compared.

3. The critical size. reflector savings and critical buckling may be compared.

Eacn of these is discussed in detail in the following 8ection8.

235 238 and

12. 14 RESONANCE ESCAPE PROBABILITY
The resonance capture in U238 in the fuel rods wa8 calculated by mean8 of a Monte Carlo

code. There are at present three codes of thi3 type in existence which calculate this quantity

in the S£ime manner. The first 18 the UNIVAC REP code by Richtmyer the second Is the

DTORC WREP code created by Crane; the most reL"enl Is the 704-REP code created by Van

Norton and Richtmyer at New York University.

While the successive codes have added refinements and new features. basically. all are

designed to calculate the resonance capture in a unit cell of the TRX type lattice. The

neutron is assumed to enter the resonance region at about 450 ev energy and its history 18

followed through to the lowest energy resonance in U238 The explicit resonance properties

of the first 18 resonances in U238 are used vrith Doppler broadening taken into account. Cap-

ture is considered only in the resonances.

It is necessary In computlng the resonance capture to take Into account two other

mechanisms. The flrst is capture In the smooth i/v background of the cross sectlon. The

second is the capture in the unresolved resonance struct ure above 450 ev. This latter Is

accounted for by calculation based on a simple nuclear model. Both of the latter mechan-

isms of capture are introduced explicitly in the MUFT calculation by the use of energy de-

pendent capture cross sections.

The Monte Carlo results are u8ed to calculaté self-shielding (L factors) for use In MUFT
to reduce the effectlve resonance Integral. The actual numerical value of p due to all these

sources of eapture Is edited by MUFf. The probable error in p due to 8tati8tics In the Monte

Carlo calculation is estimated to be * 0. 002. This does not include uncertainties associated

wlth the smooth capture cross section or that due to the unresolved resonanees.

The theoretical and experimental data are presented in Figs. 12. 14 through 12. 18.

In these figures the subscript 0. 45 assigned to p Indicates that the smooth capture was cut

off at a lower energy limit of 0. 45 ev in order to correspond to the cadmium thickness used in

the experiment.

While the comparison between calculation and experinient is generally quite good. both

with respect to trend with water-to-uranium volume ratio and absolute value, there are a few

devlatlons which are well outside the expected error8. This 18 especially true in the ca8e of

the high density oxide fuel of 0. 387-inch diameter. In this case the measurement8 are the

most recent and represent the highest accuracy achieved in a resonance capture measurement.

12. 15 THERMAL UTILIZATIQN
The calculation of the thepmal llux distribution in a lattlce cell 18 probably the least sat-

isfactory of all of the analytical procedures. There is not pre8ently available a calculation

of the thermal spectral distribution as a functlon of position in the cell. In the absence of

such a ealculatlon it is necessary to calculate the flux distribution in the cell as a mono-
energetic case using some form of average cr088 sections. Even though the spatial calcula-

andu

10
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Flg. 12. L4 - Resonance Escape Probablllty for 0. 600-Inch-
Dlameter Metal Rod Lattice8.
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Fig. 12. 15 Resonance Escape Probability for 0. 387-Inch-
Dlameter Metal Rod Lattlces.
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Fig. 12. 16 Resonance Escape Probability for 0. 600-Inch-
Diameter Oxide Rod Lattices.
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Fig. 12. 17 Resonance Escape Probability for 0. 387-Inch-
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Fig. 12. 18 - Resonance Escape Probability for 0. 387-Inch-
Diameter High Denslty Oxide Rod Lattices.
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tion n�Y be made relatively 80phl8ticated in terms of transport theory approxlmatlon. the

lack of a combined 8patial-energy calculation represent8 a ba8ic weaknes8.

The Inltlal analysi8 0£ cell therznal flux distributions calculated by diffusion theory 8howed

relatively poor agreement with experiment. An Improved ver81on 18 a one-group blackne68

theory in whlch dlffusion theory 18 u8ed In the moderator and a rigorous transport treatment

18 U8ed in the fuel. The result8 calculated in this way are compared with experlment in

Table 12. 9. For simplicity. the quantity compared. Iw/kn . 18 the ratlo of the thermal
flux In the moderator to that In the fuel.

In general. the ealculated re8uIt 18 5 to 8 per cent below the measured value. with

agreement be8t In the relatively tlght lattices.

In the SOFOCA TE calculations of the thermal energy spectrum. the flux depresslon in the

fuel was neglected.
12. 16 FAST FISSION FACTORS

It was noted in Sec. 12. 8 in the presentation of the experimental data on the fa8t-fis8lon

effect that a homogeneous calculatlon gives essentially the entire effect. The fa8t fi88ion in
238 235 18 calculated in MUFT and may be compared directly wlth the experimental

The fast fi88ion ratio. O foru has been computed and compared wlth experlment

for a number of the lattice8. The results are shown in Fig. 12. 13. The 8olld curve 18

the calculated value, a function only of metal-to-water ratlo.
Flgure8 12. 19 and 12. 20 present a compari80n of calculated and experimentally deter-

mined fa8t-fi88ion ratio for the metal fuel rods. The data presented are prlncipally from

Brookhaven with some Bett18 data included for comparison. Both sets of experimental data

are in excellent agreement and in reasonably good agreement with calculation.

The fractlon of the fi88lon8 In U235 which are due to neutron8 above the eadmlum cutoff

energy has been measured experlmentally. The8e Can be compared wlth the MUFT ealculate4

values. The calculation has been extended from 0. 45 ev. the calculated cutoff for the cadmium

thlcknes8 Used in the experiment. to fission energy. For a given enriehment, the calculated

values are dependent chielly on metal-to-water ratio and can be represented within 3 per cent

by a Single curve, independent of rod size or material. The data for all of the lattlces can be

plaeed approxlmately on a single curve by plotting the data agalnst hydrogen-to-u
235atom

ratlo. For a given ratio. however. the difference8 In U238 capture and In thermal self-

shielding Introduce weak trend8 wlth enrichment with oppo8lng 8igll . The rather poor agree-

ment wlth experlment. shown In Flgs. 12. 2 1 through 12. 24, 18 believed largely due to error8

In the earUer measurement8. At present only the high denslty oide data are believed to be

rellable. On these few lattice8 the agreement is surprisingly good, in the light of the uncer-

talntie8 in the eplthermal cross Sectlons of U235

28 238

10

andu
result8.

10
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Table 12. 9-~COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULATED
THERMAL FLUX RATIOS

Rod
Diam
lin. )

Volume
Experimental

BNL Calculated

Enrlchment
235

Fuel

0. 600

0. 600

0. 600

0. 600
0. 600

Metal 1.29
1.35
1.44

1.26

1.34

1.46

Metal

Metal

Metal 1.48

1.58Metal

0. 600
0. 600 1.43Metal

0. 600

0. 600

0. 600

0. 600

1.28 1.22

1.32
1.36
1.45

1.25

1.29

1.34

1.390. 600 Metal 1.52

0. 387 Metal
0. 387 Metal

0. 387 Metal

0. 387

0. 387

0. 387 1.25

0. 387

0. 387

0. 387 1.25

0.600 Low Density Oxide

0. 388 Low Densit:i Oxide

0.388 Low Denslt:i Oxide

0.383 High Density Oxlde

0. 383 High Density Oxlde

Ratlo
(w/U)

¢w/ Flux Ratlo
Flux Ratlo

ettis(%u

1.30

1.41

1.39*0.04
1.45*0.04
1.49*0.04

Metal 1.15

1.15

1.45*0.04
1.45*0.04

1.31

MetaL

MetaL

MetaL

MetaL

1.21 *0.04
1.31*0.04

1.16

1.19

1.15 1.14 1.11

1.15 1.18 1.13

1.15 1.19 1.15

1.15

1.30

1.17

1.15 1.19

1.18 1.13

1.16

0.600 Low Den81ty Oxide

0.600 Low Den8lty Oxide

1.09*0.03
1.14*0.03

1.09

1.10

1.11

1.05

1.05

0.383 Hlgh Denslty Oxide

I.IO*O.01 1.07

1.07

1.08
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12. 17 MIGRATION AREA
The MUFT Calculation provldes a value of T, whlle L may be obtained from the thermal-

group calculation of D and the macroscopic ab80rption cross 8ection. Z
a 8et of values of the migration area may be calculated to be compared with the experimental

result8 glven in Table 12. 8. The compari80n 18 Shown in Table 12. 10.

The agreement between the calculated and experimental values 18 fair. Of the eleven

value8. seven agree wlthin the e8tlmated * 4 per cent uncertainty of the experlmental value8.

Two values differ by about 10 per cent. and the remalrung two between 5 and 10 per cent.

Con8iderlng the ba8le di8agreement between theory and experiment for the age in pure water.

the agreement Is. in 80me respect8. 8urpri8ing.

12. 18 OVER-ALL REACTOR CALCULATIONS

eff
wa8 computed for eaeh of the lattlces u8ing the WANDA code (see Appendlx A).

The twtrgroup form was generally used since 8tudle8 on a number of lattlces 8howed that the

two- and four-group values of k for these large lattlce8 dlffered by le88 than O. I per cent.
eff

The calculation was made using the constants calculated by MUFT and SOFOCATE and the

experlmental value of the critical core radius. R. Where the lattlce had not been made crltical

but had been measured in an exponential experiment. the critical radiu8 was obtained from

the measured buckling B and the measured radial and axial renector sa�ng6. A and A

Thu8 R 18 calculated using Eq8. (12. 2). (12. 3) and (12. 4).

Thek

2. 405 Eq. (12. 16)

Table 12. 10--COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND
CALCULATED MIGRATION AREAS

Volume
Ratio (Theor)

Fuel

U Metal
1. 3%. 0. 600 in.

U Metal
1. 15%. 0. 600 in.
U Metal
1. 3%. 0. 387 in.
UO 7. 53 gm/cm
1. 3%. 0. 600 In.

34.1 31.6

30.9 31.4

34.2
36.2

33.4
32.1

53.4
52.5
46.7

54.3
49.5
46.2

UO 7. 53 gm/cm
1. 3%. 0. 388 In.

53.7 53.6
54.9 49.6

UO , 10. 53 gm/cm
1. 3%. 0. 383 in.

45.8
44.3
40.6

44.7
42.3

&35

Writlng M =L .+ T.

R+X H+k

(em2)w/u
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In general. the calculated k
eff

is different from unity. In all ca8e8 calculated. the k
eff

wa8 greater than one, i. e. , the reactor is calculated to be supercritical. Table 12. 11 give8

the calculated re8uIt8 for the oxlde lattice8. In every case the calculated reactor 18 approxl-

mately 2 per cent Supercritical. The results for the metal lattice8 are plotted In Flg8. 12. 25

and 12. 26. Agaln. the calculated value8 of k
eff

are high but somewhat le8S than those for the

Table 12. 11--CALCULATED VALUES OF k

FOR OXIDE CRITICAL LATTICES
eff

Fuel eff

Low Density
1. 3%. 0. 600 In.

1. 016
1. 022
1. 024

1. 014

1. 019
1. 019

Low Den8lty
1. 3%. 0. 388 in.

High Denslty
1. 3Yo. 0. 383 In.

The calculated reflector Savings may be compared with the experimental value8. The

results are shown in Figs. 12. 27 and 12. 28 for the metal lattlee8. The calculated reflector

savings are Consistently about 0. 5 em less than the measured value8. Because of the relative-
ly large size of the reactor. thi8 error in reflector saving8 ha8 a relatlvely small effect on

the eritleallty ealculation.

Finally. the discrepancy In the calculated value of k
eff

can be shown In another way. The

WANDA code can provide a k
eff

of unity by varying the buckling. Th18 buckling may then be

compared with the mea8ured buckllngs. The comparlson 18 shown in Fig8. 12. 29 and 12. 30

for the metal lattices. The notation experimental llux ratlos" refer8 to the use of O / Ou

a8 measured for computation of the thermal utilization rather than the theoretical value.

oxlde lattices.

Voliime Ratio
w/u

1.021

li
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0.600- INCH-DIAM METAL RODS

0 8NL (ENRICHMENT DECREASES
FROM LEFT TO RIGHT AT
EACH VALUE OF w/u)

8.0

WATER-TO- URANIUM VOLUME RATIO (W/U)

Fig. 12. 27 - Comparison of Calculated and Experimental Reflector
Savings for 0. 600-Inch-Diameter Metal Rod Lattices.
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0.387-INCH- DIAM METAL RODS

D BNL ( ENRICHMENT DECREASES
FROM LEFT TO RIGHT AT
EACH VALUE OF W/u)

7.5 1.3 %

7.0

If 6.5

5.0

Fig. 12. 28 - Comparison of Calculated and Experimental Reflector
Savings for 0. 387-Inch-Diameter Metal Rod Lattices.
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Chapter 13

THE ANALYSIS OF HIGHLY ENRICHED
SLAB CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS

13. 1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter presents the data obtained on an extensive Series of highly enriched critical

slab experiment8 and the analy8e8 of these data by the standard methods used In the design

of pressurized water reactors. These experiment8 and calculations are intended to provide

a basis for a88e88ing the validity of some of the methods used in the nuclear design of highly

enriched reactor8.
The 8lab experiment was carefully deslgned In two ImpurluIit I'espects in order to faclll-

tate this a88e88ment. First, the composition of the reactor was made homogeneous in a
macroscopic 8en8e: 8econd, the geometry was rnade relatlvely Simple. The intent of these

design feature8 wa8 to test the analysis in as fundamental a manner a6 possible.

Two different pieces of information are obtained frorn each experiment. namely. the
critical size and the flux di8tributlon (thermal and epithermal). Since the compari80n of the

experiments and the calculations 18 made on an integral bas18, agreement might be due to

compensating errors. Therefore, a series of experiments was performed to broaden the base

over which the valldity of the calculations was examined. While the comp081tion of the core

it8elf was kept 8ub8tantially unchanged throughout the 8erie8. varietie8 of reflectors and re-

flector composltton8 were used. In addition. water channels were introduced into the core It-

self in certain experiments.

The results of this work have 8hown good agreement between calculation and experirnent

wtth respect to criticality. In general. the calculated keff agreed wlth experiment withln I per

cent. In a few cases the deviation was as much a8 2 per cent. On the other hand. 8y8tematlc

difference8 were found in thermal flux distributions. particularly in water reflector8 and in

thlck water channe18 Wlthin the reactor.

645
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DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTS

by C. E. McFarland

13. 2 DESCRIPTION OF THE REACTOR
The experiment8 were performed in the SFR critical facility which is described in some

detall in Chap. 9. A few of the pertinent features of the reactor will be reviewed briefly here.

The critical assemblies were constructed from close-packed, vertical fuel bundles. Figure

13. 1 18 a sketch of a fuel bundle.

Each of the bundles contained five zlreonlum rnetal plates; 45 inches long• 0. 910 inch wide

and O. 110 inch thlck. Ttr.e fuel (U O enriched to over 90 per cent In U235 ) wa8 dispersed in

polyethylene tapes. Four plastic~uranium fuel tape8. each 40. 25 inches in length, were folded

double in width and sandwiched between the five zirconium metal plate8. A handling tab wa8

attached to the top of the center ( the third) zirc0�Urn plate while a tapered po8ltioning pin was
Secured to the bottom of the same plate. The bundle. 45 inche8 in length with a cr086-6ectional

area of 0. 910 inch, wa8 formed by fa8teninR the zirconlum metal plates and tapes together

The 81ab core8 were made up of an array of these fuel bundles. Each bundle wlthin an

array was positioned with it8 long axi8 vertical. The bundle8 were 80 arranged that the edges

of the zirconiurn plates Wlthln any one bundle were perpendicular to the flat Surface of the zir-

conlum plates of the bundle immediately adjacent. The bottom of each bundle wa8 Secured in

place by setting Its tapered positioning pin into a tapered hole in an aluminum base plate. The
base plate positionlng holes were arranged in a square array with a l-inch Separation between

hole8. The bundle8 were supported laterally at the top by an egg-crate 8tructure.

The entire core region was rnade up of these fuel bundle8. When a metal-water reflector
wa8 provided for the Blab. the reflector assembly was made up of metal strips arranged in

bundles. as described above. but without fuel. The assembly• slab core and reflector. was

mounted in a tank 80 that the assembly could be nooded with water. The slab wa8 located in

the tank in such a way that the water reflecting region between the tank walls and the assembly
was a mlnimum of 20 inche6. Figure 13. 2 18 a sketch of the slab arrangement.

Two control rod8 were used in each a88embly. Each control rod was in the form of a long

hollow cadmium tube with a 8quare cross Section equal in area to that of a group of four fuel

bundles. Four fuel bundles, Identical to those used to make up the reactor core. were attached

to the bottom end of each of the control rods. Thu8, as the control rods were withdrawn, the

8pace previously occupled by the cadmium was filled by the four fuel bundle8. This prevented

the formatlon of a large, water-filled hole in the core and maintained the homogeneity of the

with alumlnurn rlvet8.
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HANDLING TAB

PLASTIC-URANIUM
FUEL TAPES

METAL PLATES

ALUMINUM RIVET

POSITIONING PIN

Fig. 13. 1 Fuel Bundle for Slab Critical Experiment8.

ZIRCONIUM
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Fig. 13. 2 Sketch of Slab Assembly.
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The dlmen81on8 of each a88embly were adju8ted experimentally to make It crltical

with both control rod8 very nearly completely wlthdrawn. When the control rod8 were fully

wlthdrawn. the tOP8 of the movable fuel a88emblle8 were at the 8ame plane a8 the tOP8 of the

13. 3 FLUX MAPPLNG TECHNIQUES
The flux traverses were taken, as described In Chap. 10. by actlvating bare and cad-

mlum-covered manganese �re8. Some detai18 of the method will be revlewed brlefly here.

The Irradlated 8ample8 were in the form of 8mall length8 of 14 per cent mangane8e-Iron

wlre 1/2 Inch long and 0. 030 inch in dlameter. The weight8 of the wires of any one given

group were 8elected to be within + 1/2 per cent of the group average to reduce error8 due to

non-unlform sample size. The wlres were Supported in place �thin the critical assemblies

In Luclte or Plexlgla8 wand8 1/16 Inch thick and i- 1/2 Inches wlde. The wire8 were mounted

In 8lot8 ndlled perpendlcular to the long dimension of the wand, one wire to a 81ot. The wire8

were held In plaee wlthin their respective 81ots by a 8trlp of adheslve Mylar tape which covered

the filled Slots.
A prevlou8 investigation had shown that there wa8 no slgnlflcant dlsturbance of the flux

shape due to interaction of the manganese wire8 when spaeed O. I Ineh apart. It had a180 been

determlned that cadmlum-covered wire8 spaced 0. 5 Inch apart did not Interact seriously.

These were the mlnlmum spaelngs Used in the traver8e for the respectlve mea8urement8. It

had been found, however. that the presenee of the cadmlum-eovered wire8 did affect the ther~

mal nux locally. For this rea80n the cadmium-eovered and bare wire traverse8 were taken

wlth the wand8 separated but Still located symmetrically about the axe8 of the core. The lo-

catlon of the traverses is Shown on the dlagram8 of the variou8 experiment8.

The activlty of the samples wa8 measured by countlng the beta decay. One-millimeter-

thlck anthracene cry8tal8 photomultlpller8 were used for th18 purp08e. Decay correctlon8

were applied automatlcally uslng the tec1�1queS descrlbed In Chap. 10. The percentage of

error In the measured actlvation at a given point on the flux traverse is estlmated to be 5 per

cent. Th18 18 due to the combination of uacertaintie8 In counting, wlre 81ze. wire po8ltion.

and non-unlform flux peaking In the vlcinity of the wlre samples.

13. 4 METHOD OF PERFORMING EXPERIMENTS
The experlment8 were performed ty adju8ting the 8ize of each lattlce so that the control

rod8 were e88entially wlthdrawn Completely �th the core In a rectangular array. In general.

one control rod had to be inserted sllghtly, of the order of 5 inches. to provlde 8ufflcient exce88

reactlvlty to reach a suitable power level. The control rod wa8 calibrated to correct for thi8

Over the dl8tance Involved. the calibratlon of the control rod wa8 essentially the 8ame for

all of the 81ab8. Flgure 13. 3 show8 the calibratlon curve obtained for a control rod. Thi8

c&llbration wag taken by the rod-bump period teehnlque descrlbed in Chap. 8. For a rod in-

8ertlon of the order of 5 inche8. the reactivity involved 18 about O. I per cent. This resldual

reactlvity. expressed fractionally, wa8 added to unity for each of the critical slabs. Thus. the

experimental values of keff given represent the neutron multlplicatlon whlch would occur if

the control rod were completely wlthdrawn.
At the hlgher flux leve18 used In taking flux traver8e8. 8ome of the critical a8semblie8

exhlblted a reactlvlty drift. The rea80n for thi8 drift 18 not known but Is generally attrlbuted

Structure.

flxed bundle8.

re8ldual insertion.
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to gas bubbles on the reactor surfaces. Because of it. however. the experimental value8 of

eff quoted are estirriated to be uncertain to about O. I per cent.

13. 5 SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTS
A total of seven different assetrjblies were constructed uslng the Same reactor core

bundles. Table 13. 1 gives the material inventory for each core bundle based on a loaded

length of 40. 25 inches. The calculated number densities for the core are also given in this

table. If the density of hydrogen in polyethylene is taken as 1. 2 times that in water. the metal-

to-equivalent water volume ratio in the core is very close to unity.

Of the Seven a8Bemblies. three were bisected by water gap8. The other8 employed re-

flectors of varying composition. In three of the cases. different reflectors were used on the

two sides of the slab. The experimental data obtained are presented in the subsequent Sections

of this chapter together with the calculated result8.

Table 13. 1--CORE COMPOSITION DATA

Nuclear Number Denslties
Used in Analysi8

in units of 1024 per crn

235
Material Inventory per Core Bundle

Effective volume of bundle

Mass of polyethylene

Volume of zirconium

Volurne of water

40. 25 in.

56.08 gm
76. 97 gm

14. 28 *0. 53 in,

0. 057 in.

0. 02132

0. 03368

0. 01233
0. 00502

238

Uranium was enriched to 93. 3710

Massofuo

Volurne of alumlnum

20. 11 *0.20 in.

0. 0001717
Zr

0. 000012
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ANALYSIS OF ZIRCONIUM CORE SLAB EXPERIMENTS

by .4. D. Voorhi6

13. 6 GENERAL METHOD OF CALCULATION
Flgure 13. 2 show8 a representative critical assembly. The core has a width W. which

is comparatively small. and a length L and a height H which are comparatively large. The

principal neutron leakage from the core occurs across the narrow diTh,ension W. Therefore.

the behavior of the assembly can be well described by a one-dimensional calculation along the

-axis (Fig. 13. 2) treating the leakages along the Y and Z axes a6 corrections.

The criticality anal)'sis was carried out as a one-dimensional diffusion type calculation

along the X-axis assuming the core. reflectors. and surrounding water to be separate diffusing

media. The diffusion calculation was made on an IBM~704 using the WANDA code (see Ap-

pendix A) for both two- and four-energy groups. The WANDA code has prO�810n for incorpo-

ratlng a transverse buckling. B to take account of neutron leakage along axes other than

that being calculated. i. e. Y and Z axis leakage in this casp. The rnethod of determining

wlll be discussed later.

The group con8tant8 used in the fast energy groups of the WANDA code were calculated by

rneanB of the MUFT-3 code (see Appendix E). The Calculation was zriade in 54 energy groups.

The MUFT codes have provision for insertion of a buckling. B to describe the effect of leak-

age on the fast group constants. The buckling is chosen to simulate as closely as possible the

average fast neutron leakage of the core.

The thermal group constants were calculated separately for each region. Because of the

hlgh thermal absorption in the core. It wa8 decided to calculate the core constants by averag-

Ing over a hardened spec:rum of the Wigner-Wilkins type. This calculation was made with the

DONATE code (see Appendix D). The thermal hardening in region8 Other than the core was

negligible due to the low absorption. The thermal Constants for the reflector regions were
calcultated by taking Maxwellian averages at 20. C.

13. 7 DETAILS OF THE PROCEDURE FOR CALCULA TION
The first atep in the numerical pI'oLedure was to homogenize each of the regions and to

calculate the mean nuclear number densities for each region at a tezriperature of 20"C. These

number densities are listed in Table 13. 1 for the reactor core. Taking the number densities

for the core. the MUFT-3 code was used to calculate the fast group constants. Table 13. 2

tabulates the result8 for both a four-group scheme and a two-group scheme. The energy range

of each group is shown under the group designation for each scheme. The B used in the MUFT-
3 core calculation was 10 cm Thi8 corresponds to a multiplication constant of about 1. 6

&52
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for the core material and an age for the core material of around 60 crn

The last column in Table 13. 2 lists the thermal group constants as obtained from the

DONATE code. In this case. the B was taken to be zero since there was no thermal leakage

out of the reactor (the effect of leakage on the thermal group constants is quite srnall in any

event).

The Constant8 shown in Table 13. 2 will of course depend on the cross sections used for

the individual nuclei. These cross sections are tabulated on a library of punched cards or a

magnetic tape which forms an integral part of the scheme of calculations.

The constant X in Table 13. 2 represents the fraction of fission energy neutrons which are

assumed to originate within the particular energy group. The constant v is the number of

neutron8 emitted in fissi?n of U235 This was taken as 2. 46.

In the calculation8 of the constants no self-shielding wa8 assumed for any of the nuclei.

In all case8. when averaging the thermal dlffusion constant D over the thermal Spectrum

(either Wigner-Wilkin8 or Maxwellian), the binding of the hydrogen in the water rnolecule was

accounted for by using the Radkowsky prescription for the effective mass In the case of

the core region. It was assumed. for purposes of calculating D. that all of the hydrogen was

bound to oxygen even though one-third of It was actually bound to carbon in polyethylene.

The transver8e buckllng (used in the WANDA calculation) which accounted for neutron

leakage along the Y and Z axes (Fig. 13. 2) was computed for each assembly using the relation

(M +26)
Eq. (13. 1)

where M and H are the two long dimenslons of the core shown in Fig. 13. 2 and O is an ef-

fective rellector savlng8 at the core-water interface. The relation (Eq. (13. 1)) implies that

the neutron flux 18 alm08t a cosine in shape and is separable along the Y and Z axes of the

a88embly. In making this correction 6 is taken to be constant as will be discussed in the next

paragraph.

From typical eptcadr,lum flux plots taken along the Z axis of the assembly it was apparent

that this eosine-like behavior was approxirnated quite well by the fast neutrons which contribute

over 90 per cent of the ef:"ective leakage from the critical assembly. Values of O were obtained

frorn the experimental plots of the epicadmium activation along the Z axis by fitting cosine

curves to these plots and determining the distance beyond the core-water Interface at which the

cosine curves extrapolated to zero. In this way it was determined from a series of assemblies

that

3. 2 * 0. 2 inches.

The value 6 = 3. 20 inches wa8 used in calculating B for both the Y and Z axes. While

the reflector savings along the Y axis is not precisely the same as that along the Z axis. a

simple theoretical calculation shows that they differ by less than 5 per cent for the core sizes

consldered here. This error is less than the uncertainty with which 6 is known.

In making the WANDA calculation it was necessary to set an outer boundary condltion a-
long the X axis. It was aE6umed that the neutron flux in all groups became zero at a large

but finite distance from the central core. Thls point was 10 to 15 inches out in the outer water

reflector.

(H+20)
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The solution of the few-group diffusion equations by the WANDA code provlde8 both a

value of keff
and the fluxes a6 a function of position in each energy group. The calculated

assembly would be just critical if the calculated keff
were unity. In the analy8e8 of the ex-

perimental slabs. the calculated keff
is compared directly with the corrected keff

of the ex-

perimental assembly (with the rods fully withdrawn>.
The number densities and calculated group constant6 for the various reflector cornpo-

sitions are given in Table 13. 3 for pure water; in Table 13. 4 for a zirconlum-water rellector

in a I: I metal-to-water volume ratio. in Table 13. 5 for a zlrconium-water reflector In a 7: 3

metal-to-water volume ratio: in Table 13. 6 for an aluminum-water renector in a I: I metal-

to-water volume ratio. These were calculated using the MUFT-3 code for the fast group

constants and a Maxwellian average for the thermal group constant8. The notatlon used is the

same as that of Table 13. 2.

13. 8 EXPERIMENT NO. I--WATER REFLECTED SLAB
This experiment employed a rectangular slab 6 inche8 by 3 1 inche8 by 40- 114 inche8.

The slab was water reflected on all sides. The core dimension8 are shown Ln the 8keteh of

Fig. 13. 4. The letters C and R in the plan view show the location of the two control rods.

The letters A and B indicate the locations at which the transverse flux traver8es (bare and

cad�liUm-covered) were taken.
The criticality results are as follows:

ExperizrAental keff (rod free)

Calculated keff
1. 026

Calculated keff
These calculations were made using the constants tabulated in Table 13. 2 for the core and the

constants tabulated in Table 13. 3 for the reflector.

The calculated thermal group flux and the epitherrnal flux (group-3) are plotted as the

solld lines in Fig. 13. 5. These fluxes are plotted to scale In thelr calculated rat108. The

circles represent the rneasured thermal activation dlstributlon and the triangular points. the

eplcadmium activation distributlon. It should be noted that fluxes are being compared to acti-

vation data.
The measured activation curve was fitted to the calculated curves in a fairly arbitrary

fashion. Generally. this was done by matching the points and the curves just outside the core

boundary. The thermal and epithermal activations were norrrAalized independently to the Cal~

culated curves.
The two-group results are shown in Fig. 13. 6. Only the calculated thermal flux is plotted.

As nOr�.allZed on the plot, the four-group calculation agrees Wlth the measured thermal

activation distribution within 10 per cent over most of the core and in the outer region of the

reflector. If the normalization were adjusted to fit in the core. the calculated flux peak in the

renector would be too low and would be displaced too far out in the reflector. The experimental

activation plot clearly shows the inhomogeneity of the core structure with a ripple of l-inch

wavelength.
The two-group eigenvalue Is not only inferior to the four-group result but the thermal

flux distribution represents a notlceably poorer fit to the activation data.

(2-group)

(4-group) 1.005

1.001
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C,R - CONTROL ROD LOCATIONS
A,B- FLUX TRAVERSE LOCATIONS

WATER REFLECTOR

FUEL
MATERIAL

WATER REFLECTOR WATER REFLECTOR

22"

Fig. 13. 4 Sketch Showing Dirnensions of Slab Experiment No. l.

li
6"x31"x 40- CORE

Ai8

31"
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13. 9 EXPERIMENT NO. 2--SLAB WITH 518-INCH WATER GAP AND THIN
ASYMMETRIC ALUMINUM-WA TER REFLECTOR
Th18 experiment utilized a core 6-518 inches by 26 inehes by 40- 114 Inche8. Of the 6-518

inch core thickness, 6 inches was core material and 518 Inch wa8 an Internal water gap which

biseeted the core. The core dimen6lons are shown on the 8ketch of Fig. 13. 7. Becau8e of

experlmental problem8 the geometry of this experiment was Bomewhat more complicated than

that of the other experiment. An aluminum-water reflector was built up along one slde of the

core. This reflector was 1-518 Inches thick over part of the slab length and 2-518 inches

thick over the remainder. The core fuel material had a corresponding offset a8 18 shown in

Fig. 13. 7. A water reflector Surrounded the entire assembly.

The eritieality results are as follows:

Experimental keff (rod free)

Calculated k
eff

0. 9987

These calculations were made using the constant8 tabulated in Table 13. 2 for the core: the

constants of Table 13. 3 for the water reflector and control water gap: and the con8tant8 of

Table 13. 6 for the aluminum-water reflector region. Because of the two-dlmenslonal nature

of thi8 problem. the PDQ code (see Appendix B) wa8 Used for the calculation. This code 18

the two-dimensional analogue of the one-dimensional W ANDA code. By using the two-di-

rnen8ional code, the offset in the core could be repre8ented explicltly in the calculation.

The calculated thermal flux (group-4) and the epithermal flux (group-3) are plotted as the

solid lines in Fig. 13. 8. The calculated traverse8 are plotted for the Same region of the core

for whlch the experimental traverses were taken. The normalization to the experimental acti-

vation is again matched near the core-water reflector interface. The fit is generally poorer

than In Experiment No. l. If the calculated curve were dropped to fit the experimental data

better In the fueled eore region. the fit would be poorer In the water channel. The fit in the

water reflector is quite poor with the calculated peak being too low and di8placed too far out

in the reflector. In the aluminum-water reflector reglon the fit 16 somewhat better than in the

water reflector.

I& 10 EXPERIMENT NO. 3--SLAB WITH 718-INCH WA TER GAP AND WATER REFLECTOR
This experirnent employed a core approximately 6-718 inches by 22 tnches by 40-114

inches. completely water reflected. The core was bi8ected by a 718-Inch water channel. The

core dimensions are shown in the 8ketch of Fig. 13. 9.

The criticality results are as follows=

Experixriental keff (rod free)

Calculated k

Calculated k
eff

The8e calculations were rnade using the constants iin Table 13. 2 for the core and the constants

in Table 13. 3 for the water reflector and the water gap.

Figure 13. 10 shows the four-group thermal flux and resonance nux (group-3) calculatlons

and the experirnental activation results. The failure of the thermal flux to fit the activation

distribution is quite rnarked. If the solid curve for the thermal flux were dropped to fit the

minima in the Core region. the nux peak8 in the reflector and in the central water channel

would be undere8tlmated by the order ol 10 per cent or p088ibly more. While it 18 not 80

conclusive. it again appears that the calculated thermal nux peak 18 shifted too far out in the

reflector.

eff

1.003

(4-group>

(2-group) 1.030

(4-group) 1.014

1.000
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Figure 13. 1 I show8 the two-group thermal flux calculation compared with the activation

distribution. The manner In which this distribution fails to meet the measured distribution

Is similar to the behavior of the four-group result but its failure is even more marked in the

reflector. In the central water gap the two-group fit Is about the satrAe as the four-group fit.

13. 1 I EXPERIMENT NO. 4--SLAB WITH ONE-INCH GAP AND WATER REFLECTOR
This experiment utilized a core approxirrjately 7 inches by 24 inches by 40- 114 inches.

Completely water reflected. It was bisected by a water gap slightly over l inch thick. The

core dlmensions are shown on the sketch of Fig. 13. 12.

The criticality result8 are as follows:

Experimental k
eff

(rod free )

Calculated k

eff

These calculation8 were made using the constants in Table 13. 2 for the core and the constants

in Table 13. 3 for the wa-.er reflector and water gap.

Flgure 13. 13 shows the four-group thermal and resonance flux calculation and the experi-

Iriental activatlon re8uIt8. Curiously enough. the fit of the ther�.a1 flux from the four-group

calculation to the experimental distribution within the core (including the water gap) See�.8

better than in Experlrner.t No. 3. The fit in the water reflector seems to be off about the usual

a�Aount including the tendency for an outward displacenjent. It is now also evident that the fit

of the resonance flux to Ihe measured distribution becorr.es �larkedlY poorer with increasing

water channel thickness. Not only is the distribution higher in the refleetor than that given by

the calculation, as was the case in all the previous experiments. but the peak near the water

hannel is not well described by the calculation.

The two-group calculation shown in Fig. 13. 14. when corrApared to the four-group result.

shows a behavior consistent with the previous results.

1. 006

eff
1. 041

Calculated k 1. 025

13. 12 EXPERIMENT NO. 5-_SLAB WITH THICK ZIRCONIUM-WATER REFLECTOR
ON ONE SIDE

Experiment No. 5 reverted to the use of a core without a water gap. The core dimensions

were 6 inches by 25 inches by 40-114 inches. A zirconium~water reflector with a I: l rnetal-

to-water volume ratio was located on one side of the core. The refle=tor was I l inches thick.

The core was otherwise water reflected. The core dimensions of this experiment are shown

on Fig. 13. 15.

The criticality results are as follows:

eff
(rod fi'ee )

Calculated k

eff
These were calculated using the data ot Table 13. 2 for the core, the data of Table 13. 4 for the

zirconium-water reflector. and the data of Table 13. 3 for the water reflector.

The four-group thermal (group-4) and epitherznal (group-3) fluxes are shown on Fig. 13. 16.

The general fit of the thevrnal flux to the measured thermal activation 6eern8 about normal for

the core and water reflector region. In the zirconium-water renector region the lack of fit is

similar to that with water reflectors with the po88ible exception that the location of the peak

does not appear to be displaced.

eff
1. 027

Calculated k

(2-group)

(4-group)

xpert�.entaI k

(2-group)

(4-group)

1. 005

1.009
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WATER REFLECTOR

MATERIAL GAP

WATER REFLECTOR
I WATER GAP
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24"

24"

Fig. 13. 12 - Sketch Showlng Core Dirnensions of Experiment No. 4.
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13. 13 EXPERIMENT NO. 6--SLAB WITH SYMMETRIC ZIRCONIUM-WA TER REFLECTOR
This experiment used the same core width ernployed In Experlment No. 5, but the zlr-

conium-water rellector was symmetrlc in this experiment. The core dimen8ion8 were 6 inche8

by 21 inches by 40- 114 Inches. The rellector was I: l in metal-to-water volume ratio and was

6 inche8 thick on each side of the core. Figure 13. 17 shows the core dimen8ions of the ex-

perlrnent.

The criticality result6 were aB follows:

Experimental keff (rod 4ree)

Calculated k

Calculated keff
These were ealculated using the data of Table 13. 2 for the core. the data of Table 13. 4 for the

zirconium-water reflector, and the data of Table 13. 3 for the water reflector.

The four-group thermal (group-4) and epithermal (group-3) flux dlstrlbution8 are given

in Fig. 13. 18 together with the activation distribution. The two-group calculatlon is 8hown

in Fig. 13. 19. The results obtained in both case8 are very 8imilar to th08e obtalned with

water reflectors. The calculated peak within the reflector is too low and too far out In the

reflector. It is tntere8ting to note that the four-group thermal flux Seems to have the right

shape at the interface between the water and zirconium-water reflector. The resonance flux.

on the other hand. seems to be underestirnated throughout the reflector. There 8eem8 to be

a tendency for a slight reflector peak to show in the experimental data which the calculatlon

fails to exhibit. This is similar to the peak that appeared In the oentral water channel In Ex-

periments Nos. 3 and 4.

Figure 13. 20 8how6 the results of"a calculation along the length of the core and the cor-

responding activatton distribution8. These were taken along the traverses C and D of Fig.

13. 17.

13. 14 EXPERIMENT NO. 7-~SLAB WITH ASYMMETRIC ZIRCONIUM-WATER REFLECTOR
This experirnent Is siirjilar to Experiment No. 5 In that an a8ymrnetric zirconium-water

reflector was used. However. the zlrconium-to-water volume ratio was considerably higher

In th16 case. 7.3. The core dlmen6ions were 6 inches by 23 inches by 40- 114 inche8. The

zireonium-water reflector thickne88 wa8 10 inche8. The remainder of the core wa8 water

reflected. Figure 13. 21 show8 the core dimensions of the experiment.

The criticality results are as follows:

Experimental k
eff

(rod-free) 1. 002

Calculated k 1.022

Calculated k
eff

These were calculated using the data of Table 13. 2 for the core. the data of Table 13. 3 for the

water. and the data of Table 13. 5 for the zirconium-water reflector.

The calculated four-group thermal flux (group-4) distribution and resonance flux (group~3)

distribution are shown on Fig. 13. 22 together with the experimental activation results. The

thermal flux distribution fits about as well as in the previous cases,to about 10 per cent. The

reflector peak behavlor is also about the Bame as in previou6 eases. The calculated resonance

flux again fails to show the 81ight reflector peak observed in the experiment. In general. the

ability of the calculation to show the difference in thermal flux between the two reflector8 16

'quite good.
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eff

(2-group) 1.018

(4-group) 1.005

(2-group)

(4-group) 1.006

1.001
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13. 15 EXPERIMENT NO. 8--SLAB WITH SYMMETRIC ALUMINUM-WATER REFLECTOR
In thla experlment the core wa8 provlded with an alumlnum-water reneetor In a I: I volume

ratlo. The reflector on each 8ide of the slab wa8 6 Inche8 thlck. The core dlmen81on8 of the

experlment are shown Ill Fig. 13. 23. The core Slze 18 6 inche8 by 29 inehe8 by 40-1/4 Inches.

The critlcallty re8uIt8 are as follows .

Experlmental k
eff

(rod-free)

Calculated k (2-group>
eff

Calculated k
eff i. 000

The8e were C�Culated uslng the data of Table 13. 2 for the core. the data of Table 13. 3 for

the outer water reglon. and the data of Table 13. 6 for the alumlnum-water reflector.

The four-group calculated thermal flux (group-4) and resonance llux (group-3) are plotted

on Flg. 13. 24 along with the measured actlvatlon di8trlbution8. If the thermal flux were nor-

mallzed In the reactor core. the reflector peak as calculated would be too low by 80mewhat

over 10 per cent. In general, the flt with th18 reflector Is somewhat poorer than with the

other renector8.

The two-group thermal flux ealculatlon is 8hown on Flg. 13. 25. The fit to the activation

d18trlbut£on 18 about equivalent to the four-group result.

13. 16 SUMMARY OF RESULTS--CRITICALITY CALCULATIONS
The calculated two-group and four-group eigenvalues are compiled In Table 13. 7 for

compar180n wlth the experlmental re8uIt8. If the core8 Wlth water channe18 are excluded. the

four-group calculated values agree wlth the experunental values to within 0. 005 in reactivity.

The re8uIt8 With water channe18 are conslderably poorer. The difference8 between calculation

and experiment are 0. 004. 0. 014 and 0. 019 in reacti�tY for the three cores. The two-group

calculated eigenvalue8 are hlgher by about 0. 02 in reactivity although in Experiment No. 8 the

dlfference Is 0. 031.

To 8ee to what extent the agreement is real. the uncertaintle8 in the calculations will be

examlned. There are two source8 of difficulty in the reactivity Calculation; one relates to the

Input Information. the other to the process by which the calculation is carried out. The first

three Item8 118ted below refer to input uncertalntle8 while the last two refer to the calculatlon

procedure.

(a) Inaccuracy of the Mieroscoplc Cr088 Seetion U8ed to Calculate the Group Constants.

The uncertainty due to thi8 faetor 18 not known. It 18 believed. however. that the inaccuracie8

of the fa8t micr08copic cr088 sections of the core nuclel will cause the greatest uncertainty

8lnce they affect the 81owlng down process and therefore the fast neutron leakage. The computed

age to 0. 625 ev for the eore materlal u8ed in these experiments 18 62. 5 cm No direct experl-
mental result8 are available to compare wlth this value. AS to 8en81tivity, It should be noted

that a 3 per cent change in the core fast neutron leakage would result in a 1. 2.per cent change

the Calculated k

(b> Uncertaintie8 in the Reactor Geometry. Thi8 uncertainty includes the difficulty of 8peci-

fylng the exact P081tlon of the eore-reflector boundary, l. e. . the region over which the core

n�terIal 18 homogenized for the ealculatlon. It also Include8 the uneertalnty in the re£lector

8avlng u8ed for the Y and Z axe8 together with the posslble error8 which arise when a three-

dlmen8lonal problem 18 a8sumed separable and Calculated one-dimen8ionally. It has been esti-

mated that an unfavorable combination of these uncertainties could lead to an error of a8 much
a8 1. 5 per cent In keff.

i. 000

(4-group)

eff.

1.031
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(c) Error8 in the Material Inventor The m08t important of these uncertainties 18 the hy-

drogen and uranium den8lty In the core. The hydrogen density is uneertain because the water

and tape volumes are uncertaln. It 18 estimated that the water volume Is uncertain to 4 per

cent and the tape volume to 5 per cent. Because of the close match between the hydrogen den-

81tie8 in the tape and water, however, the two effect8 practlcally cancel. making the over-all

uncertainty in the hydrogen denslty only about I per cent. The effect of thi8 on the fast leakage

re8ults in an uncertainty In the computed keff
of about 0. 4 per cent. The uncertainty in the

uranlum denslty 18 estimated to be 1. 5 per cent.but due to the hlgh value of the thermal utill-

zatlon the effect on keff
18 only about O. I per eent.

(d) Incorrect Calculation of the Core Spectrum. The difference In the value8 of k be-eff

tween the two- and four-group 8cheme8 18 believed due In large part tn the faet that the fa8t

diffusion constant8 of the core for one scheme are not con818tent wlth th08e of the other. Th18

incon818tency 18 due to the approxlmate manner in whlch the Interaction wlth the reflector 18

taken Into account by the MUFT-3 code in calculatlng the Core fa8t neutron 8pectrum. A8 noted

previously. the entire effect of the reflector in the MUFT System 18 described by a88lgnlng a

fa8t buckling which is the 8ame throughout the entire energy spectrum. A more detalled de-

8crlption of the interaction of the core and reflector as a functlon of energy 18 required to

make it PO88ible to compute consistent two- and four-group fast con8tant8. Thi8 18 particular-

ly true of the thin, leaky core8 treated here. It 18 e8timated that U8e of the slmple geometrlcal

buckling approxlmation to calculate the core spectrum make8 the keff
of the two-gi'oup scheme

uncertain to 2 per cent and that of the four-group scheme uncertaln to I per cent. The hlgher

values of k
eff

obt�ned in the four-group scheme in experiment8 3 and 4. where the core wa8

bisected by a water channel. arise from this same 8ort of error. In thlB calculation no de-

talled description was used to determine the effect of the water gap on the fa8t neutron 8pec-

trum In the surroundiiig core.

Insofar as the thermal 8pectrum 18 concerned, the uncertaintie8 in keff
due to error8 In

calculating the thermal spectrum in the core appear to be 8mall because of the high thermal

utilization of the core around 0. 9. and the small Interaction with the renector. Thus the value

of n f ealculated for the thermal group wa8 1. 835 when averaged over the hardened Wlgner -

Wllklns spectrum calculated from the DONATE code. A Maxwelllan average at 20°C. had It

been used. would give a value of n f of 1. 841. Thi8 repre8ent8 an increa8e In keff of only

about 0. 3 per cent. Because of the larger uncertalntle8 in keff due to other factor8, It appear8

that the calculations of criticality for the core8 used In thi8 Berles are not 8ufflciently preclse

to cast any Ilght on the details of the thermal spectrum hardenlng,

(e) Thermal Self -Shieldlng � the Core. No 8elf-shieldlng wa8 taken Into account In com-

putlng the thermal and fission cr088 8ections of the core. An e8tlmate of the self-shieldlng

wlthin the fuel tape (0. 02 1 inch thick) wa8 made by using a Simple one-dimen8£onal transport

calculation. The result showed that the rate of neutron absorptlon by the uranium on the tape

wa8 about 3 per cent les8 than the r&te at hrfinlte dilutlon. Becau8e of the hlgh therznal utilxza-

tion. however. this would decrease the keff
value by only about 0. 3 per cent.

There Is, in addition, further 8elf-8hielding due to the flux ripple through the structure of

the fuel. Thi8 18 due mainly to the small water gap8. of the order of O. l inch. between

adjacent bundle8. This effect can be observed on the thermal actlvatlon dlstrlbution8. A cell

calculation showed that this effect would decrease the keff by le88 than O. I per cent.

687
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Taking all of these effects into consideration. it is perhap8 remarkable that the agreement

between experiment and the four-group calculation is as good a8 It appear8 to be. If the error

and uncertainty estimate8 made here are rea80nable. the agreement is in part due to offsetting

of 8ome of the errors and uncertainties.
13. 17 SUMMAR Y OF RESULTS--FLUX DISTRIBUTIONS

A8 noted previously, the 8hape of the computedthermal flux (0-0. 625 ev) fits the sub-

cadmlum manganese activation fairly well. It was noted that the fits were poorest at the re-

flector peaks and at the central water gap peak8. There 8eems to be little doubt that a cor-

rectlon for high leakage should be made In calculatlng the thermal spectrum in the vicinity of

these peaks. This correction was not made in the calculatlon8.

It wlll be noted in m08t of the ca8e8 that the ratio of the 8ubeadmium activation at some

point in the reflector to 80me polnt In8lde the core is generally greater than the computed

thermal llux ratio for the8e same two point8. Thi8 is the case because the thermal Spectrum

In the core 18 conslderably harder than In the reflector. The mea8ured subcadmium actlva-

tion. because of the l Iv thermal ab8orptlon eros8 sectlon of manganese, is proportional to

the thermal neutron number density Instead of the neutron flux. At a point Ln the core, the

ratlo of the thermal flux O to the thermal actlvation A 18 given by

Eq. (13. 2)

where

0. 625 0. 625
v n (E)dE

0. 625 625 Eq. (13. 3)

and n is the number density of neutrons In the energy interval dE at E

Eq. (13. 4>

The neutron velocity 18 v, a function of E. The constant C has a value characteristic of

the manganese detecting wlre. 16 the average thermal neutron velocity in the core.

The integrals in Eq. (13. 3)have an upper limit of 0. 625 ev. For the subcadmium aeti-

vation, however, the integration should extend only to about 0. 4 ev. Such a distinction be-

tween the limits of integration is not Iirlportant. however. because the manganese activation

between 0. 4 and 0. 625 ev "'s only about I per eent 0£ the total activation below 0. 4 ev.

A set of equations Si�111ar to Eqs. (13.2) and(13. 3)hold6 for the ratio of flux to actlvation
at sorne point In the reflector. Thu8.

Eq. (13. 5)

Mn

¢,IE) dE

¢,(E) (]/v)dE

n,(E) ¢,(E)

Mn
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where V 18 the average neutron velocity in the reneetor determined by averaglng over the

thermal spectrum of the renector. Divlding Eq. (13. 5) by Eq. (13. 2) give8

Eq. (13. 6)

The thermal spectrum in the reflector has practically a Maxwelllan distributlon at room
temperature (20"C). Uslng such an assumption. the calculated value for V turn8 Out to be

where v 18 the m08t probable velocity corre8pondlng to kT of 0. 025 ev. A harden-

ed Spectrum calculation in pure water gives a value for V of i. 16 1 v

The I)ONATE code wa8 used to calculate V in the core. It was found to be 1. 409 v

where v is the Same value as In the preceding paragraph. A8 a result the ratlo of thermal

activation at a point in the reflector to a point in the core would be e8tlmated to be roughly

20 per cent higher than the ratio of the calculated thermal fluxe8 for the two polntB. Th18

would be the ratlo for points lylng well wlthin their respectlve region8 8lnee the thermal

neutron 8peetrum 18 continuou8 acro88 the core-re£leetor interfaee.

The 20 per cent e8timate. while It probably repre8ents an overcorrection. is in the right

direction to account for the difference between the calculated nuxes and the measured activa-

The epicadmium manganese activation (0. 4 ev- 10 Mev) was compared in the gi'aph8 Wlth

the third-group calculated flux (0. 625 ev-5. 53 kev) from the four-group calculations. By
assuming a i/v manganese cros8 section and I/E neutron spectrum. it 18 easy to show that

about 80 per cent of the total epicadmium activation 18 due to neutrons With energies lying

within the limit8 of the third-group flux. It was for this rea80n that the epicadmium activa-

tion was compared with the third-group flux. Little can be added to the di8cu8sion of the fit

other than the general remark that It 8eem8 reasonably 8at18factory. Rea8on8 for the 8mall

but consistent departures are not known.
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Chapter 14

THE ANALYSIS OF HIGHLY ENRICHED

SLAB REACTOR CONTROL EXPERIMENTS

14. 1 INTRODUCTION
In the preceding chapter the results of a series of carefully designed slab reactor experi-

ments were analyzed by group diffusion theory techniques. The method of derivation of the
group constants and their use in the calculation8 were. by intent. identical to the procedures

used In the nuclear design of reactors. The comparison of the calculated with experimental

results provided a measure of the reliabllity and accuracy of the de8ign techniques.

This chapter de8cribe6 an extension of thi8 approach into the area of control rod worth

8tudie8. As before. the experlrnent8 were designed to involve a minimum of complication due

to geometry and heterogeneity. While there is not, in the case of control rod worth. an estab-

118hed deslgn procedure. the experiments were again analyzed within the framework of group

diffusion theory. The intent wa8 to examine the degree of confidence with which the nuclear

design procedures could be extended to control rod worth calculations.

The results obtained 80 far are encouraging but not conclusive. It does appear in the

eases examined that the control rod worth may be calculated reasonably well. The 8tudie8.

however. are not sufficiently broad in scope to provide a thorough test. Further experimental

data are required as well a8 an improvement in the precision of the analysis before a hlgh

degree of reliance can be placed on analytlcal method8 of calculating control rod worth8.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTTS

by T.M. Ryan

14. 2 DESCRIPTION OF THE REACTOR
The critical assernbly used for these experiments was the same highly enriched assembly

used to conduct the experiments reported in Chap. 13. The core wa8 again arranged in Slab

geometry with one dimension much smaller than the other two to permit a one-dimensional

analy8is. The reactor was completely water reflected for the control experiment8 Wlth a

water reflecting region about 20 inches thlck.

The control experlments were conducted by locating a sheet of control material in the

reactor core 80 that It bi8ected the narrow dimension of the 81ab. Figure 14. 1 18 a schematic

diagram of the reactor. As indicated on this figure the reactor core had a narrow dimension

a length L. and a height H. The ab80rbing mernbrane wa8 made so as to extend at least

2 inehe6 beyond the core dimenslons into the water reflector.

The contructlon and cornpo8ltion of the core materlal wa8 the Sa�le as de8cribed in Chap.

13. A8 described there. the core was made up of an array of vertical bundles. O. g10-inch-

square. and closely packed on a l-inch-square base. A bundle was made up of five zirconium

strips. each O. 110 inch by 0. 910 inch by 45 inches in dimension. and eight polyethylene fuel

tapes, each 0. 021 inch by 0. 850 inch by 40-1 /4 inches in dimension. The material inventory

of the core material is given in Table l 3. 1 . This table also gi&es the nuclear number den-

sitie8 which apply to the Core region. The metal-to-effective water volume ratio was close

to unity in the core. based on the assumption that the hydrogen density in polyethylene is

about i. Z time8 that of water.

The reactor was again controlled with two cadmium control rods. each having a cross-

8ectional area of 2 Square Inches. wlth fuel bundles attached to the ends of the cad�lIuM tube.

AS the rods were pulled out of the reactor, fuel bundle8 were pulled in. The letters C and R
In Fig. 14. 1 Indicate the location of the control rod8.

14. 3 DESCRIPTION OF THE CONTROL MEMBRANES
The experiments were designed to illustrate the effect of a black thermal abswber, a

gray thermal absorber u'ith strong resonance absorption. and a I Iv ab80rber. Cadrnium was

used for the first type of absorber. Various thicknesses of gold were used for the 8econd type

of absorber. Boron wa8 Used for the third type of absorber.

In the cadmium experiment. commercially pure cadmium sheet rnaterial 0. 020 inch thick

was used. To obtain a control membrane of adequate size. two sheets were fastened side by
side.
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ABSORBING MEMBRANE

CORE

FLUX
TRAVERSE

Fig. 14. 1 Sketch Showing the Geometry of the Control Sheet Experiments.

The gold experiment was performed using gold ribbons 4 inches wide and 36 inches long.
The ribbons were fastened together,side by side, to obtain the necessary Sheet width. The
fir8t gold experiment was performed using a single layer of gold Sheet O. 010 inch thick. The

second was performed using two gold sheets whose composite thlckness wa8 0. 030 inch (a gold

sheet 0. 020 inch thick was placed on a gold Sheet O. 010 inch thick). The third experirnent with

gold used tWO sheets. each 0. 020 Ineh thick. plus a sheet O. 010 inch thick to obtain a total

thickness of 0. 050 inch. The gold content of the Sheets was analyzed to be 99. 98 per cent goLd

with traces of silver present.
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The boron sheet wa8 constructed by sandwiching two layers of polyethylene tape. each

havlng a thickne88 of 0. 019 inch and contalning a di8per8ion of natural boron. between two

sheet8 of aluminum. each 0. 025 inch thick. The average boron loading was 0. 0012 gramlcm
of membrane surface. The average loading 0£ polyethylene was 0. 0878 gramlcm

In placing the control sheet between the fuel bundles. the water gap was kept 8maller than

the O. l-inch water gap normally present between adjacent fuel bundle8. Thus there was no

need to consider the water between the control Sheet and the fuel zone explicitly.
14. 4 ACTIVA TION TRAVERSES

Neutron activatlon profile8 were rneasured along various traverses through the critical

core in each experiment. In general. the technique u8ed was the sarne as that described in

Chap. 13. except that other foil materials were included. Bare wire activation and epicadmium

actlvation were measured with small wire detectors made of two materials, manganese

and a highly enriched uranium alloy. Gold foils were also used. The wires were spaced

O. Z inch and 0. 5 inch (for bare and cadmium-covered measurements. respectively)

along i / 16-inch-thick Plexiglas wands which wp.rp i.nserted between the fuel bundles of

the core. The gold foils were spaced 0. 5 Inch and l. O Inch apart. The manganese de-

tectors, 0. 030-inch diameter by 0. 5-inch length. were composed of 12 w/o manganese

and 88 w/o iron. The gold foi18, 0. Qol-inch thick by 3/ 16-inch diameter. were pure gold

except for traces of sillier as an impurity. The uranium detectors. 0. 030-inch diameter

by 0. 5-inch length, were composed of approxlmately 6 w/o uranium and 94 w/o zirconium.

The cadmium covers used to measure the epicadmium activation were O. 020 Inch thlek.

Subcadmium activation profiles were obtained by subtraction of the epicadmlum activation

from the activation of the bare wires.

14. 5 METHOD OF PERFORMING THE EXPERIMENT
In the performance of these experiments the membrane was installed in the reactor tank

and the fuel bundles were loaded about the membrane until a critical slab configuration was

reached. In the critical configuration the membrane elther bisected the thin dimen8ion of the

slab or was displaced 112 inch from this position as the critical width and the size of the fuel

bundles required. The control rods were usually inserted to a depth of 3 or 4 inches at criti-

cality In order to attain a practical power level for activation mea6urement8. As with the

slab expertments descr bed In Chap. 13. the residual reactivlty due to the rod insertion was

determined by calibration of the control rod8. This reactivlty was then added to unity in order

to obtain the experimental rod-free keff"
The experimental data obtained are presented in the next section together with the ana-

lytical results.
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THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF CONTROL EXPERIMENTS

by M. Goldsmlth

14. 6 GENERAL ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE
The method used to analyze each critical assembly is the same. aside from the effect of

the membrane. as that described in detail in Chap. 13. This procedure will be reviewed

brieny. The highly enriched slab core has a small width W. large length L. and height H.

The principal neutron leakage into the water from the core occurs along its narrow dimension

As before, therefore. the neutron balance of the entire assembly was calculated by a

one-dimensional diffusion calculation along the narrow dimension perpendicular to the absorb-

ing membrane. The small neutron leakage along the other two axes of the core was account-

ed for by buckling corrections.

In this calculationi the core and water reflector regions are treated as 8eparate homo-

geneous diffusion media. The average nuclear number densities of these two regions are

given in Table8 13. 1 and 13. 3.

The one-dimensional diffusion problem is solved on a digital computer by using the

WANDA code (see Appendix A). Thls is a one-dimensional. multiregion. few-group diffusion

Code. The ealculatlon has been carried out using both two and four groups.

The fast group constants for the core and water regions were computed. a8 in Chap. 13,

by using the MUFT-3 multigroup diffusion code Isee Appendix E). The thermal group con-

Stants for the core were computed by usiiig the DONATE code (see Appendlx D) to take account

of hardening in the thermal spectrum. The thermal group constant8 for the water reflector

are Maxwellian average8. The constants for the core are given in Table 13. 2 and for the

water reflector in Table 13. 3. Both the four-group and two-group constants are given in these

tables. The details of the derivation of these constants are discussed in Chap. 13.

As before, the 8mall neutron Leakage along the two long axe8 of the core has been incor-

porated in the diffusion calculation by a transverse buckling B This buckling 18 calculated

in the usual manner. assuming co8ine nux distributions along the two long axes of the core

with a measured renector savings ol 3. 2 inch at the core-water bound(�y.

The region occupied by the ab8orbing membrane is treated as a fictitious diffusion region

whose net effect on the reactor IB the 8ame as the actual ab80rbing membrane. Thus. the

absorption is treated within the framework of the WANDA diffusion calculation. The method of

deriving the appropriate constants for this fictitious medium will be discussed in the following

seetions.
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14. 7 GENERAL TREATMENT OF ABSORBING MEMBRANE
The prlnclpal rea80n for replaclng the aetual ab8orbing reglon by a fictitious diffusion

region 18 to fit it into the framework of the multlreglon diffu8ion type code8. It 18 recognized
that diffusion theory does not hold within the cadmium or gold 8heet at those neutron energles

where the materlal has an appreciable ab80rption effect. The alm is not to use diffusion theory

for the actual region but to replace the actual region by a fictitlou8 diffusion region wh08e net
effect on the reactor. to a P order of approximation In the neutron angular distrlbutlon at the

8urfaee of the ab80rber. 18 the same a8 the actual ab80rber. Once the group diffusion con-

stants for th18 fietitious region are determined. it is a simple matter to make a one-dimension-

al calculation perpendicLlar to the absorbing membrane where core, water reflector, and the

thin fictitlou8 region are treated as separate diffusion media.

In the following discussion it Is assumed thatneither neutron fl88ion nor neutron modera-

tion is occurring inside the membrane, i. e. there 18 no internal source of neutron8 in the

membrane. The flr8t re8triction 18 completely valld for all the experimental membrane8 used.

For the cadmlum and gold membrane8 the second re8trlction 18 a good approxlmatlon because

of the hlgh 8cattering ma88e8 and thlnne88 of the membranes. For the boron-polyethylene

rnembrane. however. the second restrlction is probably poor. Th18 Is d18CU88ed in a follow-

14. 8 DETAILED TREATMENT OF ABSORBING MEMBRANE--DERIVATION OF BOUNDARY
PARAMETERS

The flr8t step In the analy818 by which the absorbing membrane Is replaced by a fictltlous

diffuslon reglon 18 to obtaln &pproprlate boundary conditions at the absorber face. In particu-

lar. the rat108 of currents to fluxe8 are the 8ignlficant quantitie8. Let j (E) represent the

nei neutron current Into one face of the absorber (e. g. the slde In the p081tive x-directlon) at

an energy E. Let ¢ (E) represent the Scalar flux at the 8ame Surface. Let J (E) and O (E)

represent the current thto the other face and the Scalar flux value at the other face, respec-

tively. Two quantities a(E) and P(E) are defined a8 follow8 .

(E) + (E) Eq. (14. 1)

(E)
Eq. (14. 2)

It eAn he seen from these definltions that o(E) 18 a mea8ure of the total eurrent into the

absorbing membrane while F(E) 18 es8entially a measure of the net current through the mern-
brane.

Energy average8 of a(E) and O(E) will be taken to obtain appropriate group value8. Before

dolng thi8, however, consideration will be given to how these quantitie8 can be calculated.

The quantities o(E> and P(E> are functions of the ab80rption and 8catterlng within the mem-
brane. If the scattering cros8 8ectlon Is assumed to be zero. they can be computed approJu-

Eq. (14. 3)

ing sectlon.

a�)-
¢'(E) + ¢ (E)

(E)-
'(E)

0 (E)- ¢ (E)

mately using 8imple optical penetration theory whlch gives

a(E)
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(E) Eq. (14. 4)

In these equations

Eq. (14. 5)

and

exp Eq. (14. 6)

In the definition8 of F (E) and F (E). 2t 18 the thickne88 of the membrane, and Z (E) is the

macr08copic absorptiou cro88 Section of the membrane at energy E.
Physically, the quantity F is the fraction of the i8otroplc component (p term) of the

incident flux absorbed in the membrane. and F 18 the fraction of the entering ani80tropic

component (p term) which is absorbed. The integral8 in Eq8. (14. 5) and (14. 6) are the well-

known E-functions and are tabulated as a function of the argument 2t Z (E).
The values of a (E) and P(E) for two limiting cases of absorption in the membrane are

important.

Case l. Small absoi"ption (transparent membrane) tz (E> < < i.

Eq. (14. 7)

IE) Eq. <14. 8)

Case 2. Large absorption (black membrane) tE (E) > > i.

(E) Eq. (14. 9)

The computation of a(E) and B(E) is. in general, more difficult when scattering is present.

The case where the membrane is situated in a 8ymmetric flux ¢) (E) _ O (E) is discussed in

Reference 4 which also contains tables for finding F and F Other methods for finding a and

when scattering is Important are described in Reference 2.

The next step will be the definition of the appropriate group averages. First. **(E) is

defined as the mean of the scalar fluxes on each side of the membrane. and j*(E) 18 defined a8

the net neutron current through the membrane.

i (E) j (E)
th

It is Convenient at thls polnt to introduce certain group averages. For the i

the group average8 of a(E) and P<E) ean be defined a3 follows:

eiiergy group

2tZ (E)

dMMexp

2tZ (E)

a(E) tz (E)<<i

>>1
3tZ (E)

o(E)

**(b) *'(E) + * (E)

j*(E)
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Eq. <14. 10)

Eq. (14. 11)

If ¢

for example

and j are defined as the total fluxes and current8 over the i
th

group

(E) dE, etc..

the followliig relatlun8 hold:

Eq. (14. 12)

Eq. (14. 13)

or

Eq. (14. 14)

Eq. (14. 15)

The parameter8 <a > and <9> . are related to logarithmic flux boundary condition8 on each

8lde of the membrane. If the membrane 18 located In a 8ymmetrical flux (center of core).

then ¢ and the second term on the rlght of Eq8. (14. 14) and (14. 15) van-

ishes. In this case the logarlthmic extrapolation distance for the flux(into the membrane) is

the same on each 81de and is glven by D./<a >. where D. 18 the core group diffuslon con-

stant. From Eq. {14. 12> the total current into both 81des of the membrane depends primarlly

From Eq. (14. 13) the total current through the membrane depend8 prlmarily on

In determining the reactivity effect of a membrane. it IS Usually more important to

know < a > correctly than < F >. because the former determines the total rate of ab80rption

In the membrane, whereas the latter determines only the current through the membrane due to

a flux mismatch on elther 81de. When the membrane is located in a 8ymmetric flux, it is not

nece88ary to know < F >. If. however. the membrane is located in a very 8trong flux

gradlent. it may be necessary to know < F > as accurately as < a > The flux asymmetry
about the membrane8 con8idered in this chapter was Small. so that < o >. wa8 more impor-

The average8 defined by Eqs. (14. 10) and (14. 11) are to be taken over the neutron spec~

trum exi8ting at the ab80rblng membrane surface. A8 a flrst approxlmation. these spectra,

a(E) Q*(E) dE

¢*(E) dE

j* (E) dE

<@>
(E) j*(E> dE

<a>

on<a>
<p>

tantthan<F >.
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**(E) and j*(E). can be taken equal to the scalar flux spectrum ¢ (E) in the Surrounding core

away from the membrane. Hlgher order approximations. however, should take account of the

local flux depression in the core at the membrane as a function of energy. This heterogeneous

problem has not been solved for neutrons in the thermal range because of the mathematlcal

difficulties presented by neutron up-8cattering. An approximate solution to th18 problem,

however. is known for the fast neutron energy group8 (down-scattering only) which can be

used to calculate the llux depression at the membrane due to re80nance absorption. With thi8

effect taken into account. the group averages over the fast neutron spectrum can be expressed

to the Second order of approximation by

3 a(E)
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Eq. (14. 16)

Eq. (14. 17)

where ¢ (E) 18 the Scalar fast flux Spectrum in the surrounding core away from the membrane.
These expres81on8 are to be used for the fast neutron group8 only. not for the thermal group.

They are derlved assurning a hydrogenou8 moderator with the fast scattering cross section of

the moderator much larger than its fast absorption cross section.

14. 9 DETAILED TREATMENT OE4' ABSORBING MEMBRANE--DERIVATION OF EQUIVA-
LENT DIFFUSION THEORY CONSTANTS

Consider an Infl�te slab region of width 2t. In thi8 region neutrons are being supplied

through the sides, but there is no internal source. Let it flr8t be assumed that diffusion

theory does hold wlthln the 81ab so that the scalar neutron flux * and net current j obey the

followlng equations in the 81ab.

Eq. (14. 18)

Eq. (14. 19)

In these equations. D is the diffusion constant and Z 18 the macr08copic absorption cro88

Section of the medium. The X-ax18 18 taken perpendicular to the face of the 81ab.

The general Solutions to Eqs. (14. 18) and (14. 19) may be written

A cosh
Eq. (14. 20)

DZ.

and A, B are arbitrary eonstants.

A 6inh Eq. {14. 21)

where L

a(E) ¢.(E)

1 +{3 a(E)

O.(E)

IE) ¢.(E)

l +f3 F(E)

.(E)

1 +[3 F(E)

<p>

D�_zO

*(x) +B8inh

i(x)

D/Z.

+ Bcosh
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If ¢ and ¢ are agaln used to designate the fluxe8 at the tWO 8urface8 of the Slab (right

and left, re8pectlvely) and j and j are used to de8lgnate the currents into the two faces of

the Blab. the Surface currents may be expressed in term8 of the fluxe8.

tanh Eq. (14. 22)

Eq. (14. 23)

By Identlfying Eq8. (14. 22) and (14. 23) �th Eq8. (14. 14) and (14. 15) It 18 Seen that

q. (14. 24)

Eq. (14. 25)

Thu8 the derlvatlon lead8 to the followlng conclu8ion: If diffuBlon theory hold8 in the

absorblng slab, the parameter8 <a > and <p > may be calculated from the diffusion constant8

of the medium by using Eqs. (14. 24) and (14. 25).

Supp08e, however. diffusion theory does not hold within the 81ab but the parameters <a >

and <p > are known from some other Source of information. Th18 slab medium then can be

replaced by a fictltlou8 dlffu8ion medlum havlng effectlve constants D and Z whleh 8atisfy

Eq8. (14. 24) and (14. 25). Such a fictitious diffusion medlum would preserve the relatlon be-

tween fluxe8 and eurrents that exl8ted at the Surface of the orlginal medium. The con8tant8

D and Z can be 801ved In term8 of < a > and < P > a8 follow8: Multiply and divlde Eqs. (14. 24)

and (14. 25) and apply the relation

Eq. (14. 26)

The results are

Eq. (14. 27>

DZ.

The procedure then 18 to calculate < a 4 < p > for eaeh of the energy group8. From these

the equivalent D and Z are calculated by Eq8. <14. 27) and (14. 28).

Eq. (14. 28)

<a>

2tanh-

<a>
<a><

2t <a>

<a><@>
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14. 10 DETAILED TREATMENT OF ABSORBING MEMBRANES--CALCULATION OF NUMERI-
CAL VALUES FOR BOUNDARY PARAMETERS

By as8umlng no 8catterlng In the membrane. It can be shown from Eq8. (14. 3) through

(14. 6) that. in general.

FIE)
Eq. (14. 29)

where the upper bound occur8 In the limlt of no ab80rptions. Eqs. (14. 7) and (14. 8), and the

lower In the Ilmlt of Inflnite ab80rptlon. Eq. (14. 9). From the definitlon8 of the averages,

Eqs. (14. 10) and (14. 11) or (14. 16) and (14. 17). a corresponding relation hold8 to a good

approxlmatlon for the group averages: that Is.

q. (14. 30)

Slnce an accurate calculation of < P > Is not Important when the membrane Is 8ltuated In

an alm08t 8ymmetrlc flux, < @ > can be estimated rapldly from < a >1 by using Eq. (14. 30).

The upper bound of this Inequallty can be u8ed £or < P > If over an energy group m08t of the

ab80rptlon In the membrane 18 small (re60nance ab8orptlon) 80 that < a >. < < l. In that ca8e.

the effective group diffuslon con8tants can be approxlmated from Eq8. (14. 27) and (14. 28) by

Eq. (14. 31)

Eq. (14. 32)

The lower bound of Eq. (14. 30) must be used for < F > if the membrane is black over

most of the energy group 80 that < a > 1/2. In that ca8e from Eq8. (14. 27) and (14. 28)

Eq. (14. 33)

for

al Eq. (14. 34)

when<a > 1/ (4 < a >.) 1/2. It 8hould be noted for this case that it does

not matter what values are chosen for D. and Z a8 long a8 they satisfy both conditson8 above,

The mesh spaclng in the membrane usually determines the cholee.

Equatlons (14. 3) and (14. 4). which assume no scattering in the membrane. were used in

computlng o(E) and 0�) for the cadmium and gold. The actual probabllity of 8eatterlng wlthln

these thin membranes 18 very low. and the probability of ab80rption far outweighs that of

Bcattering at th08e energies where there is an appreciayle absorption effect on the core. Table

14. 1 glves the values of < a >. and values of the effectivE D. and Z computed for each mem-

brane. Because the membrane8 were located in either a Symmetric llux or one 0£ slight

asymmetry. only the < a > value8 were calculated accurately by averaging over the 8pectrum.

The values of < P > were estimated from the values of <a>. by using Eq. (14. 30).
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8aTr)

4<a> 3<a>

whert<a> <<land<O> 1/3<a>.

>>1

1/2and<B>
ai
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Table 14. 1--SUMMARY OF CALCULATIONS FOR CONSTANTS OF
CADMIUM AND GOLD MEMBRANES

Absorbin Membrane

Cd
Scheme

l) Group One (10 Mev-821 kev)

2. 765* 2. 765* 2. 765* 2. 765*D (cm)

2) Group Two (82 1 kev-5. 53 kev)

0. 0000 0. 03934

0. 00250

0. 03934 0. 03934

D (cm)

3) Group Three (5. 53 kev-o. 625 ev)

0. 003284 0. 01676 0. 03391 0. 04537
0. 1293 1. 320 0. 8911 0. 7159

D (cm) 0. 6586* 0. 2525 0. 3741 0. 4656

4) Group Four (0. 625 ev-o ev)

0. 5000 0. 04428

82. 49

0. 1165

3. 100

0. 1075

0. 1776

3. 494

0. 003031 0. 09540
2. 885

D (em) 0. 1155

Two-Group Scheme

l) Group One (10 Mev-o. 625 ev)

Q 001008 0. 005274 0. 01044 0. 01407

0. 03972 0. 4153 0. 2740 0.2216

D (cm) 0. 8026 1. 217 1. 504

2) Group Two (0. 625 ev-o ev)

0. 5000 0. 04428

82. 49

0. 003031 0. 09540

0. 1165 0. 1776

3. 494 3. 100 2. 885

D (cm) 0. 1075 0. 1155

* The ab80rption was 80 Small that the diffusion constant was arbitrarily made equal

to that In the eore (8ee di8cu88lon in text. Sec. 14. 10).

10-mil 30-mil20-mil 50-mil

Four-Grou

<a> 0. 0000 0. 000064 0. 000192

0. 0000 0. 005018 0. 005018 0. 005018

0. 000320

<0> 0. 0000 0. 00050

1. 070* 1. 070*

0. 00150_

1. 070* 1. 070*

<a>

<a>

<a>

1. 526*

<a>
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The method of calculating the < a >. was as follows. The macroscopic absorption cr08S

section of each membrane as a functlon of energy wa8 taken from cross-section tables.

From this and the thickness 2t. the capture probabllities F and F were computed as function8

of energy from Eqs. (14. 5) and (14. 6) by using the E-functions in Reference 3. The o(E) could

then be calculated as a function of energy from Eq8. (14. 3) and (14. 4) and group averages

< a > made over the energy interval8 indicated in Table 14. 1. For the thermal group, the

average was made over the hardened thermal spectrum Calculated by the DONATE code (see

Appendlx D) with no correction for flux depression at the membrane. The spectrum used for

this average was that computed for the reactor core (see Chap. 13). For the fast groups the

averages were made using Eq8. (14. 16) and 114. 17). Thls procedure correct8 for the re-

sonance dipping. The spectrum used In thls calculatlon for O (E) was that calculated by MUFT-
3 for the reactor core (see Chap. 13. Sec. 13. 6). This spectrum Is essentially a I/E spectrum

with a broad peak in the Mev region due to the fission spectrum of U
235

In calculating < (x > for the fa8t neutrons at the gold membranes. the average of Eq. (14. 16)

over a(E) could be divided into two parts. At the lower energie8 near the large gold resonance

at 4. 9 ev the contribution to a(E) from the i/v absorption could not be separated from that due

to the resonance because the membrane was quite black in the region of this re80nance. For

these energies Eq. (14. 16) had to be numerically Integrated. At higher energies the absorp-

tion was small. and alE) = tz (E). In thls case the i/v absorption could be separated from

small re8onance8. The average over these small resonances was obtained from their Breit-

Wlgner parameter8, as indicated in Reference l.

Aside from < a > for the 20-mil cadmium membrane, all the resulting < a >. were
th

small enough so that the upper limit of inequality (Eq. (14. 30) > could be used for calculating

< F >. and Eqs. (14. 31) and (14. 32) could be used for calculating the effective diffusion con-

stants. For the two fastest groups in the four-group SL'heme the absorption in all the mem-
branes was so small that < a >. practically vanished. As a result. the D. from Eq. (14. 32)

became unreali8tlcally large for these groups because no scattering in the membrane had been

taken into account. For the purposes of the calculation. the D. for these groups was arbitrar-

ily given the same value as In the core. The 20-mll cadmium membrane was practlcally

black over the entire thermal range. Consequently.
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th th

for thls membrane, and Eq. (14. 33) was used to calculate the effective thermal dlffuslon con-

stants.
The method described above is not applicable for analyzing the boron membrane because

of the neutron moderatlon by the hydrogen in the boron-loaded polyethylene tapes.
The total

boron loading. however, wa8 so small that diffu8lon theory could be used at all energie8 as an

approximation for the neutron transport Inside the membrane (that is. Zscat
fortunately. because of this small boron loading, the ULembrane had a relatively small cffeet

on the reactlvlty of the core.
Group diffu81on constants were calculated for the boron absorbing membrane as follows.

The total membrane, including the aluminum sheets holding the tapes. was homogeNzed in

the calculation.
Group average8 were made of the microscoplc absorption cro88 sections of

the nuclei present (boron, hydrogen, carbon. aluminum) over the flux spectrum of the sur-

roundlng core. Group macroscopic absorption cross sections Z for the membrane were

<a> 1/2=<P>

>>Z ). Un-
ab8

ai
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calculated by linearly combining the8e averages according to the nuclear nllxture. Group

dlffu8ion coefflcient8 D. and fa8t removal cross sections Z
ri were calculated for the membrane

by multlplylng the corresponding constants calculated for the core (Tables 13. 1 and 13. 2) by

the ratio of hydrogen den81ty In the core to the hydrogen density In the membrane. The group

diffuslon eonstant8 calculated for th18 membrane appear In Table 14. 2.

Table 14. 2--SUMMARY OF GROUP CONSTANTS USED FOR BORON-
POLYETHYLENE ABSORBING MEMBRANE

(See Table 14. 1 for energy range8)

One Group Two Group ThreeGrou Group Four

D (cm) 2. 762 1. 069 0. 6578 0. 3176
0. 1770

removal 0. 05849 0. 07451 0. 07210

Two-Group Scheme
(See Table 14. 1 for energy range8)

Group One Group Two

D (em) 1. 524 0. 3176

0. 02215

0. 1770

removal

14. 11 DETAILED TREATMENT OF ABSORBING MEMBRANES-_CORRECTION TO FAST
CORE CONSTANTS DUE TO ABSORBER

The group removal cross section8 of the core glven in Table 13. 2 were calculated with

no account taken of the membrane. A 8mall second order correction Should be made to the

cr088 Section of the group lying just above therm� when there 18 a membrane in the core with

appreclable fast (re80nance) ab80rption. The reason for thi8 correction 18 a8 follow8. The

fast re80nance ab80rption in the membrane occur8 at energie8 not too far above the thermal

range. Con81der now a two-group 8cheme wlth all faot lleutron8 In one group. The removal

cr088 8ectlon of Table 13. 2 operate8 equally on all neutron8 in th18 fa8t group. Actually.

however. the neutron8 slowing out of th18 group come predominantly from energies near the

bottom of the group. and Ehi8 ju8t where the fast resonauLe8 In the membrane are most

effectlve In ab8orblng neutrons. The group removal cross Section calculated without the

membrane. Z 8hould be decreased, therefore, to glve a corrected smaller cr088 8ection.

An approximate formula for calculatlng th18 correction has been developed.

For the gold membrane8 In the core con8idered here thi8 correction can be calculated

approxlmately from the relatlon

ug) du Eq (14. 35)

SH

Four-Group Seheme

0. 01009o. 0000 o. 0000

0. 003160

ri.

z(u) exp (u
rl <z>-

rl <z>
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where

and the epithermal group, Indicated by i, extends from lethargy u, to ug. The epithermal

scattering cross-section of hydrogen is represented by Z < a >. is the average of o(E)

of the membrane for this group, and Zw is the width of the core. The above correction

was made to the group removal cross section of the core as given in Table 13. 2 for each

calculation with the gold membranes. The correction was negligible for the other mem-
brane and was not made.

14. 12 CADMIUM SHEET EXPERIMENT--DATA AND ANALYSIS
Flgure 14. 2 8how8 the dimenslon8 of the critlcal Slab with the cadmium sheet. The core

dimensions are 9 inches by 26 inches by 40- 1/4 inches. The cadmlum 8heet dlvlded the core

into two segments. one 4 inches thick. the other 5 inches thiek. The letter8 A and B deslgnate

the location of the wands at which the activation traverses were taken.

The experimental rod-free k
eff

of this core wa8 1. 002. The calculated value of k

1. 013 for the four-group calculation and 1. 022 for the two-group calculation.

Thekeff of the core was also calculated with the absorbing membrane removed to obta
a measure of the effectivene88 of the absorber. The value obtalned wa8 1. 157 with the four-

group calculation. The decrea8e in k
eff

due to the sheet. i. e. . the difference in four-group

eff
with and without the sheet, 18 0. 144.

Figure 14. 3 gives the calculated fluxes for the thermal group(group-4) and for the re80n-

anee group(group- 3) obtained from the one-dimensional four-group Calculation. The calculated

fluxe8 are plotted to the 8ame relatlve scale. The experimental subcadmium and eplcadmium
manganese activatlon traver8e8 have each been normalized independently to the calculated flux

plots. AS in Chap. 13. the fit wa8 made to points just outside the core In the water reflector.

The fit of the actlvatlon data to the therrn� llux is as good a8 that shown in Chap. 13 for

simple 8lab8. Moreover. the nature of the deviation 18 very slnlllar to that in the 8impler

cases. For this rea80n the calculated thermal flux dlstributlon m&y be con8idered as quite

The epithermal aetlvation data glve a somewhat poorer fit to the calculated flux but by

comparison wlth the simple 81ab results thi8 fit nuy also be considered satisfactory.

Thus. It may be concluded that the calculation for the cadmium sheet 18 In qulte good

agreement wlth the experimental data both from the point of vlew of crltlcality and flux di8-

eff
was

14. 13 GOLD SHEET EXPERIMENTS--DATA AND ANALYSIS
The gold experiments were intended to demonstrate the effect of 8ubstantlal resonance

capture. It is estimated that 25 per cent of the worth of the gold Sheet is due to re80nanee

capture. Three thickne88e8 of gold were used.

The O. 010-Ineh gold sheet experiment resulted In a reactor 81ze of 7 inche8 by 32 inche8

by 39- 5/8 Inche8 (the plastic fuel tape shrank slightly over the several month period between

the eadmium experiment and the gold experiment. but the net effect of this change wa8

negllglble). The gold 8heet divided the slab into a three-inch and a four-inch segment.

The experimental rod-free k wa8 1. 000 for this experlment. The calculated four-group

eff
was 1. 008 and the two-group k 1. 024 wlth the membrane present. The calculatedfour-

group k with the membrane removed wa8 1. 073. Thus. the four-group calculated loss in
eff

<0>
<z>=

SH.

Satisfactory.

tribution.

eff.
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eff
due to the membrane was 0. 065.

Flgure 14. 4 8how8 the ealculated re80nance llux and thermal flux £rom the four-group

ealculatlon. The thermal and eplthermal experimental actlvation data have been arbitrarily

normallzed to the8e plot8,each Independently. In th18 experlment both mangane8e and gold

actlvatlon8 were taken. There appear8 to be relatlvely Ilttle difference in the two sets of

experlmental data. The flt 0£ the calculated thermal flux to the activation data 18 8ornewhat

poorer than with the cadmium experlment although It 18 fairly satl8factory. The experimental

data 8how a pecullar 48ymmetry which is difficult to Interpret.

The 0. 030-Inch g.old 8heet experlment resulted in a reactor size of 8 inches by 32-5/8

inche8 by 39-5/8 Inche8. Only flve bundle8 were located on the end of the core In8tead of the

elght necessary to complete the row. For th18 rea8on. the length of the core 18 taken a8

32_ 5/8 Inches. The gold Sheet divided this core 8ymmetrlcally.

The experimental rod-free k
eff

wa8 1. 001 for thi8 core. The calculated four-group k
eff

wa8 1. 011 and the two-group k 1. 023. The four-group calculated k
eff

with the Sheet re-

moved was 1. 132. Thu8 the four-group caleulated drop in k due to thls membrane wa8
eff

0. 121.

Figure 14. 5 8how8 the calculated re80nance flux and the thermal flux from a four-group

calculatlon. The experimental actlvation traver8e8 have been arbitrarily uormallzed to these

plot8. In thi8 case manganese wa8 U8ed to plot one-half of the Blab and gold In the other half.

The experlmental actlyation data look quite 8imilar for the two foil materials. The flt to the

calculation 18 fairly 8&itisfaetory. It can be noted. In fact. that the general flt of the activation

traverses to the calcu.ated plot8 18 wlthin the limit8 of the fits obtained in the 81mpler slab8

of Chap. 13.

The 0. 050-Inch gold sheet experlment resulted In a reactor size of 9 inche8 by 26-7/9

Inc•.he8 by 39-.5/8 Inches wlth the gold sheet dlvtding the reactor Into a four-inch and a five-

Inch 8egment. A8 before, the 26-7/9-inch length Indicates that 8even of the nlne hole8 on the

end row of the slab were fllled with Core material.
The experimental rod-free keff was l. 000 for this core. The calculated four-group keff

wa8 1. 018 and the two-group keff. 1. 025. The Calculated keff Wlth the membrane removed wa8

1. 160. Thu8. a four-group ealeulated value for the drop In keff due to the gold sheet was 0. 142.

Flgure 14. 6 show8 the caleulated resonance flux and the thermal flux from a four-group

calculation. Experimental aetivation traver8es are al80 shown on thi8 figure. The fit is

qulte good for this case.

14. 14 BORON EXPERIMENTS--DATA AND ANALYSIS
The boron-polyethylene-alumlnum 8andwich resulted in a reactor whose crltical dimen-

8ions were 7 inche8 by 23 inches by 39-5/8 inches. The absorbing sheet divided the reactor

into a 4-ineh and a 3-iuch segment.

The experlmental rod-free k
eff

was l. 001. The four-group calculated keff
the two-group value WE8 1. 03 1. With the absorbing sheet removed. the calculated lour-group

of the reactor due to
eff

wa8 1. 043. Thu8. the four-group calculatlon glves the 1088 of keff
the ab80rber a8 0. 027.

The calculated thermal and re80nance flux plots for th18 ca8e are 8hown in Fig. 14. 7 to-

gether with the arbitrarily normalized experlmental activation tr&ver8e8. The weak absorptlon

of the boron result8 In a traver8e havlng Ilttle or no dip at the 8heet 8urface. The fit of the

activatlon data to the calculated nux plot8 18 falrly good.

was 1. 016 and

eff.
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THE ANALYSIS OF HIGHLY ENRICHED SLAB REACTOR CONTROL EXPERI,MENTS

14. 15 SUMMARY OF DATA
All of the crlticality data. both experimental and calculated. are sununarized In Table

14. 3. One of the ca8e8 of Chap. 13, a simple water rellected slab with no absorber. 18 In-

cluded for compar180n. In general. It appear8 that the dlffu8ion caleulatlon describes the

ab80rptlon of the rnembrane8 falrly well although not as sat18factorlly a8 might be de8ired.

The devlation of the four-group calculated k
eff from the experimental value 18 con818tently

greater than the ca8e8 Compared in Chap. 13. The cause of th18 dlfference must await further

experimental and theoretical Study 0£ the problem.
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Part V

REACTOR AND PLANT KINETICS

this section the problems of reactor plant stabllity are examlned and methods for

analyzlng these problems are presented. A pressurized water reactor 18 inherently coupled

to the remalnder of the plant tlLrough Its temperature coefficient of reactivity and it8 pressure

coeffleient of reactivity. Thus any change in the plant conditlon. for example a change in

load. will cause a reactivity change in the reactor which will affect the manner in which the

over-all plant responds to the load change. In the language of the systems engineer, thi8

coupling represents feedback; futhermore. the pre8ence of feedbaek can. under certain cir-

eum8tanees. result in instability of the system.

There are & Iiumber of feedback effects in a pressurized water reactor plant In addition to

the two mentioned above. The recirculatlon of the primary coolant introduce8 feedback which

affects the plant dynamics. Xenon poisoning is another feedback effect of importance. Finally.

the external control System which is imposed on the system represents one or more feedback

There are basically two methods for analyzing the stability of feedback systems. One of

these Is the frequency response method in which the system Is presumed to be osclllating wlth

8mall amplitude at an arbitrary frequency. This oseillation Is induced by imposing an oscil-

lating component on one of the parameters of the 8ystem. for example. the reactivity. the aim
of this method is to analyze the response of the system to the oscillation. In particular. if the

effect of feedback enhances the amplitude of oscillation of the chosen parameter. the system

18 unstable. Conditlons can be formulated in mathematical terms which represent stability

criteria. These are given in standard texts on feedback theory.

The other method of stability analysis which may be used Is the transient response method.

In thi8 Scheme of analys18, the re8pon8e of the system to a sudden change In a parameter is

calculated. The chief advantage of thi8 method of analy818 IS that the actual change in plant

parameters during the transient is determined.

the study of reactor plant dynamics both methods are used. The frequeney response

analy818 IS Used to define the regions of questionable stability. The transient analysis is used

to 8tudy the actual plant response in those regions.

Reactor plant kinetlc equation8 are not only complicated but the equations are non-linear

a8 well. The frequency response analysis can only be carried through by linearizing the

equations . The general procedure is to study the problems analytically by the frequency

715
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716 REACTOR AND PLANT KINETICS

re8pon8e method and to test the stabillty analy818 by transient respon8e eomputatlon. While

the translent response 18 Invarlably calculated by making use of analog computing equlpment.

the Steady-state analysis may be calculated directly or, if the equatlon8 are not Ilnearized.

calculated by analog computers.

The ��terIal in th18 section of the handbook will be limited to derlvatlon of the reactor

plant equatlon8 and conBideratlon of the frequency response analysi8 of these equation8.

discussion of analog computation techniques is beyond the scope of this handbook. For such

techniques. the reader 18 referred to standard text8 on the subject.

problem8, the result8 obtalned ty analog computation of transient condition8 are given in the

text.

In the 8teady 8tate analysis of 8ystem8 the terms degenerative and regeneratlve feedback

are Important concepts. In a feedback loop, If a small change or displacement of a parameter

(such as reactlvlty) 18 fed back In 8uch fa8hion as to reduce the magnitude of the change, the

l¢)op 18 called degenerative. A loop may be 8table In a tlme4ndependent condltlon, i. e. . at

zero frequency. but unstable under oscillation at a particular frequency. This can occur If

there 18 a time delay associated �th the feedback effect. With 8uch a tlme delay, the po881-

billty ar18e6 that at 80rne frequency the time delay may represent a half period of the 08ciI-

lation and thus be fed back In a regenerative fashion.

The quantltative study of feedback systems 18 carried out by calculatlon of the loop gain.

In the case of reactivlty. for example, the loop gain Is the complex ratlo of the feedback re-

activlty to the input reactlvity (a88umed 8Inu8oldal and of arbitrary frequency). A stability

crlterlon whlch 18 satlsfactory for the reactor plant problems considered in th18 section 18

that the magnitude of the loop gain must be less than unlty at all frequencies where the argu-

ment (pha8e shift) 18 an Integral multiple of 2ff.

The n�terIal of thi8 sectlon 18 divided into two chapter8. The first deals with the

8tability analysis of certauj feedback loops in pressurlzed water reactor plants. The second

chapter deals with the allalysis of the over-all plant, In particular the external control system.

Reference8 are given at the end of Chap. 15.

To IIIu8trate eertain



Chapter 15

ANALYSIS OF THE INHERENT STABILITY OF

PRESSURIZED WATER REACTOR PLANTS
by J. N. Grace and N. J. Curlee

15. 1 INTRODUCTION
(a) The Transfer Function. A ba8lc technique u8ed in the frequency response method of

reactor analysis is linearization of equations by means of the small signal a88umption. This

assumption will be used in the development of the concept of a transfer function.

Let P and Q represent two parameters of an assumed physlcal system and assume that P
and Q are functionally related wiihin the system. The frequency response method of analysis

18 carrled out by a88umlng that one uf the parameters, for example P, ia aubjectcd to a sinus-

oidal variation of small, arbitrary amplitude l Op l and of frequency (A). Thu8. if P 18 the

Steady-state value of P.

Eq. (15. 1)

where it is under8tood that only the real part of P is interpreted to have physical slgnificance.

Now sinee Q 18 functionally related to P by the physical System. the assumed small

osclllation of P will re8uIt in a small oscillation in Q. of the Same frequency (u. and of ampli-

tude loo I
Thus, if Q is the steady-state value of Q.

Eq. (15. 2)

where a 18 a pha8e 8hlft which, In general, 18 a function of Lo.

The quantity OP is called the input . it is the independent varlable or the so-called driving

function. The quantity OQ Is the output and Is the dependent varlable. The ratio of output to

input, a8 a function of frequency, 18 called the transfer function. Generally 8peaking, a t�an8-

fer function Is defined for a component of a system or for a coupled system of component8.

In terms of thi8 definltion the transfer functlon. F Is defined by the equatlon

op Eq. (15. 3)

It is Important to note that the transfer function gives the output OQ resulting from an arbitrary

Input OP. The transfer function la frequently deslgnated by the notatlon

717
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INHERENT SfABILITY OF THE PRESSURIZER WATER REACTOR PLANTS

Clearly. F 18 a complex functlon of w. Thus.

In general, F 8 also a function of P and Q

The transfer function F can only be determined from the equations of the physical

8ystem. In solvlng the8e equations to obtain F the a88umption 18 made that lopl << P
and lo ol << Q and that only the flr8t order terms In the differentlals OP and OQ need be re-

tained. Thi8 llnearlzatlon proce68 18 referred to a8 the 8mall-signal approximat.ion.

The deflnltion of transfer functlon8 may be contlnued and other functions defined relatlng

the Input OP to other 8y8tem output parameters. If R 18 another 8ueh parameter, a transfer

f unctlon may be wrltten relating R and P just as was done with P and Q. If OQ represent8 an

Input to OR. it 18 also possible to wrlte a tran8fer function relating R and Q. Thu8.

op

and

Thu8, the over-all transfer function for an in-line coupled 8ystem of component8 18 the pro-

duct of the transfer function8 of the individual components.
(b) Feedback and Stabilit In the frequency response analy818 of a system with feedback

It 18 important to define the transfer functions carefully. Since the system with feedback forms

a closed loop. It 18 not slmple to make a elear distlne.tion between the input and output varlAble8.

A frequently used technique 18 to open the loop at Some appropriate point in order to deflne the

tran8fer functlons. In a reactor plant the reactor itself provlde8 a natural point for opening

the loop.
Conslder a reactor coupled to a plant and a88ume the reaetor has a negative temperature

coefflcient of reactlvity. Assume further that the reactor is provided with means for varying

the reactlvity In an 08cillatory way. for example through control rod motion.

The two princlpal varlable8 to be Considered, so far as the reactor 18 eoncerned, are the

reactlvlty. p. and the povier level of the reactor. The power level of the reactor 18 proportlon-

al to the average neutron flux in the reactor 0. and this parameter will be used a8 repre8enta-

tlve of the reactor power level. Because of the form of the equations. however. a more con-

venient parameter 18

Then the 08clllatory differential oy IA

where ¢ is the steady-state value of *. Since the steady-8tate value of the reactor, p. is zero.

the 8ymbol p itself will be used to represent the oscillatory differential of reactivity.

Making use of the Ioop-Dpening technique. the reactor 18 first considered independent of

n8

op - 10p1

Op,

OR-F 6Q-FRQ

RP-

log.O

0¢
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the plant. It is assumed that an osclllatory differential reactivlty Is induced in the reactor,

by a small amplltude oscillatlon of the control rods. The differential reactivity P 18 the input

or driving variable. The fir8t transfer function defined 18 G, the reactor transfer function.

This tran8fer function 18 defined to give the reactor oscillatory power response for an arbi-

Gp Eq. (15. 4)

A8 deflned. G 18 a function dependent only on the kinetic properties of the reactor. It may be

calculated using only the reactor kinetics equations.

Next the feedback will be considered. If the reactor power level has an oscillatory com-

all of the temperature8 throughout the reactor plant will have an oscillatory

eomponent of thi8 frequency. Since the reactor temperature itself will have an 08cillatory

component. there will be a reactivity fed back into the reactor a8 a consequence of the chang-

Ing reactor temperature. Let F represent the reactivity transfer function which give8 the re-

actlvity feedback into the reactor as a consequence of the reactor power level variation.

Eq. (15. 5)

As defined. F depends on the plant parameters. namely. specific heats, flowrate8. plant tem-

peratures. etc. It 18 calculated by a88uming the reactor power level ha8 an oscillating com-
ponent of the reactor mean temperature. Note that Eq. (15. 5) glves the reactlvlty a8 a function

of reactor power while E q. (15. 4) gives reactor power as a function of reactlvity.

The next step Is to close the feedback loop. This is aceomplished by adding the reactlvities

at the reactor. Let PIMP represent the arbitrary impressed reactivlty on the reactor due to

the utjclllating control rod motion. In the abscnee of feedback. Eq. (15. 4) gives the re.qulting

reactor response.

G PIMP
Eq. (15. 4a>

Due to the reactor response in power level a reactivity feedback occur given by Eq. (15. 5).

Designate the reactivity feedback a8 PFB.

Eq. (15. 5a)

The net reactivlty &vallable to the reactor. PNET• 18 the 8um of the reactivities

and the resulting reactor response �11 correspond to the net reactivity

Eq. (15. 6)

G PNET

Substitution of Eq. {15. 5a) for PFB gives

PIMP
Eq. (15. 7)

trary oscillatory reaetivity input.

ponent o 0/0.

li

PFB

PNET - PIMP + PFB

0¢
ij

G (14MP + PFB

I-FG
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Comparison of Eq. (15. 7) with Eq. (15. 4a) shows that as a con8equence of feedback the

reactor re8pon8e 18 Increa8ed by the factor

The factor FG 18 frequently called the loop gain. If the loop gain 18 unity wlth a phase angle of

360 degree8. the reactor re8pon8e 18 infinite for an arbitrarily 8mall amplitude of excitation.

The stability criterion. namely the system 18 8table if

for phase angle8 whlch are a multiple of 360 degree8. 18 derived from the form 0£ Eq. (15. 7).

If the loop galn 18 le88 than unlty. but in a given frequency range approaches unity and ha8

a phase Shlft which 18 a multiple of 360 degrees. the faetor

becomes large in th18 frequency range. The 8y8tem 18 then Said to have a re8onanee at the

frequency w where the phase 8hlft 18 a multiple of 360 degree8.
(c) Multlple Feedback Loop8. There are, in general. a number of feedback loops in a

reactor plant. The temperature feedback has been di8CU88ed. There 18 a180 a feedback effect

a880clated wlth prlmary loop pres8ure. Another feedback effect 18 a880ciated with xenon

po180nlng of the reactor. A tran8fer function F can be deflned for each of these parameter8

just a8 Eq. (15. 5) defined the transfer functlon for reactor temperature. In thi8 way a series

of transfer functton8 F etc. may be defined. The reactlvity feedback from the8e 18

a Set of value8 Pi. P ? P3. etc. The net reaetlvlty 18 the sum of the impressed reactivlty aud

the8e feedback reaetivltie8.

Eq. (15. 8)

Th18 lead8 to the reactor respon8e equation

Eq. (15. 9)

The total loop gain 18 now the Sum of the individual feedback loop gain8.

Total Loop Galn

A useful result for the application of transfer function methods Can be derived by a88um-

ing for the moment that only two feedback loop8 are present. From Eq. (15. 9) the reactor

response 18 given by

By slmple algebrale ma�pUlatiOll thi8 can be put In the form

Eq. (15. 9a)

Eq. (15. 9b)

I-FG

IFGI <1

I-FG

Mp+P +P2+P3

14MP

FG+FG+FG

l-G(F+FI] PNP
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Thus. if the over-all reactor response has been calculated for one feedback loop, the effect

of an additional feedback loop can be readily determined. The reactor re8pon8e with feedback

is con8idered to be the reactor transfer function for addltion of the second loop. In thi8

formulation the loop gain is

Clearly, this can be extended to a serle8 of feedback loop8 by calculatlng the re8pouse for

additlon of one feedback loop at a tlme.

(d) Reactivlty Coefficient8. It 18 frequently convenient to calculate tran8fer functions for

a plant for parameter8 Other than the reactivity. By so doing it 18 80metime8 Possible to

generalize re8ults by calculating dimensionless quantities or variable8 which might apply to a

range of conditions. For example, instead of calculating the reactivlty feedback due to tem-

perature. it may be more general to calculate the reactor temperature change. If T 18 the

reactor mean temperature.

OT Eq. (15. 10)

define8 the transfer function F The reactivity feedback PT is obtained by introducing the

temperature coefficient 0£ reactivity a

PT Eq. (15. 11)

The advantage of calculating F . 18 that. once obtalned, the response of the plant for a range

of vsxlues of a may be readily eompiited. Similar remarks may be made concerning other

variables .

(e) Effects of Characteristic Tlme8 on the Anal sis of Reactor Plant Stablllty. A 8traight-

forward method of Computing the stabllity characterl8tlc8 of the over-all reactor plant would

be the application of Eq. (15. 9). Thi8 would require the computation of the Indlvidual tran8-

fer functions F etc. for each feedback loop in the system and the combining of

these to obtaln the total loop gain. This latter step 18 an Involved procedure algebraieally and

18 generally unnece88ary because of the propertie8 of the reactor plant feedback loop8.

The Stability analysis of reactor plants 18 made ea8ier by the wlde 8pread In characteri8-

tic frequencles associated with the various feedback loop8. These characteri8tic frequencie8

differ by orders of magnltude 80 that It is POS8ible. In any given frequency range. to Ilrnit

conslderatlon to a few feedback loop8.

The lowest frequency 18 that a88ociated with fuel depletion. The characteristic time for

this effect 18 of the order of hundreds of hours. The next higher frequency of Importance is

asaociated wlth xenon poi8onlng. The eharacteristie tirne is of the Order of ten hour8. Be-

tween this frequency range and the next higher characteristic frequencies. there is a large

gap. The next hlgher eharacter18tic frequencies above xenon are of the order of tenth8 of a

cycle per second and are associated with primary loop ctrculation times and the Pr�e1PaI de-

layed neutron effect8. Above thls, the next higher frequencie8 are of the order of one cycle

per 8econd. These are assoclated with translt time of the coolant through the reactor. transit

time of the coolant through the boiler and the pre8surlzer surge line cutoff frequency. Stlll

T21
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hlgher frequencles of the order of ten cycles per second are associated with the heat transfer

properties from the reactor fuel element8 to the coolant. The highest frequency range, of the

order of 100 to 1000 cycles per second. is a88ociated with the lifetime of the neutron8 in the

reactor.

In the treatment of the reactor plant stability, in a particular frequency range those effect8

which are of lower characteri8tic frequency by several orders of magnitude are considered

to be Stationary. Those effect8 whlch are of hlgher characterlstlc frequency are considered to

take place instantaneously. The range between the characteristic times of the xenon effects.

of the order of ten hour8. and the loop circulation and delayed neutron characteristic times,

of the order of tens of seconds. is very large. In this range the analysi8 of the plant

stability may be carried out on a quasi-8tationary bas18. This represents a considerable

(f) Materlal Presented In Thi8 Chapter. In the folloW�g Section the reactor transfer

funetlon wlll be derived from the reactor kinetlc equations. In the 8ub8equent Sections the

next toplc treated will be the xenon transfer funetion.

Derivation of the other transfer functions require8 the plant equatlons. These are present-

ed , and uslng these the temperature coefficlent feedback is treated for Slow varlation8. The

next topic treat8 the combination of xenon and temperature coefficient feedback for Slow varia-

tions. The pre88urizer dynamlc equatlons are derived next and the remainder of the chapter

treats the pressurlzer and temperature coefficient feedback. flr8t on a 81ow ba81s and finally

for hlgh frequencies.

The presentation in this chapter is intended to Illustrate the method of analy8L8 used for

variou8 types of problems and typical results.

15. 2 THE REACTOR TRANSFER FUNCTION
The reactor transfer functlon. G. is defined by Eq. (15. 4) and depend8 only on the kinetic

propertle8 of the reactor. The reactor kinetlc8 equations are written assuming 8eparability of

the spatial and time variables. The equations are derived on the basis of a one-group bare

reactor model. If (n) represent8 the neutron density In the reactor, C the concentration of

delayed neutron emitter>. P the reactivity, and A. the decay constant of the delayed neutron

emitter8, then

dc.

dt dt
E4. (15. 12)

dc. Eq. (15. 13)

dt

In Eq8. (15. 12) and (15. 13).

where A is the effective lifetime for neutrons in the reactor
keff

ththe yleld of the I group of delayed neutrons in £ission

the total yield of delayed neutrons in fission and is equal to Z P.

In these equation8. (n) can be considered to be the spatial average eoncentration of neutrons in

the reactor or proportional to the total number . C must be taken in the same sense. If (n> is

considered to be the average density of neutrons in the reactor and v the average velocity of

the neutron8. the neutroll flux ¢ is equal to n V . Thus Eqs. <15. 12) and (15. 13) could be

Simpllfication.

Z k.C.
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wrltten In terms of the neutron flux.

While Eqs. (15. 12) and (15. 13) represent an extremely simple model of a reactor. they

may be extended to more complicated model8. For example. the concept of an effective value

for F can be used to take into account the fact that the delayed neutrons are emitted at lower

energy than the mean energy of fi88ion neutron8. Furthermore, the effect of a reflector can

be introduced. For purposes of this discussion. however. the simple equations are adequate.

The reactor transfer function 18 derived by writing the neutron density a8 the sum of a

constant n plus the sinusoidal component of amplitude On. That 18,

The delayed neutron emltter concentration Is ksimilarly written

The expressions for n(t) and C. (t) are substltuted into the kinetic equations. To linearize the

equations it 18 nece88ary to neglect the second order product pon. The result. 8ub8tituting

is

Eq. (15. 14)

Figure 15. 1 shows the magnitude of the reaetor transfer function while Fig. 15. 2 shows

the phase of the reactor transfer functlon as a function of frequency with the neutron lifetime.

a8 a parameter. The effect of the neutron lifetime on the magnitude of the transfer func-

tion 18 negligible for frequencies below one~half cycle per second. On the other hand. Some
phase shift dispersion with neutron Ilfetime is observed at frequencie8 a8 low a8 0. 05 cycle

per second. Maximum phase shift occurs for frequencie8 around one cycle per Second. At

very low frequencie8 the reactor tran8fer function increases as i/w and has a fixed phase

shift of 90 degree8.

15. 3 THE XENON TRANSFER FUNCTION
The fission product poison8 which are explicitly taken into account in reactor kinetics

problEms are xenon and samarlum. The well know equations for these fl8sion products may be

found in standard texts.

Eq. (15. 15)
dt

Eq. (15. 16)
dt

In these equations

is the macroscopic cr08s section for fi88ion (cm

X is the den81ty of xenon-135 nuclei (number / cm )

I Is the density of iodine- 135 nuelei (number

18 the direct fractional yield of xenon- 135 in fission

y. is the fractional yield of iodine- 135 in fisslon

is the decay constant of iodine- 135

n(t)

+ oc. è(Qt

00/¢ for its equal 6n/n

o*/¢.

j(•J A*F Z
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THE XENON TRANSFER FUNCTION

is the decay constant of xenon- 135

18 the microscopic cro88 8ectlon for xenon

and ¢ is the neutron flux density.

These equations can be considered as applying to a one-group model or as applying only to the

thermal group of a multigroup model.

A slmilar set of equation8 may be written for the samarium poisons.

dt
Eq. (15. 17)

Eq. (15. 18)

where
is the den81ty of samarium- 147 nuclei (number

P 18 the denslty of promethium- 147 nuclei (number /cm )

is the microscopic cross section of samarium- 147

is the decay Constant of promethium- 147

and y is the fractional yield of promethium- 147 in fission.

In Eqs. (15. 15) through <15. 18) the concentrations X. I. S. and P are functions of time .

X It) and S (t) may be considered to be. in circuit language, the output variables. The driving

function is the flux ¢ (t).
The reactor model considered in this discussion is the so-called point model in which

spatial variations are not taken into account. The flux * It) will be considered to be an appro-

priate average which would yield the same reactivity changes with xenon poisoning a8 does the

actual distribution of flux in the reactor.

For Small reactivlty change8 around criticality in a thermal homogeneou8 reactor, the

derivatlve of reactivity with respect to the non-fi88ion macroscopic absorption cross section,

dp

Thus for an increment Z (= a X)

dp Eq. (15. 19)

The feedback effect of xenon on the reactor is independent of the plant and znay be calcu-

lated without taklng the plant into account. The xenon transfer function which will be calculated

is

E4. (15. 20)

The xenon reactivlty transfer function 18 obtained from F by use of Eq. (15. 19). Thus.

E4. (15. 21)

ds

dP

dz Z.+Z

(oz./z )

(0¢ ¢.)

/E
(0¢

(0¢
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where a 18 the xenon reactivity coefficlent. Thi8 deflnition of F provides greater generality

in the 8en8e dlscussed In See. 15. 1 (d).

The xenon transfer functlon ean be ealculated using E48. (15. 15) and (15. 16). The xenon

number density is expressed as

with a similar expre88"'on for the iocllne number density. It 18 a88umed that the Steady state

components. l. e. . etc. 8at18fy Eq8. (15. 15) and (15. 16) a8 do the time-depend-

ent components. Furtherrnore. It Is again nece88ary to neglect second order terms such a8

OXOn. The re8uIt of the calculation io

ox

Eq. (15. 22)

The statlonary values of the xenon number den8lty and the flux density are connected by the

Eq. (15. 23)

By 8ub8titution of Eq. {15. 23) In Eq. <15. 22) and the use of Eq. (15. 21) an expres8Lon for

the xenon reactivity transfer function 18 obtained.

Eq. (15. 24)

The expre88lon in brace8 18 the xenon transfer functlon. F

Figures 15. 3 and 15. 4 8how the magnltude and phase shift of the xenon transfer function

respectively. Since * is involved in the expression for the xenon tran8fer functlon. It is

Shown on the figures a8 a parameter.

Equation (15. 24) shows that there Is a phase shift of 180 degrees in the xenon reactivity

coefficient. Thus, where the phase of the xenon transfer function is 180 degrees. the xenon

reactivity oscillation 18 In phase with the disturbance causing it and the possibility 0£ instabil-

ity 18 present. The phase shift uece8sary for In8tabillty occurs at a frequency of about one

cycle per day. The question of instability due to xenon will be discussed after considering

the effect of reactor temperature on reactivlty.

One further point of interest deals With the samarium poisoning. It can be shown by use

of Eq8. (15. 17) and (15. 18).with sub8tltution of approprlate constants, that samarlum ha8 a

negliglble effect on the reactor stablllty compared wlth xenon. For thi8 reason the effect of

samarium will not be treated explicitly.

while the coefficient is o the

X(t) +OX j(ot

Zf
(y. +y.) +L(

11 + )(l+L)(l+ j(

equatlon

Z.+Z
(i+ )(1 +L){l +

reaetivlty eoefficient.
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15. 4 THE REACTOR PLANT EQUATIONS
In order to derive the transfer function8 for the temperature coefficient of reactivity and

the pre8sure coefficieni of reactivlty, the plant equations must be used. These are presented

and di8cu8sed briefly in thi8 sectlon to Illustrate the conslderations which are taken into

account.

A Simplified model of the reactor plant IS shown in Fig. 15. 5.

(a) Reactor Heat Transfer Equatlons. The 8implest description of heat transfer in a re-

actor Is based on a one-8ection model. The use of the simple model leads to a set of ordinary

differential equations WAlch are sufficiently accurate for the majority of problems In reactor

8tabillty and transient analy818. There 18 a limitation. however. on the maximum 8peed of

reactor transients whleh this mrjdel can handle. Modification of the equation8 for application

to the allaly818 of fast tran8lent8 18 a 8tralghtforward extension of the method presented here.

In the one-section model, heat tran8fer in the reactor is a88umed to occur at a slngle

point: thereby 8patial variation8 are neglected. Two polnt8 of energy Storage are Included,

the reaetor metal and the coolant In the core. Two ordlnary differentlal equatlons are obtalned.

rw Eq. (15. 25)

and

rw
rw Eq. (15. 26)

where

rw Eq. (15. 27)

These equatlon8 are derlved directly from consideratlon8 of heat balance. In these equations

total thermal capacity of reactor metal (Btu/°F)

average reactor metal temperature ( T)(t)

total heat tran8fer eoefficlent (Btu/8ec°F)

rw total thermal capaclty of reactor water (Btu/°F)

total Coolant now rate (Ib/sec)

8peci&lc thermal capacity of coolant (Btu/ib'F)

reactor outlet average coolant temperature (°F)

reactor inlet average coolant temperature ('F)

These equation8 are u8ed to derive T (t) and T (t) for given varlatlons of Q(t). T (t) andrw ri

The variable T (t) feeds into the primary loop. and T (t) affect8 reacti�tY feedback.ro rw
which in turn affects Q.

(b) Primar Piplng Equatlon8. In cireulatlng through the primary loop the coolant under-

goe8 mixing and transport delay effects. For example, a transient In coolant temperature at

the core outlet does not appear at the ve8sel outlet untll Some tlme later. and. furthermore.

dTrmT+h(Trm

dT
h.(Trrn

rm
rm
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Fig. 15. 5 Slmplified Schematic Diagram of the Reactor Plant.

its shape (temperature at a point V8 time) is changed. It is necessary to deserlbe these effects

by means of equations so that the filtering of temperature transients can be included in the

representatlon of the prlmary loop. It 18 possible to describe these filtering effect8 by com-

blnations of two type8 of time delays: A pure transport delay and a 81mple mixlng delay.

A pure transport delay 18 that which delays a transient by a fixed amount of time without

alterlng it8 shape. The outlet coolant temperature T of a component of the primary loop

eau8ing sueh a delay 18 simply equal to the inlet temperature dl8plaeed in time by an amount

the transport delay, expressed a8

Eq. <15. 28)

A mi)ang delay 18 derived by assuming complete nuxing in the volume concerned. Then

the outlet temperature T is equal to the average temperature in the volume eoneerned.

power balance for a particular 8ection or component reqwre8 that the net power flowing into

the volume be equal to the rate of Increase in stored energy.

Consider a section into which water is nowing at the rate F at a temperature T. (t). The

water leaves the section at the rate F and at a temperature T (t). T (t) is equal to the mixed

in the volume. Is the mass of water in the section. anor average temperature Tav

r29

TUR81NE
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energy balance over the tlrne Ast yields the equatlon

av
dt

E4. (15. 29)

where c Is the specifie .ieat.

The reBultlng equatlon Is

dt dt
Eq. (15. 30)

where T and is Called the mixing delay.

In general. the filtering effect on coolant temperature of a 8eetion of the prlmary loop 18

deserlbed by a comblnalion of mixing and tran8port delay8:

dt
Eq. (15. 31)

where T 18 now modified and 18 glven by the equation

Eq. (15. 32)

The dec181on a8 to how to dlvlde the total tlme delay between mlxing and transport is

ba8ed on the geometry of the particular 8ection of the coolant loop and the expected flow patteru.

For example. a straight pipe will cause primarily a transport delay with relatively Ilttle

mlxing delay. A more complicated geometry may cause both. Because greater filtering

effect8 oeeur In the heat transfer seetion of the heat exchanger. the division between tran8port

and mlxing does not have to be accurately predleted. However. It Is important that the sum 0£

the two delay8 accurately represent the effect 0£ the total volume In whlch water 18 trans-

ported and nllxed. otherw18e. the thermal capacity 18 not properly represented, and an error

18 introduced in the calculation of changes in coolant volume and pressurizer surge8.

With the exclu81on of the heat transfer 8ection8 of the reactor and heat exchanger. mixing

and transport effect8 are encountered in the primary loop a8 follow8. In the piping between

the reactor ve88el OULlet and the heat exchanger inlet and between the heat exchanger outlet

and the reactor vessel Inlet. pure transport delay8 may be assumed. Comblned mlxlng and

transport effect8 are encountered in the reactor vessel between the vessel inlet and the core

inlet and between the core outlet and the vessel outlet.

In the inlet and outlet plenum8 0£ the heat ex-

changer. combined mixillg and transport delays may be assumed.

The thermal capacity of the coolant contained in the core is Included In the reactor heat

transfer equatlon8 given In (a) above. Thu8. the delay In the core Itself 18 impllcitly contalned

In these equation8 and should not be Included again as a transport or rnixing delay. Sill�arly.

the heat transfer equation8 of the heat exchanger include the thermal capacity of prlmary water:

con8equently. no additlonal delay should be included.

(e) Heat Exchanger Equations. The derivation of a Set of differentlal equatlons for the

heat exchanger and the secondary loop is based on the assumptions that the state of the Steam

produced 18 always dry and 8aturated and that the water on the Becondary slde 18 always at the

saturatlon temperature for the exlstlng pre88ure. Thus. It becomes posslble to U8e the 8atura-

tlon temperature In the heat transfer equations as the temperature existing on the 8team side

dT dT
W8 ws dt

Ast

dT dTw8

w8
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of the heat exchanger.

A8 in the derlvation of reactor heat transfer equations. a one-8ection model is used for

the heat exchanger. Two point8 of energy storage are assumed: the primary coolant water

and the water on the Secondary side. The thermal capacity of the boiler metal may be iu-

cluded with the secondary water. since the thermal resistance on the primary slde of the heat

exchanger predominate8. Based on this model, the following equations are readily derived:

dt
Eq (15. 33)

Eq. (15. 34)
dt

(T E4. (15. 35)

where

inlet primary water temperature (°F)

outlet primary water temperature ("F)

average primary water temperature (°F)

8aturation temperature at secondary pre88ure ( T)

total effective heat transfer eoefficient (Btu/8ec° F)

total thermal capacity of primary water in heat exchanger tubes (Btu/'F)

total thermal capacity of water on 8econdary Side and boiler metal (Btu/° F)

net power dellvered by the Steam generator (Btu/8ec)

Equation (15. 35). which gives the average coolant temperature T
primary coolant temperature drop from inlet to outlet 18 small compared with the mean tem-

perature drop from the prlmary to the 8econdary 8lde of the heat exchanger. In In8tance8

where this requirement is not 8atisfled, the equation n�Y stlll be used if the heat tran8fer co-

efficlent hb 18 properly modified.

Id) Pressurlzer Equatlons. The determlnatlon of coolant 8urge rate 18 obtalned by in-

tegrating the net power transferred to the coolant. The difference between the heat transfer

rates at the reactor and the heat exchanger 18 the rate of 8torage of energy in the coolant. The

Surge rate caused by volume expan8lon, which must be accomodated by the pressurizer. 18

directly proportlonal to thi8 power difference:

Tb. (t)

(t)

bs

18 valid when the

Surge rate dt
Eq. <15. 36)

where
volume of primary coolant
mas8 of primary coolant

temperature coefficient of expansion

ASP rate of energy Storage in coolant

dT
c(T bw

dT

bw

bw

hb(F.)

dv dT 1 av
c aTWP aT

tsp

aT
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Surge rates accompanylng power transients are determined by 81multaneous 8olution of the re-

actor and plant equ&tlon8. Includlng Eq. (15. 36). under the glven tran8ient8. The pressurizer

equations are treated In greater detail later In thls chapter.

(e) Thermal Shield Equatlon8.
The effect

often may be neglected. However. the equation8 are glven below for completenes8.

E4 (15. 37)

and

dt
Eq. (15. 38)

sw 18

where
thermal capaclty of shield metal (Btu/°F)

thermal capaclty of 8hield water (Btu /"F)

average temperature of 8hield metal l°F)

average temperature of shield water ('F)

total heat transfer coeffleient (Btu/sec° F)

8hleld inlet water temperature ('F)

Shield outlet water temperature (°F)

and F 18. a8 before, the coolant now rate

If) Secondar Loop Equations. The derlvation of equations for the 8econdary loop 18

based on the a88umptlon that the steam at the outlet of the 8team generator 18 dry and satura-

ted. Thi8 a88umptlon 18 justifled because (1) 8team 8eparator8 and reclrculatlon are employ-

ed to obtain hlgh quallty Steam and (2) superheating 18 not U8ed in pre88urlzed water reactor8

because of the small temperature dlfferenee8 available.

The power delivered by the 8team generator 18 proportional to the product of Steam flow

rate and the difference of enthalpy between the 8team and the feedwater.

H )+Cbs dt

sw

18

Eq. (15. 39)

where
8team flow rate ab/hr)

feedwater enthalpy

and the 8ymbo18 T and 4 have the same 8igniflcance a8 In (c) above.

The enthalpy of Saturated 8team 18 nearly constant over a wide range of pre88ur

Thu8 the enthalpy dlfference may be regarded a8 a constant, and the power delivered is direct-

ly proportional to the Steam now rate.

The Impedance to Steam flow cau8ed by the turbine 18 nearly Independent of turbine speed.

By a88uming Constant back pressure. the steam flow rate 18 proportional to the throttle

dT8m
8W

dTSW
sw 8m

8m

08

dT

8W
Sm

Steam enthalpy

fw

bw.
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pressure at a glven throttle opening.

Eq. (15. 40>

where

8aturatlon pressure
proportlonality factor which Is a function of the throttle opening.

(g) Limitations of the One-section Approximation. The lumping of the distributed para-

meier heat transfer problem in the reactor and in the heat exchanger imposes limitation8 on

the speed of transients and the frequency of oscillations which may be accurately analyzed by

using the equations derived. The formulatlon of a rlgorous Bet of criteria for universal

application appear8 to be impractical becau8e of the non-linear nature of the equation8 and the

wide variety of problems in transient8 and frequency response which must be considered.

However. it IS P0881ble to obtain analytically some approxlmation8 for the limitation8 by

frequency response methods and by analog simulatlon of tran8ient8. The frequency response

approach lead6 to a criterion whleh requires that the angular frequency of periodic variation8

should not exceed I/T for a one-section model where r 18 the coolant transport time through

the heat transfer section. The maximum permi88ible frequency Is dlreetly proportlonal to

the number of Sectlons used In the model; a one-sectlon model 18 adequate for the majorlty of

transients encountered in practice.

15. 5 EFFECT OF REACTOR TEMPERATURE CoEFFIc�NT AT LOW FREQUENCIES
In this Section the effeet of the reactor temperature coefficient will be treated a8 a qua81-

stationary problem. As noted In Sec. 15. 1 (e). there Is a large frequency range in which 8uch

a treatment is valid.

The recirculation time of the primary eoolant is of the order of second8 and the

equilibration times for temperature changes in primary loop eomponent8 are of the order of

tens of second8. The reactor kinetic response to a small reactivity change will have reached

a 8teady-state condition in a matter of minute8. If the highest frequency to be di8cu8sed In

this Section 18 limlted to the order of cycles per hour. It is clear that a qua81-stationary eon-

18 the temperature coefficient of reactivlty of the reactor at operating temperature

is the average water temperature of the reactor. the reactor is.in equilibrium when
rw

Eq. (15. 41)
rw

where OTrw
is the departure of the average reactor water temperature from its steady-state

value. 18 negative. a PoBltlve reactlvity increment will be eounteracted by a rL8e in the

average water temperature tn the reactor.

In general. a change in reactlvlty will lead to a change In average loop temperature a8

well a8 a change In the reactor Inlet temperature and the outlet water temperature. Let OT

and OT repre8ent the changes in the reactor outlet water temperature T and the reactor

Inlet temperature T respectively. As noted in Eq. (15. 27)

dition will prevail.

andT
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rw Eq. (15. 27)

and by definition

OT OT
OTrw E4. (15. 42)

For constant flow of coolant. the reactor OU¢put power is proportional to the temperature rlse

of the coolant In passing through the reactor. Thus

OT OT OT OT.
Eq. (15. 43)

rw

Substitution of Eq. (15. 41) into Eq. (15. 43) give8

OT Eq. (15. 44)

If, for the moment, the 81tuatlon without reclrculation 18 con8ldered, there 18 no ehange

n the inlet water temperature. Thus.

rw Eq. (15. 45>

The rise in reactor power required to compen8ate for an impressed reactivity change p

18 glven by E4. (15. 45). If recirculation is present, the ri8e in net reactor power required to

compensate the Impressed reactivity increment is le88 than that given by Eq. (15. 45>. With

recirculation the first stage followlng an Impre88ed reactlvity Inerement Is a power rise 8uch

a8 is glven by Eq. (15. 45). When the higher temperature water has cycled tl]rough the loop.

however. the reactor inlet temperature has increased. Therefore, it is not nece88ary that

the coolant temperature rise in the reaetor compensate entirely for the reactivity Increment.

In fact. after the initial power rise. which raises the mean temperature of the prlmary loop

and it6 component8. the power level drops back toward its original value. It remains only

811ghtly hlgher because the higher primary loop temperature produce8 a higher Steam pressure

in the 8econdary syste�,. and. for a fixed turbine throttle openlng. a hlgher Steam flow to the

turbine.

The Increase in reactor inlet temperature can be calculated directly. Equation (15. 34)

for the boller is

Eq. (15. 34)

For a 8teady-6tate condition the derlvatlve term 18 zero. Thu8.

Eq. (15. 46)

where P the load power, 18 proportlonal to the reactor power. Thu8.

6T + 6T

+OT

dT
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OT

which. when transposed, gives

OT Eq. (15. 47)

The value of OT can be obtained from Eq. (15. 40) for the steam flow rate.

Eq. (15. 40)

If it is assumed th&l the steam remains dry and Saturoted. the change in power is diree.tly

proportional to the change in now rate.

Op. Eq. (15. 48)

Now the temperature change accompanying the pressure change at saturation is given by

Eq. (15. 49)

sat

The increase in reactor inlet water temperature 18 taken as being equal to the increase in

boiler primary water temperature since transport delays are neglected in this quasi-station-

ary treatment.

OT (T Eq. (15. 50>

sat

Substitution of Eq. (15. 50) in Eq. (15. 44). noting that T

(T Eq. (15. 51)
rw rw at

the quantity In brackets is denoted as F
ary case. Eq. (15. 51) becomes

the transfer coefficient for the quasl-station-

The result may be illustrated by a numerical example. The plant being considered as an

example has the following characteristics .

6Tbw
ij bw

ST +I(Tbw

aT
8p6T 6p.

OT 0¢

rw, yields

Eq. (15. 51a)
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15. 6 XENON L(X)P ST.4BILITY

The plot8 of the phase of the xenon transfer function shown in Fig. 15. 4 indicate that for

sufficiently large values of the flux, the phase shift can equal or exeeed 180 degree8. Since

the xenon reactivity coefficient o contains a phase Shift of 180 degree8, the xenon poisoning

can lead to a reactivity feedback with a total phase shift of 360 degrees. Thu8. in the absence

of stabilizing influences, a reactor could oscillate � power level due to xenon poisoning at a

frequency of one to two cycle8 per day. This xenon in8tability 18 generally not considered

troublesorne 81nce it oecurs at such a low frequency that simple external control can over-

come the instabillty. This discusslon will treat the stabilizing effect of the negative tempera-

ture coefficient of reactivity on the xenon instability. Slnee the xenon instability 18 of very low

frequency. the qua81-stationary analysis given in the preceding 8ectlon for the temperature

feedback effect may be used,

The temperature coefficient reactivity feedback pha8e 18 180 degrees for all frequencie8

whlch are sufficiently lo'w. The xenon reactivity feedbaek phase is 360 degree8 for the

critical frequency* i. e. that frequency which may be the frequency of instabillty. If con-

8ideratlon Is limlted to thts frequency. the reactivity feedbacks may be added directly.

PFB 18 the net reactlvity feedback

PT + P

If PT exceeds p In magnltude. the feedback will be degenerative 8ince PT 18 negative and p

115 P081tive. Thus, al the critlcal frequency the system Is Stable If

or

From Eqs. (15. 21) and (15. 51). the system is stable if

Eq. (15. 52>
(Trw rw ap

To examine thi8 equation numerically the critical frequencies. i. e. . those frequencies

for the various flux levels at which the xenontran8fer function ha8 8 phase shift of 180 degree8.

were selected from Fig. 15. 4. The corresponding values of the magnitude of the xenon tranB-

fer functlon were selected from Fig. 15. 3 and plotted a8 Fig. 15. 6. This plot show8 that there

is a negligible possibility of instablllty due to xenon at flux leve18 below about 4 x 10

neutron8/cm /second. The tendeney toward in8tability Increase8 monotonlcally with flux

level. Slnce the temperat:Jre coefficient of reactivity enters the stability crlterlon directly.

any instability could, in principle. be overcome by a negative temperature coeffieient of re-

activity sufficiently large in magnitude.

IPTI >p.

IPTI

Sat
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Fig. 15. 6 Magnitude of the Xenon Transfer Function at the Critical Frequency.

15. 7 PRESSURIZER SYSTEM DYNAMICS
The remalnder of th18 chapter wlll deal with the combined effect8 of pre88ure and tem-

perature on plant 8tabillty. In th18 8ectlon. the pre88urlzer system dynamlc equatlon8 will

be derlved. In the 8ection8 followlng. the 8tablllty problem8 will be di8CU88ed.

11 10 10 10 10 10
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Fig. 13. 7 - Reactor Power Level as a Function of Tlme with
an Unstable Xenon Reactivity Feedback.

The pres8urizer 18 connected to the primary loop through a 8urge Ilne. the pre88urizer

Itself Is a ve88el partially filled �th water with the remainder of the vessel filled wlth Steam.

The water in the pressurlzer 18 heated by electrical heaters to maintain the appropriate

steady-8tate pressure in the system. The pregsurizer 18 generally equipped with a 8pray which

Serves two purp08e8. The fir8t 18 reduction of pressure maxima eaused by heating of the

primary loop. The second is dega88iflcation of the primary water. In thi8 discussion it will

be assumed that there is a steady-8tate flow through the Spray for dega881ficatlon. The surge

line may con818t of 8ection8 havlng different now area8. These may be heat exchangers in

the Ilne or reduced diameter sections whlch PrO�de damping. A dlagram of the pressurizer

System 18 Shown in Fig. 15. 8.

140
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Fig. 15. 8 - Dlagram of the Pre88urlzer System.

In addition, there 18 a possibility of instabillty arising from the pressurlzer sy8tem.

rise In pressure In the reactor will cau8e a ma88 flow of water toward the pre88urlzer. The

water flow will eompress the Steam volume and Increase the pres8urizer pre88ure. The

kinetlc energy of the moving water could lead to an excess flow Into the pressurizer and a

tran8Ient drop In reactor pre88ure. This would be compensated for by a return flow of water

from the pres8urizer to the reactor. In the absence of adequate damping. the pos8iblllty of a

sustained oscillation exists. This possibility will be examined following the derivation of
the equations.

The first equation to be derlved will deal with the now of water into the pressurizer under

dynamlc condltions: a time dependent differential equation for the water den81ty In the reactor

will be derived.

The reactor pre88ure �11 be designated by p, the pre8surizer pressure by p

steady-state pressure difference between the pres8urizer and reactor due to the dega8slfler

The

PRESSURIZFR SYSTFM DYNAMICS
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flow will be de81gnated Asp Thu8, for the steady-8tate

ap Eq. (15. 53)

Where the 8ubserlpt o de8lgnate8 the 8teady-8tate value. For a transient condition

88 dp Eq. (15. 54)

where dp represents the change In p from Its 8teady-8tate value and dp represents the change

In p trom Its 8teady-8tate value.

The thermodynamic 8tate of the water in the prlmary loop 18 governed by an equation of

State relatlng the prea8ure p. the temperature T, and the denslty 8. The pre88ure can be

wrltten a8 an expliclt funetlon of the other two variable8. 1. e. . p (T. e). ' The incremental

pressure dp can be written

dp (4), (. ), Eq. (15. 55)

The incremental change In the pre88urlzer pre88ure can be written

dp
dp

where V 18 the pre88urizer steam volume and dp /dV 18 a constant of the pressurizer. The

change in pre88urlzer steam volume 18 just equal to the increase in volume of the coolant in

the prlmary 8y8tem. The fractlonal increase in primary loop density time8 the primary
loop volume V 18 the decre&8e In volume of coolant in the primary 8y8tem. Thus

dp
dp Eq. (15. 56)

Equatlon (15. 54) can then be written

dp
Eq. (15. 57)

The pressure dlfference acr088 the Surge pipe 18 re8pon8ible for the now 0£ water in the

Surge line. Suppose the gurge line has two sections In 8eries. Section I ha8 a now area A
a total ma88 of water M and an average water velocity v Sectlon 2 ha8 characteristic

values A and v . Density changes in the 8urge line are neglected (this was a88umed

Impllcitly above when the Increase In primary loop coolant volume was set equal to the de-

crea8e In pre8surlzer Steam volume). The now equation for the Surge line is

dv

dt dt
Eq. (15. 58)

where f (v ) and f (v ) are the friction pressure drop8 In the pipe 8ection8 1 and 2. respect-

ively. The form of the friction pressure drop is a88umed to be a proportlonality factor tlmes

the veloclty 8quared wlth the proportionality factor varylng a8 V Thus

8S"

S8

Asp +dp

dT+ d8

do

dv

dv
Asp

do
aT

dT a+V
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Eq. (15. 59a)

Eq. (15. 59b)

where a and a are constants.

Because of the 8teady now into the Spray system, v and v have steady-state values plu8

a time dependent portion.
Eq. (15. 60a)

The mass flow through pipe Section l is equal to the rnass flow in pipe section 2, 8ince

they are in series. Thus.

Eq. (15. 61)

Since the time-dependent portlon of the mass flow Is equal to the increase in the ma88 of

water In the primary loop.

O dt

Eq. (15. 62)

Differentiating Eq. (15. 62) with respect to time ylelds

dv Eq. 115. 63)

dt dt dt

(The change in den8lty in the surge line is neglected a8 noted above. ) Equation (15. 63) may be

substituted in Eq. (15. 58). Before th18 121 done, however. the frlctlon funL"Llons will be cal-

culated.

The total friction pressure drop is the sum of f and f
If the steady-state flow volume

is designated as F adding Eq8. (15. 59a) and (15. 59b) and substituting from Eqs. (15. 53).

(15. 60) and (15. 62) gives the result

Eq. (15. 64)

Substitution of Eqs. (15. 63) and (15. 64) in Eq. (15. 58) yield8

Eq. (15. 65)

dt

To obtain Eq. (15. 66). Eq. (15. 65) is combined with Eq. (15. 57).

8 dt

de E4. (15. 66)

Eq. (15. 60b)

gv (t)A 8v (t)A
dg

de
L&P

o do Apss

(;'),, -i(;'),

11,,

dp

O dv8+V do

8F dt
ss
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Equation (15. 66) provides a relationship between the thermodynamlc varlable8 p. T and

8. Through this relationship an explicit value can be obtained for the total derivative of the

pressure with respect to the temperature. To make Eq. (15. 66) more tractable the friction

term 18 llnearized by expanding it and taklng the first term.

Next, the time dependent variables are assumed representable by a steady-state value

plu8 an osclllatory corr.ponent of frequency w.

Substltuting these, Eq. (15. 66) can be solved for
OT

ap
08
OT

Eq. (15. 67)

Equatlon (15. 55) may be rewritten for the oscillatory condition

Op
OT

08
p), , ry),

Using Eq. (15. 67) and the modified form of Eq. (15. 55). the following expression for is

Op

OT
ap

88

ap
dp

tsp

Eq. (15. 68)

Th18 18 the requlred relatlon to carry out the stability analysis.

A numerlcal example has been calculated using the following value8 for the parameter8

In the equations.

0. +08

P. +Op Éi

jo)t

00

aT

8+V ss

obtalned

op
OT

aT

|[I,L'
+jw 1.8 ss
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15. 8 COMBINED REACTIVITY EFFECT OF PRESSURE COEFFICIENT AND TEMPERATURE
COEFFICIENT--SLOW VARIATIONS

In this section the plant stabilitv will be considered taklng both pressure and temperature

effects into account. The treatment �11 be limlted to the quasi-stationary ease in this section.

The reactor temperature coefficient of reaetivity applie8 to the mean reactor water

temperature, T This temperature may differ Substantially from the mean primary loop

temperature T of Eq. (15. 68). The pressure of the primary system 18 determined by T

rather than by T In the prlmary System the pressure p is uniform for the frequencies

being considered. Thus the combined reactivity effect of temperature and pressure 18 given

by Eq. (15. 69).

ap Eq. (15. 69)
rwrw rw

This may be written

Eq. (15. 69a)
rw P OT

since by definition

rw

and

rw rw

In general, OTrw
and 6T differ in both magnitude and phase. However, for 8ufflclently

Slow oscillatlons. of the order of a few cycle8 per hour. they are e88entlally equal. Under

these conditions

Eq. (15. 70>

P OT

T�8 18 the relation which holds for the quasi- stationary case. For these slow oscillations,

TENqPERATURE COF.FFICIENT

rw.

rw.

(JP

aT aprw 6T

aT
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Eq. (15. 68) may be Sirnplifled. The ma88 of the water In the surge Ilne wlll not affect

the pressure. The pre88ure wlll be determlned primarily by the pressurizer characteri8tlc8.

Dropping the term8 In w and w in Eq. (15. 68) and notlng further that for practical de81gn8

8>> v

then

dp
Eq. (15. 71)

To complete the treatrnent of the quasi-stationary case it 18 nece88ary to derlve an ex-

pre881on for OT. the amplitude of the average primary loop temperature variatlon. The re-

sult8 obtained In Sec. 15. 5 for Slow temperature variation can be applied. Equation (15. 50)

of that 8ection glves for OT the amplltude of the reactor inlet water temperature.

(T Eq. (15. 50)

dpp
o dv

8p
aT

OT 8T OdV

6T
Sat
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Then. 8lnce the flow 18 constant, the reactor outlet temperature amplitude can be obtained

from Eq. (15. 43).

RAPID VARIATIONS 745

ro ri Eq. (15. 43)

ro ri

Next. consider the fractions of the total primary coolant which are at hot leg temperature.

cold leg temperature. reactor temperature, and boiler water temperature (see Fig. 15. 5).

Denote these masses of coolant a8 M respectively. The reactor water

temperature and the boiler water temperature are equal for the qua8i-8tationary ease and are

the mean of the hot leg and cold leg temperature8. The computation is carried out In a

8traightforward manner wlth the result

rw

OT (T
sat rw

Eq. (15. 72)

15. 9 REACTIVITY EFFECTS OF PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE-~RAPID VARLATIONS
The analysis of the plant re8pon8e to combined temperature and pre88ure variatlon8 be-

come8 con8iderably more compllcated when the frequencles con8ldered are 8ufficiently high to

introduce phase difference8 in the re3pon6e of var£ou8 unlts. Because of the complicated

algebr�C expre88ion8 whlch are Involved In a quantitative d18CU88ion. only a qualitative di8-

eus8ion wlll be pre8ented. Typical result8 will be used to illustrate the d18CU8810n.

The fir8t transfer function to be eonsidered 18 that of the reactor water temperature with-

out reclrculation of the primary loop water. Wlth no reclrculation of the primary coolant

taken Into account. there 18 no coupllng of the plant load to the reactor. The reactor Inlet

temperature, T
18 calculated18 therefore eonstant. The mean reactor temperature, T

U81ng the reactor equation8 of See. 15. 4(a). The 08clllatory component of the reactor power

re8uIt8 In an 08clllatory component 0£ the reactor metal and reactor coolant temperatures.

The feedback condition without primary water recirculation is of only limited interest.

however. To derive the equivalent transfer function with recirculation. all of the reaetor

plant equations glven in Sec. 15. 4 must be introduced.
Figure l5. 10 8how8 the transfer functlon for mean reactor water temperature with

recirculatlon. The oscillatory nature of this tran8fer function at frequencies greater

than O. I cycle per second is very pronounced. These resonances are due to coolant re-

rw, andmbw.

bw
aT I I'..-'.11bw

rl.
rw,
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clrculation. At lower frequencle8 the time delay8 are urrimportant. At very high fre-

quencies the osclllator:I nature of the tran8fer function persist8 but the respon8e 18

The reactivity feedback a880clated with the reactor water temperature

OT..

PT

where a 18 the temperature coefficlent of reactivity and F Is the tran8fer function for re-

actlvlty. The over-all response of the reactor wlth feedback Is glven by Eq. (15. 7).

PIMP Eq. (15. 7)

where G 18 the reactor transfer function. The magnitude aud phase of G are given In Figs.

15. 1 and 15. 2. respectlvely. If the transfer functlon G is multiplied by a time8 the transfer

functlon for reactor water temperature. the over-all loop gain FG for tempei"ature feedback

may be obtained. Introducing this into Eq. (15. 7). the over-all reactor response with tem-

perature feedback with recirculation may be calculated.

limlted.

I-FG
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Chapter 16

THE SYNTHESIS OF REACTOR CONTROL SYSTEMS

by J. N. Grace and N. J. Curlee

16. 1 INTRODUCTION-- OUTLINE OF CONTROL SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
In thi8 chapter the design of a reactor control sy8tem wlll be con8idered In the Ilght of the

reactor~to-plant coupling di8CU88ed In the pre�ou3 chapter. Becau8e of thi8 coupling. the

reactor and plant control mu8t be considered as a unlt.

There are a number of requlrement8 that a reactor plant control 8y8tem mu8t 8atl8fy:

l. It must adjust the reactor power level to meet the steady-8tate load demand.

2. It must be 8table to changes in load demand over the control range.

3. It must maintain the plant Components withln pre8crlbed temperature ranges durlng

4. It must Ilmit the rates of change of temperature to pre8crlbed limlt8 during transient

5. It must protect the plant durlng emergency conditions.

It 18 beyond the 8cope of this treatment to consider the reasons for the estab118hment of

Ilmit8 on temperature or rates of change of temperature.: Likewise. the con8ideratlon8

governlng the plant protective System will not be treated here. Thl 8 d18CU8slon wlll be limit-

ed to the properties of 8y8tem8 which adjust the reactor power level to demand within Bet

Ilmit8 of temperature and rate8 of change of temperature. Whlle the 8teady -8tate propertle8

wlll be considered In setting the system requirement8. the chief emphasi8 wlll be on the tran-

sient response of the system.

The method of analysls �11 be the frequency response method used in the precedlng

chapter. This method permlts an analysis of selected 8y8tem propertles. Analog computer

8tudie8 may then be used to verify the properties of selected 8y8tems under 8imulated

transient conditions.

Two general classes of control sy8tem8 will be examlned. The first 18 one which doe8

not depend upon inherent 8tablllty propertie8 of the plant for its design. The Second elass of

Sy8tem8 treated make8 use of assumed plant stabllity propertie8.

There 18 no unlque eontrol 8y8tem for a reactor plant which meet8 the deslgn requlre-

ment8. In general, many 8ystem8 of control and many variations Wlthin a glven 8ystem can

be found which are satisfactory. For this reason, the selectton of a 8y8tem must be g�ded

753

steady-state or tran8ient condltions.

eondltlons.
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by the experience and background of the deslgner. In synthesizing the system8 to be analyzed.

attention will be glven to the motivation for various selection8.

16. 2 ELEMENTARY POWER DEMAND COMPARATOR CONTROL SYSTEM--STEADY-STATE
(a) General Nature of Sv8tem. A power demand comparator control 8y8tem 18 one which

makes no assumptions concerning the inherent stability of the plant. In princlple. it operates

as follows . Let P denote the fraction of total rated power being dellvered by the reactor. Let

represent the 8teadv-8tate thermal load demand. The control 8ystem compares P with

and take8 the actlon necessary to reduce the difference between P and P to leB8 than

some acceptable error. The 8y8tem basically comprises (l) a unit which determine8 P
(2) a unit which determines P. (3) a comparator which examines the difference between P and

and determines whether corrective action need be taken, and (4) a means of adjusting the

power level of the reactor and plant eondition8 to correct the difference between P and P
(b) Thermal Load Demand Signal. The thermal load demalld P may be obtalned dlreetly

or by Inference. For ezarnple. the thermal load demand mlght be inferred from the posltion

of the turbine throttle valve Con�01 dlal. A Somewhat better demand indication might be

obtalned by continuou8 measurement of the actual opening of the turbine throttle valve. For

pressurized water plants an even Simpler and more direct Scheme can be used. The thermal

load power Is the product of the steam £low-rate and the enthalpy drop in the secondary loop.

Thu8. the thermal load 18 pro~

portional to the Steam flow-rate. Therefore. a measurement 0£ the 8team flow-rate can be

U8ed a8 a thermal load demand 8ignal. In this chapter. F will designate the Steam flow-rate

a8 a fraction of full load flow-rate.

(c> Reactor Output Power Measurement. The reactor output power may be measured by

a calorimetric method o- a nuclear method. In the calorlmetrlc method the eoolant inlet and

outlet temperature8 and the rate of now of coolant are measured. The rate of now to prlmary

coolant multiplied by the temperature ri8e � the reactor and the 8peeiflc heat of the coolant

give8 the reactor output power in absolute terms. This direct method 16 attractive but ha8

several difficulties. The coolant temperatures are measured most reliably in the coolant

line8 Outside the pre8sure ve88el. Even with constant inlet temperature thi8 result8 in an

appreciable delay in the power measurement since the coolant must pa88 through the exlt

plenum of the reactor vessel into the plpes leading to the boiler before it8 temperature can be

measured. A Second dlfficulty 18 the re8pon8e tlme of the thermometers thcm8clve8 whlch cau

Introduce an appreciable delay. There are. moreover. other minor difficulties.

For these reasons, in control System8 of thi8 type it ha8 been cu8tomary to make a rela-

tive measurement of reactor power through neutron detection instrument8.

suitable System Is one which calibrate8 the neutron instrument8 continuously by measuring the

power level calorimetrically and adjusting the neutron detector signal delivered to the compar-

ator.

The
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calorlmetrlc measurement may be made in the primary or 8econdary circult.

(d) Functlon of Comparator. The function of the comparator 18 to determine the dlfference

between P and P The mag�tUde of the difference 18 compared with an allowable error and

a determlnation made a8 to the need for corrective actlon and the 8lgn of the correction. The

output of the comparator 18 a Signal for approprlate corrective action.

At this point it 18 clear that the control system being formulated by thi8 di8CU88ion has a

m08t 8erlou8 weakness. Although the system corrects the error in power level. the Integral

of the power error with tlme leads to a 8hift In average loop temperature. Stated another way.

the control system a8 formulated ha8 no capability for maIntaI�ng the plant withln prescrlbed

operatlng temperature Ilmlts. To consider this problem It Is nece88ary to di8CU88 brlefly

the plant operatlng program.
(e) Plant Operating Program. The control system under discu88lon in th18 chapter Is a

ower ra e control 8y8tem.

755

The plant designer has establi8hed

a 8ultable program of plant condition8 over the power control range. For each output power in

the control range there is a Set of approprlate plant conditlon8 including flow-rate of the prim-

ary coolant. temperature rise of the coolant in the reactor. reactor coolant inlet temperature.

reactor coolant outlet temperature, reactor mean temperature. aecondary steam pre8sure and

Steam flow-rate. Not all of the8e varlable8 are independent. For example. the flow-rate of

the prlmary Coolant. onc reaetor temperature (elther Inlet. outlet, or mean) and the Steam

flow-rate determine all the other varlables.

The plant de8igner has selected in advance a program of plant condltions which are com-

patlble with hi8 de8ign. The 81ze of the pressurlzer. the Size of the surge Ilne. the maximum
boiler pre88ure in the 8eeondary loop have all been 8elected on the basis of thi8 program. The

program8 chosen usually fall into two classes; these are con8tant temperature program8 and

The temperature dlfference between the primary coolant and the 8team In the boller

secondary depends upon the plant load and Increa6e8 wlth Increa8lng load. Thu8 at constant

prlmary loop temperature, the secondary Steam pre88ure fa118 wlth increa8ing load. A con-

8tant steam pressure program would requlre a wide varlatlon In primary loop mean tempera-

ture wlth load. This 18 dlfflcult to accomplish. For this rea80n pre8surized water reactors

are de81gned wlth con8tant temperature program8 rather than wlth con8tant pressure program8,

The temperature whlch 18 malntained constant may be the reactor Inlet temperature. the

reactor outlet temperature, the mean temperature, or Some arbitrary combination 0£ these.

The polnt 0£ Importance 18 that a temperature Is available a8 a reference which the control

system is required to maintain.
(f) Addltional Funetion of the Comparator. The comparator.. therefore. ha8 an additional

function. It must not only provlde for the difference In power between the thermal load de-

mand and the actual reactor power, it must. in addltlon. malntain the 8peclfled reference

temperature wlthln a prescribed error Ilmlt.: The reference temperature Is designated a8 T

constant Steam pre88ure program8.
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The actual mea8ured temperature to be compared wlth T ' will be de81 nated as T

(g) Control Rod S 8tem.

(h) S nthe818 of Elementary Control S stem. The di8CU88ion of the 8teady-8tate require-

ment8 of the eontrol 8ystem given in thi8 Section lead8 to a 8y8tem for generation of the reactor

power demand 8ignal In which the total demand. as a fractlon 0£ full power. 16 made up of two

components. One portion 0£ the demand 18 the thermal load requirement P . the other portlon

18 the power nece88ary to restore the reference temperature to it8 deaign condltlon. If the to-

tal power demand 18 designated by PD and the power demand nece88ary for temperature eor-
rectlon by PT. then the total power demand
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Eq. (16. 1)

The control 8y8tem operates to adj'ust the reactor power to match P In the proposed 8y8tem

Eq. (16. 2)

Eq. (16. 3)

Eq. (16. 4)

In the above equation8.. K is a dimensionless con8tant (measuredIn per cent of total power per

per eent of full load steam flow) and K 18 a constant mea8ured in unit8 of fraction of full load

power per degree temperature dlfference.

The control scheme given by Eq. (16. 4) will have no temperature error in the Steady state

l. If K 18 made as large as possible, the temperature error during a translent wlll be

a mlnlmum. The dynamic propertie8 of this simple control proposal wlll now be con81dered.

16. 3 ELEMENTARY POWER DEMAND COMPARATOR CONTROL SYSTEM--STABILITY
ANALYSIS

The 8tabillty analy8ls 18 carried out by the techniques d18eU88ed In Chap. 15. The control

loop con81sts of the reactor and plant wlth F and T a8 the output variable8 whlch are fed

OF
back into the reactor. The transfer functions and must be 8tudled In order to

determine the system 8tability. These wlll be fed back into the reactor via Eq. (16. 4) a8 a

reaetlvlty increment. The reactor response (tran8fer function G) of Chap. 15 completes the

loop.
It is convenient to 8tudy the propertie8 of the loop by con8ideratlon of the transfer fuuction8

Since K and K are a8 yet undetermlned. the feedback is not flxed. It 18. In

fact. the purpose of the analysi8 to arrive at suitable value8 for these eon8tant8. For conven -

ience In analy8ls the feedback into the reactor will be a88umed to be carried out by means of a

fast regulating rod 8y8tem. Wlth such a 8y8tem the reactor transfer functlon. Op/Op

have a gain of unlty and essentlally no phase shift for the frequency range of interest, O. 001 to

O. I cycle per Second. Thus the 8tabillty analy818 can be Ilmited to con8ideration of the tran8-

fer functlon

60

op OF OT
Eq. (16. 5)

2 0*/*.

Equatlon {16. 5) follows from Eq. (16. 4) and the fact that the entire loop gain 18

op

op

slnce It has been a88umed that the reactor transfer function. Op/OP

range of Intere8t.
Appllcatlon of the customary 8tabllity criterlon would indicate that the 8y8tem wtll oBcll-

late If the transfer functlon glven by Eq. (16. 5) ha8 a g�n of one and a corresponding phase

8hlft whlch 18 an integral multiple of 360 degree8. Stated more precisely. the sy8tem wlll be

unstable If the locu8 of the tran8fer functlon enclo8e8 the point 11, O ) on the complex plane.

18 unlty in the frequency

ELEMEKfARY POWER DEMAND COMPARATOR coKfROL SYSTEM - STABIUTY

OTM

forF andT.
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In the design of an operating system. the application of a 8tabillty requirement no more rigid

than thls would probably be un8atl8faetory. First. there are error8 in the analy818, partlcu-

larly In the mode18 ch08en to represent the behavlor of the plant components. Second, there

could be errors in the plant adjustment. for example. in feedback settings. Furthermore. a

8y8tem which 18 barely stable exhibits erratie transient behavior with large over8hoot8. For

these rea80ns. a more rlgid Stability requtrement mu8t be imp08ed.

The required safety factor for design and operating purposes Can be obtained by requiring

elther a gain margin or a phase margin. Gain margin 18 the factor by which the loop gain 18

less than unlty when the pha8e 8hlft Is a multiple of 360 degrees. Phase margln 18 the amount

by which the phase Shift 18 less than 360 degrees when the galn 18 unity. For purp08e8 of thi8

chapter, selection of a gain znargin 18 more useful than a phase margin. A gain margin of

four will be arbitrarily required In this analysis.

Wlth the establlshment of the stablllty crlterion to be used, the analysi8 can proceed. The
transfer functions for both F and T are function8 of the plant operating power level. For
this reason they must be calculated at several power levels. It 18 generally satlsfactory to

eompute three levels: Mlnlmum plant power, half power. and full power.

An example of a 8peclfic reactor plant will be glven In order to Illustrate the method.

The same example will be used in the next several 8eetions of thi8 chapter to illustrate the

synthesis of a 8at18factory demand~type control 8y8tem. Transfer functions for F and T
have been calculated for thi8 reactor plant at the power leve18 suggested. The equations Used

in calculating the transfer functions are of the general type given in Chap. 15. One feature

which has been added 18 a thermometer delay for T

.758
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16. 4 POWER DEMAND COMPARATOR CONTROL SYSTEM--ADDITION OF ERROR SIGNAL
INTEGRATION

In the de81gn of control sy8tem8. if the maxlmum permitted gain (a8 governed by 8tabillty

con8ideratlon8) does not provlde a 8ufflciently small 8teady-8tate error. integration of the

error 8lgnal 18 added. To rectlfy the dlfflculty of the preceding section, the power demand

8lgnal 18 modlfled to Include Integr&tlon of the T error. The modifled function 18

(T
Eq. (16. 7)

In th18 equation T 18 a char&cter18tle time whose rna�tUde is to be determlned.

Equatlon (16. 7) 18 clearly 8at18factory in the 8teady-state.for 80 long as T and T
differ. the Integral term provlde8 a demand signal. Thus. with K le38 than unlty• the

deflclency 18 made up not by a 8teady-8tate error In T but by accumulation of the error

8lgnal In T However. the Integrated error signal 18 only effective compared wlth the error

8lgnal It8elf when It8 duratlon 18 of the order of T or greater. Thu8. T ha8 the 81gniflcance of

a tlme Interval durlng whlch the error signal mu8t be present In order that the integral term
be 81gnlflcant. Therefore. In order to Ilmit the duration of tran81ent8. it 18 de8lrable to have

The 8tablllty analy818. Including the addition of an error Integration term ha8 been

carried out for the 8ame reactor plant considered In the preceding sectlon. A8 before. the

8tablllty analys18 was carried out through the evaluation of the transfer £unction.

T relatively 8mall.

6PD
O¢/q).
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16. 5 POWER DEMAND COMPARATOR CONTROL SYSTEM--ADDITION OF DERIVATIVE
SIGNAL

The large temperature error whlch must exist for time8 longer than T in the reactor

plant reduces the usefulness of the demand signal given by Eq. <16. 8). The change8 needed to

produce a more Satisfactory Signal can be found only by making a detailed Study of the trans-

fer function for the dem£nd signal and the Ilmitation8 which the 8tabillty crlterlon place8 upon

It. Through such a 8tudy one flnd8 that the transient sltuation can be Improved either by

8peecllng up the integration time or by increaslng K Of the two, an Increa8e in K 8eem8

to be the preferable approach. Two methods can be foLU]d which permit a real improvement

in the transient response of the plant to be made. One method involves the addition of a

derlvative term to the demand 81gnal. This method 18 discussed in this 8ection. The other

method is discussed in the followin section.
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16. 6 POWER DEMAND COMPARATOR CONTROL SYSTEM--ADDITION OF TEMPERATURE
RESPONSE DELAY

A markedly different solution to the difficulty discovered in Sec. 16. 4 may be fol�d. In-

stead of the addition of a temperature derivative Signal. In th18 case the response tlme of the

temperature sensing device may be Increased wlth beneficlal effect8.
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16. 7 POWER DEMAND COMPARATOR CONTROL SYSTEM--TRANSIENT RESPONSE
STUDIES

The final de8lgn test of the operability of a control 8y8tem 18 made by transient Studies

employing a plant 81mulator.

16. 8 CONTROL SYSTEM WITH INHERENT REACTOR STABILITY
(a) General Outline of Self-Stabllizing System. The power demand comparator type of

control System described in the preceding sections does not make use of any inherent stability

properties of the reactor. In pressurized water reactor plants the reactor can be designed to

have a Substantial negative temperature coefficient of reactivity at operating temperatures.

Thi8 Can be used to regulate the reactor response to changes in power demand. The rod

system becomes a slow follow-up 8y8tezn for readjusting plant conditions to design value8.

The System operate8 a8 follows: With the reactor at a power level P. assume the

throttle 18 opened. demanding greater power. The increased Steam flow cools the boiler which

in turn reduces the temperature of the reactor inlet water. This drops the mean reactor

temperature. and the reactor power rises until the original mean reactor temperature is

attained. The reactor now supplies the increased load at the original mean reactor tempera~

ture with no rod motion.

A system of th18 type 18 Simplest if the plant is designed with a program using constant

mean reactor temperature.
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In a control systen utilizlng the inherent 8tabillty of the reactor the ra id load d.

ment8 come about throjgh the 8elf~stability of the plant.

The reference condition to whieh the plant is readju8ted may be a temperature. a8 indi-

cated above, or a steam pressure. With temperature reference control, the only plant

measurement required for control is the reference temperature.

In a pressure reference system, the basic measurement is the 8econdary Steam pressure

. With a constant pressure plant program. this is the only measurement required for con-

trol purposes. With a constant temperature program for the plant. the reference8 pressure

must be readjusted wlth load. Thi8 18 accomplished by measurement of the steam flow frac-

tlon F The reference pressure PR IS then

where PRO 18 the base reference pressure and a 18 a constant (negative) which malntalns the

appropriate temperature program. This error signal 18

While thls system appears somewhat more complex than the ternperatL�e reference System,

it ha8 two advantage8 which may be important: (l) Mea8urement8 are made only on the 8ec-

ondary 8ide, and <2) the required measurements are relatlvely slmple.

So far as a stabllity analysls 18 concerned. both 8y8tem8 are essentially eqiiivalent. Only

the temperature referen�e 8ystem will be dlseussed.

O)) Advantages of Self-Stabillzing System over Demand System. The control System

making use of the inherent reactor stability has a number of important advantages over the

demand system di8CU88ed previously. These advantages are alm08t all associated wlth

greater simplicity and. because of the greater sllnplicity. greater reliability.

In the 8elf-stabilizing system only a single temperature measurement Is requlred for con-

trol. No nuclear instrument measurement is required. elIm�atIng any need for a nuclear

instrument calibration svstem. Thus, the comparator becomes extremely simple. Accurate

adju8tment of instruments to provide precise signals, circwts and instruments for integration

and differentiation can all be eliminated. The elimination of components and simplification of

circuits not only increases reliabillty but permlts the use of a smaller galn margin in

stabllity analy8is. Th18 may be done since provision need not be made for Instrument and

cireuit error. The gain margin may also be reduced because the 81ow System response is less

apt to cause transient overshoot.

(c) De8eription of Self-stabilizing S stem. Figure 16. 9 18 a functional diagram of the

control system. There are now three baslc part8 to the control 8y8tem:

The device sensiAg the plant temperature.

The comparator which compares the plant temperature with a reference value. The

comparator provides an output slgnal which calls for reactivity addition. reactivlty subtraction.

Ps.

ps-PR
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REACTOR
POWERTEMPERATURE

ERROR
ROD DRIVE
SYSTEM

ON-OFF TYPE

ROD REACTIVITY REACTOR

TEMPERATURE & PRESSURE
REACTIVITY FEEDBACK

COMPARATOR
PLANT

MEASUfrtED TEMPERATURE

REFERENCE TEMPERATURE

Fig. 16. 9 - Functional Diagram of Self-stabilizing Control
System Using a Temperature Reference.

or no reactivity change.
The shim rod bank which executes the reactivity instruction from the comparator

Two error limlts must be provided to assure Stability of the on-off type rod eontrol

8ystem, a start Ilmit and a stop limit. If the error limit8 were equal. the System could

hunt continuously. The start error limit, designated by Ib), exceeds the stop error Ilmlt,

deslgnated by (a). When the magnitude of the error signal (x) exceeds (b). the rod motion

starts.
Rod motion continues until the error 18 less than the stop Ilmit (a). While in motion,

the rod reactivity rate is uniform. although the rate �11 vary with the position of the rod

bank In the reactor. The start-to-stop ratio Ib/a) 18 a signiflcant Sy8tem parameter. The

shim rod reactivity rate V (measured in reactivity per second) is even more important,

however. Figure 16. 10 illustrates the system diagrammaticalLy.

The slow reactivity addition8 req�red in the reactor due to depletion or xenon bulldup

are 8ensed by the temperature drop which this reacti�tY 108s brings about. Llkew18e. with

xenon burnout the reactivity subtraction required 18 sensed through the temperature rise

which takes place.
(d) Stability Anal sis. The stability of the control scheme will again be analyzed by means

of the frequency response technique. There are. however. some additional complicatlons.

These result from the non-linearity of the system. One non-llnearity has been encoLmted in

the pre�ou8 analyses. the dependence of the transfer functlon on the system power level. Th18

non-linearity was handled previously by use of the small signal approximation and analyzing

the System at three levels of power; namely, M1�muM control range power, I�lf power, and

full power.
The new non-linearity is associated with the on-off. constant reactiwity rate rod control

system. Thi8 is illustrated by Fig. 16. 11 which shows the response of the rod drive system

to a sinusoidal error signal. The complex transfer function describing this response depends
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REACTIVITY
PER SECONO

TEMPERATURE
ERROR SIGN4L

Fig. 16. 10 - Schematic Diagram Showing the Reactlvlty Rate as a
Function of the Error Signal.

SHIM ROD REACTIVITY RATE

TEMPERATURE
ERROR SIGNAL X

TIME

PARAMETERS

Fig. 16. 11 - Response of the Control Rod Bank to a Sinusoidal Error Signal.
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upon the amplitude of the error Signal. Consequently. the transfer function of the complete

control loop depends on amplitude a8 well as frequency. The method to be used for analysi8

involves separation of the frequency dependent eomponents of the loop gain. whlch are linear.

from the non-linear amplitude dependent components.

16. 9 STABILITY ANALYSIS OF SYSTEM WITH INHERENT REACTOR STABILITY
Before undertaldng the Study of this system with its non-linear aspects. It Is useful to

conslder brlefly the procedure applled to linear 8y8tem8. The first step In the analysis was
the determlnatlon of the transfer function of the control varlable for 8mall 08cill&tlon8 of the

reactor power. If the control varlable is temperature. then the tran8fer function F 18, by

773

OT

The reactivity resulting from the re8pon8e of the control variable 18 given by a reactivity

coefficient a times the change in the control variable.

The resulting power osclllatlon Is determined by the reactor transfer function G.

The 8tability analy818 is carrled out by study of the over-all loop gain. G a F If thi8 gain

18 unlty with a phase shift whlch 18 a multiple of 360 degrees. the 8ystern is unstable.

The important parameter8 may be Identified by referring to Fig. 16. 1 l. First. If the

error signal amplltude | OT is le88 than the start signal O)). the loop galn 18 zero Since

there Is no rod motion. When exceeds (b). there is some rod motion at constant

veloclty over part of the positlve and part of the negative portions of the error cycle.

ft>/a) 18 unity. the rod reactlvity rate Is symmetrical with respect to the error wave. When-
ever b/a > I, the rod reaCtI�tY rate Is retarded In phase with respect to the error 8lgnal. As
the error signal amplitude increases, the fraction of the cycle over which rod motion take8

place increases. A6 the error signal increases. the dependence of the rod velocity on Ib/a)

is reduced and its phase shift with respect to the error wave Is reduced. Thus. the ratio

(b/a) becomes unimportant for relatlvely large values of OT /b.

The analysis on the feedback loop �11 be treated by resolving the rod reactivlty rate

wave Into a Fourier series and considering only the fundamental term. In this way the galn

of the loop can be examined at each frequency. If the presence 0£ harmonics in the 8y8tem

wpre to result in an instability. this will then be determined when values of the fundamental

frequency corresponding to this harmorric are treated. Stated another way. if a rectangular

wave of frequency w can excite an instability of frequency n(o in the sy8tem (where n 18 an

integer) because the rectangular wave contain8 component8 of frequency nLI), th18 Instability

wlll be detected when the fundamental frequency 18 no). The only possible source of difficulty

is the added gain that the system might have at the frequency nw. If this were the case, and

the rods were drlven with a rectangular wave of frequency (o. the System would have an

definitlon

o¢/¢.

a6T

IOT
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amplifled harmonic component circulating in the loop. Thls would not con8titute a stable

oscillation of the harmonic frequency and it would dlsappear when the drivlng 8lgnal wa8 re-

moved. This posslbillty can be avoided by providing a reasonable g�n margin at all Ire-

quencies.

Flgure 16. 12 illustrates thè 8ltuation. The temperature error signal. a slnusoldal wave

of frequency w. excites a rectangular wave of rod reactivity rate of frequency (L). The funda-

mental of the rod reactivity rate wave 18 the 8inu80idal wave 8hown which lag8 the error signal.

The total added reaCtI�tV 18 the trapezoldal-shaped wave whlch Iles either wholly above or

wholly below the axi8 depending upon whether the initial rod motion wa8 inward or outward.

The fundamental component 0£ the total added reacti�tY 18 displaced by the average reacti�tY

addition due to the rod motion.

It 18 convenient for this problem to write the loop gain In terms of the fundamental com-
ponent of the rod reactivity rate rather than the reactivlty Itself. The rod reactlvity rate as a

complex functlon of tlme be denoted as v Now deflne a reactor transfer function r which

relates the power amplitude to the reactivity rate

(Since v is simply jLL)P, the function r 18 very 8imllar to the functlon G prevlou81y used. ) If

a functlon Is now deflned which convert8 the error slgnal OT to a fundamental component rod

reactlvity rate. an equation for the loop gain may be wrltten.

Loop Gain OT Eq. (16. 12)

where indicates the deslred conver81on function.

To analyze this problem it will be necessary to determine the conversion function

for a variety of value8 of V, b and a. Some generality can be achieved by notlng that the

fundamental component rod reaetivity rate v Is directly proportional to the actual rod reactiv-

ity rate V. Thu8 the conversion function should be deflned to yield the dimensionle88 ratio

v /V. Furthermore, the fundamental component of the rod reactivity rate must be the Same
for all waves for whlch OTM/b and b/a are the same. Thu8. the form of the conversion func-

tion desired is one which will convert the dimensionle88 ratio OT /b to the dimen81onles8

ratio v /V. Let the conversion function in this special form be designated as A. Then the

equation

OT
Eq. (16. 13)

serves to define the conversion function A. A is a function of OT /b and (b/a). Because the

converslon function ha8 been defined in thls dimen8ionle88 way, the loop g�n must contain a

factor V/b to adjust the unit8 appropriately. That Is. in terms of the conversion function

defined by Eq. (16. 12>. A. and
OT OT

Loop Galn Eq. (16. 14)

00/0.

OT

OTM
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The function A can be calculated numerically for assumed parameter values. Figure 16. 13

is a plot of the functionA for values of �10T�l ranging from I to 6 and with (b/a) as a para-
meter. Figure 16. 14 is a polar plot of the function A. The cutoff indicated on Fig. 16. 14

occurs for a value of equal to one. The subscript appearing on the A in Fig. 16. 14

indicate8 the value of (b/a). Thus A is the value of A for a (b/a) of two. The numbers In the

neighborhood of the plotted point8 are the values of |6TM I for these point8 indicating

functional dependence on amplitude rathe r than frequency.

In examining the control system for 8tabilityg It is convenient to separate the amplitude

dependent portlon of the loop gain from the other factors in the loop gain. In Eq. (16. 14) the

function A constitutes the amplitude dependent portion. Now the system IB unstable if the

loop gain 18 one or from Eq. (16. 14>. if

Eq. (16. 15)

Thus, if the linear portion of the loop gain (fF )- is plotted on the polar diagram. and If a

plot of the non-linear function-A is made on the same diagram, the System is stable if the
two plots do not intersect.

16. 10 SIMULATOR STUDIES OF SYSTEM WITH INHERENT REACTOR STABILITY
The final test of the valldity of the design analysis for this 8ystem, as with all systems,

mu8t be carrled out by maklng transient response studies.

IOTMI
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Fig. 16. 13 - Magnitude and Phase of the Non-Linear Transfer Functlon A.
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Fig. 16. 14 - Polar Diagram of the Non-Linear Transfer Function A.
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Part Vl

SPECIAL TOPICS IN THE NUCLEAR DESIGN
OF PRESSURIZED WATER REACTORS

This part of the handbook treats two Special problems in the nuclear de8ign of pre88urized

water reactor8. These are. first, reactor control. particularly the calculation of control rod

worth and, second. synthes18 method8. Both are Important in the design of reactors and. for

thls reason. the de81gn descriptlon8 glven in Parts I and II have referred to methods of treat-

Ing these problems. There 18 a tendency• however. in the earlier chapters to concentrate on

the re8uIt8 of de8lgn 8tudie8. For th18 reason, it seemed advisable to dlscu88 the design

technlques them8elve8 In a 8eparate part of the handbook.

The method8 of calculating cotxtrol rod worth8 are perhap8 the most un8at18factory aspect

of the technology of nuclear design. �e the problem of calculatlng control rodworth Is a

formldable one If the req�sIte precision 18 to be achieved. an even more 8erious difficulty 18

the absence of an adequate body of experimental informatlon with which to te8t the theory. Thls

information does not yet ex18t In 8ufflcient range and variety to be considered sat18factory.

For that rea80n, the control-rod worth calculation8 are not yet established a8 rellable design

techniques.
There are ba81cally two problem8 in the analysi8 of control rod worth. One 18 the calcula-

tlon of the neutron ab80rptlon of a Single rod. The other 18 the calculation of the effect of inter-

actlon of control rod8 upon each other. Thi8 latter problem is handled in three ways. In the

fir8t method. the effect of rod8 is calculated by representing the rod8 explicitly In the over-all

reactor. While there are certain analytical technlques for earrylng thi8 Out. they are limited

to rod8 which are circular cyllnder8 and whlch are arranged In concentric ctrcle8. For pre8-

surized water reactors. the m08t 8atisfactory expllclt technlque has been numerlcal computa -

The Second method of calculating control rod interaction 18 80metlme8 called a cell meth-

of. In this technique the control rod is associated with an appropriate volume of the reactor

and it8 neutron absorption. both fast and slow. 18 repre8ented as a distributed polson within the

cell of reactor material. The over-all reactor is then treated a8 an a88embly of cell8 which

may or may not be poisoned. Thls latter treatment slmpllfles the over-all reactor calculatlon.

There remalns. however. the problem of calculatlon of the single control rod In Its cell of

785
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The tl]ird method of calculating control rod interaction 18 a combination of these tech-

nlques. Through a cell calculation an equivalence 18 e8tabli8hed between the rod Shape used

in the reactor design and another 8hape which may be handled more readily. M08t frequently

the rod8 have been transformed into equivalent circular cylindrical rods. The interaction

problem 18 then treated by calculatlng the reactor wlth the array of equivalent rod8.

The treatment of the single control rod within a cell of materlal p08e8 a number of

difflcultie8. F�St. the choice of the approprlate cell volume 18 not alway8 clear. Second.

there 18 the question of treating the complex rod geometry. Third, the problem arise8 as to

what boundary condition8 should be applied at the rod 8urface for the thermal neutron group.

Fourth. there 18 the matter of approprlate group constants, or Some alternate treatment. for

the eplthermal absorption whlch u8ually involve8 resonances. The latter two problem8 have

been treated to Some extent In Chap. 14 where the worth of a sheet of control materlal 18 cal-

culated free of geometrical compllcatlons. This treatment. as 18 the case wlth other parts of

control theory. 18 not yet fully developed or te8ted.

The chapter on control-rod worth calculation Is. therefore. fragmentary in nature.

Varlou8 method8 of treating part8 of the problem are developed but no coznplete and unlfied

treatment 18 avallable.

Chapter 18 dea18 wlth 8ynthe818 teehnlque8 for making psudeo three-dimenslonal calcula-

tion8 of reaetor8 by comblnlng one- and two-dimensional calculations. Originally. the8e

method8 were developed out of nece881ty 8inee no multi-dimensional reactor calculational

technlque wa8 available. IVbile this is no longer true. it appear8 that 8ynthe818 methoda will

contlnue to be important. Primarily• thi8 come8 about becau8e they are faster and, there-

fore. le88 C08tly than full three-dimen81onal calculatlons. - Their field of applicatlon will be

In survey 8tudie8. where precislon 18 not extremely important, and in determination of the

In Chap. 18 two ba8ically dlfferent 8ynthesis schemes are pre8ented. These are the flux-

welghted average 8ynthe8i8 method and the a)ual-Ilne Synthesis method. Both have been wide-

Iy u8ed for reactor design purposes.

REFERENCES
H. L. Garabedlan. Control Rod Theory for a Cyllndrlcal Reactor, Report WAPD- 18.

approxlmate crltlcallty condition8 prlor to running full scale three-dlmensional calculations.
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Chapter 17

THE TREATMENT OF REACTOR CONTROL

17. 1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter deals Wlth the problem of assessing the control design of a reactor. By its

fragmentar eharacter this chapter reflects the incomplete State of development of this 8ub-

ject.

The first topic treated in the chapter 18 the application of diffusion theory to calculate

the neutron Capture In a control rod. This method Is widely used for calculation of the thermal

neutron capture in the rods becau8e control rod materials are black in the thermal neutron

range and the resulting boundary condition8 for the calculation are relatlvely ea8y to apply.

The use of digital computation ha8 made It relatively slmple to use this method for computing

neutron capture in control rods. Expliclt rod representation is discussed. followed by a

treatment of the cell-type of calculation.

The next topic treated 18 the area absorption method of calculating control rod worth.

This method. al80 a diffusion type treatment. was developed prlmarily to enable equivalence

to be established between control rods of different 8hape8. Thus. the actual control rods used

in a reactor may be replaced by rods of a different 8hape whose worth may be more readily

calculated. Followlng the theoretical discussion. experimental results are presented.

The next topic treated 18 the empirical determination of the eq�valent cross section of

control rod materia18 for capture of epithermal neutrons. Because of the complicated

resonance Structure of conuuon control rod materials in the epithermal range. the calculation

of eq�valent capture cross sections is difficult. Two treatment8 of the empirical determina-

tion8 are presented. based on independent experimental informatlon.

Next. Some experimental data are presented on the relative worth of coupons of various

control rod materlals. Such data are of importance in screening posslble control materlals.
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DIFFUSION THEORY CALCULATION OF CONTROL RODS

by A. F. Henry

17. 2 OVER-ALL EFFECT OF RODS IN THE REACTOR
There are two cla88es of problem8 assoclated wlth control rod8. The8e are a8 follow8:

The number. 81ze. and locatlon of eontrol rods in a reactor requlred to malntaln the

reactor 8ubcritlcal by a flxed amount when the rod8 are In8erted In the reactor. An Important

8ub-ea8e is the calculatlon of the reactor ��th IndI�dUal rod8 removed.

The power di8trlbutlon In the reactor which re8uIt8 from a glven conflguratlon of con-

trol rod8 In the crltlcal reactor.

Th18 di8tinction 18 convenlent 8lnce a 801ution of the shutdown problem requlre8 only a two-

dimen8lonal caleulatlon (the rod8 being fully Inserted). wherea8 a comparably accurate com-
putatlon of power (u8trlbutlon 18 generally a problem In three dlmen8lon8.

Slnce the largest part of nuclear design 18 carrled out by the use of dlffu81on theory. it 18

natural to consider the appllcation of a diffu8lon theory treatment to the calculatlon 0£ control

rod problems. Th18. In fact. ha8 been the approach adopted for the calculation of control rod

worth8 trom the earlle8t development of reactor theory. The ex18tence of dlffuslon-type digit
computer eodes 8uch as those de8cribed In Appendlce8 A and B makes It convenient to apply

thi8 Method for pre88urlzed water reactor8.

The over-all propertie8 of the reaetor with control rod8 pre8ent are calculated by treat-

Ing the control rod8 a8 boundarle8 In the diffuslng medla or a8 8eparate medla havlng ep.rtAin

There are dlfflcultle8, however. Flr8t. the approxlmate boundary conditlon8 or equlvalent

dlffu81on eon8tant8 must be known. Second. the capacity of the digital computer may limlt the

expllclt repre8entatlon of the entlre complement of control rod8.

Con8lderlng the latter polnt first. an IBM-704 computer wlth the large8t Internal memory
unit avallable. 32, 000 word8. ermlts a total of 6500 m
code.

Some advantage can be taken of non-unlform polnt di8-

trlbutlon but It 18 que8tlonable whether a full complement of Inserted control rod8 could be

adequately represented on 8uch a me8h. Additional me8h point8 can be obtalned by use of the

Cuthlll two-dlmensional code for the NORC whlch permlts a mesh approximately 100 x 200 by
the use of external tapè8 for memory.

For small core8, an expliclt representation of all control rod8 In8erted may be fea8lble

on a two-(llmen8ional dlffu81on eode. In many ca8e8 such representation 18 not £ea81ble 80 that

recourse must be had to cell methods. These wlll be di8CUS8ed In the following 8ection.

In the appllcatlon of thffu81on theory to control rod worth problem8 both the u8e of bound-

ary condltlon8 on the rod and equivalent diffuslon con8tant8 Withln the rod media have been

equlvalent diffu8ion propertle8.
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Used. It 18 Customary to Use the boundary conditlon for the thermal neutron group. The rod8

are treated a8 black In the thermal group with the logarlthmlc derlvative 0£ the thermal group

tr
at the rod 8urface. For the fa8t group of a two-group theory. or the

re80nanee group of a four-group theory, the rod 18 treated as a diffu8ion medium havlng a

dl£fu81on constant and effective absorption CTO83 section. The method of obtaining the constant8

analytically is discussed in Chap. 14. Empirical techniques for e8tabli8hing e£fectlve value8

of these parameters are di8cus8ed later in this chapter.

It 18 assumed In this treatment that the boundary conditlon8 or effective dlffu8lon proper-

ties of the control rod material are, for practical purp08e8, Independent of the control rod

geometrical Shape or of the 81ze of the reactor. and depend only upon the control rod materlal.

the control rod thiekne88 and the reactor material In which the control rod 18 located. Wlth

thi8 assumption. the value8 of the appropriate boundary condltion8 and effective diffu8lon

constants may be computed or measured using the most convenlent geometric conflguration

and then applied to a wide range of configurations.

In 8ummary. expllcit caleulation8 of reactor 8hutdown can be made with dlffu81on theory

U8lng approprlate boundary condltlon8 and effective dlffu81on con8tant8 for the control rod

8urface. Such calculatlon8 are Ilmlted by the capablllty of the computer code to accept

8ufflclent mesh polnts to permlt adequate repre8entatlon of the rod number. 8lze, thickness.

and location. Explicit representation of control rods is possible in certain reactors. but

not for others. For the others, cell methods are used.

17. 3 CELL METHOD OF CALCULATING THE EFFECT OF CONTROL RODS
In the cell method the control problem 18 calculated In tWO 8tep8. Ftr8t. the control rod

Is assoclated wlth a glyen fraction of the core volume, the cell. Then, u8ing a diffu8ion

theory calculatlon. the fraction of the neutrons 81owlng down In the Cell which are captured in

the rod 18 calculated. Next, equlvalent macroscoplc po180n cr088 8ectlonu. both thermal and

epithermal, are calculated wh08e magnltude8 are Buch that when dlstributed homogeneou81y

throughout the cell. the same fractlon of neutron8 18 captured In the dl3tributed po180n a8 18

captured by the actual rod. In the flnal step. the reactor 18 represented a8 a group of cell8.

wlth or wlthout rod8 as the case may be, and a calculation of It8 over-all propertie8 carried

out.

The cell proeedure has Several advantages for survey studies In terms of flexiblllty and

versatllity. The worth8 of rod8 In a range of reactor materlal may be determined In term8 of

homogeneou8 P0180n and a large range of reactor problem8 8tudled without repeatlng the rod

worth calculatlon. For many purposes. in fact. the 8peclfle rod geometry need not be con-

sidered untll the deslred rod worth In term8 of distrlbuted pol8on has been establl8hed. The

chlef advantage of the cell method. however. 18 It8 applicability to problems in whlch expliclt

rod representation 18 not P0881ble.

The Cell method doeB have 80me weaknesses. Flrst. the effect of the control rod on the

leakage from the reactor may not be correctly represented by the homogeneous cell pol80n.

Second. the Interactlon between control rod8 may not be correctly repre8ented.

The cholce of cell volume 18 80mewhat arbltrary and 18 generally made Intultlvely. For

cr088~ shaped control rods dlstrlbuted urriformly throughout a Uniforn�Y loaded cyllndrlcal

core. one cholce 18 to associate wlth each control rod a volume equal to the total core volume

dlvided by the total number of rod8. Another cholce 18 to a880ciate each control rod wlth It8

flux taken a8 1/0. 71X
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Once the volume a8soclated wlth a control rod 18 determlned. the corre8pondlng homo-

geneou8 POl8on 18 found from cell theory. That 18, the rod plu8 that volume of core material

a88oclated wlth It are treated a8 a comp081te region from which there 18 no net leakage of

neutron8. For a cell, If the rate at whtch neutrons of a glven energy group appear per unlt

volume 18 q. the fractlon of neutrons ab80rbed In the rod 18 the net leakage rate acr088 the

8urface of the rod dlvlded by the net productlon rate In the cell

Then. If Z Is the average macro8coplc cr088 Sectlon for neutron removal by ab8orptlon (or

energy degradatlon plu8 &b80rption If the group 18 not thermal), the homogeneouB pol8on cro88

section Z equivalent to the control rod is determined by the relation8hip

f qdv Eq. (17. 1)

The flux. 0. 18 determined by solvlng the diffuslon equation

Subject to the cell boundi%ry condition V I. ni being a unit veetor in the directlon of the

Surface of the cell. The other boundary condition involving the current acr088 the rod 8urface

depend8 on the nature of the rod material and the energy group Involved.

The 80urce term. q. may be represented In Several way8 dependlng on the 8peclflc

problem at hand and the amount of numerlcal complexlty acceptable. The 8imple8t procedure

18 to make q a con8tant everywhere out81de of the control rod. The next degree of complexity

is appllcable to 8ltuations wherein varlou8 regions of the cell have moderator fractlon8

dlfferlng from one another. In 8uch cases the source term may be taken everywhere propor-

tlonal to the moderator volume fractlon. Flnally. If eplthermal ab80rption and the attendant

flux dip near the rod are Important. q may be taken a8 the Spatially dependent neutron trans-

fer rate from hlgher energy group8. In th18 ease equatlon8 81mllar to Eq. (17. 2) are wrltten
th

for each energy group. the Source term for the I group belng glven in term8 0£ the removal

cro88 8ectlon and flux of the U- l)8t group. Thus.

(i- i) (r) O

Eq. (17. 2)

(r) Eq. (17. 3)

where r denote8 8patlal posltion and Z 18 the macroscopic removal eros8 8ectlon from the

(l-1)8t group. In thi8 latter procedure. If three or four energy groupa are u8ed. the Source

term for the hlghe8t energy group may be taken as 8patlally con8tant.

It 18 qulte unllkely that the eq�valent P0180n er088 sectlon glven by Eq. (17. 1> correctly

8pecl£iea the fractlon of neutrous ab80rbed by the rod In the actual core 8lnce the cell boundary

condltion8 are not fulfilled In the reactor. Further. as noted above. even If Z doe8 glve the

fractlonal absorption correctly• there 18 no rea80n to 8UPPO8e It8 U8e will yleld the correct

8hutdown 8lnce In general It8 effect on over-all leakage of neutron8 from the core wlll differ

£rora that of the actual rod8.

fuel cluster.

vqdv

DV ¢-Z¢+q

%(r)
(i- i)
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17. 4 EXAMINATION OF VALIDITY OF CELL METHOD
A8 a flrst step In examlnlng the valldity of computing Shutdown by cell theory. a 8erle8 of

8lmple Slab calculatlon8 were performed. Four unlformly loaded bare slab core8 were

assumed to be controlled by thln. evenly spaced sheets of control rod material wlth one. two.

tlwee. and four sheets a8 shown In Fig. 17. 1. Loacllngs were computed by two-group dlffu-

Sion theory 80 that the core8 were very nearly critlcal with the control 81ab8 present. These

solutlon8 were obtained by dlgltal computer method8.

Next, the cell theory wa8 applled to these case8. The cell 81ze8 shown In Fig. 17. 1 were

Used. Shutdown was calculated from the two-group bare core formula using a homogeneou8

Z determlned from Eq. (17. 1). The re8uIt8 are compared to the expliclt solutlon re8uIt8 in

Table 17. 1. This table pre8ent8 the effective k of the uncontrolled reactor. the keff of the

reactor wlth expllclt repre8entatlon 0£ control rods. and the keff
with control a8 calculated by

eell theory. Thekeff fractlonal error in the last column 18 deflned a8

k (exact)
eff

k (eell)
eff

k (uncontrolled) - I
eff

Th18 18 a mea8ure of how well the entlre control worth 18 calculated.

Table 17. 1--COMPARISON OF CELL METHOD COMPUTATIONS OF SHUTDOWN
WITH EXACT SOLUTIONS FOR THERMALLY BLACK SHEETS OF CONTROL

MATERIAL IN BARE SLAB CORES

No. of
Control

eff
Uncontrolled

Core
eff

with Control Present

eff
Fractlonal Error

1. 132 0. 999 1. 057
1. 017
1. 024

0.44

0. 053

0. 041
1. 152 1. 025
1. 218 1. 033
1. 259 i. 011

In the re8uIt8 Shown in Table 17. 1. only thermal absorption was taken into account. Similar

results, have been found wlth epithermal absorption.

The cell method can apparently give good results If the cell dimensions are not too large.

The results are qulte poor. however, if as In the flrst case. the cell is taken to be the entire

reactor. In the case of the slngle Control sheet. It 18 necessary to choose the 8lze of the cell

associated with the control 8heet to be smaller than the entire core size and thus to

distrlbute its polson equivalent over a region smaller than the entire core.

The cell m'ethod ha8 al80 been examined for a 8eed-blanket core con8lstlng of a central

highly enrlehed slah blanketed by slabs of equal thicknesses of core materlal containlng

natural uranium. A single Central control sheet was used in the reactor. Three different

seed thickne8se8 were calculated. The loading of the seed wa8 chosen in each case 80

that the core was approximately critical with the control sheet present. A cell equal in

8ize to the entlre seed wa8 then choBen and the Z corresponding to the control sheet wa8

computed. Wlth the re8ultant value of Z present in the 8eed only. shutdown wa8 agaln cal-

culated. Re8uIt8 for thermally black control material appear In Table 17. 2.

Slab8 Expllclt Rod Solutlon Cell Solutlon

1.011 o. 000
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CONTROL SHEET CONT AOL SHEETS

CELL
SIZE

CELL
SIZE

CELL
SIZE

CELL

C�E ROD RE ACTOR THREE ROD REACTOR

ONTROL SHEETS CONT AOL SHEErG

CELL
SIZE

CELL CELL CELL
SIZESIZE

TWO ROD REACTOR FOUR ROD REACTOR

Flg. 17. 1 Slab Reactors Used to Study Valldlty of the Cell Method.

Table 17. 2--COMPARISON OF CELL METHOD COMPUTATIONS OF SHUTDOWN
WITH EXACT SOLUTIONS FOR THERMALLY BLACK CONTROL SLABS IN

SLAB SEED CORES

0£ Seed
of

eff
Explicit Rod Solution Cell Solution

wlth Control Present

Core eff
Fractional Error

1. 259 0. 983
0. 991

0. 996 0. 050
1. 180 1. 008

1. 007
0. 094
0. 1351. 133 0. 989

The règult8 for control 81abs which ab80rbed fast a8 well as thermal neutrons were slmilar

to those tabulated.

siz siz81ZE

Thlckue88

(Inehe8)
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The fact that the8e one-dimenslonal 8tu(Ue8 glve reasonably 8at18faetory re8uIt8 when the

boundarle8 of the cell are not too far from the 8urface of the rod 18 eneouraglng.

793
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TEE AREA ABSORPTION TECHNIQUE FOR CALCULATING
ROD WORTH

by H. E. Steven8

17. 6 INTRODUCTION
The area ab8orption technique 18 an analytical method of calculating the worth of con-

trol rod8 of varlou8 shape8. It 18 8imllar to the preceding treatment in that It 18 ba8ed e88en~

tially on dlffu8ion theory wlth tran8port theory correctlon8 Introduced for boundary condltion8.

It 18 a particularly convenient teetinique for calculatlng the equlvalence between rod8 of various

geometrlc 8hape8. Several topical report8 de8crlbing the theory and technique are avall-

able.

In the area ab80rption method, It 18 a88umed that in the cell of reactor materlal the

81owing-down den81ty 18 independent of position Ill the nelghborhood of the rod. One-veloeity

diffu8ion theory 18 U8ed to calculate the ab80rptlon 0£ the control rod In the thermal group.

The re8uIt8 of the calculatlon are expre88ed In term8 of an 8b80rption area C. This

area 18 defined a8 the ratio of the number of neutron8 ab80rbed by the rod per unlt length per

unit time to the number of neutron8 thermallzed per unlt tlme per unlt volume outslde the rod.

No therrnallzatlon 18 a88umed to oceur In the rod It8elf. The ab8orptlon area C 18 related to

the distrlbuted homogeneous cr088 sectlon Z of the prece(Ung treatment (8ee Sec. 17. 3) by

the equation

Eq. (17. 7)

where A 18 the cro88-8ectional area of the cell excluding the area of the rod Itself.

17. 7 ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR SPECIAL SHAPES
Only a brief summary of the analytical re8uIt8 wlll be glven here. A detailed exposition

of the analy818 18 presented In the orlginal paper (see Reference 3).

The ab8orptlon area of certain 81mple geometrlc 8hapes may be calculated analytlcally by

801vlng Eq. (17. 2) �th a 8patially unlform 80urce 8ubject to the conditlon that the flux van-

Ishes at the Surface of the rod. i. a8gumlng the rod to be uxermally black. For & elrcu-

larly eyllndrical. thermally black rod of radius R In an Inflnlte medium. the diffu8lon approxi-

Eq. (17. 8)

where K. (v) is the modified Be88el functlon which Va�she8 at infinity• and L is the

3.4,5

mation ylelds

2ffRL
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diffusion length. For small values of R/L, Eq. (17. 8) becomes

with y = 1. 781 . for large values of R/L. the equation becomes

(a) Limit of Large Diffu81on Length. The values of ab80rption area for simple rod

geometrie8 in the large L limlt may be obtained by standard method8 of conformal mapping.

These are glven In Tables 17. 4 and 17. 5 in terms of r the radius of the equivalent circular

cyllndrlcal rod. Valuea of C, the absorption area. may be obtained by substltutlng the value8

eff
for R In Eq. (17. 8). The geometry of the 8imple rod Bhapes calculated Is shown in

Flg. 17. 3. This figure show8 the geometry of the rod 8ection. All rods are cyllnder8.

log

Eq. (17. 9)

Eq. (17. 10)

Table 17. 4--VALUES OF reff
FOR CERTAIN SIMPLE ROD SHAPES

(LARGE L LIMIT)

Rod eff

Ribbon

Table 17. 5--VALUES OF reff
FOR RECTANGULAR ROD

eff

0. 5464
0. 7878
0. 8076

0. 0864
0. 4438
0. 7936

1.2836

1. 606

2. 000

0. 8802
0. 9640
1. 0628
1. 1804

(b) Limit of Small Diffusion Le th. In the limit of small diffu8lon length L, the rod

8urface may be con8ldered to be a plane in the flrst approximation so that the ab80rption area

is equal to the perlmeter tlme8 L.

L . (perimeter)

For rods of arbltrary cros8 sectlon, It is possible to obtain a correction to Eq. (17. 11) of the

order 0£ L the expansion of the absorption area in powers of L, the term L may be

con81dered as ari8ing from a correctlon of order L to the rod perimeter. Thi8 18 developed

below.
If L is sufficlently 8mall. the control rod cr088 section may be regarded as a polygon.

Eq. (17. 11)

2ffL2

2L
eyR

c� (2ffR+ ffL>L

eff.

ofr

/2
Cross

Ellipse a+ l/2

a/

0.50

1. 0170
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RIBBON ROD

SYMM ETRICAL CROSS ROD

RECTANGULAR ROD

ELLIPTICAL ROD

Fig. 17. 3 Sketche8 of Simple Rod Shapes.

each of whose side8 is large compared with L. For th18 condition to be p088lble, the radius

of curvature of the curved portion8 of the control rod 8urfap.e must be everywhere large

compared with L. If the diffuslon length is Small compared with the distances between eor-

ner8 of the equlvalent polygon, the Interactlon between corner8 may be neglected 80 that each

corner makes it8 own separate contribution to the change In effectlve perimeter. Thus for

8mall L. the absorption area C 18 given by

perimeter + L + Terms of Order L Eq. (17. 12)
corners
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where L D(a ) is the change In effective perimeter due to a corner of external angle a

A solution to the diffusion equation may be found for D(a ) under the assumption that the

sides of the angle extend to Infinity. The results are given in Table 17. 6 for 8peciflc angle8.

Table 17. 6--PERIMETER CORRECTION TERM D(a ) FOR CER TAIN ANGLES

799

Exterior Angle
DIA.)

- 4/43

Certain llmiting expre88lon8 may be given for D(Al ). For values of a

(4 log. 2) /a.

Thi8 expression is good to better than 5 per cent for a

When a 18 near 7.

Eq. (17. 13a)

Th18 expresslon means that, for any Section of the control rod 8urface which has a radlu8 of

curvature everywhere large compared with the di£fuslon length, the contrlbution to the change

In effective perlmeter Is equal to L times half of the net change in external angle. Thus. for

a control rod whose perimeter 18 made up of segments of curves,

ds Eq. (17. 14)

segments

where d8 is the arc element and p 18 the local radlus of curvature. For a circular rod. the

effeetlve pertmeter 18 larger than the actual perimeter by L time8 2ff x 1/2. in agreement
wlth Eq. <17. 10). Note that the L term in the absorption area 18 the same for all rod8 With-

out Sharp corner8.

(c) Intermediate Diffusion Len th. For cases in which neither the large nor the Small

diffu8lon length approximations are valid. it 18 often possible to obtain accurate numerlcal

values of the absorption area by means of variational expre8slonB. Variational expressions

of two types are used. One provides an upper bound and the other a lower bound to the

absorption area. Solutions have been found for the ribbon rod and for the symmetrlL'£il

cross rod.

The re8ult8 for the ribbon rod are given in Table 17. 7. The first Column, labeled Large

Diffusion Length Llmit, lists the result obtained when R eff
/2 is Substituted In

Eq. (17. 8) to obtain C. The second column. labeled Small Diffusion Length Limit. is obtained

using Eq. (17. 12) with ZD(a ) 2. The other two columns Ii8L variatlonal results. Result8

are given a8 the ratio C/4lL.

corners

2ff

3ff/2 4/3w

ff/2

ff/3

4/ff

D(a.)

ff/5.

D<a.) 1/2 QY.-ff)
Eq. (17. 13b)

C?L D(a.)
2p
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Table 17. 7--ABSORPTION AREA FOR THERMALLY BLACK RIBBON

Small Diffusion
Length Limlt

Large Diffusion
Length Limit (Lower Bound) (Upper Bound)

1. 061

1. 407

1. 200 1. 175

1. 468

1. 200

1. 496
1.909
2. 786

2. 000
3. 000
6. 000

1. 934 1. 965
2. 8192. 782

4. 984
8.15

5. 021 5. 054
8. 244 8. 367

Ir
0.7

03

0.3

0.25

0.15 02 LO 2 2.5.3 5 6 7 8 910

C is absorption area: l is half width of rlbbon;
L 18 the diffu8ion length.

Fig. 17. 4 - Absorption Area for Thermally Black Ribbon (be8t estimate>.

4AL

L/2
Varlational Variational

1. 500

10.0 11. 000

10.0

T.O

so

10

23

a8

a6

Q20

0.15

ojo
03 Q4 0.5

L/21
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A best estirnate result. intermediate between the variational bounds, is plotted in Fig. 17.4.

The equivalent results for the symmetrical cross-shaped rod are given in Table 17. 8 and

Fig. 17. 5. For the Large Diffuslon Length Limit. Eq. (17. 8) was used with R =

For the Small Diffusion Length Lirnit. Eq. (17. 12) was used with Z D(0 ) 1. 09.

eff

Table 17. 8--ABSORPTION AREAS FOR THERMALLY BLACK CROSS~SHAPED ROD

Small Diffusion
Length Limit (Lower Bound)

Large Diffusion
Length Limit (upper Bound)

0. 630 0.973 0. 973
0. 697 0. 945 0. 960
0. 880 0. 864 1. 025
1. 148 0. 727 1. 232 1. 185

1. 833 1.821
4. 529 4.44

6.0

4.0

2.5

2.0

0.3 a4 0.5

C 18 absorption area: l is half-span of rod (Fig. 17. 3) .
L 18 the diffusion length.

Fig. 17. 5 - Absorption Area for a Thermally Black CrosslBest Estlmate).

801

/I2.

c/8IL
Variational

L/2
Variational

10.0

loo

5.0

11
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(d) Boundar Condikion Correctlon. The precedlng re8uIt8 have been calculated by

diffu8lon theory on the basi8 that the flux vanishe8 at the Surface of the control rod. A tran8-

port theory correction to thi8 calculation can be made by using diffusion theory. a8 before, in

the medium outside the rod but applying a logarithmlc boundary condition at the 8urface of the

absorbing rod (see Eq. (17. 5)). If the reciprocal of the logarlthmic derivative 18 denoted a8 0,

The value of the ab80rption area for a circularly cyllndrieal rod of radlu8 r 18 glven by an

expre88lon 8imilar to Eq. (17. 8), but 81ightly modified.

Eq. (17. 15)

Eq. (17. 16)

Values of OIX for cylindrlcal 8urface8 range from 0. 71 for large r IX to 1. 33 for smalltr
value8 of r IX. 3. 6 The8e may be u8ed when L 18 large compared to both r and X

18 large eompared to X but r and L are comparable. the rod surface may be treated a8 atr
plane surface in computing 6. For the limit r /L and L/ A both large compared to unity.

the ab8orption area is equal to the perlmeter times (L - 0. 71 X ).

17. 8 AREA ABSORPTION THEORY FOR GRAY cowfROL RODS
The preceding section di8CU88ed the area ab80rption theory for control rod8 whleh are

black to thermal neutrons. Simllar result8 can be obtained for gray control rod8 under the

a8siimption that the diffusion length L is 8mall compared to the rod dimensions. The develop-

ment 18 carried out using diffu8ion theory and the concept of 8elf-8hielding factors.

For & nonblack absorber Slab, the current of neutrons j which emerges from the opposite

side of a slab into which a neutron current j is directed Is

i (1 2fZt) Eq. (17. 17)

where Z Is the macroscopic ab8orptlon cr088 sectlon of the absorber,

t is the thickness of the absorber.

f Is the self-shielding factor for slabs corresponding to the value of Zt.

If th18 nonblack absorber 81ab 18 In a 8ymmetrical neutron flux (that 18. the 8ame current8

are enterlng on each 8idel. then 81mple dlffu8ion theory prov£de8 the relations

Eq. (17. 18a)

Eq. (17. 18b)

Substituting the expressions for j and J into Eq. (17. 17) lead8 dlrectly to the value of O .

the extrapolatlon length

Eq. (17. 19)

U8lng th18 boundary condltion. the absorption area of the slab Is calculated a8

0 8n

IfL

fzt
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Eq. (17. 20)

The values of f for a Slab are �Ven In Fig. XIV of Reference 7. For increa8ing ab8orptlon.

Zt approaches infinity and fzt approaches 0. 5. In the limit of a black slab. O is 213 X and

Eq. (17. 21)

U8lng the value8 of f from Reference 7. the value of CIL as given by Eq. (17. 20) wa8 cal-

culated for a range of value8 of Zt and LIA. The results are plotted in Fig. 17. 6.

The re8ults of the precedlng Section. particularly the curve8 in Fig. 17. 6. 8how that the

area ab80rption of the Slab ab8orber, when the extrapolation distance is taken into account.

depend8 upon the ratlo AIL. When thi8 ratlo 18 very 8mall. CIL approache8 unlty a8 the 81ab

blackness is Increa8ed. On the other hand, when X IL Is the order of unity. CIL approache8

the limit 0. 6 as the slab blackne88 Increases.
In pressurlzed water reactor8, L tend8 to be Sn�11 and thus A become8 comparable with

L. It is therefore neces8ary to correct for this in estimating rod worths by the area absorp-

tion method. In certain heavily loaded pressurized water reactors, the control rod worth 18

reduced by as much as 25 per cent by this correetlon.

For the ca8e of small L. Eq. (17. 12) glve8 CIL In term8 of the rod perlmeter plu8

correctlons assoclated wlth angle8. To a flrst approximatlon thp correetion due to the extra-

polatlon can be taken Into account by multiplying the perimeter by the factor CIL from
Fig. 17. 6. Thu8 the absorption area C of a rod in the small diffuslon length lir�t would be

Perlmeter + L Value of c/L from Fig. 17. 6)}

Eq.(17. 22)

The factor by which Ihe actual rod perimeter Should be multiplied to obtain the effectlve

perimeter is tabulated in Table 17. 9. By multipllcation of the true perimeter by this faetor

and the appropriate factor from Fig. 17. 6. the area absorption of a rod may be determined

for the small diffu8ion length limlt.
17. 10 APPLICATION TO SEVERAL ENERGY GROUPS

The method outlined in Sec. 17. 8 for calculatlng the absorption area for ab80rbing 8lab8

ha8 been extended to take epithermal ab80rption into account. A constant Source q 18 assumed

to enter the epithermal group by degradation of neutron8 from a higher energy group. The

diffusion equatlon8 are a8 follow8:

Eq. (17. 23b)

In these equation8, the subscript 2 refers to the eplthermal group and the 8ubscrlpt 3 to the

thermal group. D Is the diffusion constant. Z 18 the macroscopic absorption cro88 8ection.

and Z 18 the group removal eros8 section.

fzt

17. 9 LUKHEL'I'ION 'I'O AHbA ABSORPTION CALCULATIONS

corner8

Eq.(17. 23a)
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Table 17. 9--PERIMETER FACTOR FOR SIMPLE CONFIGURATIONS*

Configuration Perimeter Factor

Cylindrical surface external to source

Cylindrical surface with source external

Ribbon (half width £ )

Y shape < wing width R )
1+0.28

Cross shape ( wlng width I )
0.27

Rectangle (sides l and A )
1+2.41

* Where L Is 8mall compared to the geometrical dimensions.

2R

Cylindrical 8hell Immersed In source

2R

2A

21

2A
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The solution8 of these equations give for the current8 into the 81ab

Eq. (17. 24a)

In these equationg

and Z are the macroscopic cr083 6ectlon8 of the absorber. and f and f are the 8elf-

8hlelcllng factor 8.

In the appllcatlon of this result. the current into the 81ab (D V ¢) dlvlded by q 18 the

ab80rptlon area for the Blab In the group under consideration. In applying thio to other rod

Shapes the rod perlmeter and the perlmeter correction factor are multiplied by� to

obtaln the total absorption area of the rod a8 In Sec. 17. 9.

For use In multi-group calculation8. the area absorption may be introduced In two ways.

The first 18 that sugge8ted in Sec. 17. 6 by Eq. (17. 7). Another method 18 to reduce the 810w-

Ing-down den81ty Into a particular group by the factor ( i - C/A). The two approache8 are

e88entlally identleal. For the distrlbuted poison method. Eq. (17. 7) becomes

Eq. (17. 25a)

Eq. (17. 25b)

17. 11 INTERACTING BLACK CONTROL RODS
The ab80rptlon area8 pre8ented In the preceding 8eetions were calculated for a single.

Isolated rod In an inflnite medium. In th18 sectlon the effect of flnlte cell 8lze will be con~

81dered. The results presented are for thermally black control rods for whleh the flux 18

a88umed to van18h at the rod Surface. The absorptlon area for a finite cell 81ze wlll be de8-

ignated C to dlstinguish It from the value C. for an isolated rod in an Infirute medium. The
cell bounaary condition applied is that the net neutron current at the cell boundary vanisheb.

For cell 8ize8 In whlch the Cell boundary 18 several dlffuslon lengths from the aD80rblng rod,

C. and C are approximately equal.

(a) C lindrical Rod in a C Ilndrleal Cell. Let the radiu8 of the rod be R and the cell

radiu8 be designated as T. The ab8orption area 18 given by the expression

)]

a2

Eq.(17. 24b)

p2 r2

p3 a3
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I (T/L) K (R/L) K (T/L) I (R/L)

I (T/L) K (R/L) + K (T/L) I. (R/L)
Eq. (17. 26)

As T/L approache8 infinity. Cf approaches

K (R/L)

K (R/L)

the value of C for an infinite medium as given by Eq. (17. 8)

(b) Slab Absorber in a Slab Cell. This Is the g eometry shown in Fig. 17. 2. The absorb-

Ing 81ab has a total width 2a and the cell a total �dth 2m. The absorption area for this case 18

Eq. (17. 27)

As m/L approaches infinity. Cf approaches the value 2L.

(c) Periodic Array of Cruciform Rods. The geometry of the array Is shown in Fig. 17. 7.

The absorption area. in terms of the cell area A. is given by the expres8lon

64 Eq. (17. 28)

odd

This expression 18 derived for the condition in which the rod tips touch. They are shown

slightly separated in Fig. 17. 7 for clarity.

DISTRIBUTION A DISTRIBUTION B

Fig. 17. 7 - Periodic Array of Cruciform Rods.

27rRL

2�RL

2Ltanh (
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For llmltlng value8 of (.- ) the 8um may be approximated as follow8:

large:

64

) In the range 1. 4 to 2. 0 . the two approximatlons agree to bettpr than I per cent.

(d) Com ari8on of Cell Value8 With Inflnlte Media Values. The Y�ueS of the absorption

area for variou8 rod 8hape8 when calculated for cells a8 compared wlth the value when cal-

culated for an Infinite rnedlum are 8hown In Fig. 17. 8. Here the value I i - C /A ) is plotted

agaln8t the ab8c188a C /A. The departure of the curve8 from the 8tralght Ilne ( i _ C./A )

indicates the reduction In effeetivene38 of the rod due to the finite cell Size. The quantlty

(I - C /A) 18 the ratio of the cell multiplication with the rod pre8ent to the multlplication

with the rod ab8ent. Note the fairly wide range of multiplication over which the Interaction

produce8 very little effect.

16ffL
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THE EFFECTS OF ROD SHAPE ON CONTROL ROD WORTH

b). D. R. Bach and S. W. Kltchen

17. 12 INTRODUCTION
The effectiveness of 81ngle control rod8 ha8 been mea8ured in a reactor for rod8 of

different 8ize8, material8, and varying thermal neutron ab8orptlon. The re8uIt8 obtained In

these measurement8 have been interpreted in term8 of the ab8orptlon area tlieory (UscusBed

In the preceding 8ection8 of thi8 chapter In order to examlne the appllcablllty of th18 theory.

Whlle no attempt ha8 been made to make an absolute compar180n of rod worth with theory.

measurements have been made of the relative worth of Blab ab80rber8 a8 compared with

810

eruciform- Shaped ab80rber8.
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Chapter 18

REACTOR SYNTHESIS TECHNIQUES

18. 1 INTRODUCTION
The power distribution in a pre88urized water reactor cannot be described properly by

simple, separable solutions. In a plane normal to the cylindrical axis of the reactor. the

dlstrlbutlon Is strongly affected by the geometrlc deslgn deta118; water channel8. control rod

cros8 8ections. 8ubassembly 8tructure, etc. The axlal distribution is deterrnlned principally

by the presence of partially inserted control rods. At the beginnthg of life these two factors.

geometrlc design detail and partially Inserted control rods, are the principal reasons that the

power distribution cannot be described 8imply. Taking reactor lifetime into account, additional

factors enter: namely• nonuniform fuel depletion and poison buildup.

The very limlted margin8 that are available to the reactor designer make it essential that

the three-dimensional nature of the problem be considered in the design. The difficulty is that

no computational technique 18, at the time of writlngi available for doing this directly. The

largest digltal computers avallable today do not have sufflclent 8peed to handle the problem.

Therefore, various schemes for approximating the three-dimenBional case by combining one-

and two-dimensional solutions have been developed. A number of such schemes have been

used. In this chapter two will be de8cribed in detail.

It is worth noting that synthesis schemes will be used in the future even though computers

capable of solvlng the three-dlmen8lonal problem dlrectly wlll come Into use. The reason for

th18 Is associated with the relatively high cost of a three-dimensional solution compared a

synthesis solution. Synthesi8 solutlons Kll be used in two ways: First. for initial studie8

and survey work and, second. for fixing approximate control rod withdrawal locations to be

Used In detailed three-dimen8ional studies. It seems probable that true three-dlmen81onal

lifetime analyses of a reactor will not be carried out until m08t of the design detall8 of the

reactor have been e8tablished.

The advent of computers in the next year or two capable of solving three-dimen8ional

problems will enhance the value of 8ynthesis methods. One of the difficulties with synthesis

methods at present is that there is little basis for estimating their accuracy. It is difficult to
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obtain data experimentally with 8ufflcient accuracy and detail to make a good test. By com-

however, the accuracy to be expected with the 8ynthe8is method can be e8tabli8hed.

The 8ynthe818 8cheme8 whlch have been developed have been inllueneed by the fact that

most of the reactor geometric de8lgn detail 18 a880ciated with the plane normal to the axis

whlle the effect of partial in3ertlon of control rod8 18 as8oeiated the axial distributlon.

It 18 natural, therefore, to solve the problem in the plane normal to the axi8 as a two-

dimen8lonal problem taklng the geometrie detail into account. Variou8 two-dimensional

801utlono are then comblned with an axlal one-dimen8lonal analy818 to complete the 801ution.

Clearly such a procedure mu8t a88ume the 8olutlon lo a product of the axial 801ution and the

Bolutlon In the plane. Thls assumptlon 18 ba81C to any 8ynthe818 method.

In lifetime 8tudie8 the general procedure 18. fir8t. to di�de the eore along the axis into a

number of 8ection8. ten or more. Next, the relative power produced in each Slice or section

at a glven time In life Is determined by calculating an axial distribution. From th18 normalized

power, the depletlon in each Sectlon over a lifetime step 18 calculated. Thi8 leads to new

value8 for the con8tant8 in each 8eetlon. The 8ection8 are then combined agaln by an axial

8olutlon wlth appropriate adjustment of control rod po8ltion8 for crltlcality. Following thi8 a

new tlme step 18 taken. Th18 procedure will be elarrfied In the detailed di8CU68lon of the

The various synthesis scheme8 differ principally in the manner in which the constants in

each 81ice are developed and the way In which the axial problem 18 handled.

THE FLUX-WEIGwfED SYNTHESIS TECHNIQUE

by J. E. Meyer and N. Baron

18. Z FLUX-WEIGHTING TECHNIQUE - GENERAL OUTLINE OF METHOD
When a flux-weightlng technique is used. the reactor power distribution is a88umed

8eparable into two multiplicative components. an axial distribution, and a di8tributlon in the

plane normal to the aJd8. The distribution in the plane 18 commonly referred to as a radial

di8tributlon although it 18 calculated in an X> y coordinate system. The 8llce8 or 8ection8

normal to the eylinder axls into which the reactor is dlvided are referred to as radlal 8eetion8.

The axial di8tributlon 18 calculated using the average propertie8 of each radlal 8ection.

The axial nux dlstrlbution 18 normallzed 80 that the axial flux multiplied by the average fission

ero88 8ection8 in the appropriate radial 81iee8 18 equal to the de8ired total fisslon rate for the

reactor.

The axial d18tributlon 18 contlnuous in such a synthe818 scheme. However. the three-

dimensional power di8tributlon along a given axlal line 18 generally discontinuou8 at each

parlng 8ynthe818 801ution8 with three-dimen8ional 8olution8 in a 8erle8 of typical ca8e8.

synthe818 8cheme8.
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inter£ace between radial slices Since the radial distrlbution8 are. � general, different in each

The equation8 for the synthesi8 method will be developed for a two-group scheme (the

extenslon to four energy groups 18 Straightforward). Let 4) (Xg y. z) and + (x. y, z) represent
the neutron flux in the fa8t and 81ow energy group• re8pectively. These are each written in

Separable form as R(X• y) and Z{z). Thus

Eq. (18. 1)

Now ¢•(x. y, z) must be normallzed to give the fi88ion rate corresponding to the assumed
power level. In the product form either function may be adjusted. We ch008e. arbitrarily,

the following scheme of normallzation. We define

Eq. (18. 2)

for either R or R The area of the radial 8ection of the reactor which 18 fueled is given by

It follows then that

Eq. (18. 3)

for either Z or Z Thus Z(z) 18 the average flux in the plane at the axial p081tion z.

One point should be mentioned concerning the normalization of R(x, y). Equation (18. 2)

normalizes R (X• y) and R (X• y) to the same average value, independent of the group diffusion

equations. The group equations wlll. however. e8tabli8h a ratio of fast-to-slow flux. It will

be neee8sary• therefore, to have a factor in the radial equation8 to provide the necessary

flexibility to permit solution of the equations. Thi8 point will be discussed later in the treat-

ment.
18. 3 FLUX-WEIGHTING TECHNIQUE - AXtAL SOLUTION OF THE EQUATION

The two group diffusion equation8 given below are to be Solved.

VZ 4> +yZ 4>
Eq. (18. 4)

Eq. {18. 5)

In these equations subscript I refer8 to the fast group• 8ub8cript Z to the thernial group. 41 18

the neutron flux, D 18 the diffuslon eon8tant• v 18 the number of neutrons emitted per fi88ion,

Z is the fission cr088 Section. Z 18 the group ab80rption cros8 section. Z 18 the removal

or transfer cro88 section for neutrons slowing down from the fast group to the thermal groupp

and K is the eigenvalue of the equation8. In this formulation D and D are assumed independent

of p081tion. If this 13 not the case. the first term of the equation 18 VDV+.
Substitution of ¢1 [ Eq. (18. 1) ] in Eqs. (18. 4) and (18. 5) leads to

TIIE FLUX-WEIGHTED SYNTIIESIS TECIINIQUE

Section.

R(X• y) dx dy =

dxdy.

Z(z) 4>(x. y• z) dx ay
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Eq. (18. 6)

and

R +RDVZ Eq. (18.7)

When Eqs. (18. 6) and (18. 7) are multiplied by I/A and then integrated over the fueled region in

the radial plane. the fojowing equations are obtained.

al
Eq. (18. 8)

(z Eq. (18.9)

By definition:

D R (X• y) dxdy Eq. (18. loa)

Eq. (18. lob)

Eq. (18. IOC)

Z R (X• y) dxdy Eq. (18. Iod)

Eq. (18. Ioe)

Eq. (18. Iof)

Z R (X• y) dxdy

Eq. (18. Ioh)

The term flux-weighting is derived f rom the definitions for the average axial parameter8

given in Eqs. (18. 1 Oa) through (18. 1 Oj). It should also be noted that each of the parameters

defined in Eqs. (18. loa) through (18. 1 Oj) is a function of z.

Equation8 (18. 8) and (18. 9) are two-group diffusion equations for a one-dimensional axial

problem in which the parameters aiid radial leakage terms are functlon8 of z. Any of the

technique8 for solution of such equations. in particular Such digltal computer codes as

WANDA (see Appendix A), may be u8ed to solve thi8 problem. It is clear. however, that the

radial functions, R, must be known in order to define the parameters of the aial problem.

The method for obtaining R will be discussed in the next 8ection. It should be noted that even

with a limited number 0£ sections a large number of points may be used in the axial mesh in

order to obtain the flux variation8 In satisfactory detail.

VZ RZ +vZ RZ
R+RDFZ {z +Z )RZ +

Z RZ +Z RZ

vz Z +vZ Z
rl

a2 +B D)Z +Z Z

D2R2(x. y) dxdy

al-A

Z.zR2(x. y) dxdy

ZnRI(x. y) dxdy

f2-A Eq. {18. log)

rl
R (X•y) dxdy

Eq. (18. Ioj)
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.The axial normalization of the flux is carried out as follow8: If C and C are the energy

releases per fission for fission by fast and slow group neutrons, re8pectively. the fi38ion

power density at a point in the reactor is

Eq. (18. 11)

The total fission power release in the reactor. P. 18 the integral of the power density over the

fueled volume of the reactor

Eq. (18. 12)

Substituting the fuiictions R<x• y) and Z{z) from Eq. (18. 1) into Eq. (18. 12) and integrating over

the radial section lead8 to the equation

Eq. (18. 13)

where V is the fueled volume of the reactor and L 18 the axial length of the fueled volume.

quantity in braces 18 the average fis8ion power density in the core.

The solutions of Eqs. (18. 8) and (18. 9) are normalized to the de8ired reactor output

power by Eq. (18. 13).

18. 4 FLUX-WEIGHTING TECHNIQUE - RADIAL SOLUTION OF THE EQUATIONS
The separated two-group equations. Eqs. (18. 6) and (18. 7). form the starting point in the

development of the radial equations. Note that the function8 R and R are arbitrarily

normalized. As pointed out previously, it will be necessary to permit the 81ow-to-fast flux

ratio to be adjusted to a value appropriate to the equation8. Th18 18 readily carried out by

which are the average fast and slow flux. respectively• In the plane.

The average fast-to-slow nux ratio in the plane as, F is defined by

Eq. (18. 14)

Within the plane B are defined by the equations

Eq. (18. 15)

Substltuting the equation for B In Eq. (18. 6) and the equation for B
the following two-group equations in the radial plane:

in Eq. (18. 7) yield8

al
Eq. (18. 16)

(z Eq. (18. 17)

The introduction of B and B has not impalred the generality of the equation8.

constant times Z has been 8ub8tituted for the definlte values of a Z /az and 8 Z /az in each

radial section. If the section under consideration 18 thick and extends. for example, from
b. Eq8. (18. 6) and (18. 7) may be integrated with respect to z. Thus for term8

involving Z or Z

pdV=

CZ Z(z)+C Z Z (z)] dz

rnak�g u8e 0£ Z and Z

andB

zl

VZ R +vZ RIF
(Z +Z +B D)R +

11 +B D)R +Z RF

z2

atoz
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(b Eq. (18. 18)

where Z 18 the average walue. For the derivative term

dz
Eq. (18. 19)

Thus an average value of B 18 given by:

(b
Eq. (18. 20)

for a thick Section.

Equation8 (18. 16) and 118. 17) may be solved, to an arbitrary multiplicative factor, for the

quantitie8 F R (X• y) and R (X• y) by any of the standard methods. In particular a digital

computer 801ution may be obt�ned U8&ng the PDQ code (see Appendix Bl. The ratlo F may be

obtalned directly from the 801ution8, even with the arbltrary multlplleatlve factor, 8ince F 18

simply the ratlo of the average fa8t flux to the average slow nux. The factor obvlou8ly will

cancel in taking th18 ratio. The appropriate normalizatlon for R and R may be obtained by

applylng Eq. (18. 2).

One point may be noted here regarding the radlal oolution8. The calculation of B
is most readily and accurately performed by alternate forrn8 of Eq8. (18. 1 Oh) and (18. 1 Oj).

These are derived by 8ub8titution using Eq8. (18. 16) and (18. 17).

£2

18. 5 FLUX-WEIGHTING TECHNIQUE- METHOD OF APPLICATION
Solutions of the two-group diffusion equation8 by the synthe818 method 18 ba81cally an

iterative proce88 between radial and axial 801ution8. In Eq8. (18. 16) and (18. 17) the entire

influence of the axial problem on the radial 801ution in the 8ection 18 represented by the

numbers B If these number8 are estimated. Solution8 may be obtained for

Eqs. (18. 16) and (18. 17) Since all the other parameter8 are known. Using these 8olution8 the

normalized function8 R and R may be obtained. Substituting R and R In Eqs. (18. loa)

through (18. 101) permits the constants for the axial problem (In that particular axial section)

to be determined. The axial parameter8 necessary to obtain 801ution8 to the axial problem

[Eq8. (18. 8) and (18. 9) ] are all determined once the solutions for all the 8ections are available.

Once the axial solution Is found the assumed values of B and B for the radial problem may
then be corrected and new radial solutions obtained. The new radial solutions permit a new
axial solution to be obtained. etc. The convergenee of this process depend8 basically on the

fact that the term B D 18 smaller by a factor of two or three than the Z18 with which It 18

a8soclated. Thus an Initial error In the estimate of B does not have a 8erlou8 effect on the

801utlon and the iterative proce88 will converge rapidly. For many purposes. in fact, the

801ution is satisfactory without iteration.

Z(z) dz a)Z

Z(z) dx
dz

dz

a)Z

rl

r2

(vz /D)+(vZ /F D)
(z /i) +Z�/�+B )+zl

Eq. (18. Iok)

(z /D +B )+(Z FJD)z2 RI

zl
andB

Eq. (18. 101)
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Consider Eq8. (18. 16) and (18. 17). Use of other than converged iterated value8 for B
and Bz2 will result in three effects. First. the functional shapes Ri (x. y) and R (x. y) will be

wrong. Second, the ratio 0£ fast-to-slow flux will be wrong. Third. the eigenvalue K will be

different from unity. Of the three, the first is more important and will appear clilefly in the

value of B If a problem for an axial region of the core with few axial discontinuitles

Is being considered. then B would be expected to be equal to B The Shape function8 would

then be in error only to the extent that (Z change significantly from region to

region in the radial section. If the reactor design 18 Such that the8e quantities do change, then

the effect which the leakage terms B D have will be different in the different regions and this

wlll result in an incorrect flux amplitude ratio from one region to another. On the other hand

if B D is numerically small compared wlth the Zltj, even a 8ub6tantial error in B will have

little effect on the flux shapes.

If, however. a problem near the bottom reflector 18 being considered. the axial leakage

will be quite different in the two groups. The sign of B will be posltive. that of B
negative, and both may have an absolute value con8iderably higher than the group independent

In this case errors in axlal bucklings will have a larger effect on the flux Shapes.

reactors in which the region adjacent to the bottom reflector is important in term8 of reactivityp

care must be exercised in appI�ng the radial buckling8 obtained from non-iterated synthesized

solutions to the sections near the bottom reflector. The unportance of the errors in flux

shapes Can only be a88essed by comparing the solutlons using different values of B
The other effect8 of the errors in axial buckllng8 are an incorrect fa8t-to-8low ratio and

an incorrect eigenvalue. If the functions R and R are correct In Shape. an error in F 18

relatively unimportant. The reason is that the parameters entering the axlal problem are

evaluated with normalized functions R and R The only other use of either F or x is the

entry of �. into the power normalizatlon of Eq. (18. 13). The eIitry 18 limited to the power

produced by fast neutron fission. Since this is generally le88 than 20Yo of the total fis8lon

power. a substantial error in F will not be seriou8. . While it mlght be supposed that Use of

the a�al equation 801ution8 would eliminate this error, the structure of the existing depletion

code8 is such that the radial section must be depleted according to the solution8 obtained for

the radial problem.

Thus the general procedure for applylng the synthesis scheme is as follows:

(a) The reaetor Is first divlded into a number of radial sections. the number dependirtg on

the type of rod programming and the detall with which the lifetime depletion 18 to be

studied.

(b) At the beginning of life all parameters in Eqs. (18. 16) and (18. 17) are known for each

radial section except B A8 a start these are taken equal and adjusted in

magnitude until an eigenvalue near unity 18 obtained for the solution of Eqs. (18. 16)

and (18. 17). An eigenvalue lylng between 0. 95 and 1. 05 18 generally 8at18factory for

(c) The 801ution8 for the radial sections are normalized according to Eq. (18. 2).

(d) For each radial section the average parameters for the axial equatlon8 are obtained

using Eq8. (18. loa) through (18. 101).

(e) The axial equation8, Eq8. (18. 8) and (18. 9), are Solved using these parameter8. The

necessary control rod withdrawal or insertion is made to obtain an eigenvalue of unity.

zl

andB

zl z2.

+Z )andz

zl ZZ

zl
andB

this 8tep.
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{n The value8 B are Computed from the axial 801ution for each radial 8ection.

With the8e corrected values the radial equatlon8 are again 801ved In each 8ection.

Step8 (c) to {e) are now repeated. Thx8 Iteratlve proce88 18 continued untll 8at18factory

convergence Is obtalned.

(g) U8ing Eq. (18. 13). the average flux level in each radial section 18 obtained for the

assumed reactor output power.

(h) Each radial 8ection 18 depleted at this nux level for a given operating time Interval

and a new Set of parameter8 obtained for each radial 8ection. Wlth these parameter8

and an a88umed B . the iterative proce88 Steps (b) through (fj are repeated.

(l) The entire proces8 is repeated for another time Step.

The synthes18 procedure gives the power distribution in the reactor at variou8 8tage8 of

reactor Ilfetime and the Control rod position8 for criticality during lifetime.

It 18 clear that if the radial to axial iteration procedure at any given stage of lifetime 18

carried over a number of cycles. the appropriate ajaal leakage8 to be u8ed in the radial

equatlons will be obtained and the eigenvalue 0£ the axial and radial problem8 can both be

converged to unity. Under the8e condition8 the fa8t-to-slow flux ratio in a given Section wlll

be the 8ame whether the radial or axial solutions are used. There 18 80me que8tlon. however,

in Ylew of the approximation represented by the product form of the Solution. whether 8uch a

detalled iterative procedure 18 warranted. Without a compari80n of 8ynthe818 8olution8 with

true three-dimensional lifetime depletion studies, it 18 a matter of Judgment whether Iteration

18 or 18 not warranted.

18. 6 FLUX-WEIGHTING TECHNIQUE - EXAMPLE OF SYNTHESIS
To provide some guidance a8 to the applieabllity of the 8ynthe8ized 801ution. a 8ynthesi8

of two one-dimensional solution8 has been compared to the exact Solution of the group diffu8lon

equation8 for a two-dime1sional case. The synthe8ized solution 18 made up of two one-

dimen8ional solutions and it 18 compared with the two-dlmensional 8olutlon of the problem.

andBz2
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Figure 18. 1 8how8 the reactor geometry. The reactor has a rectangular cro88 Section

and its depth (the dimension normal to the plane of the figure) 18 assumed infinite. Five

channels are shown in the reactor 8ection. The two outer channe18 are water channels. the

inner pair contain partially withdrawn control 8heet8, and the center channel 18 a fully inserted

eontrol 8heet. The outer periphery of the reactor 18 assumed to be Surrounded by a water

reflector.

12 92.6 12

17
AXIAL REGIONS

12 (4) UPPER REFLECTOR

ts) UPPER CORE

76

32 (2) LOWER CORE

12 (1) LOWER REFLECTOR

POSITIONS OF AXIAL
TRAVERSES

Fig. 18. 1 - Geometry of the Calculated Reactor.

NOTES:
All dimensions tn cm.

2. All control sheet8 and water channels 1. 6 cm thick.
Reactor 18 uniform and Infinitely long In direction
normal to plane of figure.

The reactor composltlon Is a88umed unlform throughout. Slnce a ljletlme calculation 18

not made, only four regions are required to represent the reactor. The8e are as follow8:

(a) Lower reflector.

(b) Lower core,

(c) Upper core.

(d) Upper reflector.
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The boundary between the upper and lower core regions is at the tIP8 of the partially inserted

control sheets.

The composition of the reactor is given in Table 18. 1. Since the reactor geometry and

composition were assumed, the eigenvalue will not necessarily be unity.

Table 18. 1 - MATERIAL PROPERTICS OF REACTOR USED FOR THL EXAMPLE

fl

Material cm cm cm cm cm cm

Fuel Region

water

0. 0550 0. 0832 0. 420

0. 0410

Control Sheets

* The effect of fast fissioning was approximated by assuming Z to be negative.
al

The two-dimensional solution was 8ynthe8ized uslng two one-dimensional 801ution8 for the

lower and upper core region and combining them with an axial one-dimen8ional Bolution.

Figure 18. 2 give8 the one-dimen8ional 801ution in the lower core region. Figure 18. 3 show8

the 801ution in the upper core region. The average axial fluxes for the synthesis procedure

are shown in Fig. 18. 4.

The nuxes along aial line8 at location8 A, B, C. D, E, and f4 of Flg. 18. 1 were calcu-

lated by using average a�al fluxe8. Plots of the Slow fluxes are shown in Figs. 18. 5 through

18. 10. The calculated two-dimensional traces are shown on the Same figures for comparison.

In obtaining the 8yr,thesized 801ution8 three radial iterations were carried out. In the

first radial Solution B were assumed to be equal and were adju8ted to give the radial

801ution an eigenvalue of unity for each region of the core. Successive iterations were

carried out Using the bucklings obtained in the previous 8olution8. For the reflector regions

the buckling was taken equal to the buckling of the faBt group in the adjacent fueled region.

Table 18. 2 show8 the results obtained with the 8ucces8ive iteration8.

The two-dlmensional solution of the problem gave an eigenvalue of 1. 023. The ite

synthe8i8 procedure giTres an eigenvalue of 1. 033 which is about I per cent in error. Both I.:.

elgenvalue and the flux ratios have converged 8ati8factorily after two iterations. The third

iteration 18 clearly unnece88ary. The zero order of iterations is not quite 8atlsfactory

chiefly because the radial problem was initially adjusted to give an elgenvalue of one.

Comparison of the 8ynthesized flux distribution8 wlth the two-dlmen8ional re8uIts 8hows

reasonably good agreement except for the transition zone in the nelghborhood of the partially

inserted rod tips. The Synthesized solutions show much more abrupt changes in flux level

than does the two-dimensional solution.

THE AXIAL LINE SYNTHESIS TECHNIQUE

by T. E. Fairey

18. 7 AXIAL LINE TECHNIQUE - INTRODUCTION
The axial line 8ynthesi8 technique is a simpler method than the flux-weighting technique

covered in the preceding seetions. Because of this simplicity. considerably less computation

is required to apply the method. While there are variants of the line synthesis technique, the

RFACTOR SYNT14Tr:SIS TF.CIINlQUkS

rl f2

em

0.0160 -0. 0008* 1.70
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0.10 0.50 1.50 o. 10

andB
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POSITION OF PARTIALLY
INSER TED RODS

SLOW FLUX- Z (z)

> 1.2 6.0

0.8 4.0
FAST FLUX-Z (z)

3.0

0.4

0.2

20 40 60 70 80
DISTANCE ABOVE BOTTOM REFLECTOR Icm)

90

Fig. 18. 4 - Average A)dal Synthe8lzed Flux Shapes.

POSITION OF PARTIALLY
INSERTED RODS

EXACT
SYNTHESIZED

> 2.0

20 40 50 60 70 80
AXIAL POSITION-Z-(CENTIMETERS)

90

Fig. 18, 5 - Axial Thermal Flux Traverse at IA>cation A.
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POSITION OF PARTIALLY
INSERTED RODS

4.0

3.6

3.2 EXACT

2.8

2 2.4

> 2.0

20 30 40 50 60 70 80
AXIAL POSITION-Z- (CENTIMETERS)

Fig. 18. 6 - Axial Thermal Flux Traver8e at Location B.
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POSITION OF PARTIALLY
INSERTED RODS

4.0

EXACT

> 2.0

20 30 40 50 60 70 80

Flg. 18. 7 - Axial Thermal Flux Traverse at Location C.

SYNTHESIZED
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POSITION OF PARTIALLY
INSERTED RODS

4.0

3.2 EXACT
SYNTHESIZED

J 2.8

3 2.4

20 30 40 50 60 70 80
AXIAL POSITION-Z- (CENTIMETERS)

Fig. 18. 8 - Axial Thermal Flux Traverse at Location D.
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ig. 18. 9 - Axial Thermal Flux Traverse at Location E.
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POSITION OF PARTIALLY
INSERTED RODS

4.0

3.6

3.2 EXACT

12.4

0.4

30 40 50 60 70
AXIAL POSITION-Z-(CENTIMETERS)

Flg. 18. 10 - Axial Thermal Flux Traverse at Locatlon F.

90

one de8erlbed here 18 the orlglnal and the 81mple8t. Ba8Ically• It make8 U8e of one-dlmen8ional

radlal 801utlon8 and one-dlmen8lonal axlal 8olutlons of the two-group dlffu8ion equation8. The

procedure 18 not, however, Ilmited to one-dimen8ional radial 801ution8 but may be u8ed with

In the one-dlmenslrnal a]dal line 8ynthe818 technlque there 18 no attempt to take the detai18

of the reactor heterogenelty Into account.

For thermal de8ign purpo8e8 the effects of heterOgeneitie8 In the Adial 8ection are

treated by the u8e of llux peaklng factor8. Figure 18. 11 8how8 a diagram of a homogenized

reactor to which the line 8ynthe8i8 technique could be applied. Three radial zone8 are 8hown.

There

are two axial zones: the rod-free and the rodded region8.

SYNTHESIZED
c4 2.8

10

two-dimen8ional golution8 a8 well.
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ZONE I
ZONE It

ALL ZONES

RODDED
REGION

POSITION OF
ROD BANK

ROD-FREE
REGION

Fig. 18. 1 l Reactor Model for Application of Line Synthe818

18. A AXIAL LINE TECHNIQUE - OUTLINE OF METHOD
The basic idea in the line 8ynthe818 method is to calculate the actual flux distribution along

one ajual Ilne � the reactor, the centerline. The nux calculation Is made. of course. for the

homogenlzed model of the reactor. The line 8ynthe8i8 znethod wlll be outlined broadly in this

8ectlon and di8CU88ed In detail In the next section.

In principle the calculation ts carried out a8 follow8: The reactor 18 divided into an

arbitrary number of radial section8 as shown in Fig. 18. 12. In each radial 8ection the flux

distribution 18 calculated by two-group diffu8ion theory. The radlal calculation8 are made
wlth the material con8tant8 of the radial section under consideration. Axlal leakage 18 taken

to account by an axial buckllng which 18 adjusted to make the radial calculation critical.

With the radial calculation solved in each 8ectlon. an axial calculation is performed along

an axial line of the reactor. In th18 calculation the actual material con8tant8 along the line in

each radlal 8ection are u8ed. Radlal leakage at each point of the axial calculation 18 accounted

for by the use of the radial buckllng from the radial Section calculation8. Criticality of the

axial calculation 18 obtained by adJu8tlng the position of the rod bank. In a simple reactor

ealculated one-dlmen8ionally In the radlal section. the axial Ilne ch08en 18 generally the

centerline. Thi8 18 not nece88ary. however. and in more compllcated reactor8. other axial

line8 may be more convenient. Thi8 18 particularly true if the reactor is calculated two-

dlmensionally In the radial section.

The problem can be iterated by returning to the radial calculation with modlfied values of

the axial buekling. If de8ired, the axial and radial problems can be converged by cycling

between the two calculation8.

ZONE ItL

HOMOGENIZED
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AXIAL LINE

ZONE L

RODDED
REGION

ZONE It

ROD-FREE
REGION

Fig. 18. 12 Sketch Showing Division of Reactor into Radial Sections

The number of axlal point8 chosen should be sufficient to describe the axial flux distribution

adequately. The number of radial sections used may be any number from two up to the number

of axial points. At the beginning of life there are only two radial sections, the rodded and rod-

free 8ection8. With depletion the number will increase depending on the extent to which it is

de81red to consider difference8 in depletion. As applied in practice it is not burdensome to

make the number of radial sections equal to the number of axial points.

The normalization is made along the axial line; for a Simple reactor this will be assumed

to be the centerline. In each radial section the flux at the center (r O) is set equal to the

flux obtained at the corresponding axial position in the axial calculation. Thu8 the array of

radlal fluxes for the position r O will represent the axial flux distribution. This 18 IIIu8trated

in Fig. 18. 13.

To obtain an ab801ute normalization the fission rate per unit volume 18 summed over the

reactor uslng the relative Iiormall&alion de8crlbed above. By equating the total fisrJion rate to

that necessary to produce the desired thermal power. an absolute flux normalization may be

With absolute flux normalization reactor lifetime depletion 8tudie8 may be made.

done by depleting each radial section for a specified operating time. At the end of this time

step new material constants for the radial section are determined. These are used to perform

new radial calculations. following which a new axial calculation is performed. The axial

This is

ZONE Ilt

obtalned.
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calculation is made using the recalculated radial bucklings and the material constants for the

materlal along the centerline of the reactor.

In the axial calculation the rod bank position is readjusted to give criticality. With the new

a�al and radial distributions a new absolute normalization for flux can be made. Following

this a new time step can be calculated permitting the lifetime depletion 8tudy to be Carried

through another time step.

The procedure outlined above allows calculation of the power distribution and rod bank

positions for criticality over the duration of the reactor lifetime.

In ouUine. thi8 is the axial line synthesis technique. It dlfferB IruIn Ihe Ilux-weighting

technique in several respects, some of which can already be identified. First, the axial

calculation of flux represents a specific axial distribution rather than an average distribution.

Second. the material constant8 along the axial line are used for the axial calculation rather

than average constants. Other differences will become evident when the details are considered.

18. 9 AXIAL LINE TECHNIQUE - DETAILS OF APPLICATION
The two-group diffusion equations given earlier in this chapter L Eq8. (18. 4) and (18. 5)]

are the starting point of the analysis. As before, they are Separated into radial and axial

equations by assuming that the flux can be written as a product function as in Eq. (18. 1). The

Separated equations have certain differences and will be rewritten.

The radial equations are as follows:

(z
Eq. (18.21)

(z
Eq. (18.22)

The symbols S (x, y) and S2(x. y) have been introduced to represent the fast- and slow-group

radial components of the fluxes. These functions are not normalized at this Stage as were the

corresponding R and R functions in Eqs. (18. 16) and (18. 17). Only a single value of the

axial buckling is used instead of the group-dependent bucklings B used previously.

(In the first step of the iteratlon with the flux-weighting technique. a single axial buckling is

also used. ) The eigenvalue K is shown with a subscript r to identify it a8 arising from

Eqs. (18. 21) and (18. 22).

The first step in the procedure is to solve Eq8. (18. 21) and (18. 22) in the radial section

using the appropriate material constants at each point of the homogenized multiple-zone radial

section. As noted previously two-dimensional solutlons could be used in the application of

this method: here. however. S and S will be taken as functions of r only. The solutions can

be obtained by use of the WANDA code (see Appendix A). The axial buckling B is varied to

bring the solution to criticality, i. e. l. however. a value of K a few per cent dtfferent

from l is considered acceptable. This procedure IB carried out for each radial section. AS
might be expected, B will be positlve in the rod-free region and negative in the rodded region.

The next step in the solutiori 18 to obtain the axial solutions. Designating the fa8t~ and

81ow-group axial fluxes as T (z) and T (z), respectively, the equations are as follows:

VZ S +yZ S

a2
+BD)S +Z S

andB
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(z al
Eq. {18. 23)

(z Eq. (18. 24)

The material con8tant8 in the axlal equation8 are taken to be those along the axial line where

the calculation 18 being made. The radlal buckling In the8e equations 18 a function of z and is

determined from the equation

Eq. (18. 25)

where B 18 the material buckling of the reactor materlal at the axial point under consideration

and B 18 the axial buekling used in Eq8. (18. 21) and (18. 22) to give criticallty of the radial

8ection. The Symbol z. Indicate8 that the calculation 18 made for the J

The material buckling. B to be used in Eq. (18. 25) 18 given below.

i)

Eq. (18. 26)

where

Eq. (18. 26a}

Eq. (18. 26b)

(nn (Ep) Eq. (18. 26e)

Eq. (18. 26d)

Eq. (18. 26e)
fl

B 18 evaluated for each radial 8ection at r = O. uslng the eigenvalue K obtalned in the

801ution of the radial section equations.

Equation8 (18. 23) and 118. 24) may be solved by a one-dimen8ional digital computer code

Such a8 WANDA (8ee Appendix A). In the 801utlon, the axial posltlon of the control rod bank 16

adjusted to give eriticali.yg i. e.

At this point it would be p083ible to iterate the Bolutions: in fact. group-dependent

buckllng8 from the solution to Eqs. (18. 23) and (18. 24) could be introduced into Eqs. (18. 21)

and (18. 22). In depletlon 8tudle8 th18 18 not done, however. because it would destroy the

e88ential simpllcity of the calculation. At the beginning of life. however. an iteration study

may be useful for another purp08e. It can 8erve to demonstrate the 8en8ltivity of the 601ution8

to the buckling8 U8ed and to determine how close to unity the eigenvalue 8hould be adju8ted.

VZ T +vZ T

a2
+BD)T +Z T

axial polnt.

2 4(k
i/z

(nfj
f2

p=
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There are tWO 811ghtly different normalization procedure8 which may be used. In the

precedlng section a flux normalization wa8 described 8uch that the radial 8ection therthal nux
th

Section S at the p081tion of the axial line wa8 made equal to the axial thermal flux

at that Section. In terms of the radial and axial function8

Eq. (18. 27)

In general the fast fluxes will not be equal.

The reason for thi8 18 twofold. First. without iteration there will be a small dl8crepancy

the fast-to-slow flux ratio between the axial and radial 801ution8. Second, If group-dependent

buckling8 corresponding to each axial point are not introduced into the radial equation8, 80me
residual discrepancy will exist becau8e the fa8t-to-8low flux ratio In a tran81tion region, i. e. .

near the rod bank boundary• will not be the same as that �Ven by the radial Bolution. The8e

errors are small. however, principally because m08t of the fi88ioning occur8 In the thermal

group.

A power normalization, however• would appear to be more con818tent than a nux normali-

zation and is preferred. Thi8 18 carried out as follows:

Eq. (18.28)

Since the ratio s /s2J lj is established by the radial Section solution and the ratio TI/T2 by the

aial solution. thi8 equation normalizes the radial 8olution8 to the axlal 801utlon.

In carrying out the ab801ute normalization it 18 convenient to introduce Some additional

notation. Again using C and C to represent the energy release per fi88ion for fast and slow

fission. respeetivelyi the average power density p in the j
th

radial section 18

f I
Eq. (18. 29)

where the integration8 are carried out over the entire fueled region of the radlal Section. The

ratio of the average power density in the radial section to that at the center of the 8ection will

be de8ignated a8 q..

Eq. (18. 30)

The total output power from the reactor is

Eq. (18. 31)

where tsz. is the axial thicknes8 of the j

In Eq. (18. 31) the q., 8 lliay be obtained from the radial solutions Without normalizatlon.

the Z18 are known and the ratio of T /T is known. Thus. setting a value for P normalizes the

Tls and thus normalizes the Sls by Eq. (18. 28).

To carry out a lifetime depletion 8tudy, a serle8 of time 8tep8 are taken. The reactor 18

recalculated at each time step.

th

ofthej
Zj

2J

lj

lj 2j f2

C Z (X•y) 4.(X•y) + C Z (X•y) S ,(Xgy) dxdy

dxdy

lj 2j

radial section.
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At the 8tart of life, or at any given point in life at which the reactor material con8tant8

are I�Own, the radial and axial equations are 801ved a8 Outlined above. The fluxes are

normalized by Eqs. (18, 31) and (18. 28). It is assumed that the reactor fluxe8 and materlal

properties remain at the8e value8 over a fixed time interval. At the end of thi8 interval the

material composition 18 recalculated at each point on the as8umption that the fi88ion rate

remained constant during the Interval. Thus, new material eonstant8 can be obtained for each

point in the reactor and the reactor recalculated.

The application of the line Synthesis technique Can be made relatively simple for lifetime

studies by preparing in advance certain data in graphical form. First, certain typical radial

section8 are carrled through a 8erle8 of arbitrary lifetime depletion steps. At the end of each

tlme step the sectlon 18 recalculated for criticality by varylng B Thi8 calculation can be

made convenlently with a dlgital computer code Such as CANDLE (see Appendix C). From the

series of perhap8 ten or more Such 8tep8, the pertinent information needed for the axial

calculation and power normalization 18 abstracted and plotted in terms of a suitable independent

variable. This variable might be energy or flux time. Flux time at the center of the radial

8ection is a convenient variable. The following quantities are obtained from the radial section

calculations and plotted as function8 of flux time at the center of the reactor.

(a) The macroscopic fission cross section (Z
fl

and Z ) at the center of the radial section.

(b) The other pertinent material constants (D , ) at the center of the radial

section.

(c) The radial buckling at the center of the radial section. [Eq. (18. 25) ].

(d) The ratio of average power density in the radial section to that at the center of the

With these variable) plotted and a normallzed axial flux distribution available, a given

time interval will represent a Specific flux time at each axial point. From the curve8 the new
values at each point can be obtained immediately. Following the axial recalculation with the

new constants, a new normalization can be made. In th18 way a Serie8 of axial calculation8

representing a lifetime depletion 8tudy can be made with appropriate adjustment of the constants

at each axial point.

There is little that can be said in a general way about the validity of the line Synthesis

technique. The 8cheme 18 a highly intuitlve one although Certain of the weaknesses in the

arguments are apparent. In those cases when it 18 applicable it would seem probable that it

would give reasonably good results for the beginning of life but that the results would be very

questionable at high depletions. The reason for thi8 lack of confidence wlth high depletion is

the use of principal mode Solutions to describe transverse leakage. With high depletion It is

unllkely that the fast-to-slow flux ratios anywhere in the core will have values characteristic

of the principal modes. In summary, the scheme has real advantages as a rapid method for

analy818 of a reactor over its lifetime but lacking detailed cornpari8on8 Wlth multi-dlmen81on

depletion 8tudie8, there is little that can be said by way of evaluatlon.

f2

az

Section (q.).
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Appendix A

FEW-GROUP, ONE-DIMENSIONAL
DIFFUSION THEORY CODES

CONTENTS

I. AML-17

2. LIL ABNER

ENSIGN

WANDA

PROD IL

A. I AML-17
The AML-17 code solves on the UNIVAC-I the time-independent two-group neutron-

diffusion equations

in one dlmension In rectangular. cyllndrical. or spherical geometry.

The code permlts a me8h of up to 30 polnts wlth variable spacing between polnt8. It per-

mits polntwise varlation of the two diffusion parameters and the five macr08copie cro88-

sect ion parameter8 In the above equations.

The code computes the eigenvalue and the fast- and slow-group f luxes. The calculatlon8

are done in the floatlng-declmal mode. The typlcal computing tlme per problem 18 approxi-

mately twenty mlnutes.

A. 2 LIL ABNER
The LIL ABNER code solves on the IBM- 650 the few-group diffu8ion equations

871

~V.D. K7O +Z O.
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in one dlmension In rectangular. cylthdrical. or 8pherlcal geometry. Here

LIL ABNER allow8 at most ten regions and one hundred mesh point8. The mesh Spacing

as well a8 all of the physical parameter8 must be con8tant within a region: in fact. this restric-

tlon can be taken to define a region. Each region must COnt�n an even number 0£ mesh Inter-

val8. Boundary conditlon8 of zero flux or zero eurrent ean be specified at each outer boundary.

LIL ABNER computes the fluxes. ¢.: the fission source.*. at every point: and the eigen-

value. X. by sueee881ve Iterations. The problem 18 complete when the difference between suc-

ce881ve elgenvalues or the difference between a maxlmum and a mlnimum eigenvalue Satisfy

an Input crlterlon.

The calculatlon8 are made In floating decimal u8ing the IBM floating-point Interpretive

8y8tem. Input to the code include8 the geometric and phy8ical parameter8. the convergence

criterlon, and the Inltlal 80tsrce gue88. Output card8 contaln elgenvalue8. fluxes. and 80urce.

An estlmate of the runnlng tlme may be obtalned by using the formula T = P. G/200 where

P Is the number of points. G 18 the number of group8 and T 18 the machine tlme In hour8. The

solutlon tlme wlll, of course. vary wlth the eonvergence criterlon and the initlal 80urce guess.

A 8peelally wired control panel 18 needed to run all problems. The computer must have a

A. 3 ENSIGN
The ENSIGN code for the IBM-650 18 the fixed-point version of the LIL ABNER code. It

solve8 the 8ame problems by the 8ame technique8. The running tlme per problem Is approxi-

mately one-third of the LIL ABNER running time.

A. 4 WAKDA
The WANDA code 801ve8 on the IBM-704 the few-group neutron-diffu8lon equatlon8

In one dimension In rectangular. cyllndrical. or 8pherlcal geometry. Here

and

By 8ucces8ive Source iteratlons. WANDA obtaln8 the pointwise values of fluxes and source

and the eigenvalue. A. It 18 P0881ble to cause WANDA to do one of three criticality 8earche8:

(l) by varylng the buckllng In a 8et 0£ regions or throughout the reactor. (2) by varylng the

amount of homogeneous poison In a Set of regions, and (3) by movlng a poison boundary in a

Z.+Z.+BD.

= E (vz ).0.

2000-word drum.

V.D V* +ZIP.

multiplylng region.
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A.5 PROD ll

WANDA allow8 a n�llmum of 250 mesh interva18 In at most 25 regions. an ev.en number

of interval8 being required in each region. It require8 an IBM- 704 with at least 8. 192 words

of core storage, one unit of four logical drums and one tape U�t. Problem runlling tune will

vary from one to fifteen minutes depending on the InLtlal Source guess, the number of point8.

and the type of Search. Three minutes is a typical running time.

Certain of the Input data may be specifled. elther pointwtse or a8 regloll�8e con8tant8.

The baslc Items of Input are the geometric and physical parameter8. inltial estimate of the

source. and inltial e8timate of the parameters which are varied In the eriticality searche8.

The output Includes eigenvalue8. fluxes and source pointwl8e. Source averaged over each

region, reglonal volumes. flux integrated over each region and £or the whole reactor. and

reglon checks which are proportional to the leakage from each region for each group.

A. 5 PROD II
PROD II obtain8 on the IBM-650 the approximate 801ution of the multigroup age-diffu8ion

equatlon in one 8pace dlmension in slab, cylindrlcal, or 8pherlcal geometry. The program
allow8 for the option of includlng or excluding inelastlc scattering and the Selengut-Goertzel

term for hydrogen scattering. Neutron balance calculations are performed to check the con-

servation of neutron8 in each region.

The boundary condition8 at the origin are either zero flux or zero gradient. At the outer

boundary, the generallzed gradient condition may be applied.

Operatlonally. PROD II consi8ts of two parts. each of which accepts input data on punched

card8 and creates output data on punched cards. The output cards of either part are acceptable

as Input to the other part.

Part I: The Multigroup Calculation solves the three-po�t formula for llux at each point,

Part II: The Power Caleulatlon computes the pointwlse values of the power and then the

eigenvalue. punching the normalized power on output cards. The maximum 8ize problem may
be determined a8 follow8: Let G be the number of group8, R the number of region8. C the

number of regions In the core. and P the number of mesh points. Then G < 50. C < 50.

Problem 801utlon time (in mlnutes) may be estimated by the formula T = PG/40. If In-

elasttc 8catterthg 18 omitted. the computlng time 18 Cut approxlmately In half. An additlon-

al 8aving In 801utlon time occur8 when the Selengut-Goertzel term 18 omitted.

pullcluiig tliese lluxeB on output cards.

CG<IOOO. andP+R<g8.
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REFERENCES
AML~ 17 Code - further information is available from the Applied Mathematlc8 Labora-

tory of the David Taylor Model Basin.

H. Bohl. Jr. . E. M. Gelbard, and R. Suarez. A Few Group One-Dimensional Code for

the IBM-650. Report WAPD-TM-3, July 1956.

B. L. Ander80n. H. Bohl. Jr.. E. M. Gelbard. E. EL Stoves. ENSIGN Code. Report

WAPD-TM-33. January 1957.

O. J. Marlowe, C. P. Saalbach. L. M. Culpepper. D. S. Mccarty. WANDA-
Dimen81onal Few-Group Diffu8lon Equation Code for the IBM-704. Report WAPD-TM-28.

G. J. Habetler, One-Space-Dimensional Multigroup for the IBM-650, Part I. Equations,

Report KAPL-1415. December 1. 1955.

V. A. Walbran. One-Space-Dlmensional Multigroup for the IBM-650. Part II. Machine

Program, Report KAPL- 1531. April 10, 1956.

The LIL ABNER. ENSIGN. and WANDA Code8 are avallable from Mr. Donald Cashman.

Ave. . New York 22, New York.

A One-

NovenLber 1956.

Applled Programrnlng Publlcatlons. Applied Sclence fxvislon, IBM Corp. 590 Madlson



Appendix B

FEW-GROUP, TWO-DIMENSIONAL
DIFFUSION THEORY CODES

CONTENTS

CUTHILL

2. ACE or NORC-CUTHILL

3. QED-2

4. PDQ_2

7. CURE
B. I CUTHILL

The CUTHILL code solves on the UNIVAC-I the two~group time-independent neutron-

diffusion equations in (x. y) geometry. The equations

and

are solved at the node points of a rectangular mesh superimposed on the reactor 8ection.

The interior regions are either diffusion regions or control rod regions. At interfar.es

which involve control rod regions. a logarithmic derivative condition 18 imposed on the

thermal flux. Otherwise. al all interfaces the fluxes and currents are assumed to be continu-

OU8. Within each region D . D Z and Z are eonstant. while Z and Z may be regionwise

constants or may vary pointwise.

The code allows as many as 59 x 118 points with constant mesh spacing and as many as

nine different material composition8. It prints out a picture of the arrangement of composi-

tions over the reactor section. Information indicating the progress of the calculations is

875

MUGU
TOSPY

11
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prlnted on-llne. Pointw18e value8 of the nuxe8 and thelr reglonw18e Integra18 are wrltten on

A rough e8tlmate of the computlng tlme may be obtained by a88uming that it require8

about one hour for each one hundred polnt8 In the mesh.

B.2 ACE OR NORC-CUTHILL
The ACE code 801ve8 on the NORC the same problem that 18 801ved by the CUTHILL code

on UNIVAC-I. It allows a8 many a8 18. 720 points (96 x 195). varlable mesh spacing in both

coordinate direction8 and a8 many a8 18 comp081tion8.

The running tlme may be estimated by a88uming 8 8peed of 500 me8h points per hour.

B. 3 QED-2

The QED-2 code Solves the two-group. 8teady-8tate. neutron-dlffv8ion equatlon8

on the IBM- 704 computer. The solutlon 18 obtatned over a rectangular reglon of the x-y plane.

A me8h of horlzontal and vertical Ilne8 18 inip08ed on thi8 rectangular region of Solution. with

a maxlmum of 50 mesh Ilne8 in each coordlnate direction. The code obtains the values Ot If

and ¢ at each of the re8ultlng mesh polnt8 together with a single value of fj.

The rectangular region Is composed of at most nlne different 8ubregion8. Wlth the value8

and Z constant within each 8ubregion. The me8h Spaelng must be

chosen in 8uch a way that the external boundarle8 and the interface8 between 8ubreglons fall

exactly on mesh Ilne8.

Elther a zero flux or & zero current condition may be applied at each external boundary.

The same eondltion mu8t be applied in each lethargy group. In addltlon, a logarithmic deriva-

tive condltlon may be applled at �ternal interfaces. This conditlon 18 Used to repre6ent control

rods and a88lgn8 a value to the current/flux ratlo at the rod Interface.

One core 8torage unit of 4096 word8. one drum unlt of 8192 word8. and three or four tape

u�t8, dependlng upon the on-Ilne/off-Ilne output optlon. are requlred. The code impo8e8

81ight re8trlctlon8 on geometrlc complexlty and number of mesh Interval chaage8 in order to

fit a 2500-polnt problem into the internal Storage of the computer.

Input to the QED-2 eode con818t8 of the value of the buckling. an eigenvalue approxima-

tlon and a Convergence parameter. value8 of the group-dependent parameter8 and a flux

approximation for each subregion. the mesh intervals In each coordinate direction. the four

boundary conditions, and the arrangement of subreglons In the me8h. At the beginning of a

problem. the code print8 on-line an edlt of the input and a "picture of the mesh whlch indi-

eates the arrangement of the 8ubreglon8 and the locatlon of interf&ce8. At the end of the prob-

lem. the region averages and polntwlBe flux value8 may be printed on-llne or written on tape

for off-llne printlng.

A QED-2 problem 18 Iterated until

magnetlc tape for off-llne prlntlng.

V.DfF¢+ (Z'+DP.)¢f=nZ ¢1

25.

li

-(m) (m)

24
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where É Is an input parameter and the Superscript (m) indicates the quantitle8 caleulated at

the end of iteration (m). If É 0. 05. the running tlme of a typical 2500~polnt problem 18 one

hour.

The PDQ-2 code solves on the IBM- 704 the few-group time-independent neutron-dlffuslon

equations

over a rectangle in either rectangular or cylindrical geometry. Here

and

Each of the four sides of the boundlng rectangle may have either of two boundary condi-

tions applied in all groups, either zero nux on the boundary or zero current acr088 the bound-

ary. Control rods may be represented by assigning a value to the ratio of current to flux at

the bounding 8urfaee of the rod8.

The parameter8 D.. and v.Z are constant over each of the region8. A maximum
of 35 regions are allowed. The 4 are functions only of the lethargy group. A mesh of hori-

zontal and vertical line8 is Imposed on the rectangular reglon. The spacingg between these

lines are ch08en such that all boundaries. internal and external, lie on mesh lines. PDQ-2
computes the fission source. ¥1, and the group fluxes, O., at each point of the mesh. The maxl-

mum number of points allowed depends on the size of the core memory and whether or not

one unit of four logicaL drums 18 on the IBM-704. This variatlon is 8hown In the following table:

Core Size

With 4 drums 3750
5250With no drums

In addition to the core and drum storage indicated above, PDQ-2 require8 81X tape units.

Input required by PDQ- 2 includes the number of groups. number of material comp081-

tion8. number of polnt8 in each directlon, four boundary condltions, the mesh spacings.

buckling, estimated eigenvalue, X, convergence criterion. Xi. X2, and X3 (X4 - 0) and the

arrangement of materials Within the rectangular boundary. For each material all of the group-

dependent parameters and a flux estimate must be specified.

Before starting the solution of the problem, PDQ-2 prints on the attached printer all of

the numerical input a8 well a8 a picture of the specified arrangement of materials. During the

Solution of the problem, certain Information is prlnted to indicate progre88. The m08t 8lgnifi-

cant number prlnted 18 the eigenvalue, X, after each source iteration. At the conclu81on of the

problem certain re�on integrals and averages are printed on-line, and pointw18e values of

B.4 PDQ-2

B.4 PDQ_2

.D. V*. + Z.¢.

4K 8K 16K 32K

1250 2500 6500
1000 2500
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nuxe8 and sources are written on magnetic tape lor off-llne printing.

The Iteratlon8 of a P]Y4-2 problem are continued until

(m) (m)

where É Is the input convergence parameter and (m) 18 the iteration index.

If É = 0. 05. a reasonable estimate of running time may be obtained by uslng the formula

P. G/IOO where P is the number of point8. G 18 the number of groups, and T is expected

runnlng tlme in minutes. If a problem p08ses8e8 Symmetry about a diagonal. the running time

Can be halved.

The MUG II code obtain8 on the UNIVAC-I the approximate solution to the multi-group

age dlffu8ion equation in two space dimension8 in cartesian or cylindrical geometry• Wlth or

without the Selengut-Goertzel term for hydrogen scattering. The Coordinate referred to as

(1) .(2)) may be eittrler (x,y). (r. z). or (r, 8).

The code allow8 at most ten different material compositions in at most 64 regions. It

allows at most nine interface8 (includlng boundaries) normal to each coordinate direetton. Mesh
spacing In each directlDn is required to be constant, all interfaces being required to lie on

mesh lines. The maxlnurn number of the points in the x

direction. The maximum number of energy group8 allowed is 100.

The boundary condltions may be zero flux in all group8 on any boundary, the logarithmic

derivative of nux on any boundary equal to a given function of lethargy. or a periodic flux or

gradient condition on the x

(i) dlrection is 100 and 59 in the x(2)

(2) boundaries.

B. 6 TOSPY
The TOSPY code solves the two-dimensional multi-group diffusion equation on UNIVAC-I

in either cartesian or cylindrical geometry. It allows at most 19 group8. 100 row8 and 59

columns of mesh polnts. It allow8 zero flux. zero current. or generalized gradient conditions

on the outer boundaries of the region.

The code requires the specially-defined order8 "Inm

are on the computer at New York University and the two machines at the David Taylor Model

Basin. TOSPY ha8 beery 8uper8eded by the CURE code on the IBM-704.

B. 7 CURE
The CURE code solves on the IBM-704 the multl-group or the few-group neutron diffusion

equation In two dimens.ons in (x, y>, (r, z), or (r. e) geometry. Inelastic scattering and the

Selengut-Goertzel treatment of hydrogen 81owing-down are included in the multi-group ver-

sion of the eode.

The following boundary conditions are treated:

Zero llux on the boundary

2. Given non-zero llux

Zero current across boundary

4. Given ratio of current to flux at boundary

Periodic behavior of flux and current azimuthally

The CURE code incLudes a library of microscopic data from which macroscopic data may

B.5 MUGll

and "40m whlchli30m
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B.7 CURE

be computed. Optionally, in the few-group version the macroscoptc data may be supplied as

input.

The code requires seven tape units. No drum unit is required.

The basic mesh is a rectangular array of I x J points. From this basic mesh, one deletes

the points outside the boundarie8 of the specified region. Further deletions of points within

the boundaries are permitted. Fluxes and power are computed at those points of the I x J mesh
which remain after deletions. Upper limits on I. J, the product (I+l) (J+ l). and the number of

flux points are determined by the size of the core storage of the computer. These limits are

given in the followiiig table.

Core Storc Flux Points

8, 192

16. 384

32, 768

50 644

7475 3275

CURE has three xenon options: (l) no xenon. (2) steady-state xenon. and (3) peak xenon.

A rough estimate of the machlne time required by a problem can be obtained by the form-

ula T = P. G/60 where T is the machine time in minutes. P is the number of flux points. and

G is the number of groups

REFERENCES
CUTHILL Code - additional information may be obtained from the Applied Mathematics

Laboratory of the David Taylor Model Basin.

ACE or NORC-CUTHILL Code - additional information may be obtained from the Applied

Mathematics Laboratory of the David Taylor Model Basin.

G. G. Bilodeau. W. R. Cadwell. J. P. Dorsey. J. G. Fairey. R. S. Varga. PDQ-

IBM- 704 Code to Solve the Two-Dimensional Few-Group Neutron-Diffusion Equation8,

Report WAPD-TM-70," August 1957.

R. H. Stark, Preparation of Input Data for Two-Spaee-Dimen8ion Multigroup. Report

KAPL-1068, October 26. 1954.

E. L. Wachspress. A Generalized Two-Spdce-Dimension Multigroup Coding for the

IBM-704. Report KAPL-1724. April 30. 1957.

The PDQ-2 and CURE Code8 are avallable from Mr. Donald Cashman. Applled Program-

ming Publieatlons, Applied Sclence Division. IBM Corp. . 590 Madison Ave. . New York 22.

New York.

Max l.J (I+l)<J+l)

1400

120 2600 1516

200



Appendix C

FEW-GROUP, ONE- AND TWO-DIMENSIONAL
DEPLETION CODES

CONTENTS

2. CANDLE

DRIFT

4. TURBO

C. I AML-67A
The AML- 67A code solves on the UNIVAC-I the time-dependent two-group neutron-

diffu8ion equation in one dimension In rectangular or cyllndrlcal geometry. The AML- 17 code

18 incorporated in AML-67A to solve the spatial equatlons at each time step for elgenvalue

and fluxe8.

The code allows UP to 16 time steps, each of arbitrary length, during which the pointwise

fluxe8 are assumed eonstant. Radial problems require that d*/dr = O at the origin and allow

either ¢ = O or d*1dr 4 0 at the outer boundary to simulate a reflector. For slab problems

either boundary can have zero flux or a specified flux gradient. The nux gradlent Is put into

the code by fictitious nuclear constants at the end point8. Comp081ttons may vary pointwise

with at most 15 sequential changes in composition.

At each tlme-step the nux shapes are normallzed by specifpng the fission rate per unit

area In slab geometry or per unit height in cylindrlcal geometry. Then the depletion and

build-up of isotopes of uranium and plutonium are computed at each mesh point. The pointwise

concentrations of xenon. samarium, iodine, and promethiurri and the long-lived fission pro-

duct poisons also are computed.
Two types of fueled regions are allowed: Type-A regions which contain U

reglons which contain both U235 238

Criticality is achieved, If desired. at each tlme-step by varying parameter.a. whlch con-

tributes to the total cross section term in the equation for the thermal group flux.

The typical running time is approximately one-half hour per time-step.

235
and type-B

881

AML-67A

andu
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C. 2 CANDLE
CANDLE is an IBM-704 code which takes into account both the space- and time-dependence

of the diffusion coefflcient D. the removal cross section the absorption cr083 section Z

and the fission rate per unit flux VZ in the solution of the few-group neutron diffusion equa-

+ Z. (r) 4). (r)

in one space dlmen8ion. Here I Indicates the lethargy group. k the thermal group (k = 2 or 4).

The buckling B. (r). 18 a group-and reglon-dependent input quantity. ZP(r) Is a region-depen-
th

dent POl8on and t. 18 the fr&ctlon applled In the I group, t

The few-group parameters D. Z and YZ are calculated at each mesh polnt utilizing

a Ilbrary of effective microscoplc cross sections for the fast group8 and Input value8 of the

thermal micr08copic cr088 8ection8. thermal self-8hielding factor. and the resonance e8eape

probabllity for U238 Two-group parameter8 are calculated from the four-group con8tant8 by

taklng weighted averages.

After having calculated the parameters for the diffusion equation. CANDLE Solves for the

resulting flux di8tribution. iterating untll the convergence criterlon on the eigenvalue and

As options. the CANDLE code provldes three mean8 by which the quantity A may be forced

to approach l. O:

l. Adjustlng a group-independent buckling in a Bet of reglons.

2. Adjusting the homogeneous poison ZP in a set of reglons.

3. Adjusting the p081tion of a boundary separatlng the poisoned and unpoisoned 8ection8

of a multlplylng reglon.

At the conclu81on of the spatlal portlon of the code. the fluxes are normalized to a apeci-

fled power level. These power-normalized lluxes are assumed con8tant over the time interval

repre8ented In the approximate 801ution to the depletion equation8.

Re8ult8 of each time step are recorded on magnetic tape. At any time after the ealculatlon

Is completed. a Selective edit may be performed to obtaln pointwlse values of the flux, 80urce.

power, macroscopic cross sectlon8. 18otopic number den8ltie8, and comblnatlon8 of the8e

value8. The 8upervl8ory output. whlch Is prlnted on-llne durlng the calculation. Include3 the

eigenvalue8 and Control parameter8. If used.

In order to change parameters In a problem. the user may elect to use the i80toplc num-
ber densities from any time 8tep of a prevlou81y run problem. Th18 18 called the continuatlon

option.

CANDLE permits a rnaxlmum of 250 me8h Interval8 di8trlbuted over at most 25 region8

to be used to describe a problem. No more than 25 tlme 8tep8 may be requested and at most

tlon

E7. D.(r) V¢.(r) + Z. (r)¢.(r)

Z (r) B.(r)D (r) +Z.(r) + Z.(r) +t zP(r)

source 18 8atl8fled.
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30 elements may be specified. The code requires an IBM-704 with at least 8, 192 words of

core storage, 4 logical drums. and 4 tape units. The runnlng time per tlme step for a 181-

point problem may vary from 3 minutes for a non-search case to 15 minutes for a boundary-

search problern.

C. 3 DRIFT
The DRIFT code for the NORC computer obtains the solution of the time-dependent two-

group neutron-diffusion equatlon in two dlmen8ion8. For each time-step the ACE code 18 used

to determlne the 8patlal dlstrlbution of fast and 81ow fluxe8. These fluxes are normalized to

constant reactor power.

At each point the fuel fraction, at the end of the time-8tep 18 obtained by multiplying
"T_I by (I

£St). If the computed value becomes negatlve. it is set to zero. A table-

look-up procedure Is used to obtain Z (2) (2) as functions of the fuel fraction at each

point.

The new values of Z are used a8 input data for the Iiext time-step. Likewise.

the flux for time-step T may be used as the initial guess for the flux of time-step (T+l). For

each new time-step the buckling, B may be changed and the material composition of any

non-fuel region may be respecified.

(2) (2)

C. 4 TURBO
The TURBO code 18 a two-dimensional few-group depletion code for the IBM-704. The

PDQ code Is used to compute neutron flux values from the two- or four-group diffuslon equa-

tion8. The parameters req�red in these equations are derived from effective one-velocity

mler08copic eross 8ection8 for the elements comprIs�g the media. These elements are des-

cribed by their isotopic densities and thermal 8elf-8hielding factors. A8sumlng flux and power
to be eonstant for a Specified perlod of tlme (a tlme-8tep), the time-dependent l8otoplc den-

8ltle8 can be recomputed for the beguining of the next time-step.

The calculation can be done for either x-y or r-z geometry. By uslng a sultable 8ynthesi8

Scheme. it IS P088lble to piece together two-dimensional (i. e. x-y) calculations to simulate

a three-dlmen8ional calculation (see Chap 18).

The PDQ description in Appendix B gives the equation8 solved and method of solution.

The few-group parameters required are calculated from equation8 of the type

Z(x> Z N (x) for the fast groups or Z (x) Z N (x) g in the thermal group

es over 30where M ran

In the third group a correction 18 made

resonance. Two-group constants are obtained by taking weighted average8 of the

four-group constants.
The neutron flux values obtained from the PDQ calculation are normalized to a specified

power output for the section of the reactor considered and used In the depletion equations

which have the general form

foru238

dt

andz

andz

ossible isotopes.

dN +Z

(t)
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Here N
decay constant,

A maximum xenon calculation Is al80 provided in which the flux at a particular time-step

is reduced by a 8pecified amount and used to deplete the tsotopic densitles over a specified

time Interval which may allow maxlmum xenon bulld-up. A routine is also available to allow

the 8tudy of refueling or Interchange of 8ubassemblie8.

The output from the code con818t8 of the on-line printout provlded by PDQ plu8 the ratio

of the power produced in each reglon to the total power and the fraction of the power }�thin

each region produced by each fi881onable 18Otope. A binary output tape is also generated which

can be 8electively proce88ed at any time to provide prlnting of .

l. Average power at each mesh point

2. Isotopic density for any isotope at each point

Value8 of any of the macr08copie cross sections used in the spatlal calculation at

each point for any group

4. Value8 of the neutron flux for any group at each polnt

5. Values of the source calculated in the spatial integration at each point

6. The average isotopic den31ties for each reglon and the total area

The flux-weighted average8 of the macr08copic cross sections for use in a synthe818

calculation

In addition. the isotopic densitie8 can be obtained for the beginning and/or the end of the tlme-

step. To allow special edits to be done uslng the WOLONTIS System (Bell Laboratory Interpre-

tlve System) on the IBM-650. eertaln of the above quantities Can be punched onto Cards in a

convenlent form.

The calculation Is done automatically for one time-8tep at a tlme. The data deck 18 read

for each subsequent calculation to allow the changing of thermal cr088 8ectlon8. thermal self-

shielding factors. fixed isotopic densitie8. and the like. A typical computlng tlme for a 2500

mesh-point problem Is 1. 5 hours per time-8tep. If the running tlme for a slmllar PDQ problem

18 known. then the TURBO time-step wlll require about one-third more tlzne.

The code requires at least 8. 192 words of Core storage. one drum U�t, ten tape units.

and an off-line printer. Larger core capacity Is utilized as In PDQ to mlnimize computing

time and restricts the maxlmum number of mesh points as follow8:

. andN
denote den81tle8 of different isotope8 at a mesh point n, A is a

+ a Is a micr08copic absorption cr088 8ection. and g is a thermal

Words In core

3750

Self~ 8hleldlng factor.

8K 16K 32K

Mesh Po�t8 2500 6500
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REFERENCES
O. J. Marlowe. P. A. Ombrellaro, CANDLE~ A One-Dimen8ional Few-Group Deple-

tion Code for the IBM-704. Report WAPD-TM-53. May 1957.

O. J. Marlowe. P. A. Ombrellaro. CANDLE -- A One-Dlmen8lonal Few-Group Deple-
tlon Code for the IBM-704. ADDENDUM I - CANDLE 2. Report WAPD-TM-53, ADDEN-
DUM l. October 1957.

L. M. Culpepper, CANDLE - A One-Dimen8ional Few-Group Depletion Code for the

IBM-704. ADDENDUM 2 -- CANDLE 3. Report WAPD-TM-53. ADDENDUM 2, October

1957.
DRIFT Code - additional information may be obtalned from the Applied Mathematics

Laboratory of the David Taylor Model Basin.

J. B. Callaghan et al. TURBO- A Two-Dlmensional Few-Group Depletlon Code for

the IBM-704. Report WAPD-TM-95. November 1957.

G. G. Bllodeau et al. PDQ- An IBM-704 Code to Solve the Two-Dlmen8ional Few-

Group Neutron-Dlffu8ion Equations, Report WAPD-TM-70, Augu8t 1957.

P. A. Ombrellaro, Effective Fa8t-Group Cros8 Section8 In Four-Group Theory. Report

WAPD-TM-63. May 1957.

J. G. Fairey et al, PROP and JET - A Program for the Synthesi8 and Survey of Three-

Dimensional Power Shapes on the IBM-704, Report WAPD-TM- 116. May 1958.

G. W. Hoffman, One-Dimen81onal Few-Group Burnout Code -
tlon8. Report WAPD-TM-2, April 1956.

The CANDLE and TURBO Code8 are available from Mr. Donald Ca8hman, Applied Pro-

grarnr�ng Publications, Applied Science Division. IBM Corp. . 590 Madison Ave. ,

New York 22. New York.

180toplc Denslty Equa-



Appendix D

THERMAL NEUTRON ENERGY
DISTRIBUTION CODES

CONTENTS

I. SOFOCATE

2. DONATE

D. I SOFOCATE
The SOFOCATE code solve8 on the IBM- 704 the Wigner- Wilkins differential equation for

the distrlbution of thermal neutrons in equilibrlum with a hydrogen-moderated homogeneou8

mtxture where the absorption cross sections of the constituents may vary arbitrarily wlth

energy.

The SOFOCATE code compute8 the neutron llux, the macroscopic absorption cross sec-

tion, YZ , the flux averaged diffusion constant and the mieroscopic fission eross 8eetions. In

addition. any desired function may be averaged over the resultant flux.

The code requires a eore 8ize of 4. 096 words. 4 magnetic drum8. and 4 n�gnetiC tape8.

One additlonal tape 18 required If tape output is desired.

Temperature. buckling. energy limlt ( < 2. 0 ev). moderator. number densitles of Iso-

tope8 in the mixture. and the identification number of those functions whose flux-averaged

values are desired are 8upplied as inputs to the code.

A typical problem runnlng tlme is 30 second8.

D. 2 1)ONATE
The I)ONATE code solves on the IBM-650 e88entially the Same problem solved on the

IBM-704 by SOFOCATE.
A typical running time 18 about 2 hours.

887
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REFERENCES
H. Am8ter and R. Suarez. The Calculation of Thermal Constants Averaged over a Wigner-

Wilklns Flux Spectrum: De8eription of the SOFOCATE Code, Report WAPD-TM-39.
January 1957.

H. Amster and R. Suarez. Distrlbutlon of Neutrons at Thermal Energies -

of DONATE Code, Report WAPD-PM-45. May 1956.

The SOFOCATE and DONATE Code8 are avallable from Mr. Donald Ca8hman, Applied

Programmlng Publication8. Applied Science Divlsion. IBM Corp• •590 Madison Ave. ,

New York 22. New York.

Description



Appendix E

FAST CONSTANT PREPARATION CODES
FOR FEW-GROUP METHODS

CONTENTS

E. I MUFT-3
The MUb"1'_3 code computes on the IBM- 650 the Fourler transform of the slowlng-down

distribution from a point 80urce in space. The equations which are solved are those which

determine the first two Legendre coefficients of the flux. By suitable choice of coefficients in

these equatlons. one can arrive at either (l) the P~ l approximation. (2) the B- l approxima-

tion.(3) the P-I. SG approximation. or (4) the B- I. SG approximation. In a single run of the

MUFT-3 code. results may be obtained according to any or all of these approxlmatlon8.

The code accepts as input the Isotopic number den81tle8 of the constltuent8 of a mixture

and the microscopic data for each of these Isotopes. The number of groups in the Input must
be less than 200. In addition, the multi-group source spectrum 18 8upplied as input.

The output of MUFT-3 is a Set of few-group constants for each of five different group

structures: Seven-group, five-group. three-group, two-group. and one-group.

The typlcal running time 18 five minutes per approximatlon per problem.

E. 2 MUFT-4
MUFT-4 Is an IBM- 704 code which computes the Fourier transform of the flux and 810w-

Ing down density due to a plane source in an infinite medium of pre8cribed composition and

determine8 the fast flux spectrum in a one-dimensional reactor of given buckllng. The age in

the composition is determined frorn the output by interpretlng the output as a Fourler trans-

form. By interpreting the output as a llux spectrum. fast-group macroscopic parameter8 are

edited by the code.

Input data to the code as 6peclfied by the requestor are number denslties, buckling. and

self-8hielding factors which are used in treatment of resonance8. A preassembled library

(u81ng three a880Cl&ted Ilbrary tape preparation programs, LTPI, LTP2, and LTP3> whlch

889
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890 FAsf CONSTANT PREPARATION CODES FOR FEW.GROUP METHODS

for the Isotopes in the composition must a180 be available as Input. Source spectra corre8pond-

Ing to varlouB type6 of 80urce8 are also Included on the Ilbrary tape. The problem requestor

has the cholce of one of the followlng four approximation 8cheme8:

i. p-l

2. Selengut (B- l in the code notation)

3. P- l. Selengut-Goertzel

B- I, Selengut-Goertzel

If hydrogen is not present in the comp081tion. a nonhydrogenou8 moderator 18 8peeified

to be used in computatlon of the resonauce Integrals.

In addltlon to the few-group cro88 8ections and the material age. the code will compute

the flux and current 8pectra. the I80troplc slowlng down densitie8 for hydrogen and the heavy

18Otope8 and the an180trop£c 81owlng down denslties.

For a few selected isotope8 of the comp08Ition In the problem. the code wlll edlt the

ab8orption and f188ion cross 8ectlon8. separating the 8mooth and re80nant contributions.

The code Is limited to 100 lethargy group8 With 3 fast £ew-group 8chemes: one-group,

two-group. and three-group. Information for a8 many as 45 isotope8 may be 8tored on a

Ilbrary tape. however. at most. 15 of these may be used in any one problem.

Average running time of a normal problem is eleven 8econd8: if additional edits are

requested. the runnlng tlme may approach one minute and forty-five Seconds.

The machlne requirements are a8 follows:

Core slze

Drums Not Used

2 (or 3)*

Off-line printer

STZ instruction

*See Appendix C, WAPD-TM-72, p. 32.

REFERENCES
R. L. Hellens. R. W. Long. B. H. Mount, Multigroup Fourier Transform Calculation -

De8crlptlon of MUFT-III Code, Report WAPD-TM-4, July 1956.

H. Bohl. Jr.. E. M. Gelbard. and G. H. Ryan. MUFT-4- Fa8t Neutron Spectruzn Code

for the IBM-704. Report WAPD-TM-72. July 1957.

R. L. Hellen8. Neu-ron Slowing Down in Group Diffu8ion Theory• Report WAPD- 114,

May 1956.

The MUFT-3 and MUFT- 4 Codes are avallable from Mr. Donald Ca8hman. Applied Pro-

gramming Publications. Applied Science Divislon. IBM Corp. . 590 Madison Ave. .

New York 22. New York.

contaln8 mlcr08cople er088 8eetlons. resonanee parameter8, and Inelastle scattering matrice8

Tape8



Appendix F

LEAST SQUARES CURVE FITTING CODES

CONTENTS

I. COFIT

EXFIT

F. I COFIT
The COFIT code computes on the IBM-704 the parameters A. B, and C in the expresslon

y = A cos B(x - C) by the least squares technique based on 4 to 500 polnts of ob8erved data.

It also computes and prints the standard deviation8 of the estimates of A. B. and C.

A 4, 096-word IBM-704 without tapes or drum8 is sufficient for this code. The running

time per problem varies from 2 to about 8 minutes.

F. 2 EXFIT
The EXFIT code is analogou8 to COFIT. except that it 801ves for the parameter8 A and B

In the expre88ion y - Ae

F. 3 F0030

The F0030 code is analogous to COFIT. except that it finds A. B, C in the expression

REFERENCES
B. L. Anderson and T. J. Lawton, COFIT - A Least Squares Cosine Fltting Program
for the IBM~704. Report WAPD-TM-26. October 1956.

The COFIT. EXFIT, and F0030 Codes are available from Mr. Donald Cashman. Applied

Programmlng Publications, Applied Science Division. IBM Corp. . 590 Madison Ave. .

New York 22, New York.
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Appendix G

FEW-GROUP, THREE-DIMENSIONAL
DIFFUSION THEORY CODES

CONTENTS

2. TKO-I

G. I TRIXY
TRDtY 18 a code for the IBM-704 whlch 801ve8 the multl-group tlme-lndependent neutron-

dlffu8lon equatlon8 over a rectangular parallelepiped in the carte81an coordinate 8y8tem. The

equatlon8 801ved by TRIXY are

where

Each of the slx faces of the bounding rectangular paralleleplped may be specified Independently

elther a8 havlng zero flux or by glvlng the ratlo of outward current to the llux.

A mesh of horlzontal and vertical plane8 is imposed on the rectangular paralleleplped

wlth the mesh polnts determlned by the intersectlons of the me8h planes. The composltion of

each mesh rectangular parallelpiped must be homogeneou8. The 4 are function8 only of the

lethargy group. The power di8trlbutlon. S. and the group nuxe8. 1 , are computed at each

mesh polnt. The maximum number of mesh plane8 and the number of different materlal com-
PO8ltion8 permltted within the me8h 18 dependent upon the size of the core memory and Is a8

893
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894 FEW-GROUP. THREE-DIMENSIONAL DIFFUSION THEORY CODES

Memory Number of Dlfferent Maximum Number of Mesh Planes

8, 192 72 perpendicular to x axis
36 perpendieular to y axi8
36 perpendicular to z axi8
No more than l. 000 points
In the yz plane

72 perpendicular to each axi8
No more than 2. 000 polnts In
the yz plane
72 perpendicular to each axl8
No more than 4, 000 points In
the yz plane

16, 384 475

32.768 975

The product of the number of mesh point8 and the number of energy group8. k, 18 Ilndted

to about 150. 000.

TRIXY requlre8 SIX tape unlts. The input to TRDCY con8lsts of .

l. Configuratlon Information

2. Comp081tion constant8 (D, Z ZR, Z ) for each materlal and each group

The value of x="or each group

4. The six boundary eondltion8

6. Rough power guess for a coarse mesh
7. Convergence criterlon for the flux

Convergence crlterlon for the power dlstrlbutlon.

After each 80urce Iteration, certain informatlon is printed. One of the numbers printed

refers to eriticallty. At the concluslon of the problem. various items of informatlon may be

wrltten on magnetic tape for off-llne printing. The Items available for off-line printing include

fluxes, average fluxes. flux Integrals, power densitle8. power integral8. and the number of

fissions per source neutron.

Most TRIXY problems wlll run more than several hours. A three-group problem with

6, 000 me8h polnt8 will normally take about eight hours.

TKO- l is an IBM--04 code whleh finds a discrete numerlcal approximation over a rec-

tangular paralleleplped for the few-group. tlme-independent. neutron-diffusion equations

A me8h of horizontal and vertlcal plane8 18 Imposed on the rectangular parallelplped.

with a maximum of 28 plane8 In each coordlnate dlrectlon. The code 18 restricted to the treat-

ment of problem8 whlch are Bymrnetrlc wlth re8pect to the plane x=y. Hence the nux and

80urce value8. ¢ and W, are obtalned only at the me8h point8 on and to one 8lde of th18 8ymme-
try axi8. Designatlng the boundary planes in the x and y coordinate direction8 by 88 and the

boundary plane in the z coordinate direction by uu. the total number of 801ution point8 (bound-

Compo8ltion8

200

5. Mesh 8pacings

G.2 TKO-I

V.D [70. +(Z. +Z. )¢j=T +Z. O._

ary polnts excluded) 18

(ss-l)(8s)(uu- l)
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Th18 number 18 restricted to 2700 and 4750 on 16. 384-word and 32, 768-word computer8, re8-

peetlvely. The code requlre8 one drum unlt and 81x tape unit8 In addltlon to thi8 core 8torage.

The rectangular paralleleplped 18 composed of at m08t 511 dlfferent reglon8, and the

values of D., and Z are reglonwi8e con8tant. Varlable me8h 8pacing 18 permltted, and

the mesh mu8t be ch08en In such a way that all reglon Interface8 Ue on mesh planes.

Elther a zero flux or a zero current condition may be applled at each boundary plane. the

8ame condltlon being applied In each lethargy group. A logarlthmlc derivative condltion may
a180 be u8ed at thternal Interface8 for control rod repre8entation. Thi8 condition 8et8 the cur-

rent to flux ratlo at the rod boundary.

Input to TKO- I Include8 the number of group8 and reglon8. the outer boundarles and

boundary conditlon8. an elgenvalue approximation and a convergence parameter. the mesh
Interva18 and orlentation of reglon8 in the mesh, and the group-dependent parameter8. includ-

Ing a flux approxlmation. for each region. The only on-line output 18 an indlcation of the

degree of convergence attalned at the end of each Iteration. The off-llne prlntout eonslst8 of

a complete edlt of the Input. a '�IctUre of each cUfferent x-y plane with all reglon8 and Inter-
face8 Indicated. the reglon volume8, the region Integrated and averaged llux and 80uree. and

the polntwlse flux and 80urce value8.

TKO- I problems are iterated until

(m) (m)

(m)

where £ 18 the Input convergence parameter and (m) 18 the Iteratlon index. For £ 0. 05, the

runnlng tlme of a 2700-potht problem varle8 from l. O to 2. 5 hours. dependlng upon the num-
ber 0£ group8 and the phy8lcal dlmen8lon8 0£ the problem.

REFERENCES
Paul Greebler. TRIXY - A Computer Program for Multi-group Nuclear Reactor Calcu-

latlon8 In Three-space Dlmen8i0ns. Report KAPL- 1549. August 1. 1956.

Oulda A. Clendinning. TRLXY -- A Three-Dlmen81onal Multl-group Code: Input Prepara-

tion. Report KAPL-M-OAC- I, January 29. 1958.

W. R. Cadwell, TKO -- A Three-Dimensional Neutron-Diffusion Code for the IBM-704.

Report WAPD-TM- 143. July 1958.

G.2 TKO-I
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Appendix H

FEW-GROUP, THREE-DIMENSIONAL
DEPLETION CODES

CONTENTS

DRACO

H. I DRACO
DRACO I, a three-dlmen81onal few-group depletlon code for the IBM- 704. provide8 a

means of 8tudylng the fli� and power levels and the depletion and b�ld-up of materlal8 wlthln

a reactor for speclfied interva18 of tlme during whlch the flux and power are a88umed to be

constant.

With a library of fast cr088 sectlons, varlou8 Input quantltle8, and Informatlon from the

prevlou8 tlme-step calculation. the group con8tant8 D. Z and VZ are calculated for

each mesh rectangular parallelepiped of the reglon under con81deration. A modifled ver8lon of

TKO-I uses these quantitie8 In solvlng the neutron-dlffuslon equations

where

The pointw18e fluxe8 resulting from th18 calculation are averaged over each mesh rectangular

parallelepiped and are normallzed to a specified power output.

DRACO I requlres 16. 384 or 32, 768 words of core storage, at lea8t one drum unlt, and

897
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898 FEW-GROUP. THREE-DIMENSIONAL DEPLETION CODES

nlne tape unlt8. DRACO 2. the maimum-xenon calculation requlre8 10 tape unlt8. DRACO
wlll handle two- or four~group problem8 and allows a maxlmum of 50 Inltlal materlal compo-

zontal and vertical planes 8paced along the X. Y. and Z coordlnate axes. the followlng condi-

tlon8 must be met where 88. tt. and uu are the la8t plane8 in the X. Y. and Z coordinate dlr-

tt

1/2 (88- 1)(88)(uu- l) < 2685 or < 4750 for 16. 384 and 32. 786 core storage. respectively.

The plane X=Y must be a 8ymmetry plane. Zero flux or zero current may be iniposed at any

of the outer boundarle8.
The followlng quantltles are requlred as Input for each tlme-step: Information pertaining

to the geometry of the problem; optlon control information. the length of the time-8tep' net

power per time-step. inttlal eigenvalue guess: convergence criterlon; percentage of homo-

geneou8 P0180n per group. Integral of the fi88ion 8peetrum for epithermal groups. the iodine

yleld for U235 238 Pu and Pu241

cr088 8ectlon8 to be applled In speclfled compo8ltion8. flux gues8; MUFT buckllng for two-

group problem8. resonance escape probabillty of U238

densitie8' thermal self -shielding (optional): and logarithmic derivatives (optional) . The

geometry. the mesh spacing, and the time-dependent isotopic den8lties may not be changed be-

tween time-steps. To facillties the movlng of rods, composition numbering may be altered.

The most important information prlnted on-llne durlng a tlme-8tep calculatlon pei"Idln8

to the progre88 of the iteratlon. Of£-Ilne edlt8 make the followlng InfOrn�tIOn avallable for

each tlme-8tep: polnt flux. polnt power. power per mesh rectangular parallelepiped. beglnning

18otoplc densltie8. flnal lsotoplc densities, macroscopic data, and power Integral8.

Runnlng time for a two-group, quarter-core problem with 3000 Interior polnt8 18 approxi-

mately two hour8 per tlme-step.

REFERENCES
D. Mccarty. C. Klng. H. Hender80n. J. Mandel. DRACO- A TILree-Dlmen8lonal Few-
Group Depletion Code Ior the IBM-704. Report WAPD-TM- 137.

G. W. Hoffman. One-Dlmen8ional Few-Group Burnout Code -

Report WAPD-TM-2. Aprll 1956.

P. A. Ombrellaro. Èffectlve Fast-Group Cr088 Sections in Four-Group Theory. Report

•JkJlJl•]3kJlllVAI

81t£on8. A88umlng a me8h imposed on some rectangular parallelepiped by Inter8ectlng horl-

ection8. re8peetively:

ss

<28anduU.

mesh de8cription8" comp061tlon description; thermal

homogeneou8 poison (optional): isotopic

wAPI�Tm-63. May 1957.

180topic Den8lty Equation8.


